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<AFFIRM>INDEX.131.1Bt IS/·SYSTEM·F Monday 5 Oct 81 17:23 

This index is generated from the system <AFFIRM>AFFIRM.EXE.131 
using these fi1es:<AFFIRM>AFFIRMEXEC .. 69 <AFFIRM>CEVAL .. 26 

(AFFIRM>FORMULAIO .. 24 <AFFIRM>HELP .. 6 <AFFIRM>IN~IXPRINT .. 19 
<AFFIRM)LOGIC .. 31 <AFFIRM>PARSER .. 14 <AFFIRM>PARSERHELPER .. 14 
(AFFIRM)PASCAL .. 22· (AFFIRM>PROFILE .. 26 <AFFIRM>REQUEST .. 38 
<AFFIRM)REWRITERULE .. 17 <AFFIRM>SPECIFICATION .. 30 
<AFFIRM>SUFFICIENT .. 14 <AFFIRM>TEDIT .. 14 
<AFFIRM>THEOREMPROVER .. 37 <AFFIRM>TREE .. 17 <AFFIRM>UTILITY .. 78 
<AFFIRM)VCGEN .. 12 <AFFIRM>XEVAL .. 6 

1 #INIT\INFIX\PRINT INFIXPRINT 1 
2 #INIT\XEVAL UTILITY 52 
3 IDREMJ\SSOC UTILITY 27 
4 a0062 PARSER 2 
5 a0063 PARSER 3 
6 a0064 PARSER 4 
7 a0065 PARSER 5 
8 a0066 .PARSER 6 
9 a0067 PARSER 7 

10 a0068 PARSER 8 
11 a0069 PARSER 9 
12 a0070 PARSER 10 
13 a0071 PARSER 11 
14 a0072 PARSER 12 
15 a0073 PARSER 13 
16 a0074 PARSER 14 
17 a0075 PARSER 15 
18 a0076 PARSER 16 
19 aD077 PARSER 17 
20 a0078 PARSER 18 
21 a0079 PARSER 19 
22 a0080 PARSER 20 
23 a0081 PARSER 21 
24 a0082 PARSER 22 
25 a0083 PARSER 23 
26 a0084 PARSER 24 
27 a0085 PARSER 25 
28 a0086 PARSER 26 
29 a0087 PARSER 27 
30 a0088 PARSER 28 
31 aOO89 PARSER 29 
32 a0090 PARSER 30 
33 aOO91 PARSER 31 
34 a0092 PARSER 32 
35 aOO93 PARSER 33 
36 a0094 PARSER 34 
37 aOO95 PARSER 35 
38 a0096 PARSER 36 
39 a0097 PARSER 37 
40 a0098 PARSER 38 
41 a0099 PARSER 39 
42 a0100 PARSER 40 
43 a0101 PARSER 41 
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44 aOl0~ PARSER 42 
·,49 ,aO~03 PARSER 43 
415 a0104 PARSER 44 
47 aO~05 PARSER 45 

,,-
4~ aO~OI? PARSER 46 
49 ~0107 PARSER 47 
50 a019~ PARSER 48 
§1 aOl09, PARSER 4'9 
52 11-0110 PARSER 50 
93 ~O 111, PARSER I 61 
154 aOll~ PARSER 52 
65 a0113 PARSER 53 
§~ ~Q114 PARSER 64 
57 aO llP PARSER 65 
9~ aOH6 PARSER 66 
59 a0 117 PARSER 67 
60 aQ1l8 PARSER 68 
61 a0119 PARSER 59 
6? a01?O PARSER 60 
63 aOl?l PARSER 61 
64 aQl?2 PARSER 02 
65 aOl ?3 PARSER 63 
66 a0124 PARSER 64 
67 aOl?5 PARSER 65 
6,B, (\0126 PARSER 66 
69 AQor1;InfixPrint INFIXPRINT, 9 
70 , AcceptNewRules LOGIC 37 
71 Ac;tua,1 Exp rAt TREE 1 
7~ AddArq CEVAL 37 
73 AddArg LOGIC 69 
7;4- A~dAutoRules LOGIC 38 
75 Adc:iChildren TREE 69 
76 AddChildrenl TREE 70 
77 AddC ol1lmand AFFIRMEXEC 1 
78 AddCommandToHistory AFFIRMEXEC 2 
7.9 AddDecl a,rat ions SPEC I F lCATION 39 
80 aqdFact CEVAL 24 
81 AddHypothesis LOGIC 6 
82 addI ntege,rF acts CEVAL 25 
8a AddLeaf TREL 85 
84. AddLE,ntry LOGIC 78 
,85 AddNeeds FORMULAIO 1 
86, AddParametersToHistory AFFIRMEXEC 3 
87 AddRuJ e. LOGIC. 39 
8.8 add,Rul eCannot LOGIC. 45 
89 add,Rul eDi rect.io.n LOGIC 46 
9,0, addRul e.s TREE 41 
91 AddSpecifiedLHS LOGIC 79 
92 AddToFile UTILITY 62 
93 AD.DT 01.1 ST , UTILITY 28 
94. AddUsage TREE 36 
95 addUsed TREE 43 
96 adopt SPECIF lCA TION 8 
97 Affirm/ADDPROP UTILITY 63 
98: Aff; rmBackt race UTILITY 92 
99 Aff i rmB.reak UTILITY 93 

10.0 AffirmCompile AFFIRMEXEC 58 
101 affirmed? LOGIC 5 
102 Affi rmE rror UTILITY 94 
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103 AffirmExec AFF IRMEXEC 4 
104 AffirmGCGAG AFFIRMEXEC 81 

-, 

\ 105 AFFIRMHelp HELP 10 
, 106 AffirmlnitAfterMakesys UTILITY 97 .~ 

107 AffirmLoad AFFIRMEXEC 59 
108 AffirmMakesys UTILITY 98 
109 AFFIRMMAPRINT UTILITY 46 
110 AffirmNews AFFIRMEXEC 60 
11.1 AffirmPRINTBELLS AFFIRMEXEC 82 
11.2 AffirmSave AFFIRMEXEC 61 
11.3 AffirmSORT UTILITY 29 
11.4 AFFIRMSpel1ingCorrect HELP 1 
115 AffirmSysoutlnit UTILITY 99 
116 AFFIRMUSER UTILITY 60 
117 AFFIRMWHEREIS UTILITY 61 
118 aff i rmWhe re I s REQUEST 16 
119 all PARSER 67 
120 Al1LevelMember SUFFICIENT 1 
121 Al1Safe SUFFICIENT 2 
122 ALPHA XEVAL 1 
12:3 AltersList VCGEN 1 
124 AltersListHelper VCGEN 2 
125 AND1\Nary TEOlT 13 
126 ANO\Nary TEOlT 12 
127 ANO\TO\ARG\LIST XEVAL 2 
128 Annotate TREE 97 
129 Annotating AFFIRMEXEC 5 
130 AnylnnerIfs CEVAL 28 

~ 131 AnywhereBound LOGIC 48 
\,~~ 132 APE PROFILE 1 '--

133 APG PROFILE 2 
134 APGgetName PROFILE 3 
135 AppendChar AFFIRMEXEC 6 
136 appendEscape HELP 8 
137 ApplicableRu1eType REWRITE RULE 7 
138 ApplyAllEqHyps LOGIC 7 
139 ApplyEqHyp LOGIC 8 
140 App1yEqInPriorHyps CEVAL 36 
141 App1yRules REWRITERULE 16 
142 APPLY\F\OF\X XEVAL 3 
143 APPLY\STATE XEVAL 4 
144 Arc TREE 52 
145 arc TREE 55 
146 ArgMemberCheck SUFFICIENT 3 
147 ArgsMakeLeve1s INFIXPRINT 10 
148 ArgumentVars REWRITE RULE 8 
149 ARG\LIST\ TO\ANO XEVAL 5 
150 ARG\LIST\ TO\OP XEVAL 6 
151 arrayType PARSER 68 
152 AscendBy TREE 82 
153 AscendTo TREE 81 
154 askIfNew REQUEST 17 
155 askToContinue REQUEST 18 
156 askToOwn REQUEST 19 

\~ 157 askWhereToGo REQUEST 20 
'-' 158 assertion PARSER 70 

159 assertStatement PARSER 69 
160 assignmentStatement PARSER 71 
161 AssignmentSubst VCGEN 3 
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16Z AssignmentSubstl VCGEN 4" 
163 assocAllProgramUnits PARSERHELPER 4 
164 AssociatedType SPECIF ICATION 57 
165 Assoc.i at i veAndMatch CEVAL 1 
166 Ass:ume· TREE 4·5 --
167 AssumedAndDenied CEVAL 15 
168 assumeStatement PARSER 72 
169 AtomList PHOJILE 4· 
17'0 AtomsOfType SPECIFICATION. 51 
171 augment THEOREMPROVER 1,4 
172 Auto2Abort PROFILE 35 
1'73 AutoApplicable PROFILE 36 
174 AutoCommand, PROFILE 37 
175 Au·toMechanism PROFILE 44. 
f7'6 AutoMech,Execl PRO.H,LE 38 
177 AutoMechSpecl PROFILE 39: 
1:78 Au,toMechTPl PRO·FIl.E 40 
1:79 Au·toMechTP2 PROFILE 41 
180 AutoMechTP3 PROFILE 42 
18t AutoMechTP4 PRO'FILE 43 
182 AutoNotYet PROFILE 45 
183 AtrtoP'e rform? PROFlLE 46 
184 Axiom SPECIF ICA nON 1 
18:5 Ax i·oms SPECIFICATION 2 
18·6 BadFiTe UTILITY 64 
187 baseName VCGEN 19 
188 baseNameSubst UTILITY 87 
189 batch AFFIRMEXEC 62 
190 BEEHIVE UTILITY 47 ~\ 

191 BIND\ARGS XEVAL 7 " 
! 

j 

192 eINXEVAL UTILITY 53 
-...--

193 block PARSER 73 
194 bracketExprList PARSER 74 
195 BSafe SUFFICIENT 4 
196 BSafeII SUFFICIENT 5 
197 Bu i.l dM iss i ng LHS SUFFICIENr 6 
198 Cal lEDITF UTILITY 66 
199 CallEditor UTILITY 67 
200 CallSubsys UTILITY 11 
201 CannedMessage FORMULAIO 51 
202 canUserChangeProfileEntry? PROFILE 5 
203 caseElementList PARSER 75 
204 caseLabel PARSER 76 
205 cases THEOREMPROVER 15 
2.06 caseStatement PARSER 77 
207 cases\Interface SPECIFICATION 45 
208 cases\Schema SPECIFICATION 46 
209 Ch,a ini ng s LOGIC 26 
210 Chainingsl LOGIC 27 
211 CheckAndSplit THEOREMPROVER 1 
212 CheckDefs TED IT 1 
21.3 CheckForCurrentType AFFIRMEXEC 7 
214 CheckForQexpression LOGIC 70 
215 CheckForType AFFIRMEXEC 8 " 

216 checkIfOwn REQUEST 21 ) 
217 CheckIntroducedExpr LOGIC 9 
218 CheckLoad UTILITY 68 
219 CheckPoint REQUEST 53 
220 CheckTransformationOccurs TREE 23 

---- --
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221 checkUser REQUEST 22 
222 choice THEOREMPROVER 16 

(-", 223 choose THEOREMPROVER 17 
\ 
'- .. 0 224 ChooseASymbol LOGIC 49 

225 ChooseChainingsAndNarrowings LOGIC 28 
226 CHRCT UTILITY 65 
227 CircularChildP TREE 109 
228 CircularSubs LOGIC 30 
229 CircularSubs1 LOGIC 31 
230 CircularTransformP TREE 108 
231 Cl eanupF i 1 e REQUEST 1 
232 CleanupFunction REQUEST 2 
233 CleanupRequest REQUEST 55 
234 ClearNames TREE 18 
235 ClearProof TREE 83 
236 ClearTerminalBuffer AFFIRMEXEC 9 
237 C 1 oseAndOpe nO r i bb 1 e UTILITY 45 
238 CloseAnnotation AFFIRMEXEC 10 
239 CloseOribble UTILITY 69 
240 Cl osu re UTILITY 30 
241 Combinations UTILITY 31 
242 COMMON FACTORS XEVAL 8 
243 CompactPropStorage FORMULAIO 2 
244 CompileRulelntoLisp . REWRITERULE 1 
245 complete THEOREMPROVER 18 
246 CompleteDeps LOGIC 71 
247 Completer LOGIC 40 
248 CompleteSubs LOGIC 10 

/~, 249 compoundStatement PARSER 78 
\....J> 250 CompressTransform TREE 2 "---'" 

251 ComputelnductionExpression THEOREMPROVER 2 
252 computeLispCode REWRITE RULE 25 
253 concurrentAssignmentStatement PARSER 79 
254 ConcurrentAssignmentSubst VCGEN 5 
255 constant PARSER 81 
256 CONSTANT? XEVAL ·9 
257 Constants SPECIFICATION 16 
258 CONSTANT\FACTORS XEVAL 10 
259 CONSTANT\MULT\FACTORS XEVAL 11 
260 CONSTANT\TERM XEVAL 12 
261 constOefinition PARSER 80 
262 ConstOrde r LOGIC 11 
263 Constructors SPECIFICATION 17 
264 Convert INFIXPRINT 11 
265 ConvertOldType REWRITE RULE 2 
266 coord PARSER 82 
267 CopyTopRecord PARSER 163 
268 CorrectOneFileOate UTILITY 70 
269 CreateExpansions TEO IT 2 
270 CreatePatchFile REQUEST 54 
271 CriticalPairs LOGIC 41 
272 CSafe SUfFICIENT 7 
273 Debug UTILITY 72 
274 DeCanonicalize INFIXPRINT. 54 

~) 275 decipherRuleMatchlnput FORI~ULAIO 23 --- 276 OeclareFun SPECIFICATION 23 
277 declareMacro SPECIFICATION 66 
278 declareopt PARSER 84 
279 declareType PARSER 83 

--- ----- ---- ---------- --~-
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280 DeclareType SPECIFICATION 24. 
281 declareVar SPECIFICATION 9 
282 DeclareVariables LOGIC 50 

\ 283 DecodeName TREE 16 
"-- ) 284 d'ee rUserCount REQUEST 23 

285 DefaultU.erProfile PROFILE 6 
286 Darine SPECIF ICATION 3 
287 DEFINED? XEVAt 13 
288 Defi~edAFFIRMCommand AFFIRMEXEC 11 
289 definedEntryName? PROFILE 7 
290 definePriority PARSERHELPER 5 
291 DEF INE\FUNC XEVAL 14 
292 DEFINE\NARY\OP UTILITY 54 
293 DEFINE\OPR UTILITY 55 
294 De"fnRangeConve rt FORMULAIO 3 
295 DeletableP TED IT 16 
296 DeleteCommand AFFIRMEXEC 12 
297 deleteEntryFile REQUEST 24 
298 del eteEntryFunction REQUEST 25 
299 DEileteNodes TREE 64 
300 denote THEOREMPROVER 19 
301 denotePair PARSER 85 
302 denoteSpec PARSER 86 
303 Descend . TREE 79 
304 DescendAlongChain TREE 8.0 
305 Descendant? TREE 78 
306 DeterminelnitialRespellings HELP 2 
307 DetermineObjectClass AFFIRMEXEC 13 
308 DetermineQuaritifierOrder INF IXPRINT 12 ~ 

309 direction PARSER 87 ~.-.J 
310 discard SPECIF ICATION 10 
311 d i scardlnte rfaee SPECI F ICATION 11 
3U DiscardTransformation TREE 65 
313 discardVariabl e SPECI F ICATION 12 
314 displayProfileEntry PROFILE 8 
315 Distinct SPECIFICATION 4 
316 'distinct SPECI F ICATION 13 
317 dfstinctSpec PARSER 88 
318 DISTRIBUTE XEVAL 15 
319 Dok SUFFICIE.NT 8 
320 DoklI SUFFICIENT 9 
321 DOMAIN XEVAL 16 
322 down TREE 56 
323 DO\NARY\OP XEVAL 17 
3"24 DO\POWER XEVAL 18 
325 Dpr i ntoutMac ro UTILITY 21 
:326 DROPFROMLIST UTILITY 32 
'327 dropRules TREE 42 
328 DropUsage TREE 37 
329 dropUsed TREE 44 
330 DTVS AFFIRMEXEC 14 
331 Dtvs AFFIRMEXEC 15 
332 DWIMUSERFN UTILITY 71 
333 E"atComments AFFIRMEXEC 16 \ 
334 Edft SPECIFICATION 5 .J..-
335 EditTheorem TED IT 3 
336 Elementsln UTILITY 33 

. 337 EmbeddedQua~tifier INFIXPRINT 2 
338 employ THEOREMPROVER 20 -
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339 EndinColon UTILITY 1 
340 EndLine INFIXPRINT 13 

,,---- 341 EndMon i torCyclEt AFFIRMEXEC 17 
( \ 342 EndsColon UTILITY 2 "- -, ,l/ 343 EnhanceHp UTILITY 48 

344 enter THEOREMPROVER 21 
345 EQCAR UTILITY 73 
346 EqCons FORMULAIO 4 
347 EqConsl FORMULAIO 5 
348 Equa 1 CEVAL 31 
349 Equal Invoke THEOREMPROVER 3 
350 Equal ityFromIf LOGIC 1 
351 EQUAL\QUANTIFIED XEVAL 19 
352 EqvFromIf LOGIC 12 
353 EqvWithQex LOGIC 2 
354 ErrorHeading SUFFICIENT 10 
355 ErrorlnFile AFFIRMEXEC 18 
356 EstablishlnterLispEnvironment AFFIRMEXEC 63 
357 EvalFormWithOutDribble UTILITY 51 
358 EvalFormWithOutDribbleMacro UTILITY 22 
359 EvalRules REWRllERULE 17 
360 EvaluateRule REWRITE RULE 9 
361 EVENP XEVAL 20 
362 exec UTILITY 88 
363 ExpandOefs lEO IT 4 
364 ExpandVisibleOefs HOIT 5 
365 ExpandVisibleOefsl HOIT 6 
366 expression PARSER 89 

C; 367 exp ressionSeq PARSER 90 
',--" 368 ExpressionWithType SPECIFICATION 41 

369 Exp rToNode TREE 7 
370 ExprToNode# TREE 8 
371 ExtendName UTILITY 5 
372 ExtendUsingL ist UTILITY 6 
373 Extension UTILITY 7 
374 EXTENT UTILITY 74 
375 extractinstead HOIT 18 
376 FACTORIZE XEVAL 21 
377 Facts TREE 38 
378 FactsApproxP TREE 39 
379 fal seBranch CEVAL 26 
380 fieldList PARSER 91 
381 fileType PARSE'R 92 
382 Fi1l0ut UTILITY 75 
383 FindAllOefs THEOREMPROVER 5 
384 findDefinition REQUEST 26 
385 FindEqvs CEVAL 10 
386 FindFunction SUFFICIENT 11 
387 FindIHs FORMULAIO 6 
388 FindlnterfaceOperation SUFFICIENT 12 
389 FindOperation SUFFICIENT - 13 
390 finds LOGIC 68 
391 FindSubexpressions FORMULAIO 7 

-, 392 Finished? TREE 50 
U 393 firstElement UTILITY 44 

"-"" 394 firstOne PARSER 93 
395 FitsOnLine FORMULAIO 8 
396 FiveSafe SUFFICIENT 14 
397 fixdeleteordinals TED IT 17 
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3~8 Fl~gArcOescent TREE 24 
?99 FLATTEN THEOREMPROVER 4 
400 forg~t UTILITY 89 
49~ forrnal~ararneters 

. -~ I .,. . • PARSERH.ELPER 6 
4P~ forrn~J~ararneterSe~tian PARSER 95 
493 FORMAL \:P.ARMS XEVAl 22 
404 formChangePa irs PROFILE 9 
405 for~tatement PARSER 94 
406 F9!J ndln UTILITY 34 
407 FOUNOIN XEVAL 23 
408 Four$i!fe SUFFICIENT 15 
40.9 Fr~~s LOGIC 53 
410 Fre,i3~l LOGIC 54 
4U F re.eVa rs LOGIC 51 
412 Fre.e.Vars1 LOGIC 52 
413 FtpFile UTILITY 12 
414 FI"lncMaKelevel s INFIXPRINT 14 
415 fu!,!ctionOecl PARSER 96 
416 Functions SPECIFICATION 18 
417 FUNG\BOOY XEVAL 24 
418 GeneralLHS REWRlTERULE 10 
419 Gen~rateReflexiveRule SPECIF ICATION 25 
420 Ge.nericlnterface . SPECIFICATION 42 
421 Ge. nld REWRITE RULE 18 
422 Ge.nlndex UTILITY 76 
423 Ge.nNewSymbols VCGEN 7 
424 genvcs PASCAL 3 
4?5 GetAnnot~tion TREE 98 
426 GetArgumen~sF roml i st AFFIRMEXEC 19 
427 getAssocCommandFcn AFFIRMEXEC 22 
428 G.etChai nTo TREE 94 
4.29 GetChild TREE 19 
430 G.etCh i 1 dNarnes TREE 20 
431 GetComrnand AFFIRMEXEC 2.3 
432 getCornrnent REQUEST 27 
433 Get.Gonj unct lOGIC 13 
434 getDeclarat ions FORMULAIO 24 
4,35 GETOE F INITIONS VCGEN. 6 
436 getEle,rnents AF FIRMEXEC . 24 
437 get[nt ry REQUEST ·28 
438 get£nt ryFi 1 e REQUEST 29 
439 getEnt.ryFunction RE:QUEST 30 
4.40 GetEquI!1Op lOGIC. 3 
4,4,1 GetExpression FO.RMULAIO 9 
4.42 GETFACTORS XEVAL 25 
4.43 getFi le.N arne AFFIRMEXEC 83 
444 getFileNameF rornOi rectory FORMUlAIO 25 
445 getInfixOps FORMUlA·tO 26 
446 Qetlnterfaces FORMULAlO 27 
4.47 Ge.tlnterfaces SUFFICIENT 16 
4.4.8 Getlabel TREE: 3 
4.49 GetlastAssertion VCGEN 8 
450 G~tLHSide 'REWRUERU.LE 19 
4.51 GetLoopA.sse rt i on VCGEN 9 
452 GETMAXCONSTS XEVAL 26 
453 GetNarne TREE 13 

/ 

454 GETNEGPWR XEVAL 27 
455 getNewValue PROFILE 10 
4p6 GetNode TREE 4 
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457 GetNode# TREE 6 
458 GetNodeP TREE 5 

) 
459 GETNUMDEN XEVAL 28 
460 GetOldTransformations TREE 22 

.t:../ 
461 getOneRuleMatch FORMULAIO 28 
462 GetOpLength INFIXPRINT 15 
463 GetParameters AFFIRMEXEC 25 
464 getPrettyNorm THEOREMPROVER 22 
465 getProfileAssociatedVariables PROFILE 11 
466 getProfileConditions PROFILE 12 
467 getProfileDefaultValue PROFILE 13 
468 getProfileEntryDef PROFILE 14 
469 getProfilePossibleValues PROFILE 15 
470 GetProp# FORMULAIO 10 
471 getRewriteRules FORMULAIO 29 
472 getRuleMatches FORMULAIO 30 
473 GetTheorem TREE 25 
474 GetTheoremP TREE 26 
475 GetTheorems TREE 33 
476 GetTransformation TREE 21 
477 getViewableElements FORMULAIO 31 
478 gnvKeyList PROFILE 16 
479 gnvQuestion PROFILE 17 
480 goToStatement . PARSER 97 
481 grantAccessFile REQUEST 31 
482 grantAccessFunction REQUEST 32 
483 greaterThanEqual PARSER 98 
484 9 ri pe AFF IRMEXEC 64 

,J 485 GtjfnHelp UTILITY 13 
."--""" 486 Heading UTILITY 49 

487 HistoryWarning AFFIRMEXEC 20 
488 Hypotheses CEVAL 35 
489 identifier PARSER 99 
490 identifierFilter PARSER 180 
491 identifierSeq PARSER 100 
492 Ifl? CEVAL 16 

\ 493 ifExp r PARSER 101 / 
494 if Statement PARSER 102 
495 IfThenEl se CEVAL 17 
496 IfThenElseO CEVAL 18 
497 IfThenElsel CEVAL 19 
498 IfThenEl se2 CEVAL 20 
499 IgnoreExcess AFFIRMEXEC 26 
500 InductionCases THEOREMPROVER 6 
501 Infix SPECIFICATION 52 
502 infixOp PARSER 103 
503 infixOpFilter PARSER 181 
504 I NFl X \ P R IN T INFIXPRINT 5 
505 INFIX\PRINT3 INFIXPRINT 6 
506 INFIX\PRINT4 INFIXPRINT 7 
507 InitHierarchy INFIXPRINT 16 
508 InitializeAffirmReadTable PASCAL 1 
509 InitializeCommandLoop AFF !RMEXEC 27 

\ ) 510 InitializeDataFiles REQUEST 3 
511 InitializeLoad SPECI F ICATION 47 'y 
512 InitializeLongGtjfn UTILITY 14 ,r" .. .;';"-

;!:t 513 Initial izePartl UTILITY 100 
{~-'- 514 Initial izePart2 UTILITY 101 '~':L' 

r 515 InitializeUserProfile PROFILE 18 
~ '-..... 
'~ FT-, 
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§l§, Ini~ialLHSGraph 

§17 init~nfix 
~18 i~itNeeQs 
9,19 InitTTYCh~rS~t 
~20 l~i~XevalDtvs 
§21 in~~r~~~~~pes 
522 Inse.rtExt~nsions 
5~3 In~e.rtlnterface.s 
~24 In~e.r~LISTs 
525 I.n~~~nc;e 
§~~ I.n$~@nc;e.? 
§?1 In~~,nc;~Q 
~?B In~e.rf~ceDefined 
§I~ In\erface.ErPQr 
530 inte.rf,qeList 
§~1 !.n\roQ4c;eQOP 
~~2 Inv~lidDependencie.s 
933 in,\'Qke, 
§,34 i nvq.~,e,P 
~35 IN\~~T? 
536 Is.~q 
~37 {~I.nK,yList? 
§~8 IS,I.NJ ' 
§39, I~Jy.pe 

§40 ke,E!R 
SAJ 1 a~e,l 
§42 1,~e.1Ass.ertiQnPairs 
543 1 ~b,e)f i 1 te,r 
54.4; la~elS,tatement 

5,4§ la~;tOne" 
546, LeftHanc!Sides 
54} ~e,f:tHand;Si desGheck 
548 ~,e.ftun i f i ab 1 eW i thSomeSube,xR res s i on 
54,9 Le,JtUnif ier ' 
550 L,ega;l ityChecks 
551 less,ThanEqua 1 
9§2 le,t 
5:~3 ' Le"xOrder 
5§A limqoCommand; 
555 ListAddt, 
556 1 is,tD,eclar!t ions 
557, L i stGT 
558 lis.tlnfixOps 
5,59 listlnte,rfaces 
5;6,0, lis t Needs 
5,61: ListOfConjunc:ts 
515,2 lis t9neRu 1 e 
56,3, L is,tPlus 
564, li st,Rew,ri teRules 
5,65 listRu.leMa,tches 
566 1 istTYP,eAutos 
5,6,7 lis,tTypeParts 
5158, LO,a;(je,d;? 
569 lQa,d Nee,d e,.dF i 1e ,s 
570 10adNeededTypes 
571 LoadUserlnitializationFile 
572 l~ckFile 

573LowerInterLis~ 
574, 1 oW,er,P rio r i ty 

LOGIC 
SPECIFICATION 
FORMULAIO 
INFIXPRINT 
UTII"ITY 
HELP 
SPEClFICATION 
SPEClF ICA TION 
SPECIFICATION 
LOGle 
LOGIC 
LOGIC 
SPECIFICATION 
SPECIF ICAliON 
PARSER 
LOGIC 
LOGIC 
THEOREMPROVER 
THEOREMPROVER 
XEVAL 
UTILITY 
PROFILE' 
XEVAL 

.SPECIFICATION 
lHEOREMPROVER 
PARSER 
PARSERHELPER 
PARSER 
PARSER 
,PARSER 
REWRlTERULE 
SUF.FiCIENT 
LOGIC 
LO,GIC 
SPECIF rCATI,ON 
PARSER 
THEOREMPROVER 
UTILITY 
AFF lRMEXEC, 
INJ:UPRINT 
FORMULAIO 
INFIXP.RI NT 
FORMULAIO, 
FORMULAIO 
FORMULAIO 
LOGlC 
FO,RMULAIO 
INflXP R INT 
FORMULAIO 
FORMULAIO 
FORMULAIO 
FORMULAIO 
FORMU.LAIO 
fORMULAIO' 
FORMULAIO 
AFFIRMEXEC 
REQUEST 
AFFIRMEXEC 
PARSERHELPER 

80 
56 
32 
17 
26 

9 
43 
58 
59 
32 
33 
34 
28 
44 

104 
72 
35 
23 
24 
29 
77 
19 
30 
19 
25 

105 
7 

182 
106 
10,7 

11 
17 
20 
21 
15,0 

108 
26, 
7R 
65 
18 
33 
19 
34 
35, 
36 
14 
37 
2Q, 
3,8 
3:9 
40 
41 
11 
42 
43,: 
28 
33 
66 

8 
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575 LtRer INFIXPRINT 55 
576 mach Ir PARSER 109 

i) 
577 mach ec PARSER 110 
578 Macr SPECI F ICATION 61 

~ 579 Mag INFIXPRINT 21 
580 Mak ssExp PARSERHELPER 1 
581 Ma' ;t THEOREMPROVER 7 
582 Make,.., .. stE rror THEOREMPROVER 8 
583 MakeAnd CEVAL 2 
584 MakeBaseName VCGEN 10 
585 MakeBinaryLevels INFIXPRINT 22 
586 MakeCallRelationName VCGEN 11 
587 MakeCaseTest VCGEN 12 
588 MakeConstant SPECIFICATION 26 
589 MakeCurrent TREE 84 
590 MakeEqv CEVAL 3 
591 makeExpFromPattern FORMULAIO 44 
592 MakeExtension UTILITY ·8 
593 makeF il eName AFF IRMEXEC 84 
594 MakeFunction REWRITERULE 3 
595 . Makelmp VCGEN 13 
596 Makelmplies CEVAL 4 
597 MakelnitialValueSymbols VCGEN 14 
598 MakelnterfaceRule SPECH ICATION 40 
599 MakeLevels INFIXPRINT 23 
600 MakeNode TREE 10 
601 MakeNot CEVAL 5 
602 MakeOr CEVAL 7 

':L 
603 makePatterns FORMULAIO 45· 
604 MakeProgramLevels INFIXPRINT 3 
605 Ma·keQexp ress ions LOGIC 73 
606 MakeSpellingList HELP 3 
607 MakeSubs REWRITE RULE 20 
608 MAKE SYSTEM UTILITY 102 
609 MakeTheorem TREE 66 
610 MapCh il d ren TREE 73 
611 MapChil drenl TREE 74 
612 mapEntryFile REQUEST 34 
613 mapEntryFunction REQUEST 35 
614 MapExpr UTILITY 79 
615 MapToInternal FORMULAIO 12 
616 markFileNameAsUsed AFFIRMEXEC 85 
617 MatchArg UTILITY 80 
618 MatchConstant PARSER 164 
619 Matcher REWRITE RULE 21 
620 MatchLexeme PARSER 165 
621 MatchOp UTILITY 81 
622 Max INFIXPRINT 24 
623 MaxList SUFFICIENT 18 
624 Me rgeQexs Fo rlfO CEVAL 21 
625 MinimalTypeSpec SPECH ICATIDr: 27 
626 Minimize UTILITY 35 
627 MissingECommand? AFFIRMEXEC 29 

\,_1 628 Missing\ExtraAxiomsMessage SUFFICIENT 19 
629 MixedToNary INFIXPRINT 56 
630 MKINV XEVAL 31 
631 MKLISTPREF XEVAL 32 
632 MKPWRL XEVAL 33 
633 MKQUOT XEVAL 34 
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634 monitor AFFIRMEXEC 67 
635 MoreGeneral Exp rs LOGIC 81 
636 MoreGenerallhan LOGIC 82 
637 MostRecent TREE 31 '\ 

638 N2BINARY UTILITY 56 
) 

639 N2BIN,LI,RYl UTILITY 57 
640 Narne SPECIF ICATION 2C1 
641 name TREE 57 
642 Names TREE 17 
643 NameSubL ist SPECIFICATION 62 
644 NARY\X XEVAL 35 
645 needRe'port FORMULAIO 46 
646 needs FORMULAIO 47 
647 NEG\MAX XEVAL 36 
648 NEG\MULT XEVAL 37 
649 NEG\ TE RM XEVAL ·38 
650 Nest SUFFICIENT 20 
651 New$Symbol LOGIC 56 
652 NewMakeLevels INFIXPRINT 25 
653 New·NodeName TREE 14 
654 NewPrintFormula . INFIXPRINT' 26 
655 NewSyrnbo 1 From LOGIC 57 
656 next TREE 58 
657 Next TREE 88 
658 NextAffirmVersion UTILITY 103 
659 NextLeaf TREE 92 
660 nextLe,mmas TREE B9 
661 nextSystem REQUEST 36 
662 nextUsers TREE 90 (--\ 

663 NilLHS LOGIC 83 V 
664 NoChange SPECIFICATION 6 
665 nochange SPECIFICATION 14 
666 nochangeSpec PARSER 111 
667 nodeExpress i on AFFIRMEXEC 30 
668 NodeId TREE 11 
669 NodeToExpr TREE 9 
670 NodeToThm TREE 28 
671 NoF reeVarsInRul e SPECIFICATION 29 
672 NonConstructorSUsed SPECIFICATION 21 
673 Nonvar·Subexp ress ions LOGIC 15 
674 normal InfixOp PARSER '112 
675 Normalize THEOREMPROVER 9 
676 normint CEVAL 41 
677 NoteDeclarations SPECIFICATION 48 
678 NoteFiles REQUEST 4 
679 NoteInterfaces SPECIFICATION 49 
680 NoteLeftHandSides ,REWRlTERULE 4 
681 notEqual PARSER 113 
682 NotifyMailer UTILITY 15 
683 NotThisSymbol LOGIC 58 
684 NP rime s LOGIC 55 
685 NULL \SET? XEVAL 39 
686 number PARSER 114 
6B7 NUMERICAL XEVAL 4C1 .'-} 6BB Numerify LOGIC 59 
6B9 N\ADD XEVAL 41 
690 N\AND XEVAL 42 
691 N\MAX XEVAL 4a 
692 N\MIN X,EVAL 44 

. -
-~ --
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693 N\MULT XEVAL 45 
694 N\OR XEVAL 46 
695 ObjeetClassOfParameters AFFIRMEXEC 31 

(L., 696 OccursAsOperatorln UTILITY 36 
", ./ 697 Oceursln CEVAL 22 

698 OccursUsingBindings LOGIC 22 
699 OKtoUseCOMS? AFFIRMEXEC 86 
700 01 dMak.eLevel s' INFIXPRINT 27 
701 OldPrintFormula INFIXPRINT 28 
702 OnTTY INFIXPRINT 29 
703 op PARSER 115 
704 OpenAnnotation AFFIRMEXEC 32 
705 OperatorPreeedence INFIXPRINT 4 
706 Operators LOGIC 16 
707 operators1 LOGIC 19 
708 ORDERE.D\INSERT XEVAL 47 
709 ORDERING XEVAL 48 '1 

710 orderofLeaves TREE 93 

I 711 packed PARSER 116 
71·2 Pages left UTILITY 82 .1 

713 PagesWarning UTILITY 83 
I 714 parameterGroup PARSER 117 I 715 parameterKind PARSER 118 [ 

716 parenExpr . PARSER 119 

I 717 parenthes ize FORMULAIO 48 
718 ParityP HOIT 14 I 
719 parse FORMULAIO 49 

! 
720 PARSE PASCAL 2 

.~ 
721 PARSEPROGRAM PARSER 166 
722 PARSER PARSER 1 

·723 Parser'RATOM PARSER 168 
724 PARSE\ASSERTION PARSER' 167 
725 ParsingError UTILITY 95 
726 Partition SUFFICIENT 21 
727 PatternSub REWRITERULE 22 
728 PatternSubs REWRITERULE 23 
729 Patte rnTests REWRITE RULE' 24 
730 PCCu r r'Node TREE 76 
731 PCMemb TREE 77 
732 PCTopCha in TREE 75 
733 performAssociatedUpdates PROFILE 20 
734 PerformAutoAppliedCommands AFFIRMEXEC 33 
735 pexee SPECIFICATION 37 
736 Pexeel i sts SPECIFICATION 30 
737 PickDefs THEOREMPROVER 10 
738 PiekPostiveNumber THEOREMPROVER 11 
739 Pl ease!Decl are AFFIRMEXEC 34 
740 Pl u ra 1 AFFIRMEXEC 35 
741 pOinte!rType PARSER 120 i 
742 PopTypeStack AFFIRMEXEC 36 I 
743 POS UTILITY 37 

I 744 prefh.Expr PARSER 121 
745 prefixOp PARSER 122 

I 746 prefi xOpFil ter PARSER 183 I ,) 747 PrettyPrint FORMULAIO 13 I 
'--.../'--' 748 PrettyPrintCommand FORMULAIO 14 i 

I 
749 PrettyPrintHistory FORMULAIO 15 
750 PrettyStatus TREE 48 
751 primar'y PARSER 123 
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752 
753 
754 
755 
756 
757 
758 
759 
760 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 
769 
770 
771 
772 
773 
774 
775 
776 
777 
778 
779 
780 
781 
782 
783 
784 
785 
786 
787 
788 
789 
790 
791 
792 
793 
794 
795 
796 
797 
798 
799 
800 
801 
802 
803 
804 
805 
806 
807 
808 
809 
810 

Primes 
PrimesToMat.ch 
print 
printAnnotation? 
PrintArgs 
PrintArray 
PrintBoth 
PrintCase 
printCha:nged 
printChanged1 
PrintCmpd 
PrintCommaDot 
p r intCorilmand? 
PrintCurrentPropositi6n 
PrintOecls 
PrintEnd 
PrintFor 
PrintFormul a 
printHelper 
PrintIf 
PrintingSwitchValue 
Pri ntlnte rva 1 
PrintLabel 
PRINTLINES 
PrintList 
PrintMisc1Line 
PrintMisc2Lines 
printName 
PrintNews 
printPrefix 
PrintPrefixFunction 
PrintProgramPiece 
Pri ntP rompt 
PrintProof 
printProofHeader 
printProofNode 
printProofNode? 
printPropn 
PrintQexpression 
PrintQuantifiers 
PrintQuantifierSequences 
PrintRepeat 
PrintSequence 
PrintSimple 
PrintSomeAll 
printvars 
printWhat? 
PrintWhilE! 
PRINT\PROGRAM 
PRINT\PROVED 
PRINT\REWRITE 
procedureOrFunctionDeclaration 
procedure Statement 
ProcessCommand 
ProcessCommandAbort 
prof i1 e 
program 
Proved? 
Provees 

LOGIC 
LOGIC 
J~FFIRMEXEC 

TRH 
FORtv1ULAIO 
INFIXPRINT 
TREE 
INFIXPRINT 
REQUEST 
REQUEST 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
TREE 
FORMULAI0 
SPECIFICATION 
AFFIRMEXEC 
INFIXPRINT 
INF IXPRINT 
FORMULAIO 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT· 
INF IXPRINT 

.UTILITY 
FORMULAIO 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
AF'FIRMEXEC 
AFFIRMEXEC 
TREE 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
AFF IRMEXEC 
TREE 
AFF IRMEXEC 
TREE 
TREE 
TREE 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
IN F IXPRINT 
THEOREMPROVER 
AFFIRMEXEC 
INFIXPRINT 
INFIXPRINT 
XEVAL 
XEV{\L 
PARSER 
PARSER 
AFFIRMEXEC 
AFFIRMEXEC 
PROFILE 
PARSER 
TREE 
TREE 

60 
61 
76 

106 
16 
3~0 

100 
31 
37 
38 
32 
33-

105 
17 
31 
37 
34 
35 
50 
36 
51 
37 
38 
50 
18 
39 
40 
77 
78 

104 
41 
42 
38 

101 
79 

103 
102 
107 

43 
45 
44 
46 
47 
48 
49 
27 
80 
50 

8 
49 
50 

124 
125 

39 
40 
21 

126 
49 
30 
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811 proveStatement PARSER 127 
812 putEnt ry REQUEST 39 

Q 813 putEn try F i l,e REQUEST 40 
814 ·putEntryFunction REQUEST 41 
815 PutForm LOGIC 17 
816 Qexpression LOGIC 74 
817 Qreduction LOGIC 75 
818 qualifier PARSER 128 
819 quantifiedExpression PARSER 129 
820 quantifier PARSER 130 
821 Quote SPECIF lCA TION 63 
822 RaiseIfs CEVAL 29 
823 RaiselfsHelper CEVAL 30 
824 range PARSER 131 
825 rangedlnterfaceList PARSER 133 
826 rangedOp PARSER 134 
827 rangeSpec PARSER 132 
828 RangeType SPECIFICATION 32 
829 ratomsRetto REQUEST 42 
830 ReadAtom PARSER 169 
831 ReadCommandFile AFFIRMEXEC 41 
832 ReadExpression FORMULAIO 19 
833 ReadExpressionList FORMULAlO 20 
834 readp PASCAL 4 
835 readPa rams AFFlRMEXEC 42 
836 readPreviousVersion REQUEST 43 
837 readRe 1 ease File REQUEST 44 
838 ReadRestOfLine AFFIRMEXEC 43 

C) 839 readRet from REQUEST 45 
----. 840 ReadRules LOGIC 42 

841 ReadSpecialCommandParameters AFF IRMEXEC 44 
842 readString AFFIRMEXEC 45 
843 ReadUserProfileFile PROFILE 22 
844 recheckLemma? THEOREMPROVER 28 
845 recordSection PARSER 135 
846 recordType PARSER 136 
847 RecoverTranscript UTILITY 84 
848 redo AFFIRMEXEC 68 
849 redoFilePointers REQUEST 46 
850 reduceDeclareopt PARSERHELPER 9 
851 reduceExpression PARSERHELPER 10 
852 reduceFormalParameterSection PARSERHELPER 11 
853 reducelnfixExp PARSERHELPER 12 
854 reduceParseTree PARSERHELPER 13 
855 reduceProgramUnit PARSERHELPER 14 
856 ReduceRespellingslnteractively HELP 4 
857 ReduceRespellingsNonlnteractively HELP 5 
858 reduceSimpleType PARSERHELPER 15 
859 reduceStatement PARSERHELPER 16 
860 reduceType .PARSE RHE LPE R 17 
861 reduceUnpackedStructuredType PARSERHELPEf: 18 
862 RelnitializeAffirm UTILITY 104 
863 RelnitializeUserProfile PROFILE 23 

0 864 ReleaseFile REQUEST 5 
865 ReleaseFunction REQUEST 6 -----. 
866 REMAFACT XEVAL 51 
867 REMAFACTFROMLIST XEVAL 52 
868 REMFROMALL XEVAL 53 
869 REMORMULT XEVAL 54 
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870 RemoteTypeOf SPECIFICATION 33 
871 REMOVE#XEV XEVAL 55 
872 removeAccessFunction REQUEST 47 ~-"") 
873 RemoveChar AFF IRMEXEC 46 
874 RemoveChildren TREE 71 

---j 

875 RemoveChildrenl TREE 72 
876 RemoveCommonParts CEVAL 6 
877 REMOVEDUPLlCATES UTILITY 38 
878 REMOVEFACTORS XEVAL 66 
879 RemoveIfs CEVAL 8 
880 Removelfs1 CEVAL 9 
881 RemovelfsCommonSubExps CEVAL 11 
882 RemoveIfsFromlf CEVAL 12 
883 RemovelfsHelper CEVAL 13 
884 RemovelfsQ LOGIC 76 
885 RemoveLeaf TREE 86 
886 Remov eM in us INFIXPRINT 57 
887 RemoveRule REWRITERULE 5 
888 RenameArgs REWRITERULE 12 
889 RenameAtoms SPECIFICATION 53 
890 RenameBoundVariables LOGIC 62 
891 renamelnfixOp PARSERHELPER 19 
892 ren ame P ref i xOp PARSERHELPER 20 
893 RenameVariables LOGIC 63 
894 renumber AFFIRMEXEC 69 
895 ReorderPlus INFIXPRINT 58 
896 repeatStatement PARSER 137 
897 replaceCommand THEOREMPROVER 29 
898 ReplaceVarsWith LOGIC 84 :) 
899 Report UTILITY 23 .. ..:;;;;;4' . 

900 ReportContradictionAndAbort LOGIC 43 
901 reportProfileDBError PROFILE 24 
902 reportUndefinedEntryNames PROFILE 25 
903 ReportVC VCGEN 15 
904 requestCommentToFile REQUEST 48 
905 RequestFile REQUEST. 7 
906 RequestFunction REQUEST 8 

I 907 Restart TREE 35 
I 908 RestoreAFFIRMEnvironment AFFIRMEXEC 70 
I 909 RestoreAnnotations TREE 99 
i 910 RestoreTerminalEnvironment AFFIRMEXEC 47 

Qll resume TREE 59 
912 . RetrieveRules SPECIFICATION 54 
913 retry TREE 60 
914 returnStatement PARSER 138 
915 ReverseEquality LOGIC 4 
916 Rule LOGIC 44 
917 rule PARSER 139 
918 rulequan LOGIC 47 
919 Rules REWRIlERULE 13 
920 ruleSeq PARSER 140 
921 ruleSeqParse UTILITY 90 
922 RulesThatMightlnteract REWRITE RULE 14 
923 SafeExtensionAxioms SUFFICIENT 22 ./-) 924 SafeOutputAxioms SUFFICIENT 23 -925 save AFFIRMEXEC 71 
926 SaveTerminalEnvironment AFFIRMEXEC 48 
927 saveUserProfile? PROFILE 26 , 
928 scalarType PARSER 141 
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929 Schema SPECIF ICATION 7 
930 SchemaCaseNames TREE 53 

Q. 
931 search THEOREMPROVER 30 
932 SecondaryOperators LOGIC 18 
933 SeekArcLabell eel TREE 96 
934 seekChainTo TREE 95 
935 Selectors SPECIFICATION 22 
936 sense TEOIT 15 
937 Separate UTILITY 39 
938 SeparateWithBlanks? INFIXPRINT 52 
939 Separation CEVAL 38 
940 SeparationContradiction CEVAL 39 
941 set SPECIFICATION 15 
942 setBlockE UTILITY 19 
943 SetEventCompletionFlag AFFIRMEXEC 49 
944 setGCmessage AFFIRMEXEC 72 
945 setGCpages AFFIRMEXEC 73 
946 SetH; e ra rchy INFIXPRINT 53 
947 SetName TREE 15 
948 setType PARSER 142 
949 SETUPCALLVCGEN VCGEN 16 
950 setupOeclarations PASCAL 5. 
951 SetupFile SPECIFICATION 50 
952 SetupName . LOGIC . 64 
953 Setup Xed UTILITY 16 
954 SET\OE FI N IT ION XEVAL 57 
955 Shorten UTILITY 9 
956 ShortenAllAtoms SPECIFICATION 55 

~J 957 . ShortenExpr TEOIT 7 
"---- . 958' ShortenLessPrimes UTILITY 10 

959 ShortNamesAndNames THEOREMPROVER 12 
960 SIFromStack? PARSER 170 
961 SigmaEnd INFIXPRINT 59 
962 Sigmalnit INFIXPRINT 60 
963 SIMark PARSER 171 
964 simpleStatement PARSER 143 
965 simpleType PARSER 144 
966 SimplifyRule REWRITE RULE 15 
967 simplifyStatement PARSER 184 
968 SIMPLI FY\BREAK UTILITY 58 
969 SIMP\ALL XEVAL 58 
970 SIMP\ASSIGN XEVAL 59 
971 SIMP\A\SET XEVAL 60 
972 SIMP\A\SUB XEVAL 61 
973 SIMP\OIFF XEVAL 62 
974 SIMP\OIV XEVAL 63 
975 SIMP\EQ XEVAL 64 
976 SIMP\EQUIVALENT XEVAL 65 
977 SIMP\GE iXEVAL 66 
978 SIMP\GT XEVAL 67 
979 SIMP\IMP XEVAL 68 
980 SIMP\LE XEVAL 69 
981 SIMP\LT XEVAL 70 

Q. 982 SIMP\MOO . XEVAL 71 
983 SIMP\NE XEVAL 72 
984 SIMP\NEG XEVAL 73 
985 SIMP\NEG\LIST XEVAL 74 
986 Smp\NEG\MULT XEVAL 75 
987 SI14P\NOT XEVAL 76 
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1047 TopLevel? AFFIRMEXEC 21 
1048 TopLevel It' CEVAL 23 

() 1049 transcript AFFIRMEXEC 74 
1050 Transform TREE 63 

'----......",. 

1051 T ransformToT rue TREE 68 
1052 Translate SPECIFICATION 34 
1053 TranslateApplyMacro UTILITY 24 
1054 TranslateLitAtom SPECIFICATION 35 
1055 Trans 1 ate Toll FORMULAIO 21 
1056 TreatFreeAsGiven LOGIC 65 
1057 True? TREE 12 
1058 trueBranch CEVAL 27 
1059 Try TREE 54 
1060 TryChainingsAndNarrowings LOGIC 29 
1061 TTYINFlLE UTILITY 17 
1062 TTYOUTFILE UTILITY 18 
1063 TVCS VCGEN 18 
1064 type PARSER 150 
1065 typecheck PASCAL 7 
1066 typeDefinition PARSER 151 
1067 TypeFile UTILITY 85 
1068 typeldentifier PARSER 152 . 
1069 type ify SPECIFICATION 38 
1070 typeifyProgramUnit PASCAL 8 
1071 typeifyStatement PASCAL 9 
1072 TypeOfExpression SPECIFICATION 36 
1073 UCaseToList UTILITY 4 
1074 UCI\SUBST UTILITY 41 

,,-) . 1075 Unassume TREE 46 
1076 UndertakeProof TREE 34 "- 1077 Unexpected UTILITY 96 
1078 unfinishedAncestors TREE 91 
1079 Unifier LOGLC 23 
1080 Unifyl LOGIC 24 
1081 UnifyWithSubExpressions LOGIC 25 
1082 UNION#XEV XEVAL 87 
1083 unitKind PARSER ·153 
1084 unLockFile REQUEST 51 
1085 UnMake Theorem TREE 67 
1086 UNt~ATCHED\yS 'XEVAL 88 
1087 UNMKLIST UTILITY 42 
1088 unpackedStructuredType PARSER 154 
1089 unsignedlnteger PARSER 186 
1090 UnspecifiedLHSides LOGIC 85 
1091 unsupportedPascalFilter PARSER 187 
1092 unUpdateFunction REQUEST 52 
1093 up TREE 62 
1094 Update REQUEST 9 
1095 UpdateAffi rm UTILITY 86 
1096 UpdateFile REQUEST 10 
1097 UpdateFunction REQUEST 11 
1098 UpdateLineDeleteMessage AFFIRMEXEC 55 
1099 UpdateStatus TREE 51 

() 1100 UP TO UTILITY 43 
1101 use THEOREt~PROVER 34 

~~~ 

1102 UsedBy TREE 40 
1103 UseEqHypslnPriorHyps CEVAL 33 
1104 UseEqual ities CEVAL 34 
1105 UseNumbers FOR~IULAIO 22 
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Changes from Affirm version 130 

These functions have changed: 

A~Dl\Nary Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-8113:38:S9 from TEDIT 
Properly embeds result in IFOP, returns TRUE ifno args. 

AddAutoRules Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-81 13:42:46 from NEW 
. New function. A central place for adding rules of type 'automatic'. (Embodies arcane 

knowledge about the rewriterule package.) 

AddCommandToHistory 

AddLEntry 

Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-81 13:43:29 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Commands in the list HistorylessCommands (such as Stop; or exec;) are not recorded in 
the history list. This is so a sequence like 

axiom foe(x,s apr y) = = ... 
tG Please provide an interface for foe ... 
(1) stop;· 
fix; 

will work, instead of passing the 'stop' command to the editor: Note that commands like 
'ok' are dangerous to put on this list, since they have side effects (sub-events being 
implemented wrong). 

Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-8113:44:43 from NEW 
Adds an entry to LGraph. Used by UnspecifiedLHSides, as pan of the 'nochange' 
computation. 

AddParametersToHistory 
Change(i by ERICKSOl\ at 2S-Sep-8113:S0:42 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Don't put HistorylessCommands on history. See AddCommandToHistory. 

AddSpecifiedLHS Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-8113:S3:36 from NEW 
Given a left-hand side, adds it to LGraph as appropriate. Used by UnspecifiedLHSides, as 
pan of the 'nochange' computation. 

ApplicableRuleType 
Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-81 13.:S4:19 from NEW 
What is the type of the (first) rule applicable to this left-hand side: Coded up,but not 
necessarily useful. 

ArgumentVars Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-8113:S6:S8 from NEW 
Computes a list of variables which are suitable as type-correct arguments to a function. Is 
given the type information, possibly with suggested variable names. Used by Dec1areFun 

-\ and the automatic package. 

~ 
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C~mned:\lessage Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-81 13:57:54 from FORMCLAIO l'-) 
Added categories 'inconsistent" (for command used several times in different ways) andJ 
'illegar (for bad user format in names, etc). 

Combination$' Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-Sl13:58:55 from NEW 
Returns all combinations of elements from several lists. 

Completer Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-81 13:59:52 from LOGIC 
Treats Unchecked undoably, This matter needs to be looked into! 

Constructors Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-Sl14:01:57from NEW 
Utility: computes the constructor set ofa type. 

CreatePatchFile Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-Sl14:03:04 from REQUEST 
Recoded and commented for comprehensibility. Hope it works. 

Qe~lareFun Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-8114:03:48 from SPECIFICATION 
Now calls ArgumentVars. rather than doing the whole computation itself. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-81 14:04:35 from SPECIFICATION 
Added Distinct and NoChange type properties. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 2S~Sep-S114:05:43 from NEW 
New function. Generates automatic equality axioms, which specify that the functions are 
unequal. arid 1-to-1. Maybe called repeatedly. 

Changedb)IERICKSONat2S-Sep-8114:07:57 from NEW " 
New command function. Checks parameters. records itself on type's property list, calls 
Distinct. .. 

J;)WIMUSERFN Changedby ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-8114:09:12 fmm UTILIIT 
Now sets primeduba'snot of the current type; this can arise when first printing a type that 
was Loaded. 

E:xt~ndUsingList Changed by ERICKSON at 2S-Sep-S114:10:38 from NEW 
Utility: given a short atom and a list of long ones, return the corresponding long. Maybe 
asked to generate an error upon failure. Useful for; translating function names provided by 
the user. 

GeneralLHS Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:1l:3Tfrom NEW 
Extended, so it may be given an expression (with NIL for vaTS); in this case; it fills. in all 
variable slots .. Also now takes a list of variable names to avoid .. 

GenerateReflexiveRule 
Changed by ERICKSON at 25~Sep-8114:14:38 from NEW 
New function. Declares 'dummy' and produces. rule 'dummy=dummy -) true'; this was 
fonnerly done by ProcessCommandthrough fake commands. (Uses AddAutoRules.) 
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o InitializePartl 

\...--' 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-8114:15:32 from <AFFIRM)CPATCH-122 .. S 
No longer set" UCaseParseAtoms; this is done br hand, since it doesn't include 
ReserveWordLisl. 

InitialLHSGraph Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-81 14:17:22 from NEW 
Returns an LGraph with a single, most general entry. Used in the 'nochange' computation. 

IsType Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-81 14:18:00 from SPECIFICATION 
Extended functionality: now returns the type name if true. 

LeftHandSides Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-81 14:18:15 from NEW 
Returns the left-hand sides, given an extended name. 

listRewriteRules Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-81 14:18:33 from FORMULAIO 

listTypeAutos 

listTypeParts 

Added rule type automatic. Also uses SELECTC, so rule kind names aren't quoted in the 
code. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-81 14:18:50 from NEW 
Prints out the distinct and nochange commands as part of a type listing. (They faUat the 
end.) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-81 14:19:08 from FORMULAIO 
Added rule type Automatic, default not printed. Rather than add another profile entry. 
automatic rules are always grouped. Now uses SELECTC and RuleTypes (at compile 
time), rather than quote names like 'axiom. 

Also added type pans nochange and distinct. 

mapEntryFunction 

1\1inimize 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-8114:19:36 from REQUEST 
readability. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-8114:19:51 from NEW 
Rerurns x such that f(x) is smallest. 

MoreGeneralExprs 

MoreGeneralThan 

I\ilLHS 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-8114:20:05 from NEW 
Is one expression a generalization of another? Assumes that variables have been replaced 
by NIL 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-8114:20:21 from NEW 
Is one expression a generalization of another? Assumes that variables hav{! been replaced 
by NIL 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-8114:21:40 from NEW 
Used by the nochange package. Given a function name. returns a skeleton call with NILs 
for the arguments. 
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nochange 

NoChange 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:22:37 from NEW 
New command function. Checks paralneters, records itself on type's propeny liSL calls 
NoChange. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:23:21 from NEW 
New function. Produces automatic axioms stating that selectors are unchanged across 
constructor arguments. This is done for selector/constructor pairs which aren't already 
specified; it is only possible when constructor has exactly one argument of the proper type 
(otherwise, we don't know towards which arg t6 recurse). May be called repeatedly. 

NonConstructors Used 

NPrimes 

Numerify 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:24:20 from NEW 
Checks whether a left-hand side refers in its arguments to datatype extenders or selectors. 
Returns those ops, if any. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:25:05 from LOGIC 
Added arg to Numerify call. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:25:37 from LOGIC 
Inserted a check for illegal prime-numbers, as in seq# or inc#a. These will only arise 
from user input. Also added an arg for use in error message. 

ProcessCommand Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-Sl 14:26:57 from (AFFIRM)CPATCH -122,.5 

RangeType 

ReadAtom 

'Type' command calls GenerateRelfexiveRule, instead ofrecursi.ng with 'declare', 'axiom'. 

Removed 'echo','step' (not on command list, unimplemented). Added 'automatic', 
'distinct', ·nochange'. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:28:32 from NEW 
New utility: gives the range f.Jran extended name. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:28 :51 from <AFFIRM)CPATCH -122 .. 5 
UCaseParseAtoms no longer contains all words on ReserveWordList. This case
independent mapping is noVl done only for TRUE and FALSE; theUCASE property is 
used to map from lower to upper case for desired reserved words . 

. Net effect: True-)TRUE but First is left unmolested. 

readReleaseFile Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:33:23 from REQUEST 
Allows error #16 (end of file) to occur; otherwise, READFILE fails when under a Dtvs 
(which catches EOF). 

reduceExpression Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:34:39from(AFFIRM)CPATCH-122 .. 5 
Added production:nochang~~Spec. 

. RenameArgs Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S114:37:23 from NEW 
Renames the variables in a fu.nction call. 
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RcplaceYarsWith Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep'lU 14:37:36 from NEW 
Given an expression, replacesall \'i11 iables with somcthing. Useful if YOll want to ignore 
v,u'iable names in comparisons. DO('!.l1'\ handlc Skolem functions, 

RulesThatl\1ightlull'ract 
Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S) 14:37:50 from REWRlTERULE 
Now appends RuleTypes:OtherRllks when fetching candidates; used tl) m:t improperly 
(hut was probably never exercised), 

SchemaCaseN:lllll'S 

Selectors 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S) 14:38:36 from TREE 
Allows for schemas which don't cOIllain Prop. This may never be needed, hut I coded it up 
hased on a mistaken schema. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-S) 14:38:51 from NEW 
Utility: computes the selector set ofa type. 

UnspecifiedLHSidcs 
Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-Sl 14:39:33 from NEW 
For which (constructor-based) arguments has no specification (axiom, lemma. definition, 
automatic. etc) been supplied? RelUrns the most general left-hand sides; these, plus the 
spcci~ed ones, will cover all expressions except those ~ szeneral tlwl specified ones, 
(Eg. if f (s ap r x) has been specified. then f ( s) will not appear in our result.) 

unsupportedPUSC.1lFilter 
Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-Sl 14:40:32 from NEW 
Filter function which warns user about productions which are in the grammar but not 
supponed by Affirm. . 

l\1oreGeneralExprs 

Rules 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25~Sep-81 14:44:29from·(ERICKSON)AUTO . .32 
Ignore previous comme17l. Given an expression, computes those more-general parents 
which differ from child by the removal of a single function call. Also. renlrns pointers and 
difference information, which may be used to regenerate child and siblings. 

Changed by ERICKSON at25-Sep-8120:13:24 from REWRITERULE 
Now calls LeftHandSides, rather than accessing the property ·directly. 

NoteLeftHandSides 
Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-8120:13:58 from REWRITERULE 
Now calls LeftHandSide$, rather than computing directly from the property. 

CreatePatchFile Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Sep-8120:39:53 from (AFFIRM)CPATCH-123 .. 1 
Fixed call to USERNAME; that function also has to be advised to avoid an Interlisp bug, 
Yecch. 
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Changes from Affirm version 122 

These functions have changed: 

dcnote Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Jun-81 16:56:56 from THEOREMPROVER 
Bugfix: was never fully debugged. Still has the unfortunate behavior that user m3~ b~ 

, asked to declare a \'ar, after v,'hich Affirm announces that the var isn't f()und in the 
CurrentPropn. Note that. if a denote var is renamed. then later clauses in that same 
command which use the var will refer to the old (not the renamed) one. 

ProccssCommand Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Jun-8116:57:32 from AFFIRM EXEC 
Bllgfix: wrong code for denote. extra param to invoke 

reduceExpression Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Jun-8116:57:40 from PARSERHELPER 
Fixed up denoteSpec. denotePair 

[nterfaceError Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Jun-81 16:57:57 from SPECIFICATI01\ 
Bllgfix: doesn't ask for interface if one exists (and thus just an·interface error), 

l\lakcAccessExp Changed by ERICKSON at 25-Jun-8116:58:05 from PARSERHELPER 

ReadAtom 

InitializePartl 

Removed code for :quantifier. an unsupported production. I wonder who wrote that c(lde, 

Changed by ERICKSON at4-Jul-8119:17:24 from PARSER 
Bugflx. Now uses UCaseParseAtoms instead of ReserveWordList. Problem was that 
TRUE and FALSE became reserved. and so couldn't be input. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Jul-8119:18:21 from UTILITY 
Sets the new var UCaseParseAtoms. Doesn't set ReserveWordList any more (used to push. 
MAX,MIN). See ReadAtom. 
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Changes from version 121 

Changes from version 121 

These-functions hare changed: 

ChooseASymbol Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-Sl 1S:29:54 from LOC"JIC 
Only "root" (unprimed) variables are entered on declaration lists: primed ones arc derh ed 
from these at translation time. Also. declaration lists have shan atoms as C\ R, nO! 
atom\lnterface. 

DWIMUSERFN Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-Sl18:30:37 from lrrll.ITY 

DeclareFun 

- Removed calls to Dtys to ask for declares, since this is now done iI1 Interface. 
Error .. 

- Remo\'ed CurrentContext check for 'interface uba ·s. since variable intert~lccs 

arenotEVArd. 

- AskUscrTo()efine was always T. test rCl11oved. 

Thus. only handles Skolem functions for internal evaluation and uba's for 11e\\ primed 
forms whichuserehters.(For example. l.lsertypcs "P(x# 15)".) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-Sl18:31:25 from SPECIFICATIO:'; 
New format of Current Context: CAR is a shan atom, not atom\Jmerface. Also. calls 
CannedMessage for \'ar-fn conflict. 

DeclareVariables 'Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-SllS:32:09 from LOGIC 
No longer worries about declaring primes, since this is done automatically. 

GenNewSymbols Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-Sl18:32:31 from VCGEN 
New arguments to declareVar: 'call' tells nature of caller. Also use Translate instead of 
TypeOf. 

InitializeLoad Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-Sl18:32:56 from SPECIFICATION 
Converts old data type files to new declaration format. CAR is a shon atom, not 
atom\Interface; primed vars don't occur. 

InterfaceError Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-Sl18:34:35 from SPECIFICATION 
No longer calls EV AL to depend on DWIMUSERFN to ask user to declare missing items. 
Does PleaseDeclare of variables and interfaces, and fixes up entered Skolem expressions. 
Commented out skeleton code. 

NewSymbolFrom Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-811S:34:5S from LOGIC 
No longer worries about declaring, since primed variables are only declared by virtue of 
the root. 
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~otThisSYll"ibol Changed by ERICKSO~ at 27-Feh-SI 1!!:35:lJ fWml.OGIC 
Only "mot" (linprimed) \Oariables arc entered un deClaration lists; primed ones arc dcrhcd 
from these at translation time. Also. deciMation list" hu,oe short atoms as c." R. 11\ It 
atom\lntcrntcc. 

Please Declare Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-81 1!!:35:29 from NEW 
New routine. which goes to a lower exec with a message for the user (please declare, ghoe 
interface. or discard). Either returns with success or ERRORrs. 

PrimesToMatch Changed by ERICKSO~ at 27-Feb-81 18:35:45from NEW 
New routine, which adds primes to a root variable to match some other \"ar. Root has 
probably had its extension changed or $s added. (For example. Translate and 
ChooseASymb(1). 

RcmotcTypcOf Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-81 18:36:09 from SPECIFICATION 
Only "root" (unprimed) variables arc entered on declaration lists; primed ones are derived 
from these 0 at translation time. A\"so. declaration lists have short atoms as CAR. not 
atom \Interface. 

RcnameYariablcs Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-81 18:37:16 from LOGIC 
!'\ewSymbolFrom no longer needs "dontDeclare" argument. 

o translate 1 Changed by ERICKSO~ at 27-Feb-8118:37:25 from SPECIFICATION 
Since not called, not updated to reflect changes in declaration list fonnat 

TranslatcLitAtom Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-8118:37:39 froin SPECIFICATION 

TypeOf 

adopt 

Only "root" (uuprimed) variables are entered on declaration lists; primed ones are derived 0 

from these at translation time. Also, declaration lists have short atoms as CAR. not 
atom \Interface. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-8118:37:48 from SPECIFICATION 
Obsolete: NewSymbolFrom and DWIMUSERFN no longer call it. and GenNewSymbols 
calls TranslateLitAtom instead. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-8118:37:57from SPECIFICATION 
New format of Loca1Declaratiol1s and CurrentContext: CAR is a short atom, not 
atom\Interface. Contain no primed vars. 

assocAllProgramUnits 
Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-8118:38:25 from PARSERHELPER 
Removed reference to ProgramUnits, which was unbound and never set. 
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dcdurc \' Uf Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Fcb"81 18:39:11 from SPECIFICATION" 
Only "root" (unprimcd') variahles arc'emercd on declaration: lisL~: primed: onc~arc:dcri\'cd 
from these at translation tim('. Also. d('c\aration lists ha\'e short atoms as CAR. not 
atom\lnterface. 

Declarations of primed variabl('s are ignored unless 

- conflict with existing root. or 

- root is misssing: wi11 be declared 

Old arguments "internalCall" and "domAskUser" consolidated into "call", which is one of 
user. inlemal. re. This detennines whether user is asked to correct his/het input (user) or if 
we abort with a message. Call CannedMessage for these notices. or for \'ar-fun conflicts. 

disc~lrd Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-8118:40:17 from SPECIFICATION 
New fomlat of LocalDec1arations and CurrcmContext: CAR is a short atom. not 
atom \Interface. 

discardYariable Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-8118:40:55 from SPECIFICATION 
New format of LocalDeclarations and CurrcntContext: CAR is a short atom. not 
atom\Interface. 

setupDccIarations Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Feb-8118:41:24 from PASCAL 
New arguments to dec1areVar: 'call' tells nature of caller. 

AffirmSysoutInit Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8117:42:52 from UTILITY 
Reminds the user if a notes file exists for this version. Resets CannedMessagesSeen. 

AutoMechExecl Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8117:43:11 from PROFILE 
Changed to call Separate instead of Commatize. 

AutoMechSpec1 Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8117:4J:42 from PROFILE 
Changed to call Separate instead of Commatize. 

AutoMechanism Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8117:4J:55 from PROFILE 
Changed to call Separate instead of Commatize. 

CheckIntroducedExpr . 

Commatize 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8117:44:09·ftom LOGIC 
New argument: 'except'. Lists vars which are allowed to Occur freely in the expression. 
(Used for multiple denote.) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-81 17:44:39 from UTILITY 
Replaced by Separate,which is more general. 
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Ucfnl{:mgcCom crt 

Print~e\\'s 

Rcad,\tom 

Scpnriltc 

Changed by ERICKSON at17-Mar-8117:44:58 thlll1 ;\EW 
]nvcrse of reduceExpression tor dcfnRangePairs. GiYcn a list of such reduced pair-;. 
produccs something printablc(such as "f.gll :3.-11.1<1111". 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8117:45:27 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Announces ifKnownBugs has becn writtcn since last session. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-81 17:46:01 from PARSER 
Uses UCaseToList to recognize reserved words. so they can appear in any casing. For 
example. True used to cause a "please declare"! 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8117:46:18 from ;\EW 
~cw function. which iJ1sert~ separators (default commas) between clements of a list. ~b) 
be given lisl~, and instructed to join thcm after the separation phasc. Useful for building 
text like 

f,glal,hla:b,cl 

Replaces Commatize. 

SuppressAd\"iscd Print? 

llCaseToList 

baseName 

denote 

gripe 

imoke 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8117:46:47 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Bugfix: ifno 'needs', allows type to refer to itself without causing compilation printollts. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8117:47:0l from NEW 
Upper-cases an atom and checks whether it is in a constant list. Lookaside with hash arra~ 
(for speed and less garbage from generating atoms). Useful for recognizing reserved words 
when parsing. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17~Mar-8117:47:18 from VCGEN 
Calls AffirmError for the "unrecognized variable" message. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-Sl17:47:37 from THEOREMPROVER 
Now accepts multiple denote pairs, such as 

denote f(x,y,z) by fx, g(fx,x) by gfz: 

Note that later pairs can refer to earlier ones. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-Sl17:47:55 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Cosmetic. Uses CONSTANT so so~e octal strings are readable 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-S117:48:17 from THEOREMPROVER . 
Spelling-corrects operators, using the CurrentPropn. (Doesn't know ahead of time which 
functions really have invokable definitions.) If user responds 'j (none)' when asked to 
correct, the range-pair is ignored. Corrected command appears in proof tree .. 

Default range is now all rather than 1. 
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Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-8l 17:4lU5 fhnn TREE 
If therc's murc:than one unprovcll imccstor. prints the choices. asks thc uscr f(lf appro\ al. 
thcn goes to the first candidate. 

rl'4\lceExpre~1iion Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Mar-81 17:48:54 from PARSERHELPER 

.\ffirmSu\·c 

Added entries fbr machineSpcc and machincPair. changed denotcSpec to include 
dcnotcPair. variable no longer can havequaliticr. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 19-Mar-Sl 16:25:13 fhlln AFFIRMEXEC 
Causes MAKEFJLE to be NEW if no FILEDATES property. This sa\'cs printing of a 
message. and possibly reduces chances of LISP picking things 'from earlier versions. 

CompileRulelntoLisp 
Changed by ERICKSON at 19-1"I(lr-81 16:25:58 from REWRITERULE 
Pushcs fn onto CHANGEDFNSI.ST. but no longer undoably (just for safety). 

l\1akeFuDction Changed by ERICKSON at 19-Mar-8116:26:31 from REWRITERULE 
Marks function as changed (on CHANGEDfNSLST): fixes a bug wherc we used to cop:., 
old. axiomed interfaces from prc\'ious versions of type if new version has no rules for fn. 

S~tllpFile Changed by ERICKSON at 19-Mar-S116:27:42 from SPECIFICATION 
Sets FILEDATES propeny to NIL when a type is declared. so old stuff (or old tiles) aren't 
used. 

~iscard\'~riable Changed by ERICKSON at 19-Mar-Sl16:28:11 from <ERICKSON>CPATCH-12l..l 
Sets discarded vars to NOBIND, so Frees will recognize them properly if they become 
interfaces. 

ProcessCominand Changed by ERICKSON at 19-Mar-8116:50:18 from AFFIRMEXEC 

1. dec 1 a reVar has different parameters describing nature of caller (for echoing 
and error reporting). 

2. denote takes a DenoteSpec, to allow multiple simultaneous de~otes. 

CannedMessllge Changed by ERICKSON at 19-Mar-8116:51:06 from NEW _ 
'New function which provides a centralized place for error messages. Is able to recognize 
whether a message has been given before in this session, so it can take a short fonn. 

Primary message selection and "first-time" recognition is based on 'atomicKey'; we may 
sometime extend this to allow multiple levels of identification. Callers _can provide key
dependent auxi~iary infonnation, and can request that ERROR! be called rather than 
return. 

--- --- -------- -

f) 
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Changed hy ERICKSO~ at 19·\lar·~117:40:0h from P.\SC\L 
Bugfix: set up computes as a lemma without checking if it was TRU-:. l\otc that al'sl.'JKC 

of changed args may still cause some strange printing fur \crificalion f"lloLsincc;\1I prints 
as Fl!NCTIO~. 

Printing: 

. No longer prints the computes lemma .. who needs it? 

• Whcn 0 vcs, message is better. 

()rettyPrintHistory 
Changed by DTHOMPSO~ at 20-~1ar-8l 09:35:26 from FORMUL-\IO 
Modified to handle wrap-around on (',"cnt numbcrs correctly. 

ScparatcWithnIanks? . 

printConunalld? 

PrintIf 

printName 

readParams 

Changed by DTHOMPSOl\ at 20-Mar-8I 09:36:01 from !\EW 
Ncw routine encapsulating decision whether to separate two tokens about to be output. If 

.either token is a list. sepa'rate (with a blank): if both are atoms, then if both are longer than 
one character. separate: if either token is a onc-character atom (and the other is an atom). 
AND the one-charactcr atom is a break or separator character in the PascalReadTable, 
thcn DON'T scparate: oterwisc ("",·hew!). separate. Now. is that clear? 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20'Mar-81 09:38:50 from TREE 
Modified to remo\'e explicit code to decide whether to separate tokens about to be output 
with a blank. Now calls SeparateWithBlank? 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Mar-81 09:39:33 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to use printName to do output of IF, THEN, and ELSE keywords. Allows 
different things to happen depending on whether we're. annotating or not. . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Mar-81 09:41:02 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to add new flags IfWord, ThenWord, and ElseWord. IfWord outputs the IF 
keyword in if-then-else expressions; the other two flags perfonn similarly. If wc're not 
annotating, then all they do is output the keywords. exactly as was done (by PrintIt) before. 

If we ARE annotating. then what gets sent to the terminal is different than what gets sent 
to the transcript. The tenninal output is spaced so the IF, THEN and ELSE pans line up 
neatly, using (at least) three lines, with the THEN and ELSE parts lining up under the 
Boolean test of the IF part THe transcript output is SCRIBE code, which 'will effectively 
do the same lining up for a variable-width font. the IF pan becomes "@ifU": THEN 
becomes "@thenO .. ·• and ELSE becomes "@elseO". These SCRIBE cOrnmands are macros 
defined in "ANNOT A.LIB" files in people's directories. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Mar-81 09:45:58 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to remo\'ejust-plain-wrong code that tried to "read to end ofline". The routine 
now reads to the stop character provided, andNO FURTHER. (That stop characler is 
usually";".) 

- ----_._-- ------------
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~cpamtcWilhIJlanks? 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 31-1\1ar-81 13:55:23 from (AFFIRM)CPATCH-121..1 
Updated to reflect changes !'.omehow not in cpatch code. Tile check is:' if both 
CURRENT and PREVJOL~S arc atoms. and if either one is a one-character brc,ik 
character. then no separation is nceded between them (fn returns NIl.): else separation h. 
needed (fn returns n. 

.. 

------~ ------
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C) Chenges to version 120 

These functions have changed: 

CleerNames 

Closure 

Dl!leteNodes 

UPTO 

UIl'IMakeTheorem 

U~edBy 

dOacard 

genvca 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27 -Oct-80 18:41 :45 from TREE 
Now accepts a list of names to clear. Used when discarding nodes. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-0ct-80 18:43:42 from NEW 
New function: Given an allst, computes the transitive closure .. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-0ct-80 18:44:00 from NEW 
. Destroys nodes, permitting their expressions and transformations 

to be reclaimed. Assumes that these node lis are not referred· to 
by nodes outside the set to be discarded. (Node#s are never 
reused; this error will manifest as "node not found ll.) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-0ct-80 18:44:35 from NEW. 
LISP utility; I got tired of the same text over and over. Collects 
elements of a list up to but not Including a given element. EQ test. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-0ct-80 18:44:57 from TREE 
An old function that had never been used before. Makes a theorem 
Into Just a regular node. Only guaranteed to work If the theorem 
Isn't anyone's child, and Is not used as a lemma. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-0ct-80 18:45:37 from TREE 
Modified to allow for the unmaking of theorems. Now doesn't 
assume that previous users stili exist. (Does assume that whoever 
unmakes a theorem makes sure that the parent of the nontheorem, 
If any, Is properly recorded as using lemmas In the new subtree.) 

Changed. by ERICKSON at 27-0ct-80 18:45:58 from SPECIFICATION 
New options: 

- theorems gets rid of the specified theorems, making 
them Into vanilla nodes. 

- history does a "forget" 

- disconnected reclaims any nodes which aren't part of 
the proof of theorems. Their names, expressions, and 
transformations go away. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 30-0ct-80 16:42:44 from PASCAL 
Now sets the vcs up as lemmas, rather than theorem children. Part 
of the change to AddChlldren1. Of course, this means we no longer 
have arc labels (such as vc1 :). Next behaves the same as before. 
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nod. Expression 

Descendant? 

- -----'--' --'---

Changed: by ERICKSON at 30-0ct~80' 16:43:47 from, TREE 
Had to commute 80me operations In order to, have the AddChildren1 
check for theorem descendants occur at tt1e r1ght time. 8tHI 
notifies the user when disconnected stuff Is reattacmed; 

Changed'byERICKSON at 30-0ct-80 1'8:47:01 frOmT~EE 
Two changes with mes8ages: 

- try of something new' no, lOnger gives the "making a 
theorem" message • 

..; try of a node which has a proof attempt but no parent 
theorem (and thus Is part of a disconnected prOof 
attempt) will point this situation out to the tlSer. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 30-0ct-80 16:50: 18 from TREE 
Consistency check; causes an error If the node' Isn't numeric. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 30-0ct-80 16:50:41 from AFF1f'MEXEC 
Prevents the user from entering a node contaJntng 1M. a. tt's only 
meaningful within a proof, below an employ. Related to the new 
check In IH20P. Of course, this will also prevent the user from 
trying a node by giving the expression If It contains IH, but I don't 
expect this to be a prolem. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 30-0ct-80 16:51 :21 from NEW 
, New function. Tells whether one node descends from another In the 
, proof tree. Used In the new check In IH20P. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 30-0ct-80 16:51 :51 from TREE 
Bugflx,: puts the second argument thru the expresslon-to-node 
converter, so user can say "name x, P(a,b)" without disaster. 

Chan'ged by ERICKSON at 30-0ct-80 16:52:34 from TREE 
Causes an error message If someone tries to add a, theorem as a 
child. This Is an attempt to avoid our proof tree "Descend to 
theorem" bug. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 30-0ct-80 16:53:03 from BOOLEAN 
WhenlH Is Invoked, It now checks, to ensure that It Is a descendant 
of ,the employ to which It points. (This preventslH from, being 
Invoked In a disconnected fragment; otherwise, the Induction might 
have been changed. with bizarre results, as Stan discovered). It's 
no longer possible to prove cases of an Induction as aepar~te 
lemmas, If they refe'ilnce IH; It must be Invoked first. 

r) 

() 
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us. 

NewNodeName 

AcceptNewRules 

Add Rule 

Changed by ERICKSON at 5-Nov-80 15:16:34 ·from 
THEOREMPROVER 
If the user enters a lemma without supplying a name, Affirm will now 
automatically generate one. These names start with Il1". 

Changed by ERICKSON at 5-Nov-80 15: 18:24 from NEW 
New function: Generates a new node-name. like gensym, except: 

- Names are shorter; for example, L5 

- Skips over any names which already exist. 
Unfortunately, doesn't check for spellirig-corrector 
confusion (for example L5 ~ 15). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov';'80 11 :05:33 from NEW 
If this Is AcceptNewRules, then this Is a new function (and It must 
be Tuesday ... ) 

This new function oversees the reading and parsing and error 
checking of rules directly Input to the Knuth-Bendix convergence 
process, after the user types"Accept Instead ". 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 11 :40:22 from NEW 
Modified to use AcceptNewRules; also changed equation output 

-- formats to use "==" rather than "_)" . 

• ~dR~leDlrectlon Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 11 :42: 13 from lOGIC 

Aoaume 

AutoApplic able 

. Modified to not change "Instead" Input key to "Accept", "but to 
leave It alone. This key Is returned to AddRule as CDR of return 
value. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 11 :50:06 from TREE 
Modified to return value T, saying "Yes, Indeed something 
happened: check If auto mechanism can do somethlng!i, 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 11 :51 :51 from PROFILE 
Modified definition of applicability for AutoSufflclent: . now checks 
current command = "end", current type Is defined, and member of 
known types. 

Part of the change to perform the auto-sufflcfent event BEFORE 
the type Is closed, rather than just AFTER, as was preViously 
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AutoMech .nlam 

AutoMech Spec 1 

AutoMechTP2 

AutoMechTP3 

AutoMechTP4 

AutoPerform? 

g.etElements 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 11 :53:31 from PROFILE 
Modified to add event TheoremAsaumed, applicable after an 
ASSUME command, which checks to aee If any theorems have 
changed status, and performs the appropriate actions If so (such 
as printing their proofs, If they're now proved and AutoPrlntProofs 
Is armed). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 11 :54:57 from PROFILE 
Modified to remove AutoSufflclent, as It's done dIrectly from the 
END command processor in ProcessCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nav-80 11 :58: 11 from PROFILE 
Modified to encapsulate part of Its Imards In a new routme 
AutoMechTP4. 

AutoMechTP2 repeatedly cycles thru a series of coMmands, 
applying each to the current proposltion, Wit" no commands change 
the result, or the current proposition Is reduced to TRUE. 

The new routine, AutoMechTP4, handles the clto're of what to do 
once the cycle finishes. (print proofs of any theorems now proved; 
find a new proposition to work on ff necessary; etc.) 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 11 :59:21 from NEW 
New routh! that handles the event after an APPL V command. 
Performs AutoSearch (If armed), and then calls AutoMechTP4 to 
handle the post-processing. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-SO 12:00:26 from NEW 
New routine that handles the "post-processlngl1 of the current 
proposition. If there are any theorems newly proved, print their 
proofs (If AutoPrlntProofs Is armed); and If the current proposition 
Is TRUE, find some work to do (If AutoNext Is armed). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-SO 12:01 :50 from PROFiLE 
Modified the TeU and Ask output strings to remove the 
"automatically" re·ferences -- seamed a btt stuffy. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:02:43 from AFFfRMEXEC 
Added· new object classes DlscardOptlons, Disconected, History. 

getVlewableElements 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:03:07 from FORMULAIO 
Added new object classes DlscardOptlons, Disconnected, History. 
Also spelled out each current object class In the SELECTQ for 
completeness (used to be grouped at end). 
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natOeclaratlona 

UatlnflxOps 

lIatlnterfacea 

IIstNeeds 

"atOneRule 

lIa tRewrlteRules 

PagesWarnlng 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:04: 14 from FORMULAIO 
Modified to sort decls In each list. OUtput format changed slightly. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:04:54 from FORMULAIO 
Modified to sort Interface names. OUtput format changed slightly. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:05: 18 from FORMULAIO 
Output format changed to handle singletons and lists differently. 
Singletoninterfaces appear on same line as command word; Usts 
start on next line. This makes the whole type listing look a bit 
better. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:07:10 from FORMULAIO 
Outp~t format changed slightly. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:08:06 from FORMULAIO 
Modified to reference global character-variables (LeftParenthesls, 
etc.) Instead of character literals. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:09: 11 from FORMULAIO 
Output format changed to handle singletons and lists differently. 
Singleton rules appear on same line as command word; lists start on 
next line. This makes the whole type listing look a bit better. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:09:32 from UTILITY 
Fixed bug, so that when pages left drops down below 10, not only 
do you get a message, but If yourgc-message was turned off, It's 
turned on: you get to watch In living color as you go down In 
flames. 

PerformAutoAppliedCommands 
Changed by OTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:10:46 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to handle ASSUME command, fixed to handle APPLY 
command right. 

Prl!ttyPrlntHlstory Changed by OTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12: 11 :23 from NEW 

prOnt 

PrOntArgs 

New routine that Implements the 'print history' command, replacing 
the 'e ??' command. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12: 11 :59 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Added 'history' option. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-BO 12:12:29 from FORMULAIO 
I'm sure It was canged, nbut It couldn't have been too Important a 
change, because I don't remember what It was! 



P.g~ fl· 

Changed by DTHOMPcS()N a,t 1 ~-~Qv~8Q 1?= 1 ~:04 fr~ T~e 
N.QW ~lnts cQmmand p'e,c,e~ I.n • mQnt. r8,ad.~.@ fQrm.~" ,~Nftch1nq, 
blanks. when PQsslble (uses break char Info front PIlS,cll~8,.dTable) •. 

F!r.li,~,c;"-r~~ntProP~.'tlon, 

Print Proof, 
;;"1.; ,- .. ,. 

prln,P.roofNod .. 

Prt;tc~ .•• Co,l'l1m.nd 

ChanQed; by DTHOMPSON at 1~-NQv-8Q 1?:1Q:~7 frQ~. N~ 
New ,,?utlne that prints the curr~nt prQPQsltlon If nec.."s~.ary. Q.Ued 
at the end Qf the Dtvs cQmmand .IOC':)P, If the command wa_s II 
theQr8,IlI, prQver cQmmand. 

Chll~g·e,d, by DTHOMPSO~ at 1:~-NQv·-8.0 12:16:32 from FQR~lAIO 
> ,. ."." .,. '" ". • • ~ •• • -

FI~.d bug In 'status' optlQn Qf 'print' cQmmand. 

~h.nq.ed, by D,THPM'!)SON at 13-~o..\(~fSO 12: 18:3.2 from. T~.I!E 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:30:37 from TREE 
Clean.ed up the output format to, ~<c::.runch blanks When It <:an. 

Ch.ngt;tdby OTHOMPSON at 13-N(,)~~QO 12:31:13 from AFfIRt.4iEXEC. 
MQd,lfled END command processing to, perform AutoSufflclent event; 

" . '-' '. 

Added .DISCARD options HISTORY,; DISCONNECTED,TiiEOREMS • 
. ,.,..'" ' ... " - - . . , . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Noy.~80 12:32:25 from NEW 
New rQutlne that reads anct: parses rules. . C • .,..d, .. by 
AcceptNewRules, In. the Knuth-Bend'~ convergence process When 
the user answers "Accept Instead"~ .. 

" 
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!! 81 
!h!!!. (If 82 

!!llm X 
!!!!. V) 

!!!.! X 

R.mov.CommonParts 

Romov.Rule 

Roport 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 12:33:41 from CEVAL 
Two changes: 

1. Modified to translate 
to the reduced form 

!! (81 and ... 82) 
!h!!l V 
!!!!. X 

rather than the previous form 

!! (81 Imp 82) 
!h!!!. X 
else V 

2. Modified to translate 

!! 81 
then X -!!!.! (!! 82 

!!l!!l V 
.!!eX) 

to the reduced form 

!! ( ... 81 and 82) 
!h!!l V 
!!!.! X 

rather than the previous form 

!! (82 Imp 81) 

!h!!!l X 
!!!.! V 

, . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 13:14:55 from 

REWRITERULE 
Changed output format to use "==11. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Nov-80 13: 18:06 from UTILITY 
Modified reporting format to use equations, "._H, read a bit better. 
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Mak.Not 

u •• 

NewNodeName 

AfflrmMakesys 

NoteFlles 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 17-Nov-80 15:53:07 from CEVAL 
Modified to handle NOTtlng of IFs: ... (If a then b else cl •• (If a 
then ... b else "'c). 

Changed by ERICKSON at 17-Nov-80 17:28:29 from 
(ERICKSON)NAME .. 2 
Lemmas are automatically named If user doesn't. Name Is 
"lemmall + (Integer) + "0f" .. (name of theorem used In). For 
example, "lemma 1 ofthm 1" or "Iemma 1 Oflemma30fmaln" (Ugh). 

Changed by ERICKSPN at 17-Nov-80 17:29:12 trom 
(ERICKSON)NAME .. 2 
New functionality. Computes a new (not In KnownNames:Nocies) 
name, using given prefix and suffix. Inserts Integer, always 
starting from 1. For example, lemn'ui50fthm, 

Changed by RBATES at 17-Nov-80 19:34:42 from UTtUTV 
Modify to run threw BEFOREMAKESVSFORMS and to mak.e sure tha.t 
escape Is Indicated. 

Changed by RBATES at 17-Nov-80 19:35:35 from REQUEST 
Modify to run If building from sratch or from another MAKESVS. 
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Changes to version 113 

These functions have changed: 

AutoMechTP2 

prlntCommand? 

Transform 

Equal 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 1-0ct-80 15:28:05 from PROFilE· 
Removed the Implicit assumption of an Invariant that Isn't really 
always true: "When a theorem Is finally proven, the CurrentPropn 
Is TRUE." That ain't the case. 

Now the AutoPrlntProof event will fire regardless of CurrentPropn. 
being TRUE or not. It depends only on the list of supposedly 
Just-proven theorem names NewlyProved. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 1-0ct-80 18:44:04 from TREE 
Now calls PrettyPrlntCommand 

Changed by ERICKSON at 1-0ct-80 18:44:24 from TREE 
The \Yay proof tree nodes are shared Is counter to most people's 
Intuition. When unexpected sharing does happen, users can get 
quite confused . 

. I changed Transform to warn the user whenever a command 
generates children which already existed, have proof trees of their 
own; and weren't previously children of the node being 

transformed. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 2-0ct-80 17:31 :45 from CEVAL 
This function used to return FALSE when comparing two different 
expressions, If they had the Is Constant property. I removed this 
check. From what I can tell, It was unnecessary ever since we 
started the new equality mechanism. (For that matter, IsConstant 
seems to only be referenced by the unification mechanism, where I 
don't think It serves any purpose.) Except as a. placeholder, I think 
Equal (known as EOOP) Is only used by EvaluateRuie. 

No other changes. 

MakelnterfaceRule Changed by RBATES at 6-0ct-80 09:30:05 from SPECifiCATION 
Made the test for try to re-deflned a Interface the same here as In 
discard. 

ProcessCommand Changed by RBATES at 6-0ct-80 09:31 :25 from AFFIRMEXEC 

discard 

Fixed a bug which ·only limited the number of parameters of put and 
let to one or two. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-0ct-80 09:32:04 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed the pexec called to do AfflrmError when It detects a 
Interface error. 
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Th,~, r.,."p~lon. have change~: 

EndlnColon 
,.' ......... ':. '"." 

Impl·mentatlpn 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 12:21 :22 from· lOGIC 
Changed PACK's and PACK·'s Involving explicit use of I' I Into 
. Exttitnc;lName'$. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 12:28:48 from 
REWRITERlJLE 
Changed PACK's and PACKIil's Involving explicIt use of IV Into 
ExtendName's. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 12:30:42 from lOGIC 
Changed PACK's and PACKIil's Involving explicit use of 1\' .. Into 
Ext,ndName's. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug .. 80 12:31 :27 from UTILITY 
Modlfl,d t() use variable Colon rather than quoted character (Aggh). 

Changec:S by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug ... 80 12:48:51 from UTILITY 
Modified to use variable TypeSeparator rather than .quoted 
charac~,r '\ '. 

Ch~nged by DTHOMPSON at 20-ALlg ... 80 12:53:58 from UTILITY 
MocUfled. to use va.rlable TypeSeparator rather than explicitly 
reference quoted character '\ I. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 12:56:04 from 
SPECIFICATION 
Changed PACKls and PACKlills Involving explicit use of '\' Into 
ExtendNamels. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 12:56: 18 from VCGEN 
Changed PACKls and PACKlills Invohling explicit use of. 'V Into 
ExtendNamels. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 12:56:38 from PASCAL . 
Changed references to explicitly q~oted ch.aracter ':1 to variable 
Colon (Aggh, and Damnify Masterscope). ' 

Als.o changec:S "parent expression It of a sequence of vcs for a 
program to be "verlflcation( (procedure-name»11 t rather than the, 
previous "verlflcatlon(computes( ... ). result( ••• »II. 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 14:05:04 from 
SPECIFICATION 
Changed PACKls and PACK·ls Involving expHclt use of '\' 'Into 
ExtendName's. 
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Q Chnnges to version 119 

__ Thnsn fUllctions have changed: 

. '-' 

C) 

AutoMechTP2 

prlntCommand? 

Transform 

Equal 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 1-0ct-80 15:28:05 from PROFILE 
Removed the implicit assumption of an invariant that isn't really 
always true: "When a theorem Is finally proven, the CurrentPropn 
is TRUE." That ain't the case. 

Now the AutoPrlntProof event will fire regardless of CurrentPropn 
baing TRUE or not. It depends only on the list of supposedly 
just-proven theOrE!m names NewlyProved. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 1-0ct-80 18:44:04 from TREE 
Now calls PrettyPrintCommand 

Changed by ERICKSON at 1-0ct-80 18:44:24 from TREE 
The way proof tree nodes are shared Is counter to most people's 
intuition. When unexpected sharing does happen, users can get 
quite confused. 

I changed Transform to warn the user whenever a command 
gonerates children which already existed, have proof trees of 'their 
own, and weren't I)reviously children of the node being 
transformed . 

Changed by ERICKSON at 2-0ct-80 17:31 :45 from CEVAL 
This function used to return FALSE when comparing two different 
expressions, If they had the IsConstant property. I removed this 
check. From what I can tell, it was unnecessary ever since we 
started the new equnllty mechanism. (For that matter, IsConstant 
seems to only be referenced by the unification mechanism, where I 
don't think it serves (lny purpose.) Except as a placeholder, I think 
Equal (known as EOOP) is only used by EvaluateRuie. 

No other changes. 

MnkelnterfaceRule Changed by RBATES at 6-0ct-80 09:30:05 from SPECIFICATION 
Made the test for try to re-defined a interface the same. here as in 
discard. 

ProcessCommand 

discard 

Changed by RBATES at 6-0ct-80 09:31 :25 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Fixed a bug which only limited the number of parameters of put and 
let to one or two. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-0ct-80 09:32:04 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed the pexec called to do AfflrmError when it detects a 
interface error. 
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Changes to version 112 

lhnr.o functions have changed: 

Ch'ooseASymbol 

ConvertOldType 

Dcc'areVarlab'es 

EndlnColon 

ExtendName 

E;He rts ion 

Functions 

GcnNewSymbols 

genvC$ 

lR1p'hmsntatlon 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug,;,80 12:2·1 :22 from L.OGIC 
Changed PACK's a"d PACK*'s Involving explicit: use of '\' lrito 
ExtendName's. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 12:2a:48 froin 
REWRITERULE 
Changed PACK's and pACK-'s Involving explicit use of '\' Into 
ExtendName's. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 12:30:42 from LOGIC 
Changed PACK's and PACKIit's Involving explicit Use6f 'V Into 
ExtendName's. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug;.;.80 12:31:27from'UTILlTY 
Modified to use variable Colon rather than quoted cha'racter (Aggh). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20;.;Aug-80 .12:48:51' from UtlLlTV 
Modified to use variable Typ'~Separator rathe'r than quoted 
character '\ '. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2'o'-All'g'-8()' 12:53:58' from UTIUTY 
Modified to use variable TypeSeparator rather than explicitly 
reference quoted character '\'~ 

Changed' by DTHOMPSON at 20.;Aug-80 12:56:04 frOm 
SPECIFICATION 
Changed PACK's and PACK'"s Involving explicit use of I\, lrifo 
ExtendNari1e's. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20.;Aug-80 12:56: 18 from VCGEN 
Changed PACK's and PACKst's Involving explicit use of '\' Into 
ExtendName's. 

Cilanged by DTHOMPSON at 20,;/(ug-80 12:56:38 from PAscAL' 
Changed references· tc) explicitly quoted character ':' to variable 
CC)lon (Aggh, and Damnify Masterscope). 

Also changed "parent expression" of a sequence cif vcs fora 
program to be "verification( (procedure-name) )"~ rather than tHe 
previous "verlflcation(computes( ... )j result( ... »". 
Chonged by DTHOMPSON at 2'O-Aug-80 14:05:04 from 
SPECIFICATION 

/-----') 

Changed PACK's and PACK-'s Involving explicit use of I\, Into -~ 
ExtendName's. j 
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Macro 

MakeExtenslon 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 14:05:13 from 

SPECIFICATION 
Changed PACK's and PACK·'s Involving explicit use of '\' Into 

ExtendName's. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 14:05:36 'from UTILITY 
Modified to use variable TypeSeparator rather than explicitly 

reference quoted character '\'. 

MakelnltlalValueSymbols 
Chan~led by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 14: 10:03 from VCGEN 
Modified to use variable SlngleQuote rather than explicitly 

reference quoted character ""'. 

MllkelnterfaceRule Chanued by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 14:10:48 from 

New$Symbol 

NewSymbolFrom 

, NotThlsSymbol 

rf!!adString 

SPECIFICATION 
Changed PACK's and PACK"'s Involving explicit use of '\' In~o 
ExtendName's. 

. Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 14:29:28 from LOGIC 
Modified to use variable SlngleQuote rather than explicitly 

reference quoted character ""'. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 14:30:05 from LOGIC 
Changed PACK's and PACK"'s Involving explicit use of '\' Into 
ExtendName's. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 14:30: 14 from LOGIC 
Changed PACK's and PACK"'s Involving explicit use of '\' Into 
ExtendName's. 

Chnnged by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 15:01 :06 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified, to use variables DoubleQuote, PercentSign rather than 

reference quoted characters "", '%'. 

Schr.maCaseNames Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 15:03:50 from TREE 
Modified to use variable Colon rather than reference quoted 

character ':'. 

setupDeclaratlons Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 15:04:43 from PASCAL 
Changed PACK's and PACKjt,s involving explicit use of '\' into 
ExtendName's. Also modified to use variable SingleQuote rather 
than reference quoted character"'''. 
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Changed by DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 15:05:52 from· 
SPECIt=IC~ TION 

/~ 

') 
Chf,lngedPACK'S and PACKIt'. Invplvll:1g e~pllclt use of','lnto 
ExtendName's. -

CI'i'lnged by' DTHOMPSON at 20-Aug-80 15:06:02 from 
~PECIFICATION 

Chl,mged PACK's and PACK·'s Involving explicit use of ','Into 
ExtendNf,lme's. 

~~,~~''''t~rf"cf!R!Jle Changed by ERIC~SON at 28-Aug-80 18:00:56 from 

declareVar 
::":';;"" <";;-.;" ... 

<QTHOMPSON)PX .. 3 
ChangetJ the redecloratlon message to be less enticing. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 28-Aug.,.80 18:01: 19 from SPECIFICATION 
Do~sn't allow a function declaration If It conflicts with a variable In 
thf;l current type. 

Chf,lnged by ERICKSON at 28-Al,I9-80 18:01 :36 from SPECIFICATION 
Doesn't accept a variable d~f;:,huatlon If It conflicts with an' 
In,terface of the current type. (Such conflicts cause trouble with 
the EXPR defn.) I also remQved a redundant call to Shorten; 
MakeExtension already shor:tens Its argo Also changed the 
r.e~~cla.ra.tloll message to be, less enticing. 

Changec,t by ERICKSON a.t 28-A~g,-8,0 18:01:57 from UTILITY 
Optimization: checks for occura.nee. of , before packing. Also, uses 
variable TypeSeparator instead, of number 92. 

Schcm~CaseNames Changed by ERICKSON at 3~Sep-80 14:14:41 from. 
(OTHOMPSON)PX .. 3 
Permits a schema with only one case to omit the "cases" function. 

c;h~o,seChaln!ngsAndNarrowings 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Sep-80. 10:06: 10 from LOGIC 
The function let now does the ~nnotatlon which shows, that"choose, 
was done. Returns the result" of. let (which Is. a. (Descend. 
(Transform trans»). 

Tn~Ch~JnlngsAndNarrowlngs, 

ch().o~e . 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Sep-801 0:08:48 from LOGIC 
The function let now does the annotation that search was done. 
Returns. tho result of 10,t. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Sep-80 10:09:36 from THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to return Nil or the result of the function let If something 
was dono. 

-' .- ---- ------ --
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dlscardlnterf ace 

let 

search 

AHlrmSave 

NoteFlles 

NoteFlles 

AutoApplic able 

AutoCommand 

AutoMechanlsm 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Sep-SO 10:10:1S from SPECIFICATION· 
Make sure the functions being discard aren't on any files. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Sep-SO 10:10:40 from THEOREMPROVER 
Hos B new argument which Is the annotation to be placed: on the 
node. Used by search and choose. Returns NIL or the result of the· 
Descend. 

Changed by RBATES at S-Sep-aO 10: 11 :49 from THEOREMPROVER 
Returns NIL or the result of the let. 

Changed by ROATES at a-Sep-SO 10:03: 12 from AFFIRMEXEC 
When saving a file lIslng the fast method (the default), don't bother 
the user with the question of wheter or not to dump the 
masterscope database. The new (USPUSERS>DA.TABASEFNS 
requires this chango else we would ask when saving datatypes. 

Changed by RBATES at 9-Sep-SO 09:36:09 from REQUEST 
Remember the full file name of WHEREIS.HASH to fix a problem with 
the new (USPUSERS)WHEREIS. 

Changed by RBATES at 9-Sep-aO 14:2S:25 from 
(RBATES)CPAT111 .. 6 
Have to remember the DIRECTORY name In WHEREIS.HASH for the 
new WHEREISNOTICE. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-SO 10:46: 16 from PROFILE 
Modified Auto Print Proof applicability test to check NewlyProved -
the list of theorem names just proved. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-SO 10:52:31 from PROFILE 
Now returns the result of the command. Also handles auto freeze 
specially, to ask for a file name if one Isn't supplied as a parameter 
to the QUIT command. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-SO 11 :04:50 from PROFILE 
Added two new nvent categories: ProgramVerlfled, and 
TheoremProved. These perform the auto annotate function, and 
add the theorem name to the list NewlyProved, for the auto print 
proof function. 

Also encapsulateclsorne of the event's code Into separate routines. 
ProofCycleStep now calls AutoMechTP2. SesslonCompletlon calls 
AutoMechExec 1. and SpeclflcatlonCommandCompletlon calls 
AutoMechSpec 1 . 
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AutoMechExec1 

AutoMechSpec1 

AutoMcchTP1 

AutoMochTP2 

AutoPerform? 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-SO 11 :09:09 from NEW 
New routine encapsulating the SesslonCompletton E!veik Performs 
auto Freeze, auto print proof th"sorams, auto complie, and auto 
save. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-SO 11: 1 0:26 from NEW 
New routine encap$Ulationg the SpeclficationCommandCompletf61i 
event. If applicable, performs the auto sufficient or auto Infix 
commands. 

Changed by DTHOMPSGJN at i1-Sep-SO 11: 11 :36 frolTl NEW 
New routine encapsulating the auto annotate comlTland for the 
events ProgramVerlfied and TheoremProved. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-SO 11: 12:23 from ~EW 
New'routine encapsulating the Pr60fCycieStep event. 

Lots of activity here. The basic· al'gorlthm is as is was before: If" 
applicable, perform the commands auto Invoke tH, auto cases, auto 
search. auto norminl, auto repl:ace. If any of these OBUS'e a 
transformation of the current proposition, re-perform any of the 
five that are now applicable. Repeat until no new transformations 
occur (and the proof tree build'e'r Is checking for circularity of 
transformations and breaking thElloop If necessary). 

After all transformations have been made, check to see If the 
current proposition is TRUE. If nof, simply return; the user' will come' 
up with a new command. If the current proposition is TRUE, perform 
the auto-print proof command (tile auto-annotate will have already 
happ,ened as a result of the proof tree builder UpdateStatu5. 
routine invoking it separately), and then perform the auto-next 
command. If that returns a non-TRUE current proposition, then 
recursively apply the ProofCycleStep event to THAT. 

Hopefully, it won't infinitely loop. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-59,,-80 11: 18:28 from PROFILE 
Modified ,to take third I)arameter, the form of which depends on the 
particular auto-command being checked. Passes the auxiliary 
parameter 01; to AutoApplicable for its use. 

getProflleDefaultValue 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-SO 11 :20:59 from NEW 
Modified to have correct definition. I did this for 1.11 but If got 
lost! 

.~ 

,-",' 
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Inllx 

NoFreeVarslnRule 

m.nkcFllcName 

normint 

printHclpcr 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :21 :36 from 
SPECIFiCATION 
Fixed subtle bug that wouldn't enter the operation name on the 
internal-to-external form mapper table, If the name was already a 
known system op. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :23:27 . from 
SPECIFICATION 
Modified to lise Frees rather than FreeVars to calculate the free 
variables in the RHS of rules and schemas. This way, funny looking 
references to skolem functions are caught and reported. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :24:34 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to add the filename field BODY to the list it looks for. 
INTERLlSP doesn't have BODY on its global list FILENAMEFIELDS! 

Chan{led by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :25:38 from CEVAL 
Modified to REALLY determine If it has had en effect, by comparing 
CurrentPropn with the result of using the Integer separations, and 
If that's dlfferont, then EVAL-Ing the CurrentPropn to see If It 
simplifies to what it was before. 

So NORMINT really returns an indication of Its effect. 

Changed hy DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :27: 10 from FORMULAIO 
Modified print IH option to remove duplicate references to the same 
definition. 

Sl!!parntlonContradlctlon 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 1 t-Sep-80 11 :27:48 from CEVAL 
Modified to use the profile entry ShowNormint (and its associated 
global flag ShowlntegerSimplification) to decide whether or not to 
print the junk it has been printing all along. 

S/<ipOvcrComments Channed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :28:38 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to use global var LeftCurlyBracket instead of quoted atom. 

sJ,lpPascalCommcnt Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :29:22 from PASCAL 
Modified to use glhal var RightCurlyBracket instead of quoted atom. 

UpdlltcStatus 

UscrProfileDefault 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :30:09 from TREE 
Modified to Invoke the auto mechanism when the status of a 
theorem (or program) changes to proved (or varlfied). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11:31: 10 from PROFILE 
Modified to correct the body. It got eaten sometime between my 
creating it and the sys build of 1.11. 
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AfflrmExec 

AfflrmLoad 

Arc 

augment 

cases 

CheckForType 

MlnlmalTypeSpec 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :36:43 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to loop, calling InitlalizeCommandLoop and OTVS forever. 
So if somehow we fall out of the command loop and get back to 
AfflrmExec, It simply resets and re-enters the command loop. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :38: 12 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified call togetFlleName to include descriptive. string (see 
getFlleName ). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :38:46 from TREE 
Modified to return value indicating Its effect. Returns current 
propn or NIL. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :39:32 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to return an indication of its effect. Returns either NIL (no 
effect) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command. (In other 
words, the new CurrentPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL if the transformation Is circular, something not known in the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropn.) 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :42:45 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to return an indication of its effect. Returns either NIL (no 
effoct) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command. (In other 
words, the new CurrentPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL If the transformation is circular, something not known in the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropn.) 

Also prints the message "Cases had no effect" ONLY when the 
user explicitly invokes the command. There's no printout If there's 
no effect and the auto mechanism invoked the command function. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :44:34 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to take 11 list and pack it if necessary to come up with the 
atom type name. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :45: 17 from 
SPECIFICATION 
Modified to supply third and fourth parameters to ProcessCommand. 
Third is the commandFlle, here treated as Terminal; fourth Is a flag 
indicating whether this call originated directly from user, or from 
Internal sourcej here It's internal. 
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complete 

Completer 

declareVar 

. Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 11 :56:09 from· 

THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to return an Indication of Its effect. Returns either NIL (no 
effect) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command. (In other 
words, the new CurrElntPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL If the transformation Is circular, something not known In the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropn.) 

Chongeci by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-8013: 12:58 from LOGIC 
Modified call to Dtvs to provide a commandFile parameter of 
Terminal (rather than n. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 13: 15:01 from 
(ERICKSON)VARS .. 5 
Modified call to Dtvs to provide a commandFile parameter of 

Terminal (rather than n.· 

getrllcNameFromDirectory 

Gr.tParametcrs 

IgnorcExccss 

ChRnoeci by DTHOMPSON at 11-5ep-80 13: 19:29 from FORMULAIO 
Modified all calls to getFlieName to provide descriptive string (see 

getflleName). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-5ep-80 13:24: 10 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified call to RencinestOfLine to provide Indication to use default 
read table (see ReacinestOflille). • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON Ilt 11-5ep-80 13:25:40 from NEW 
New routine that prints a message if Its parameter is non-NIL. Most 
commands will end up calling this routine with any part of ,the 
command line they don't intend to look at. This way, the user Is 

. explicitly notified that we're ignoring excess parameters. 

IUlltlalizeCommandLoop 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-5ep-80 13:27:21 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to set global var oldinputfile to Terminal, and to Close aU 

open input files (just in case). 
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I.o\lokg 

topdNeededFiles 

Changed by DTHOMP50N at 11-5ep-80 13:28: 17 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to return on indication of its effect. Returns either NJL (no 
effect) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command. (In other 
words, the new CurrentPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL if the transformation is circular, something not known In the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropn.) 

Changed by DTHOMP50N at 11-5ep-80 13:28:29 from FORMULAIO 
Modified call to getFileName so whole process Is Invisible to user. 

LoodUserlnltlolizationFile 
Changed by DTIIOMP50N at 11-5ep-80 15:21 :31 from AFFIRMEXEC 

. Modified call to getFileName so whole process is invisible to user (It 
always was, but the calling sequence of getFileName changed). 

Mokelnterf aceRule Changed by DTHOMP50N at 11-5ep-80 15:45: 19 . f.rom 
(ERICK50N)VAR5 .. 5 
Modified call to Dtvs to provide a commandFile parameter of 
Terminal (rather than T). 

Mi~.singECommand? Changed by DTHOMP50N at 11-5ep-80 15:57:09 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to refer. to Terminal rather than T when referring to a 
command file. 

next Changed by DTHOMP50N at 11-5ep-80 15:57:42 from TREE 
Modified to return an Indication of its effect. Returns either NIL (no 
effect) or the rcsult of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command; (In other 
words, the new CurrentPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL if the transformation Is circular, something not known In the 
c.ommand function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropn.) 

ObjectCllIssOfParameters 
. . 

PogcsLeft 

Changed by DTHOMP50N at 11-5ep-80 15:58:03 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Added a third paramoter, InternalCall, that's simply passed on to 
GetArgumcntsFromList. The Idea Is to distinguish between 
user-typed and internally-generated Input, where the user's Input 
ne.eds more. checking and filtering (such as packing, removing 
commas, Sl)elllng correction, etc.). 

Changed by DTHOMP50N at 11-5ep-80 16: 15:56 from NEW 
New routine that I)erforms the necessary maglckal Incantations to 
determine how many free pages there left. 

\ 
) 

--,' 
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Png('sW nrning Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 16: 16:26 from NEW 
New routine that prints out a cute warning to the user when the 
number of free pages left is less than this routine's .parameter .. A 
non-FIXP parameter (In particular, Nil) uses a default threshold 

value of 1 O. 

A call to this routine has been Imbedded in Dtvs, around the 
command loop. So bafore each command, the system checks the 
numt>er of free pages and perhaps warns the user. 

PerformAutoAppliedCommands 

Pr.intEnd 

readp 

feadParams 

RcadRestOfLine 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 16: 18:36 from NEW 
New routine that encapsulates the auto mech Invocation at the end 
of the command. loop. In 1.11, this was part of 
SetEventCompletionFlag. It's now It's own. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 16:19:54 from AFFIRMEXI;C 
Modified to referenCE! Terminal when referring to a command file, 
rather than T. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 16:20:42 from PASCAL 
Modified call to getFlleName to provide descriptive,' string. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 16:21 :30 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to use global var DoubleQuote rather than quoted atom. . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 16:22:57 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Added second parameter, a read table to use. If T, use default, 
PascalReadTable. Else IJse whatever's supplied. 

Also modified to eat comments In the list of atoms re~d. (Uses new 
routine EatComments that handles mis-matches.) 

ReadSpeclalCommandParameters 

redo 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 16:24:51 from AFFlRMEXEC 
Modified calls to ReadRstOfLine to supply second parameter, most 
of the time T for default read table PascalReadTable. 

The fix, recio, and undb commands now also use ReadRestOfllne, 
whereas before they uses RATOMS with a different read table than 

PoscalReadTable. 

The profile commllnd, which does Its own Input separately from 
ReadRestOfLine, also eats comments separately. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 16:27:36 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to return value of command that was re-done or fixed. 
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r.ep/ac:eCommand 

Restart 

savcUscrProfi.le? 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:23:23 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to return an indication of its effect. Returns either NIL (no 
effect) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command. (In other 
words, the new Curr£llltProlm. The result of the descend may be 
NIL If the transformation Is circular, something not known In the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropn. ) 

Also won't print "Replace had no effect" if invoked under auto 
mech. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:24:02 from TREE 
Modified to return value of the restart, so routines calling this one 
can pass it 011 back. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:24:54 from PROFILE 
Modified call to getFileName to provide descriptive string. 

SetEvcntCompletionFlag 

split 

suppose 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:25:34 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to remove all the auto mech stuff. It all went into Its own 
brand spanking new function. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:26: 18 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to check current proposition for list form. Won't split an 
atom (not into nukes here!). 

Modified to return an indication of its effect. Returns either NIL (no 
effect) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command. (In other 
words. the new CurrentPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL if the transformation is circular, something not known In the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropn. ) 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:27:13 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to return an indication of its effect. Returns.either NIL (no 
effect) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command. (In other 
words. the new CurrentPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL If the transformation is circular, something not known In the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropll.) '-) 
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TopLevel? 

Transform 

Try 

TypeFile 

UndertakeProof 

use 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:27:31 from NEW 
New routine that encnpsulates check for top level exec. Turns out 
the chack Is real simple: LowerExec=O. Used to be more 
complicated, when we first Introduced UsingTed stuff, but Ray 
managed to collapse differences into DTVS, and avoid the hassles 
at this level. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:28:38 from TREE 
Modified printout form. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:30:50 from TREE 
Modified to return an indication of its effect. Returns either NIL (no 
effect) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command. (In other 
words, the new CurrentPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL If the transformation Is circular, something not known In the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropn.) 

The change to return an Indication of effect caused more than 
superficial changes. Some code was re-structured. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:32:01 from UTILITY 
Modified call to getFlleName to provide descriptive string. 

Changed by DTHO~PSON at 11-Sep-80 17:34:23 from TREE • 
Modified to return CurrentPropnor the result of a Normalize call, so 
routines calling this one can pass it on back. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:35:07 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to return an Indication of its effect. Returns either NIL (no 
effect) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformation associated with this command. (In other 
words, the new CurrentPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL If the transformation is circular, something not known In the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
CurrentPropn.) 

UscrProflleEnqulry Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:35:50 from PROFILE 
Modified call to getflleNam~ to provide descriptive string. 

/ \ U .. 

-
, .. 
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RrpC,f;!~~<:ommand Changed by DTHOMPSPN ~t 11-Sep-8p 17:36:2,8 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Added fourth parameter, in Indication whether this call originates 
from internal sources or (,Iirectlyfrom the User; The parameter 
filtering routines use the Info. 

Moc!\fled to call ProcessCommand (re~urslvely) with explicit third 
and fou~th parameters, the fourth being Internal. 

Nlodlfied to call getFlleN~me with clescrlptlve string. 

Mo~Jlfiod most comm~fld parameter filters In huge SEtECTQ to 
explicitly tell user when excess parameters are being Ignored. 

Modified calls to GetArgumentl!)Fromlist to take Internal Indication 
flag. 

Made Invoke command parameter processing a little smarter; It now 
does 81)elllng correction for 'first' or 'all'. 

AffinnComplle' Changed by DT/-IOMPSON at 11 "'~~P-8.() 17:40:28 from AFFIRMEXE,C 
Modified to sUPI,ly third and fOl,Jrth parameters to ProcessCommand. 
Third Is the commandFlle, her~ tr(;!ated as Terminal; fourth Is a flag 
Indlc~ting whether this call originated directly from user, or from 
l!lternal source; hero It's Intern~l! 

~~,m.lCommandFile Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11 ... Sep-80 17:40:54 'from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to supply third and foyrt,h parameters to ProcessCommand. 
Third Is the commandFile, here tr~ated as Terminal; fourth Is a flag 
Indicating whether this call oriQinated directly from user, or from 
Internal source; here it's internal. 

O,et,efn::tineObjectClas$ 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11.,.,&~p-80 17:4·1 :52 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to call routine getElernents Instead of 
getViewableElemcnts, when def~qlting the possible object classes 
to search through. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11 .,Sep-80 17:43:09 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to call Pa"esWarnlng a,t beginning of command loop, and 
PorformAutoAppliedCommands at the end. Saves the result of the 
Process Command call to pass to PerformAutoApplledCommands 
which takes advantl1(J9 of no-change ~ommands to NOT Invoke the
auto mech (an optimization). 

(~) 

-..",..,' 
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OTVS 

OWIMUSERFN 

EatComments 

employ 

ErrorlnFlle 

Gencrlclnterf ace 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:44:56 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified call to get FileName to provide descriptive string. Also 
modified to lise Torminal rather than T when referring to command 
file. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:45:34 from UTILITY 
Modified cail to Dtvs to provide a commandFile parameter of 
Terminal (rather than n. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:45:47 from NEW 
New routine that simply removessublists from its list parameter, 
where the sublist starts with '{' and ends with '}'. Lists starting 
with '{' but not ending with '}' are found and the command is 
aborted. 

Thus this function eats comments in a list. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:47: 11 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to return an indication of its effect. Returns either NIL (no 
effect) or the result of descending to the proof tree node created 
by the transformution associated with this command. (In other 
words. the new CurrentPropn. The result of the descend may be 
NIL if the transformation is circular, something not known in the 
command function. But most of the time, will simply be the 
Cu.rrentPropn.) 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:47:39 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified call to Dtvs to provide a commandFile parameter of 
Terminal (rather than T). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:47:54 from 
SPECIFICATION 
Modified call to Dtvs to provide a commandFile parameter of 
Terminal (rather than n. 

GctArgumentsFromList 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-5ep-80 17:48:09 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to take third parameter, InternalCall. Indicates whether 
filtering is really necessary. if internalCallis non-NIL,' then the list 
of atoms to be broken into parameters is ALREADY broken. Simple 
returns the list. Otherwise, does as before: look for subllsts 
separated by commas; each Is a parameter. 

New second parameter indicates whether parameters delineated 
by the routine should be PACKed Into one atom or stay lists. Lists 
of length one are nutClmatically atomized . 
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~~tFI'.eName Changed by DTHOMPSON at 11-Sep-80 17:51 :21 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified semantics of third parameter. Used to be DONTaskUser . 
. Default was NIL, which meant it was OK to ask. Explicit non~NIL 
value meant DONT ask user. 

Now It Is named ask User. NIL means don't ask. nem-NIL Is assumed 
to be a DESCRIPTIVE STRING to be printed out when prompting for a 
file name from the user. A value of T means ask, but use whatev~r 
the customary default fora prompt is. 

Also modified calls to TTYINFILE, TYOUTFllE, to· supply the 
descriptive string to them. 

ProcessComman.d . Changed by ROATES at 16-Sep-80 16:26:~4 from 

down 

e~ec::: 

• 

flndl;qv~ 

(AFFIRM)CPATCH-111 .. 1 
. Changed the function to call the new invoke command. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-80 13:28:06 from TREE 
Modified to return NIL so the auto mechanism won't be Invoked. 
Thus tho rolatlve movement commands place you at a certain node, . 
and leave you thore. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-80 13:29:07 from UTILITY 
Added carriage return after message. 

Chal1~led by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-80 13:29:32 from TREE 
Modified to return NIL so the auto mechanism won't be Invoked . 
Thus the relative movement commands place you at a certain nod~, 
and leave youthol'e. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-80 13:30:34 from CEVAl 
Modified to be smarter about quantified expressions, and avoid 
attempting to find equivalences in the given and find lists. 

Also modified to use If Expression records, rather than directly build 
the structure itself. 

Remove CommonParts 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-80 13:32:40 from CEVAL 
Modified to perform compaction based on then and else branch 
forms. REPEATEDLY, instead of just once. 

Also modified to use If Expression records, rather than directly build 
the structure itself. 

() 
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Removelfs 

Rc.movelfs 1 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-80 13:33:44 from CEVAL 
Moved part of the test whether to produce the new form or the old 
form Into this routine, simplifying code In Removelfsl, which Is 
recursively Invoked a whole bunch of times. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-8013:35:03 from CEVAL 
Modified to use If Expression records rather than directly bUild an 
If-expression structure itself. 

RcmovelfsCommonSubExps 

RcmovelfsFromlf 

ProcessCommand 

augment 

.complete 

rcplnceCommand 

denote 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-80 13:35:35 from CEVAL 
Modified to check for an if-expression at startup. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-80 13:35:58 from· CEVAL 
Modified to use If Expression records. 

Now checks to ensure it has an If-expression in the ·first place. 

Now performs single level transformations into ANDs: OR, etc, 
BE-FORE looking for multi-level stuff involving common then and else 
branches of lower if-expressions. I really think this is not right In 
the long run, but this represents a step back to CEVAL..22 from 
.23, where stronge transfor.mation occurred. I'm still figuring It 

out ... 

Chnnuecl by ERICKSON at 17-Sep-SO 17:20:32 from 

(RBATES)INVOKE .. 22 
Added "denote", "swap". 

Changed by ERICKSON at lS-Sep-SO 13:01 :55 from 

(AFFIRM)CPATCH-111 .. 1 
Now calls ChecklntrodlicedExpr, SkolemlzeProperly. 

Changed by ERICKSON at l8-Sep-SO 13:02:50 from 0 

(AFFIRM)CPATCH-lll .. 1 
Now calls SkolemizeProperly, not Instance. 

Changod by ERICKSON at 18-Sep-SO 13:03:52 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-111 .. l 
Now calls SkolemizeProperly, not Instance. 

Changed by ERICKSON at l8-Sep-80 13:04: 15 from NEW 
New command: given an expression and a variable, adds the 
hypothesis "expr = var" to the current proposition. Declares the 
variable If need be, rE!Ilames it to avoid conflicts with existing vars. 
(Var mllst not occur In expr.) Substitutes var for expr In body. 
Uses new utilities: ChecklntroducedExpr, SkolemizeProperly. I 

01 

I 
I 
I 
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Chnnge(J .by .ERI~:KSON at 18-Sep-80 13:05:02 fr,om 
,(AFFIRM)CPATCH-l11 .. 1 
No\V calls ChecklntroducedExpr to ensure that any free varlablesln .-.../ 
th.o supposition are already bound in the theorem. Thus one can't 
say "suppose P(x)" where x Is unknown. Also calls 
SkolemizeProperlylnstead of Instance. 

Changed by ERICKSON ~t 18-Sep-80 13:05:20 from LOGIC 
~epl~ce(1 by SkolemizeProperly .. 

c:lll~n{led by ERICKSON at 18-5ep-8013:05:40 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-l11 .. 1 
Now calls SkolemizeProperly, not Instance. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 18-Sep-80 13:05:49 from'LOGIC 
Replaced by SkolemizeProperly. 

Changed 'by ERICKSON at 18-Sep-80 13:06:06 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-ll1 .. 1 
t40\V calls SkolemlzeProperly, not Instance. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 18-Sep-SO 13:06: 12 from NEW 
Utility: adds an hypothesis to a quantified expression. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 18-Sep-80 13:06:37 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-lll .. 1 
New, argument: "varProbe" causes NIL to be returned if the atom 
Isn't declared as. a variable (bypassing Interfacing and DWIM). 

Sf(olemlzeProperly Changed by ERICKSON at 18-Sep-'80 13:07:00 from NEW 
A new utility, a central place for everybody who used' to, call 
Instance to make sllre Skolem functions are in good form. Useful 
before things like complete/search, or where normalization 
problems may arise due to mismatches. May be given a 
Qexpresslon" or 8. fra{lment and surrounding Qex. 

ChcckForQexpression 

Nprmollzc 

Changed by ERICKSON at 18-Sep-80 13:07:27 from LOGIC 
Added argument, which causes error message to be "Internal". 

Changed by ERICKSON at 18-Sep-80 13:07:59 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Now calls' SkolemlzeProperly, not Instance. 
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ChccklntroducedExpr 

IEqualinvoke 

IFlndAIIDcfs 

MntchArg 

MntchOp 

PlckDefs 

Changed by ERICKSON at 18-Sep-80 13:08: 1 0 from NEW 
When the lIser supplies an expression to be added to a proposition 
(ns In aurlment, suppose, or denote) It must be checked that Its 
froe variables prol>erly match those bound In the propn. This 
fUllction performs the check. 

Changed by RBATES at 19-5ep-80 09:24:31 from NEW 
This function Is called by Invoke to test If a pattern is equal to a 
given eXI>ression. The test apply to see If something Is equal or 
not Is MatehOp. 

Changed by RBATES at 19-5ep-80 09:26:06 from NEW 
,Called by Invoke to gather up .any Instances o'f· ~ expression that 
pass the "test". The test Is done by APPLY'ing one of the 
arguments. 

Changed by RBATES at 19-5ep-80 09:27:52 from NEW 
Calle~ by MatchOp to test If a short form of expression Is equal to 
a long form. Has to worry about SkoJemFunctions. 

Changed by RBATES at 1 9-Sep-80 09:29:23 from NEW 
Used to test if a short form of expression is equal to a long form. 
Has to worry about SKolemFunctions. Uses MatchArg. 

Changed by RBATES at 19-5ep-80 09:30:04 from NEV''( 
Takes a Range,Expr and ErrorExpr. Range Is one range 
'specification which is used to pick out what parts of Expr the user 
wants. Calls AffirmError if the rangeSpec does not make sence. 
(I.e. out of range, didn't pick any thing). Assumes that Expr Is a 
LIST. 

PlckPostlvcNumber Changed by RBATES at 19-5ep-80 '09:33:22 from NEW 

ProccssCommand 

Used by PickDefs to convert one range into a postive number. 
ErrorExpr is only printed on errors. 

Changed by RBATES at 19-5ep-80 09:34:11 from 
(ERICKSON)DEN01E .. 16 
Modified to call the parser Instead of GetArgumentFromList .. Uses 
the parser production of InterfaceUst. 
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Chtmgod byRBAiES . at 
<AFFIRM>cPATCH-111,;l 

19-5ep-80 09:35:33 from !~) 

TIlls Is the new version of invoke which selVes many of tile ~ .. 

. iri\iokcP 

problems of the old Invoke, The algorithm Is· explained In the code. 
The problems this fllllctiol'l solves are many. The tiser can gtve a 
range spec to tell invoke which hlstances he/she wants Invoke. 
RangeSpoc Is either postive number, negative number or number : 
nlimber (which Is delimited by I). This allows the user t6 count from 
either erid. The user con give either the name or expresslen to be 
Invoke (I.e. F(3,4)15:-21 Would for the fifth F(3,4) to F(3,4) which 
was Second from the end). ihls version of Invoke notices when a 
invoking a operator had no effect. ihis version only Invokes 
operntorsthat the tlsers sees (fixes aprbblem where If the user 
Invoke one operator which hapf}en to expand t() another operator, 
willcti the user happen to Wallt to be Invoke too, the possibly wa·s 
that the hidclel' ol)erator was inv()ked.) 

Chonged by RBATES at 19-5ep""SO 09:44:31 from NEW 
Used by Invoke and FilldAIIDefs to see If operator name Is the head 
of the current expression. 

rr.C:IUccExpression Changed by RBATES at 19-5ep-80 09:45:07 from PARSERHElPER 
Modified to hmidle lhe new parser production of Interfacellst and 
rangedlnterfacelist. 

ProccssC'ommand Chal1ged by RRATESat19-Sep-SO 11 :04:15 fr.om· 

'P'urnl 

replnceCommand 

IVicipExpr 

(RB"TES)INVOKE .. 43 
Modify put and lot so that thet'eparameters can be seperatedby 
",i' or "and" mstead of just "andi'. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19"Sep-80 12:36:09 from AF.FIRMEXEC 
Modified to handle plural matchilig for the atoms lis and 'are. Thus 
(Plural 'is I(a b c»='al'O and (Plural 'are '(1 »='Is. 

Cillmged by DTHOMPSON at 19.;Sep-80 17:01 :07 from NEW 
Anew function that takes a list and returns a new list of the S8me 
objects sepatated by commaS: (ab'c) =::: (a , b , c) .. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 22~Sep-80 10:05:36 from 
{AFFIRM)CPATCH-111 .. 4 
Now calls SkolemizeProperly. not hlstance. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 22-Sep-80 10:06:04 from NEW 
New utility: applies functional argument to all subexpresslcms. 
Third argument requests that atomic subexprs be skipped. 
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swnpCommand 

AfflrmDreak 

ALL \Boolean 

SOME\Boolean 

Chonocd by ERICKSON at 22-501'-80 10:08:08 from NEW 
New command: causes equolltles to be reversed. Target follows 
some syntax as Invoke. Equality may be specified by ordinal 
nllmber and/or 0119 of the arguments to equality. No defa'ult target. 

Swaps all targeted equalities. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 22-Sep-80 15:37:41 from UTILITY 
Bugflx: lIsed to allow naive users to be dropped into a break. Now 
tests NOT(BRKTVPE) instcad of (Incorrectly) NOT(BRKCOMS). 

Chan~led by ERICKSON at 22-5ep-8015:40:03 from BOOLEAN 
Prevents the uscr from binding an Interface. (Functions with no 
arguments used to slip through here.) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 22-5ep-80 15:40:29 from BOOLEAN 
Prevents the user from binding an Interface. (Functions with no 
arguments used to slip through here.) 
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Chnnges to version 110 

1 hOSd fUllctions have changed: 

Gencrlclnterface" Chanoed by RBATES at 19-Aug-80 08:54:01 from SPECIFICATION 
Fixed a problem that happend with the ASKUSER can. The ASKUSER 
call evaluated the return clause an extra time, this didn't cause 
any problems unless the user was employing Induction, then It 
would blow up. 

RccovcrTranscript Changed by RBATES at 19-Aug,.80 08:55:47 from UTILITY 
What the routine work more by doing a ClOSEF? 

AutoCommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 08:57:55 from PROFilE 
Modified to return an indication of whether or not the command was 
applied: T if so, Nil if not. 

• 

This is not really accurate enough In the long run. What we really 
need is a report from the command routine that the command had 
an effect, didn't have one, or caused an error, etc. Particularly In 
the theorem prover section of the auto mechanism, when one 
command "fires", if it resulted In a change to the Current 
Proposition, then other auto-commands may be applicable. The 
best we can do right now is see whether that first command fIred 
or not, but (without saving a copy of the current proposition) we 
can't tell if it actually had an effect. This could conceivably lead 
to Infinite looping of auto commands, unless we're" REAL careful 
(which we are, right now, but who says what'll happen in 6 months 
when we all forget all this nonsense?) . 

C) 
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AutoMcchanlsm Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 09:05:52 from PROFILE 
Modified to add n "LemmaApplication" event, which after an ~ 
command checks to see If the search command Is applicable. 

Also modified to cycle through applicable theorem prover commands 
after a proof cycle step. A list of ActionsToBePerformed Is 
Initialized to the actions (casesi normlnt; Invoke all IH; search; 
rCI>lacc;). Then entries are removed 'from the list, one by one, and 
run throlltlh the fluto mechanism. If the command is appllc~ble 
(right conditions for the particular command: see 
AFFIRMmemo-32-TO for those conditions), and If It's armed (profile 
entry on), then the comand Is performed. If the command had any 
effect, then more commands may be added to the end of the list to 
be performed, as follows: 

cases; norminti search; replace; 

normint; search; replace; 

Invoke all IHi caseSi normlnt; Invoke all IH; searchi replace 

search; (none) 

replace; cases; normint; searchj 

Presently, the test for effect of a command is only approximated. 
If the command was performed, It Is assumed to have had' an 
effect. (Until command routines return an explicit Indication.) 

UscrProf'lIeOefault Chonged by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 09:46: 12 from PROFILE 
Mor;lified to call the right functions (bug). 

SctEventCompletionFlag 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 09:46:27 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to separate proof maintenance commands, such as clear 
proof, annotatc, theOl'om, etc, from proof cycle steps, such as try, 
down, Invoke, etc. 

Also sel>arates apply from the others, as the singleton command In 
tho Lemma Applications event. An autoSearch is performed, and no 
printing of the current proposition Is performed. 
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O"dPrlntFormula 

PtintMisc2Lines 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 09:48:38 from INFIXPRINT 
MOdified to fix bug In part that lists art expressloli on two or more 
lines: when determining the prlritllig switch for the right 
subexpresslon, It was impliCitly assumed there WAS a right 
subexpression of a non-shnple form. But it of course can be a 
simple variable or constant. Now hands the whole subexptession 
off to the routine determining the next value of the printing switch, 
and lets IT decide what to do. Thus NO assumption about the form 
of the sub expression is made. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 09:51: 14 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to fix bug, as per OldPrlntFormuia. Both routines assumed 
the next subexpresslon to print was a non-simple expression, with 
an operator, and not a simple constant ot variable. Now hands off 
whole subexpression to the rout Ilia determining the next value of 
the printllig switch; and makes no assumptions about form of 
sube xpression. 

PrihtingSwltchValue Chaliged by DTHOMPSON at 19-AUg-80 09:52i59 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to accept as its third ljarameter an expression rather than 
an ol;erator. If the expresslOll Is a simple const.ant or variable,· 
returns a print switch of 0; else d~termlnes the operator of the 
subnxpressiOli, and wotks as It always has (however it does It). 

NcWMtikeLevels 

OpcrlltorPrecedence 

Changed by DTHOMI'SON at 1.9-Aug-80 17:06:04 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to use nOll-shortened oljeratot name in looking for system 
OI)S IArayAccess", "RecordAccess". and IlfThenElse". This way,. If 
tho usar defhies an ol)erator "lfThenElse" in some type, it won't be 
matched upon output to the 3-parameter specially-printed "if b 
then x else y" function. 

This also has a siele-effect oli how interf.ace error messages· 
involving if-then-else'·s are printed. It used to attempt to print the 
If-expressions as binary infix operators (n, eating the third 
parameter (the else branch). Now it will print them as prefix 
functionslFElSE(test, then, else). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 17: 11 : 19 ·froin INFIXPRINT 
Modified to return an Integer always. Used to return NIL if no 
hierarchy was definedj now returns 0, the tightest binding possible. 

----_._--

() 
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Changes to version 110 

These functions have changed: 

Generic'nterface 

. RecoverTronscrlpt 

AutoCommond 

Changed by RBATES at 19-Aug-80 08:54:01 from SPECIFICATION 
Fixed a problem that happend with the ASKUSER call. The ASKUSER 
call evaluated the return clause an extra time, this didn't cause 
any problems unless the user was employing Induction, then It 
would blow up . 

Changed by RBATES at 19-Aug-80 08:55:47 from UTILITY 
What the routine work more by doing I CLOSEF? 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 08:57:55 from PROFILE 
Modified to return an Indication of whether or not the command was 
apptled: T If so, NIL If not. 

This is not really accurate enough In the long run. What we really 
need is a report from the command routine that the command had 
an effect, didn't have one, or caused an error, etc. Particularly In 
the theorem prover section of the auto mechanism, when one 
command "fires", if It resulted In a change to the Current 
Proposition, then other auto-commands may be applicable. The 
best we can do right now is see whether that first command fired 
or not, but (without saving a copy of the current proposition) we 
can't tell if it actually had an effect. This could conceivably lead 
to infinite looping of auto commands, unless we're REAL careful 
(which we are, right now, but who says what'll happen In 6 months 
when we all forget all this nonsense?). 
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Al,doM.c:hanism Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 09:05:52 from PROFILE 
Modified to add a "Lemma Application II event, which a.fter an ~ 
command checks to ae" If the search command I~ appllcable. . 

Also modified to cycle through applicable the ore in prover commands 
after a proof cycle atep. A list of ActlonsToBePerformed Is 
Initialized to the actions (cases; normlnt; Invoke all IH; search; 
replatei). Then entries ar" removed from the list, one by one, and 
run through. the auto mechanism. If the command Is applicable 
(right conditions for the particular command: see 
AFFIRMmemo-32-TB for those conditions), and If It's armed (profile 
entry on), then the comand Is performed. If the command had any 
effect, then more commands may be added to the end of the list to 
be performed, as follows: 

cases; normlnt; se~rch; replace; 

normlnti search; replace; 

Invoke all IH; cases; normlnt; Invoke all IH; search; replace 

search; (none) 

replacei cases; normlnt; search; 

Presently, the test for effect of a command Is only approximated. 
If the command was performed, It Is assumed to have ha~ an 
effect. (Until command routines return an explicit Indication.) . 

UsorProfiloDofault Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 09:46: 12 from PROFILE 
Modified to call the right functlonl(bug). 

SetEventCompletionFlag 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-80 09:46:27 from AFFIRMEXEC . 
Modified to separate proof maintenance commands, such as clear 
proof, annotate, theorem, etc, from proof cycle steps, such as try, 
down, Invoke. etc. 

Also separates al>ply from the others, 8S the singleton command In 
the Lemma Applications event. An lutoSearch Is performed, and no 
printing of the current proposition II performed. 

r--' ( \ 
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OldPrintFormula 

PrintMisc2Lines 

Changed by DTHOMPSON ~t 1 9-Aug~8009:48:38 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to fix bug In part that lists an expression on two or'l11ore 
lines: when determining the printing switch for the right 
subexpresslon, It was Implicitly assumed there WAS a right 
subexpresslon of a non-simple form. But It of course can be a 
simple variable or constant. Now hands the whole subexpresslon 
off to the routine determining the next value of the printing switch, 
and lets IT, decide what to do. Thus NO assumption about the form 
of the subexpression Is made. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-SO 09:51: 14 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to fix bug, as per OldPrlntFormula. Both routines assumed 
the next subexpresslon to print was a non-simple expression, with 
an operator, and not a simple constant or variable. NoW hands off 
whole subexpresslon to the routine determining tha next value of 
the printing switch, and makes no assumptions about form of 
subaxpresslon. , 

PrlntlngSwitchValue Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-SO 09:52:59 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to accept as Its third parameter an expression rather than 
an operator. If the expression Is a simple constant or variable, 
returns a print switch of OJ else determines the operator 'of the 
subexpresslon, and works as It always has (however It does It). 

ftlewMClk eLeve's 

OperatorPrecedence 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-SO 17:06:04 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to use non-shortened operator name In looking for system . 
ops "ArayAccess",. "RecordAccess", and "lfThenElse". This way, If .. 
the user defines an operator "lfThenElse" In some type, It won't be 
matched upon output to the a-parameter speCially-printed "If b 
then x else y" function. 

This also has a side-effect on how Interface error messages 
Involving If-then-else's are printed. It used to attempt to print the 
If-expressions as binary Infix operators' (I), eating .the third 
parameter (the else branch). Now It will print them as prefix 
functions IFELSE(test, then, else). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Aug-SO 17: 11: 19 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to return an Integer always. Used to return NIL If no 
hierarchy was definedj now returns 0, the tightest binding possible • 

.. 
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Changes to version 109 

These functions have changed: 

AffirmError 

Close Annotation 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17: 13:32 from UTILITY 
Modified to be less "parental" about the messages, and more 
fnformal; deleted the prefix "User Err()r:.". 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17:17:30 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to close annotation with "]@'1111, which, closes, the previous 
"(tUCmd" environment, and also forces a line br,eak. 

, FlndSubexpresslons Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17:19:21 from NEW 

IistNeeds 

prlntAnnototion? 

printName 

prlntPropn 

prlntHelper 

PrlntProof 

UpdateStatus 

New routine that finds the subexpressions of the second 
parameter that have as their main operator the first parameter. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17:20:55 from FORMULAIO 
Modified. to aV,old spacing In needs... type printing. Absolutely 
TRIVIAL change. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17:22:37 fr~mTREE 
Modified to provide the annotation as an AFFIRM command if the 
second parameter is non-NIL In addition, the second parameter Is 
the node name, If It's non-NIL, non-T. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17:29:11 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to use variables instead of. strings/quoted characters~ 
added "FlxedCommand" section that will font the echoing ,of an 
edited command to the transcript only; modified to use new scribe 
environments UCmd ·and SCmd, replacing the old'Cmd. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17:31 :35 from TREE 
Modified to list the propn in an AFFIRM command format, with 
annotation and status. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17:33:31 from FORMULAIO 
Modified IH to work with new multiple-IH stuff; STATUS to use new 
sentence format; USES to use scribe tabbing If welre annotating. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17:35:36 from TREE 
Modified to list theorem in an AFFIRM command format. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 23-Jul-80 17:3~S:32 from TREE 
Modified .some output statements to make them sentances. TRIVIAL 
change .. 
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Changed by DTHOMPSONfi,t~3-.Jul~8.0 17:40:09 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to use prlntNa,me, with ,the F/xedCommandoptlon, rather 
than pretty print the command to the transcript Itself.pr/ntName 
will now .do It, and worry ab.out fontl""g If we're annotating. 

A~dCommandToHlstory 

Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 19:20:48 from AFF.IRMEXEC 
Modlfyed for the TED Interface. 

A~dP.rametersToHi.~tory 

AffirmExec 

AfflrmMakesys 

. p1e.anupRequest 

PTVS 

Changed by RBATESat 23-Jul-80 19:21 :43 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified for the TED interface. Pretty prints the command If we 

. are using TED. 

Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 19:22:15 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modlfed for the TED Interface. Passes a parameter to DTVS 
Indicating that the oTVS Is the top one. 

Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 19:24:38 from UTILITY 
Mov.e the setting of AFFIRMMAKESYSFllE to RelnitializeAfflrm, so 
that the AFFIRMMAKESYSFllE Is known In BASE-AFFIRM.EXE . 

Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 19:25:44 from REQUEST 
Does a INFILEP on the file name. 

Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 19:26:11 from AFFlRMEXEC . 
Modified for the TED Interface. This function did what the function 
UsingTed did. If one has UslngTed on (a new profile entry) then 
Affirm I'ooks for. the file in TEDFllE (currently AFFIRM.COMMAND) and 
executes one command and stops. If the 'system canit find th~ file 
and Uslng!ed is on the system prints a message and becomes a 

. "normal" system. 

DeclareFun Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 19:29:57 from SP.ECIF.ICATION 
Passes the parameter DontPrlnt to MakelnterfaceRule. 

<;encriclntcrface Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul~80 19:31 :31 from SPECIFICATION 
The ASKUSER call Goner/clnterface Issues w\1en It canittell the 
difference between two or more Interfaces has been modify so 
that the user can go Into a lowsr exec by typing pause. 

I't1ake.lnterfaceRule Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 19:33:04 from SPECIFICATION 
The system goes Into an lower. exec If the system has mut/ply 
defined liiterfa~es, so that the u~er can discard the Interface and 
go on (requires the new discard command). 

-' 
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'NextAffirmVersion Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-SO 19:34:45 frqm UTILITY 
Sets the variable AFFIRMMAKESYSFILE(whlch used to get set In 
AfflrmMakesys) so that BASE-AFFIRM.EXE h:Ss the name set. ' 

PrlntPrompt Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-SO 19:37:00 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified for TED. 

ProcessCommand Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-SO 19:37:20 from AFFIRMEXEC 

Transform 

Old 3 things, one wrote a new discard command (see the function 
discard), modified freeze to return to OTVS If the commandFlle Isn't 
the Terminal and we are coming back from a sysln(thls Is so that 
TED Interface can do a SYSOUT), and wrote a, new command ·thaw. 
Thaw takes a file and does a sYsl". The reason that you need this 
command 1& that when you use TED you can't change where TEO Is 
picking up the AFFIRM from, so you need to do' thaw to recover a 
freeze. 

Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-SO 19:47:25 from TREE 
Modify to print a message If the Circular test comes .back true and 
a new parameter Is supplied. The old method was to Issue an error 
message. The commands normlnt and replace currently call this 
function this way, since It Isn't good enough to check to see If 
CurrentProp Is equal to what you are going to send to Transform, 
since you father might be equal to what you are 'sendl'ng to 
Transform. 

declareVar Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-SO 19:52:54 from SPECIFICATION 
Modified to call lower exec If there are mutlple defined .varlables, 
so the user can discard the variable. 

doscard Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-SO 19:53:4~ from SPECIFICATION 
One can discard variables, LHS and Interfaces now. The new 
syntax Is discard {variable I LHS I Interface} expressionSequence 
• The old syntax of discard expression Is no longer accepted. 

d4scardlnt~rface. Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 19:55:4S fr.om SPECIFICATION 
Modfied to do IPUTD to NIL for the approiate functions. 

flndOefinitlon Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-SO 19:56:40 from REQUEST 

getFileName 

normlnt 

." 

Fix a problem tha t hal>pend when you had EXPRP defintion. It used 
to do PUTPROP Instead of redefining the function. 

Changed ~yRB~TES at 23-Jul-80 19:57:41 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Returns f'is firstTry In T • .,. 

Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-SO 19:5S:09 from CEVAL 
Calls the new Transform. 

I 
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Changed by'RBATES at -23-Jul-80 19:58:33 from REQUEST 
Remembers which file 'lthasoP'8n(lh'sfea(J ofasstirttln1;j thiit the file 
was of the proper format). 

r',~9 Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 19:59:40 from AFFIRMEX.EC 
Removed the extra call to PrettyPrh1tComriuliid. 

r,pl,~c;:.Command Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 20:00:09 from THEOREMPR9VER 
Calls the new Transform. 

$~t~pDeclaratlons Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-80 20:00:28 from PASCAL 
Calls DeciareFun with DontPrlnt=T so that It always redefines the 
Interface, the old function did GETD check to skip· over t:he call. 
This didn't wor~ If the user changed the number of parametets on a 
procedure. 

A~~Parameter$ToHistory 

Changed by' RBATES at- 4-Aug-80 16':21 :44 frorn 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-108 .. 1 
When using the Ted Interface echoing of lisp commands wUl be 
done by .PPV. Some of the problems wlth,the Ted Interfac'e' fire' 
that you can't read a command til at requires EVALQT (I.e. E DATEO 
won't work when "eadlng from a file, while E (DATE) will). Also the 
prompt comes out twice on the trans'crlpt. 

Changed by RBATES at' 4-Aug-80 16:25:38' from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-l08 .• 1 
DTVS puts on ERRORTYPELST the Information that Is required' to 
read commands from files. It Is the function that make su're that . 

. the oldlnput file Is restored Instead of ProcessCommand. 

EV,a,F:ormWlthOutDrlbble" 

PrlntEnd 

Prln,tPrompt 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Aug-80f6:27:47 from NEW 
This function has a complier macro 'so Its only reason It exist Is to 
avoldcails to MACROTRAN. 

Changed by RBATES at4-Aug-8016:29:44 from NIL 
Instead of doing a member test of I(e ImplictE) It now looks at 
LlspCommands (which Is sat to the'samethlng). 

Changed by RBATESat 4-Aug-80 16:30:46 from" 
(AF.FIRM)CPATCH-108 .. 1 
If this fupctlon finds out that there Is no DRIBBLE file It calls 

. Racover1"TanscilPt to make aurethat the user has beenwarried~ 

!~) 
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ProcessCommand Changed byRBATES at. .4-Aug~80 .16:31:49 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-106 •• 1 

from 

Moved some of the things that the read command does to DTVS. 

Qexpresslon Changed by RBATES at 4-Aug-80 16:32:25 from LOGIC 
Fixed a problem with using the variable v by renaming v to be v% • 

RecoverTranscript Changed by RBATES at 4-Aug-80 16:33:15 from NEW 
If this function finds out that there Is no transcript and there was 
one previously It tries to recover the transcript. The way It knows 
that a transcript file Is around Is by the variable TRANSCRIPTFILE. 
If TRANSCRIPTFllE Is GlveMessage or the error recover falls then a 
message Is given a user that he lost his transcript file •. 

transcript Changed by RBATES at 4-Aug-SO 16:43:55 from AFFIRMEXEC 

Descend 

Sets the global variable TRANSCRIPTFILE for the new function 
RecoverTranscrlpt. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Aug-SO 16:52:44 from T~EE 
When given Nil as an argument (which happens when all children 
are TRUE), descends to and prints "TRUE". This fixes Susan's 
complaint about normlnt, complete, replace not giving proper notice 
when they yield TRUE. 

SuppressAdvisedPrint? 

FlndEqvs 

MakeAnd 

MakeEqv 

Makelmplies 

MakeNot 

MakeOr 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Aug-80 16:54:48 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Removed a spurious call to USEREXEC. Oops. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:12:47 from NEW 
New routine that looks for If-expressions In Its argument that· are 
equivalences In hiding. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:21 :56 from CEVAL 
Modified to use Expression record. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:22:41 from CEVAL 
Modified to use Expression record. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:23:29 from CEVAL 
Modified to use Expression record. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:24:11 from CEVAL 
Modified to use Expression record. -. 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:24:50 from CEVAL 
Modified to use Expression record. . 
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"emQveCommonParts 

Removelfs 

Removelfs1 

Changed by DTHOMPSONat 4-Aug-80 17:25:06 from CEVAL . 
Modified to use Expression racord, and to perform common sub exp 
removal BEFORE looking for equal then/else subparts. (Will find 
more commonality this way). 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:26:39 from CEVAL 
Modified to perform common sub-expression removal BEFORE 
looking for equlvalen~es. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:28:15 from NEW 
New routine that Is old' Removelfs. The n~w one simply calls this 
one, and then looks for equivalences. 

RemovelfsCommonSubExps 

RemovelfsFromlf 

RemovelfsHelper 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:28:40 from CEVAL 
Simplified control flow; hopefully didn't muck up the behavior. 
Replaced PROGS with PROGNs or Implicit PROGNs, etc. 

Cha.nged by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:29:32 from CEVAL 
Modified to perform common sub-expression removal BEFORE 
performing transformations Into AND, OR, etc. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:30:45 from CEVAL 
Modified to use Expression record. 

PrintPreflxFunctlon Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Aug-80 17:40:36 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to handle case of second parameter to IH20P not being a 
FIXP. Just passes It out to the printer. 

Try Changed by ERICKSON at 6-Aug-80 12:23: 14 from TREE 
Bugflx."try" ofa node above us in the tree used to not normalize 
or print. Now calls Normalize after Ascend. 

AddCommandToHistory 

AfflrmError 

Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:31.:25 from' 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-108 .. 1 
Now checking the variable PRINTCOMMAND to tell If we should add 
the command to the history If we are reading from a file. Used by 
the TED Interface. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:33:24 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-108 .. 1 
Changed:HELPOEPTH to HELPFLAG. This seems to stop Affirm from 
going Il1to a break. 

/) 
./ 

(j 
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r,,) AffirmlnitAfterMakesys' 

AtflrmNews 

AffirmSave 

Changed by RBATES at6-Aug-80 12:34: 18 from UTILITY 
Changed the ADVISE around EVAlQT so If we are using TED, AFFIRM 
will print a message and stop, so that TED will wake up. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:35:23 from AFFiRMEXEC 
Changed HELPDEPTH to HELPFlAG. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:36:24 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Changed HELPDEPTH to HELPFLAG. 

CloseAndOpenDribble 

FtpFile 

GtJfnHelp 

OpenAnnotation 

Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:37:03 from UTILITY 
Calls RecoverTranscrlpt if the function can not re-open . the 
transcript. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:37:53 from UTILITY 
Changed HELPDEPTH to HELPFlAG. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:38:16 from UTILITY 
Changed HELPDEPTH to HElPFlAG. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:38:34 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Uses PRINTCOMMAND to indicate wheter or not to' "openll the 
annotation of the command. 

ReadUserProfileFile Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:39:22 from PROFILE 
Changed HELPD.EPTH to HELPFlAG. 

exec 

Aut02Abort 

AutoAppJicable 

Changed by RBATES at 6-Aug-80 12:39:47 from UTILITY 
Changed HELPDEPTH to HELPFLAG. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 1 0:28:q8 from NEW 
New routine that processes user aborts during the running of the 
auto mechanism. Currently will abort the auto mechanism, undoing 
Its effects, and then quietly return to the command level of 
AFFIRM; does NOT undo the command the user typed that spawned 
the autocommands. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:30:26 from NEW 
New routine that decides If a particular auto command is applicable. 
Huge case statement that, based on the particular command, 
checks the current environment. 

• • ... 
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AutoCommand 

AutbMechanism 

AutoNotYet 

AutoPerform? 

Dtvs 

ErrorlnFlle 

Normalize 

Changed by DTHOMPSONat 8-Aug";80 10:32:12 from NEW 
New routine that, given a domm"andtb possibly be performed 
"automatically", first checks whether It'sARMED,·'then whether It*s 
APPLICABLE, and then performs the command. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:33:09 from NEW 
New roLltlne that acts as central control for the auto mechanism. 
Called In various places throughout AFFIRM, mainly at the end of 
the· command loop; takes an event descriptor as Its parameter, and 
based on the descriptor, calls AutoCommand umpteeritlmes to 
attempt to perform a variety of commands dependent on the event. 
Current event descriptors Incluse SessionCompletlon, 
Proof Cycle Step, Specification Command Completion, etc. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:35:58 from NEW 
New routine that wioll hopefully have a short lifetime. It prints out 
a message saying a partlcular auto command Ish't really 
Implemented. So ,when I put in all the flags in the profile 
mechanism, I can try to get them all to actually DO something; but if 
It turns out some need more hassle than others, I can alsways set 
the entry to call AutoNotVet as a side effect of being set. 
AutoNotVet watns the user "Vou can't do that!", and RESETS the 
flag to Off! 

Current profile entries referring to this function are AutoFlx, . 
AutoUndo; AutoSave, AutoComplle, and Autolnflx. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:38:58 from NEW 
New routine that asks' whether an auto command Is armed and 
applicable. armed == UserProfile Is On, Tell, or Ask and user says 
Ves;.appllcable •• current state says yes. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:40:18 from AfFIRMEXEC 
Modified to set global flag CurrentCommand ~o' command. name. Also 
modified to call SetEventCompletlonFlag and· ProcessCommandAbort 
with new calling sequences. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:41: 16 from NEW 
New routine that controls calling of loWer exeC upon error 
detection when reading from file. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:41 :47 from 
THEOREMP.ROVER 
Modiflep to NOT print out the CurrentPropn after completing Its 
simplification duties. This because any auto commands may change 
the current prop, and we don't want It printed each time, only at 
the end. 
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PopTypeStack Changed byOTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80'10:42:45 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to return the type that's getting popped. This so the auto. 
sufficient command has the name to work with. 

ProcessCommandAbort 

'~do 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-801 0:43:22 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to call auto mechanism with event CommandAbort, for 
autoFlx feature. Also handles calling of ErrorlnFile, which will start 
up a lower exec for user handling of errors from flies. 
ProcessCommandAbort first ensures we were Indeed reading from a 
file "(which must be semi-smart to avoid calling AFFIRM.COMMAND a 
file if UsingTed is In effect). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:45:23 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-108 .. 1 
Modlfiec;l to reset globa"! CurrentCommand to the actual· command 
about ·to be performed, so that the redo mechanism Is transparent 
to the auto mechanism. 

SetEventCompletlonFlag 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:46:37 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to call AutoMechanism (this routine Is the end of the 
command loop), providing an event descriptor based on the 
category of the command just processed (Executive, Specification, 
Theorem Prover, etc). Also, If the command just processed was ·a 
theorem prover command, and not one of those that doesn't print 
out the current prop (such as APPLY), the current prop Is listed. 

UserProflleDefault Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 10:48:26 from NE·W 

split 

New routine that should have been in the profile mechanism for a 
long time. A New Entry point. There are now three: 
UserProfile[Get], UserProflieSet, and UserProflleOefault. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 11: 14:23 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to perform a Normalize of the EXTERNAL form of the 
current prop, BEFORE attempting splitting. This forces· various 
Internal forms having the same external form to all map to the SAME 
Internal form, so the split will always do what the user wants. 

This makes SPLIT a little more expensive to use. SUPPOSE Is 
better. 

. ! 
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ProcessCommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 8-Aug-80 11: 16:06 from 
(RBATES)2CPAT1 08 .. 14 
Modified to add a few little things for the auto mechanism. The 
END command remembers the type just left. so the auto sufficient 
command has the name to work with. The QUIT command calls the 
auto mechanism with event descriptor SesslonCompleted • 

/ \ 
) 
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Changes to version 104 

These flies have changed: 

PROFILE Changed by. ERICKSON at 11-M~y~~O 23:50:09 from 
(AFFIRM)PROFILE.;12 
Made 'UserProfileSet' an entry to the block. It· stili shouldn't be 
called from outside code; this Is only for undoabllity. 

These functions have changed: 

C~rcularTransformP Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Apr~80 22:53:37 from TREE 
Returns more Information for circularities involving nontheorems. 
(Danny had a confusing example where a series of lemmas did 
nothing.) 

Sat Nome Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Apr-80 ?2:54:03 from TREE 
Doesn't complain when setting a name to Its current value 

printAnnotatlon? Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Apr-80 22:54:30 from TREE 
Output is less vertical (moved LH margin over) 

prlntCommand? Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Apr-80 22:54:53 from TREE 
Calls PrettyPrint Instead of Inflx\Prlnt3, so Ifs are· removed. (No 
more "suppose If P(x) then FALSE else TRUE", etc!) 

ProcessCommand Changed by ERICKSON at 24-Apr-80 16:05:47 from AFFIRMEXEC 
For the '@' command, no longer asks whether you want to annotat~. 
Instead, allows the annotation to be empty (In which case It Is left 
out). 

Ei:UtTheorem Changed by ERICKSON at 24-Apr-80 16:08: 14 from TEDIT 
Removed unused parameter, call to Annotate. (Always done In. 
ProcessCommand) 

ReadSpeclalCommandParameters 

ParityP 

. 
Loaded? 

Changed by ERICKSON at 24-Apr-80 16:08:26 from AFFIRMEXEC 
If CommandLineBuffering is off, outputs the right Scribe stuff for 
the command to work. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Apr-80 22:50:33 from TEDIT 
. . 

Fixed typo . 

Change.d-by ERiCKSON at 27-Apr-80 22:51 :34 from FORMULAIO 
For 'file', can now be given a full file name. If version number Is 
given, Insists that be current. (Not tested much) 

I 
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AfflrmCompile Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Apr-80 22:53:09 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Binds 'SuppressComplierMsgs' (see SuppressAdvlsedPrlnt?) 

SuppressAdvls.dPrlnt? 

UserProfilePut' 

SimplifyRule 

AddRule 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Apr-80 23:01 :57 from NEW 
Used, along with advice on Print calls from the complier, to prevent 
silly messages like "(dwlmlfylng apr\Seq)1I and 
"(apr\Seq\lnterface (s I) (Integer Seq»". Activated If the global 
'SuppressComplierMsgs' Is true; In this case, the former message Is 
always prevented. 

The latter type of message Is suppresse~ If the list of global 
variables referenced by the function Is a subset of the. type names 
which It can legally use, as denoted by the list 
SuppressComplierMsgs. (If set to T, we compute this value: If the 
function's Extension has a :Needs, we take 
UNION(Needs, the type Itself, Predefined types). As a result, 
suppression won't happen If we're compiling a type which Isn't 
loaded.) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 12-May-80 00:03: 12 from PROFILE 
Made undoable, commented. (Included In changes to PROFILE) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:55:10 from REWRITERULE 
Now calls EvaluateRule, which simplifies. RHS and LHS separately. 
Fixes a proble·m where Knuth-Bendix prematurely discarded rules 
because of equality axioms. (See EvaluateRule.) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:55:32 from LOGIC 

- "Accept Instead" now pushes the current critical pair 
onto the end of Unchecked, so It will eventually be 
reducedl examined. 

- Made undoable with respect to Unchecked, 
BadEquations. Not the only one which' needs such' 
changes (since CLISP declarations don't work}1 . 

- Calls EvaluateRule to almpllfynew rules, Instead of 
EVAL. 

---------
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EvaluateRule 

employ 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:55:55 from NEW 
Computes whether (Equal (EVAl rule:RHS) (EVAl rule:lHS», rather 
than using the equality operator of the type, which might cause 
Completer to prematurely discard a rule during Knuth-Bendix. This 
happens because equality axioms could bridge the equal sign when 
simplifying the equation. The rule might simplify to TRUE, but still be 
needed for confluence. KB might therefore not terminate. 

Is careful to return the same equality operator as was given. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:56:36 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Multiple inductions are ·now permitted; IH'S from different Inductions 
are distinguished. There are two forms: IH\lnduction (IH10P) 
appears In schemas, and takes the usual single argument. When 
employ Is called, this Is converted Into IH\BUlL TiN (IH20P) which 

. takes two args: the usual, and the node number of the place 
Induction was done. When Invoked, It looks up the node, finds the 
Induction variable, and computes the proper expression .. 

Prop and IH are therefore handcoded; employ binds global 
variables, Instead of calling ComplieRulelntoLisp. 

ComputelnductionExpression 

Prop \Induction 

IH\lnductlon 

IH\BUILTIN 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:57:02 from NEW 
Used to calculate the Induction expressions for Prop a,:,d IH, by 
performing the substltutuions that a rewrite rule woulci use. Given a 
normalized expression, formal parameter, and actual parameter. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:57:21 from INDUCTION 
PROPOP; expands out, using Computelndu·ctionExpresslon, when 
global flag Expandlnductors Is on. Uses globallndVar, CurrentPropn. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:57:38 ·f.rom INDUCTION· 
IH10P, the form of IH which appears In schemas. Expands to IH20P, 
using· global IntTarget, when the flag Expandlnductors Is on. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:57:58 from NEW 
IH20P, the form of IH which occurs In theorems. When Invoked, 
uses ComputelnductlonExpresslon. Appears In axioms of. type 
BUILTIN as a defn IH(v,l) == IH(v,!); this Is just a placeholder so we 
can call Report. Really Is handcoded. 

. -. 
SchemaCaseNames Changed-by .ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:59:21 from TREE 

finds the LAST occurance of Prop, rather than the first. Useful for 
schemas of the form "Prop implies Prop" 
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/) ggmpU,RulelntoLiap Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 18:59:41 from REWRITERULE _ 

AqtualExprAt 

AfflrmBreak 

SetName 

CaliEditor 

CallSubsys 

. Bugflx: last clause In ORR commanci to ,dltor was wrong. Changed 
MBD to -1 MBD. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 19:00:02 from NEW 
Given a node Id, returns the normalized expression at that node. 
Since theorems are unnormallzed, we need this kludgey function to 
perform the calculations. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun-80 19:08:09 from UTILITY 
Allows an explicitly-requested break to go through (distinguished 
by BRKCOMS=NIL). Stili gives a backtrace from errors In the "e" 
commandj this should be changed when we unify syntax. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Jun';80 19:08:33 from 
(ERICKSON)PRINT.j3 
If a name Is reset to Its current value, doesn't print a message. 
(Often happens when generating vcs for modified programs.) 

Changed by RBATE S at 24-Jun-80 15: 14:42 from UTILITY 
Calls the complier macro EvalFormWlthOutDrlbble to close and open 
the dribble file. 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-80 15: 16:27 from UTILITY 
Fixed a problem with "terminal page" not being restored after. the 
Subsys was called. 

Clo~eAndOpenDrlbble 

CloseDribble 

~printoutlVlacro 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-80 15:17:39 from NEW. 
Called by the compiler macro EvaIFormWlth<?utDribble. Used to 
close. and open the dribble flies. Prints what dribble file Is being 
closed. If It can't reopen the dribble the file It will call transcript 
to open a new dribble file. 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-80. 15:19:54 from UTILITY 
This funtion has the wrong name. It Is used by the review 
command. Changed to call EvalFormWlthOutDrlbble. 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-80 15:20:45 from UTILITY 
Now calls RESETlST and RESETSAVE Instead of 2 RESETFORMS. 
Should fix a problem with havin.g the dribble file not being reset 
back. 

: 

-- -- -_. -~---
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. EvalForinWithOutDribbleMacro 

GtJfnHelp 

gripe 

transcript 

addFact 

addlntegerFacts 

trueBranch 

normlnt 

UseSeparatlons 

e"aluateRule 

A~iom 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-8015:22:28 from NEW 
This Implements the complier macro EvalFormWlthOutDrlbble. The 
macro takes any number of agruments Which are E!valuatad whlla 
the drlbbie file Is closed. The macro prints a message if the dribble' 
file was closed. 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-80 15:27:49 from UTILITY 
Fixed a problem that caused "terminal page" not being restored. 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-80 15:28:57 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to call EvalFormWithOutDrlbble. 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-80 15:29:52 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Removed code that tried to open different versions of a given file. 
Also modifed the ,function to open the dribble file In "thawed". mode 
so one can look at dribble file while It's stili open. 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-80 15:33:30 from CEVAL 
If the fact Is false then AddFact sets Assumed and Denied to the 
same thing so that addlntegerFacts can return this contradlcatlon. 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-80 15:35:06 from CEVAL 
No change. 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Jun-8015:35:34 from CEVAL 
Fixed a problem with Assumed and Denied being set to the wrong 
thing. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 24-Jun-80 18: 18:24 from NEW 
Dave Musser's command to Invoke the separation-theory Integer 
box. Changed to fit the proof tree norms, check to make sure we . 
have a Qexpression, print message If no change. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 24-Jun-80 18:20:21 from NEW . 
Used to assume It was given an IFOP. Now checks, passes thru If 
not. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 24-Jun-80 18:22:59 from 
(ERICKSON)KB .• 6 
Bugfix: If the equality operator Is EQVOP, allows It to expand. 
(Otherwise, IfThenElses won't simplify properly with each other.) . -. 
Changed-' . by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 10:54:55' from 
SPECIFtCATION 
Modified to add check for unbound variables on rhs. 

i 
. ! 
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Convert 

Define 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 10:55:37 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to Shorten Its operand If necessary. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 10:56:22 from 
SPECIFICATION 
Modified to check for unbound variables on the rhs. 

EmbeddedQuantifier Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 10:56:57 from NEW 

FindlHs 

Infix 

New routine encapsulating check for quantifiers in expression. Not 
very general. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 10:57:39 from NEW 
New routine that searches through an expression, collecting all the 
subexpresslons whose operator Is IH. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 10:58:25 from 
SPECIFICATION 
Modified to not reset any operator whose name has been set 
previously. 

MakeProgramLevels Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 10:58:53 from NEW 

NewMakeLevels 

New routine that places all the program levelling stuff together. 
Conjecture: never called (!??!). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 10:59:28 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to remove all the leveling pieces involved with programs, 
rather than propositions. (It all went . to routine 
MakeProgramLevels.) 

NewPrintFormula Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 11 :00:09 from INFIXPRINT 
Modfied to worry about (NOT (EQ x y» expliCitly, and print ot as 
(NE x y). 

NoFreeVarslnRule Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 11 :00:40 from NEW 

OperatorPrecedence 

New routine that. given a rule, checks the rhs to ensure Its free 
vars are a subset of the free vars of the Ihs. To avoid mistaking 
constants of a type as vars, the expression should be 
type-checked-and-translated first. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 11 :01 :58 from. NEW 
New routine that encapsulates the determination of an oper~tor's 
binding strength. Someday will be stored on prop list of operator, 
or somet"'(ng. Previously all listing routines "knew" the precedence 
was on:the prop list of a certain variable. Now they don't; only this 
routine does. "\ 
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IPrintingSwltchValue Changed by Dn'OMPsON at 25-Jun-.8011:03:36 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to ensure the operators are Shortened before comparing 
to other pre-shortened ops. 

IPrintMisc 1 Line Changed by DTHOMPsON at 25-Jun-80 11 :04:06 from INFIXPRINT 
Modlfld to shorten Its operator before comparisons with other 
pre-shortened ops. 

IPrintPreflxFunction Changed by DTHOMPsON at 25-Jun-80 11 :04:28 from INFIXPRINT 
modified to handle IH printouts specially: second parameter Is 
translated to node name If possible (currently in comment brackets, 
since user can't type In node name, but must use number). 

PrlntQexpresslon Changed by DTHOMPsON at 25-Jun-80 11 :05:45 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to use OperatorPrecedence routine. 

PrintQuantlfiers 

Schema 

AffirmComplle 

Completer 

e'ements.n 

FltsOnLlne 

Changed by DTHOMPsON at 25-Jun-80 11 :06: 11 from INFIXPRINT 
Modified to avoid ghost find variables, where a given var USED to 
depend .on a find var, which has since been instantiated. The 
Qexpression Internal form remembers the dependency (perhaps 
erroneously; under discussion with D. Musser); but ·the pretty 
printout will ignore it for the time being; 

Changed by DTHOMPsON at 25-Jun-80 11 :08:01 from 
SPECIFICATION 
Modified to check for unbound vars on the rhs. 

Changed by DTHOMPsON al 25-Jun-80 13:05:28 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-104 .. 1 
Fixed bug that caused It to always overwrite the top version of the 
com file, If there was one. Now It'll write Into a new file, as It Is 
supposed to. 

Changed by DTHOMPsON at 25-Jun-80 13:0a:11 .from lOGIC 
Modified rule listings to conform to output formats used elsewhere: 
Ihs == rhs. 

Changed by DTHOMPsON at 25-Jun-80 13:10:43 from NEW 
New routine thats counts the number of atoms/elements In a list. 
Used to help estlmatl3 whether the remaining expression will fit on 
the remainder of the line. 

Changed..lly DTttOMPsON at 25-Jun-80 13:11 :54 from FORMUlAIO 
Modlfie.d to use Elementsln rather than (erroneous use of) FlENGTH. 
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MakeAnd 

lVIakelmplies 

MakeNot 

Normalize 

Plural 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 13:12:46 ·from CEVAL 
MOdified to check BOTH parameters for constant values of TRUE or 
FALSE. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 13:52:23 from CEVAL 
modified to check both params for constant values. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 13:53:1 9 from CEVAL 
modified to handle more cases: other NOTs, ANDs, ORs, and IMPs. 

Changed by DTHOMPS.ON at 25-Jun-80 13:54:03 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to not print out the prop before raiSing embedded Ifs, If 
the profile entry AutoCases Is On. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun~80 13:54:52 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to take elthor a list or a list length (FIXED) as Its second 
parameter. 

RemoveCommonParts 

Removelfs 

RemovelfsFromlf 

adclRuleCannot 

\ 
• 

addRuleDirection 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 13:56: 11 from NEW 
added two new patterns to look for and collapse: If 81 then (if 82 
then X else Y)else Y === If (81 Imp 82) then Y else Xi and If 81 
then X else (If B2 then Y else X» === If (82 Imp 81) then X else Y. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 13:59:33 from CEVAL 
fixed (small!) bug causing It to not to be consistent as to whether 
or not It was producing ORs. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 14:01 :28 from CEVAL 
Modified to call RemoveComonPartsi Rei1loveCommonParts Is an 
encapsulatable part of this routine. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 14:02: 17 from LOGIC 
Modified to use rule listing format consistent with rest of system. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 14:03: 12 from LOGIC 
Modified to use rule listing format consistent with rest of system. 

getVlewableElements 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 14:03:40 from FORMULAIO 
modified output of commands and print objects to eat synonyms, 
only prlnt_!I1ain ~ntries . 
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IistOneRule 

IistRewrlteRules 

IistRuleMatches 

AddToFile 

GenNewSymbols 

MakeFunctlon 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 .14,:,17:49 from .FORMUlAIO 
modified to be smarter about how n:tlJch9an fit on a line when listIng 
a rule. Uses FltsOnLlne, and the profile entry RulelHSPercentage Is 
now obsolete. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun';80 14:18:37 from FORMULAIO 
modified to break up output of long lists of rules Into groups, 
therefore making them less costly in reading back in,bothj In terms 
of list space In the parse tree, and In the case of errors, 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-80 14: 19:32 from FORMUlA10 
uses rule listing format consistent with rest of system. 

Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:42:08 from UTILITY 
Removes duplicates from the list of things now. 

Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-8022:43:08 from VCGEN 
Calls the new'declareVar which tell GenNewSymbols If It ok to 
declare a variable of that type. Before the code assumed that If a 
variable existed It was of the right type! 

Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:44:22 from REWRITERULE 
Always overwrite the function Instead of checking to see If one 
existed and assumed It was the right one. This change was to fix 
the problem that happend when one tried to overwrite a interface 
(the system state was inconsltent). 

MqkclnterfaceRule Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:45:47 from SPECIFICATION 
Calls discard Interface now If Its about to overwrite an Interface. 

Notelnterfaces Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:46:27 from SPECIFICATION 
Check. to see if the Interface Is .'ready on the property list, If It Is. 

,this function Is a no-op. 

declareVar Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:47:30 from SPECIFICATION 
Fixed two problems. The first was that redeclaring a variable 
didn't work. The redeclared variable now are removed and a note 
Is printed explaining possible problems. Also added a new 
parameter which Is used by GenNewSymbols to return NIL if the 
system would have to redeclare a variable or T If the system 
declared a variable. 

dlscardlnterface Changed ,by RB!,TES at 26-Jun-80 22:52:06 from NEW 
This funcllon does what Is necessary to discard a Interface. Also 
prints a message explaining possible problems. 
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cUscardV.riable 

AddArc; 

Separation 

Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:53:11 from NEW 
This function does what Is necessary to discard a variable. Also 
prints a message explaining possible problems. 

Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:54:34 from NEW 
Cleaned up the codo by using XEVAL names Instead of quoted 
variables. 

Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:55:17 from NEW 
Cleaned up the code by using XEVAL names Instead of quoted 
variables. 

S ep a r a tlonContr .dlctlon 

UseSeparations 

normint 

DeclareTyp"e 

Changed by "RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:55:26 from NEW 
Cleaned up the code by using XEVAL names Instead of quoted 
variables. 

Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:55:35 from 
(ERICKSON)SEPTHEORV .. 1 
Cleaned up the code by using XEVAL names Instead of quoted 
variables. 

Changed by RBATES at 26-Jun-80 22:55:41 from 
(ERICKSON)SEPTHEORV .. 1 
Cleaned up the code by using XEVAL names Instead of quoted 
variables. 

Changed by RBATES at 28-Jun-80 10:42:56 from SPECIFICATION 
P"rotected the calls to MakeFunctlon so that they weren't called If 
this function was being called from an Interlisp" file. This Is done so 
that MakeFunction won't smash some functions It shouldn't. " 

, -

(--) 
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Changes to version 103 

ThAse functions have changed: 

IfThenElse 

IfThenEIse1 

DddFact 

IlddlntegerFacts 

f alseBranch 

trueBranch 

1111 ? 

I11ThenElseO 

MergeQexsForlfO 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Apr-80 21 :58:47· from CEVAL 
Added an extra parameter to the call of trueBranch. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Apr-80 21 :59:04 from CEVAL 
Added an extra parameter to the call of trueBranch .. : Also. added 
the MEMBER tests back again. which were removed so' that a 
renaming problem would not happen so often. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Apr-80 21 :59:34 from CEVAL 
The fact that Is being added Is being slmp.llfied .. If the' fact Is 
already on Assumed then the routine will do nothing. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Apr-80 21 :59:56 from CEVAL 
Add the fact that I(j and j Ie 1+1 imp l=j-1 and 1+1=j; This routine 
also check is see there Is contradiction between Assumed and 
Denied. If so returns FALSE. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Apr-80 22:00:27 from CEVAL 
This routine returns FALSE If addlntegerFacts returns FALSE. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Apr-80 22:00:45 from CEVAL 
This routine returns the eval of' the new· third parameter. which Is 
the value of the falseBranch. If addlntegerFacts returns FALSE. , 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Apr-80 23:43:01 from NEW 
Helper function for IfThenElseO. Decides whenther to reevaluate 
(calling IfThenElse1) or just construct an IFOP expression, bas~d 
on Assumed and Denied. (If both are NIL, then we're at the 
top-level. and should reeval.) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Apr-80 23:43:11 from CEvAl 
See Qexpresslon for a description of the renaming problem. When 
pulling a Qexpression up from below. we are careful not to 
reevaluate the result until renaming has protected us from name 
conflicts with Assumed/Denied. Added helper functions If1 ?and 
MergeQexsForlfO. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Apr-80 23:43:19 from NEW 
New helper function for IfThenElseO. Avoids repeated code. Called 
when :tEfs~t Is 8 Qexpresslon and one (or more) of :then, :else are 
trivial. "1)oes the renaming stuff. 

I 
I 

I 
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Gexpresslon 

All \Boolean 

SOME\Boolean 

Changed by ERICKSON at7-Apr-80 23:43:33 from LOGIC 
We had a problem with variable renaming. Entries on Assume~ B·nd 
Denied could conflict with the bound variables of Il Qexpresslonj 
since the :expr part gets evaluated before renaming occurs, 
improper simplification was possible. Therefor'e. Qexpre_slon will 
now rebind AID to avoid confllctsj IfThenElseO will reevaluate later 
on. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Apr-80 23:43:51 from BOOLEAN 
Has been made an NLAMBDA. to handle the naine conflicts. with 
Assumed/Denied. (see Qexpresslon). Rebinds Assumed,Denled. 
Note that all definitions which call "all" or "some" must be 
recompiled! 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Apr-80 23:44:18 from BOOLEAN 
Made an NLAMBDA. See ALL \Boolean. 

CompiJeRulelntoLlsp Changed by ER1CKSON at 8-Apr-80 22:58:05 from REWRITERULE 

Define 

An old coding error blew up when editing a compiled function. If It 
was Makeflle'd "fast" (COND Instead of IF) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 8-Apr-80 22:58:15 from SPECIFICATION 
Bugflx: supplied a duplicate Interface If LHS !'lad no arguments . 

. . 

--- ------

() 
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. Changes to version 100 

These functions have changed: 

OeclareFun 

Interf ace Defined 

Rule 

Changed by ERICKSON at 21-Jan-80 22:15:57 from SPECIFICATION 
Computes the proper equality operator and stores It on the EqualOp 
property of the extended function 

Changed by ERICKSON at 21-Jan-80 22:16:23 from SPECIFICATION 
Compatible with the new generic Interface mechanism 

Changed by ERICKSON at 21-Jan-80 22:16:45 from lOGIC 
No longer attempts to compute the EqualOp. This failed when It was 
triggered while In a foreign type 

AFFIRMSpellingCorrect 
Changed by OTHOMPSON at 29-Jan-80 16:48:23 from HELP 
Modified to fix small bug in returning default value upon no close 
match found in non-interactive mode. 

ReduceRespellingslnteractively 

AFFIRMUSER 

Normalize 

Insert/nterf aces 

Rule 

Translate 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 29-Jan-80 16:48:41 from HELP 
modified to provide default to AFFIRMUSER for batch mode. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 29-Jan-80 16:48:53 from UTILITY 
Made more robust to avoid calling ASKUSER with non-Nil default 
when the walt value is non-FIXP; wait value Is also guaranteed to 
be either NIL ora FIXP. This routine will shortly be able to handle 
batch mode, but for m;)w, will quietly ignore the parameters being 
handed It for batch mode. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 29-Jan-80 16:49:44 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Fixes a problem In printing the proof tree. When it succeeds,now 
creates a transformation with ONE child, as opposed to none. 

Chan'ged by ERICKSON at 29-Jan-80 16:51: 17 from SPECIFICATION, 
Subsumed by Translate 

Changed by ERICKSON at 29-Jan-80 16:51 :27 from lOGIC 
Computes the EqualOp If It doesn't exist; this Is used for old 
data-type flies 

Changed:tiy ER1cKSON at 29-Jan-80 16:51 :38 from SPECIFICATION 
Now does all the evaluation Itslef, Instead of EVALing something 
created by Insertinterfaces. 
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TypeOfExpression Changed by ERICKSON at 29-Jan-80 16:51 :50 from SPECIFICATION 
Accepts an optional new arg, forelgnType, which causes us to use 
a different variable context. 

AFFIRMHelp 

AffirmSave 

DeclareType 

Genericlnterf ace 

'nltDtvs 

InltXevalDtvs 

MakeFunction 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 29-Jan-8016:54:34 from HELP 
Modified to use new calling procedure for Unexpected. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21 :35:47 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Rebound HELP DEPTH when calling MAKEFILE. This will cause. the 
normal MAKEFILE error messages and response when an error 
occurs. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21 :3~:11 from SPECIFICATION 
This func.tlon Is called when a data-type Is loaded from all Interllsp 
file. It used to do /PUTD to nil for all the functions In the old data 
type, but In an compiled file the functions might have been read in 
already therefore we can not do that. It is used the second 
argument DontRedeclareComs to tell If It reading an Interllsp file. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21 :37:11 from SPECIFICATION 
Fixed the calls to dwlmuserfun to refect how It was done before. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21 :37:30 from UTILITY 
Removed the call to Notelnterfaces for ALL \Logic and SOME\Loglc. 
These functions are now In Boolean so we won't get Into trouble 
with hand coded report calls. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21 :37:55 from UTiLITY 
Set ALLOP to ALL \Boolean and SOMEOP to SOME\Boolean. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21 :38:08 from REWRITERULE 
Changed a DEFINE to /PUTD. 

MakelnterfaceRule Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21:38:18 from SPECIFICATION 
Removed an check that would prevent this function from redefining. 
an new Interface function If an old one existed. This check should 
not be needed anymore. 

SetupFile Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21:38:52 from SPECIFICATION 
Remove the property FILEDATES and FILE If the new data-type Is 
redefining an Interlisp File. This should make MAKEFILE happy. 

TryChalningsAndNarrowings .' 
Change51-by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21 :39:18 from LOGIC 
Fixed a problem with search that made search go on after It had 
found the right substitution. 

() 
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UpdateAfflrm Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21 :39:38 from UTILITY 
Inserted an U-CASE call since PV\BASIS\FllES is now upper and 
lower case. 

ZapSkolemFunctionl Changed by RBATES at 29-Jan-80 21 :39:56 from lOGIC 

APG 

AIISafe 

AscendBy 

CallEditor 

CircularSubs 1 

DeclareFun 

Ook 

Ookll 

FlagArcOescent 

GienNewSymbols 

GetChiid 

GetConJunct 

. GetLHSlde 

Made the PUTD undoable. It was safe to call PUTD but just to be 
safe, we are calling /PUTD. 

Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:08:59 from PROFilE 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and. NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22":09:05 from SUFFICIENT 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:10 from TREE 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at a-Feb-80 22:09: 12 from UTILITY 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at a-Feb-80 22:09: 14 from lOGIC 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at a-Feb-80 22:09:15 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at a-Feb-80 22:09:16 from SUFFICIENT 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at a-Feb-80 22:09:17 from SUFFICIENT 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to· FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at a-Feb-80 22:09:18 from TREE 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at a-Feb-80 22:09:20 from VCGEN " 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at a-Feb-80 22:09:21 from TREE 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:24 from UTILITY 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Chang~d-by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:26 from REWRITERUlE 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOCto FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 
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NewSymbolFrom Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:27 from lOGIC 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

PrintFormula Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:28 from INFIXPRINT 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

SafeOutputAxioms Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:29 from SUFFICIENT 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

TeditLVLPRIN Changed by RBATES at a-feb-80 22:09:31 from TEDIT 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

TeditPrlnt Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:32 from TEDIT 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

ZapRule Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:33 from REWRITERUlE 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, AS$OC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

computeLispCode Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:34 from REWRITERULE 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

extractlnstead 

Translate 

AFFIRMWHEREIS 

Changed by RBATES at 3-Feb-80 22:09:36 from TEDIT 
Changed MEMB to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by RBATES at a-Feb-80 22:09:37 from UTILITY 
Changed MEMB .to FMEMB, ASSOC to FASSOC and NTH to FNTH. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 5-Feb-80 22:54:02 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 1 
Cosmetic changes, comments. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Fab-aO 23:43:20 from NEW 
This function replaces the function WHEREIS. It checks to see If 
the hash file version of wherels will work. before it calls It, fixing a 
problem of breaking on not finding WHERE IS.HASH file. All files. 
returned are checked to see If the FilEDATES property can be 
made correct by BadFile. 

AffirmlnitAfterMakesys 

AffirmMakesys 

AffirmSysoutlnit 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:44:59 from UTILITY 
Removed the call to LoadUserlnitializationFile. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:45:26 from UTILITY 
Calls the:ioutlne InitializePart2. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:45:49 from UTILITY 
Now calls loadUserinitializatlonFlle If AFFIRMINITFIRSTTIME Is true. 
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BadFlle Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:46:11 from NEW 
This function Is the "standard" way of fixing bad file names.· The 
first trick this function uses (PACKFllENAME (UNPACKFllENAME --» 
which fixes tenex fllos names on tops-20. If this falls It uses the 
variable SearchBadFlle to try to fix the file file name. If this 
function succeeds It return the propery file n.ame, else nil. 

CompileRulelntoLisp Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:47:20 fromREWRITERULE 
Removed a check to make sure that rule being complied, was set to 
NOBINO. The new way of doing Generlclnterfaces, made this check· 
unnessary. Also If MakeFunctlon Is called, which I don't think It will 
be, the user will be asked to send the transcript to the PVgroup. 

CorrectOneFileDate Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:48:19 from NEW 

Debug 

DcclareFun 

InltlalizePart 1 

InitlalizePart2 

MAKESYSTEM 

Fixes the FllEDATE property for the given file, so It point at an 
legal file, uses BadFile to do this. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:48:51 from NEW 
New routine that changes the MINFS for each type to the Interllsp 
default and sets up MasterScope database to ask wheter or not to 
save or load a masterscope database for a given file. (Debug T) 
will restore the state back to the system default. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:49:59 from (RBATES)FAST.; 
12 
Placed a check to make sure the arguments suppled to the function 
being declared aren't duplicated. (FOO a a) Is an no-no. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:50:44 from NEW 
This routine used to be call InitOtvs. This Is ~alled to Initialize· 
Affirm after all the Interlisp flies that make up affirm are loaded. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:51.:28 from NEW 
This routine finishes up Initializing Affirm after all the pre-definled 
data types are loaded. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:52: 15 from UTILITY 
This routine now replaces the function WHEREIS by 
AFFIRMWHEREIS. Also changed the ASKUSER calls to be 
AFFIRMUSERS. 

NextAffirmVeralon Changed by RBATES at 5-Feb-80 23:52:52 from NEW 
This func~ron Increments the version count for affirm by one. Uses 
the flle-(AFFIRM)VERSION.AFFIRM as a database. 
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RelniU.a,lizeAffirm Changed by RBATES at 5-fEtb-SO 23:53:29 from NEW 

getComment 

prlntChanged 1 

This function is the proper way to make an sysout version of Afflr~ . 
look like an regular affirm. Takes an parameter to Indicate wheter 
or not to call NextAffirmVersion, the default is not to. So If an user 
want to use this function, he woul~ do E (RelnitializeAffirm) 
followed by the freeze command. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-ffi!b-SO 23:54:30 from REQUEST 
This function now closes any files that were open while It was 
running. 

Changed by RBATES at6-feb-SO 16:00:15 from REQUEST 
This routine Is used to collect comments for the request package. 
It will now copy the comment verbatim and not do any forinatlng. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-feb-SO 16:00:41 from REQUEST 
fix a problem c.aused by printout issuing an carriage return at the . 
wrong place as far as scribe was concerned. 

readPreviousVersion Changed by RBATES at 6-feb-SO 16:01 :06 from REQUEST 
Now calls EVALV to test if the Previous Version file was read In. 

.rf;!q\lestCommentToFlle 

• 
n~~t. 

tr~n:script 

e~ec 

"ext 

Changed by RBATES at 6-feb-SO 16:01 :20 from REQUEST 
Comments for the current release functions are stored In a . . 
different file than comments for old released functions. This 
routine had to be modlfyed to copy the comments verbatim. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-feb-SO 16:02:02 from TREE 
Changed call to UneXI)ected 

Changed by RBATES at 6-feb-S016:02:01 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Now calls DIRECTORYNAME instead of USERNAME for TOPS-20 sites. 

Changed by RBATES at 6-feb-SO 16:19:29 from UTILITY 
fixed a problem that caused SUBSYS to go Into. a break, wher'! the 
fork handle was not right. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 6-feb-SO 16:37:51 from NEW .. 
Given a parent and direct child, returns the corresponding arc label 
( If any) . 

Changed _: by: ERICKSON at 6-Feb-80 16:37:55 from 
<DTHO~I'SON)fIXS35.;1 9 
When going to another leaf, tells user the arc label ( if any )of the 
leaf node. A small step toward what we'd like. 

---~ ----'---- - ---

~-) 

C) 
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MakclnterfaceRule Changed by RBATES at 7-Feb-SO 16:05:15 from 

Translote 

DeclareFun 

DWIMUSERFN 

TranslateLitAtom 

NoteFifes 

• 
setupDec/arations 

SETUPCALLVCGEN 

(AFFIAM)CPATCH-35.j 1 
Takes a new parameter, the 
typed-checked by Translate. 
Translate call. 

list of arguments already 
This avoids re-duplcatlng the 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Feb-80 16:05:55 from 

(ERICKSON)MYPATCHES.j8 
Modify to call the new function TranslateLitAtom. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Feb-SO 16:06:13 from 

(RBATES)2CPAT35.j34 
Passes the new parameter to MakelnterfaceAule to avoid. calling 
Translate twice. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Feb-SO 16:06:28 from UTILITY 
Fix some bugs in the way DWIMUSEA was recovering after the user 
had declare variables of new functions. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Feb-80 16:06:53 from NEW 
This functions does what the name impiles, Translate's LlTATOMS 
using CurrentContext. If can't find the argument in CurrentContext 
it calls Genericlnterface. This function is also used by 
DWIMUSEAFN. 

Changed by ABATES at 7-Feb-80 21 :33: 19 from REQ~EST 
Change how NoteFiles was detecting if it has a valid hash, file or 
not. 

Changed by MUSSER at 7-Feb-80 22:05:16 from PASCAL 
Now handles pascal function declerations. The program: FUNCTION 
foo( A:lnteger ) :Boolean will now declare A:lnteger and the 
interface foo ( A ) :800Iean. 

Changed by MUSSER at 7-Feb-80 22:06:06 from VCGEN 
Should now generate the proper VCS for pascal functions. Affirm 
requires expllct return statements, and does not follow the pascal 
convention of assignment to variable that is. the name of the 
function being called. 

setupOeclarations Changed by RBATES at 7-Feb-80 23:18:28 from 

(MUSSEA)FUNFIX.j5 
This funcJion ,will now always declare both plain and primed 
variables-for the formal parameter. Used to only declare primed 
variables for VAR parameters. 
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split 

NoteDeclarations 

Report 

prlntProof Node 

SplitlntoSubgoals 

invoke 

Remo\eTypeOf 

keep 

enter 

Instance 

Matcher 

aexpresslon 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Feb-80 23:31 :08 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Gives arc labels to as many as 8 children, fixing Gerhart's bug of 
13-Jan-80 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Feb-80 23:31 :18 from SPECIFICATION 
Undoable 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Feb-80 23:31 :34 from UTILITY 
Removed references to REPORTKINDS 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Feb-80 23:31 :47 from TREE 
1.0 If there. are several -unlabelled children, they get Indented ( to 
distinguish from a single chain of actions ) 2.0 Modified the 
algorithm by which labelled children point out their parents ( for 
example second:{Subseqself, apr:) ) • Comments solicited. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Feb-80 23:32:21 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Ever since the new treatment of IfThenElse, we were occasionally 
producing an extra case, TRUE 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Feb-80 23:32:26 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
When given several arguments, they now get printed properly In 
the tree 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Feb-80 23:32:30 from SPECIFICATION 
Put ina check for variables with no extension; they used to give 
us type NIL! 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Feb-80 22:02:24 from THEOREMPROVER 
Placed a warning not to use this command. 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Feb-80 22:02:47 from THEOREMPROVER 
Placed a warning not to use this command. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 20-Feb-80 16:29:33 from LOGIC 
Fixed to use new format of RuleList. Also added comments to try ·to 
explain what it does, format of quantification 

Changed by ERICKSON at 20-Feb-80 16:29:48 from REWRITERULE 
Comments 

Change:ti by ERICKSON at 20-Feb-80 16:29:57 from LOGIC 
Comments 
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DWIMUSERFN 

Normaliz.e 

Changed by ERICKSON at 20-Feb-80 16:30:03 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.;2 
Removed reference to OefaultType ( which was NOBIND anyway) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 20-Feb-80 16:30: 16 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.;2 
The normalize command now calls Instance, to make It a little more 
powerful at fixing normalization bugs. If successful, It prints a note 
asking the user to notify us of the bug ( unless s/he·· expected 
this, as a result of axiom changes ). Also added a PROG. 

TryChainingsAndNarrowings 

prlntProofNode 

SplitlntoSubgoals 

Affirm/ADDPROP 

InltXevalDtvs 

Chonged by RBATES at 20-Feb-80 22:09:33 from 
(RBATES)CPAT35.;19 
Search will not go Into an Infinite loop when Chalnlngs return the 
null 8ubsltutlon. Search should not have to do this check If 
normalization Is. working, but If It happens then search will print a 
message and go on. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 20-Feb-80 22:50:00 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.;2 
If a node has unlabelled children, separates them with blank lines. ( 
Otherwise, they would just run Into each other. ) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 20-Feb-80 22:50:06 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.;2 
Fixed bug: since the change to IfThenElse, produced sub goals 
which contained predi"cates not properly embedded In IfThenElse .. 
These gave us normalization problems later down the ~oad. 

Changed by RBATES at 21-Feb-80 22:54:53 from NEW . 
The function / ADDPROP does not work In Interlisp as of version 133 
as for as being able to undo the effects. This· function replaces 
/ ADDPROP in Affirm. . 

Changed by RBATES at 21-Feb-80 22:55:34 from 
<AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.j2 
The integer axioms used to rewrite everything In terms of lEis and 
the function BINXEVAL which has handcoded around lE would turn 
some lEis back Into l Tis. This switch can cause problems with 
EvalRules and ApplyRules ( then can loop) • Now lE, l T, GE,· and GT 
have BINXEVAL calls around them so the switch back and forth 
won't happen -( this is done by InltXevalDtvs ) . It Is stili open 
question wheter or not one can modify any of those operators 
which have a BINXEVAL call around them. 
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InsertExtenslons , ". ,'-

MakeNot 

NotifyMalier 

AFFIRMMAPRINT 

AFFIRMUSER 

batch 

Transform 

Try 

Changed by RBATES at 21-Feb-80 22:57:51 from SPECIFICATION 
Fix a problem which resulted from calling Translate1 Instead of 
TransiateUtAtoms. Translate1 should not be called anymore. 

Changed by RBATES at 21-Feb-80 22:58:08 from CEVAL 
Handles GE, GT, LT and LE's now. 

Changed by RBATES at 21-Feb-80 23:06:18 from UTILITY 
Added PS: when looking for (SYSTEM)MAILER.FLAGS on TOPS-20. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Feb-80 21 :25:53 from UTILITY 
Cleaned up a bit, and calling sequence changed to be consistent: 
now, T for third parOl means default ( " and" ) ; NIL means no 
value, and non-NIL, non-T means use It ( third parm Is last 
separator) • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Feb-80 21 :26:31 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-35.j1 
modified 2 ways: ( 1 ) will now always supply CONFIRMFLG T and 
PROMPTCONFIRMFLG T If the 2 keywords are not already supplied 
In the option list ( to get their value to be Nil, just explicitly supply 
them with the value NIL ) • ( 2) now has a " batch " mode which 
attempts to use either a default or user-supplied answer ( see 
description of " batch " comand ) . Calling sequence uses the 
second parameter, default, to provide the programmer's suggested 
default. NIL means no default, errorj T means just return Nil as the 
value of the interaction. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Feb-80 21:27:57 from NEW 
New routine that's the command function for the new command " 
batch " • takes two parameters, a switch and an answer list. 
switch Is one of {on, off, semi}, where the default if not supplied Is 
" on " , and II semi " presently does just what " on"· does (. trying 
to be flexible! ) . answerllst Is either empty or a list of answers, TO 
BE USED IN ORDER ( I'll try to relax this restrictin as we " label " 
the Interactions, so that the answer list will be a sequence of. 
pairs: label,answer ) • The purpose of the batch mode Is to allow 
the. user to start a session, and then walk away, not fearing that 
the termlnalwlll get hung on some " unexpected " Interaction 
request. 

Changed by DTti0MPSON at 24-Feb-80 21 :33:43 from TREE· 
modified ifflrm lnaprint call to use new calling sequence. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Feb-80 21 :34:03 from TREE 
modified affirm user call. 
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. unUpdateFunctlon Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Feb-SO 21 :34:2S from REQUEST 
modified afflrmuser call, printout formats. 

UpdateFunctlon Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Feb-SO 21 :34:36 from REQUEST 
modified affirm user calls, prlntuot formats. 

UpdateLlncDeleteMcssage 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Feb-SO 21 :34:43 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified cali to unexpected. 

UscrProfilcEnquiry Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Feb-SO 21 :34:51 from PROFILE 
modified calls to affirm user. 

ValidateFlleName Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Feb-SO 21 :35:02 from NEW 

Translate 

new routine that encapsulates a piece of code from dechiretype 
which checks the atom name of a proposed type name,· and sees If 
It can be a file name ( is it being used already? ) • 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Feb-SO 23:42:31 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-35.j2 
To save useless conses, the call to Generlclnterface which used to 
use an APPLY was replace by the compiler macro TranslateApply. 
This compiler macro normaly won't use any conses to call 
Generlclnterface. 

Trans/ateApp/yMacro 

GtjfnHe/p 

Changed by RBATES at 24-Feb-SO 23:43:11 from NEW 
Does the work of expanding the complier macro Trans/ateApply 
which is used In the function Translate. 

Changed by RBATES at 24..,Feb-80 23:45:13 from NEW 
Does all the work that TTYINFILE and TIYOUTFILE used to do. Also 
calls InitlalizeLongGtjfn which implements an long gtJfn call when 
appropriate. 

DnitiaJizeLongGtjfn Changed by RBATES at 24-Feb-SO 23:45:44 from NEW 
Sets up a long GT JFN call by filling In appropriate fields with 
Default values. 

TTYINFILE Changed by RBATES at 24-Feb-80 23:46:04 from UTILITY 

TTYOUTF'LE 

Simply calis GtjfnHelp to all the work. Has a new parameter File, 
Which if supplied will cause an long gtjfn call Instead of short one. 

. . 
Changed1>y RBATES at 24-Feb-SO 23:46:32 from UTILITY 
Simply calls GtjfnHelp to do all the work. Has a new parameter File, 
Which If supplied will cause an long gtjfn call Instead of a short 
one. 
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printChanged 

printChanged1 

UpdateFunction 

AddCommand 

Changed by RBATES at 25-Feb-80 21 :56: 13 from REQUEST 
Got rid of blanklines=hlnge. Grouping Is handle by prlntChanged1. 

Changed by RBATES at 25-Feb-80 21 :56:35 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.j2 
Surrounded each desrlptlon with an Multiple enviroment ( you can 
have paragraphs when describing what you did ) • Also placed a 
hinge command before each description. 

Changed by 'RBATES at 25-Feb-80 22:23:22 from 
(DTHOMPSON)FIXS35.j34 

, If the function deflnlton Is an expr then UpdateFunction will always 
ask If you want to update the function. Used to do this only when 
you call this function threw RequestFunctlon via the advise on 
EDITF~ 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21 :29:44 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use' new known names data structure, and to return a 
value suitable for inclusion In a" P " command on a COMS list of a 
file. Does, NOT handle synonyms yet! 

AddCommandToHlstory 

, AddNeeds 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21 :30:28 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to check for the LISPXHISTORY being enabled before 
saving pointers Into its substructure. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21 :30:48 from ,FORMULAIO 
modified to remember only non-predefined types If called In the " 
ImpliCit " mode ( 1.0., fr~m declare and Interface ) • ' 

Add,ParametersToHlstory 

AddRule 

addRuleCannot 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-feb-80 21 :31 :15 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to check for enabling of History mechanism before 
saving/modifying pointers Into Its supposedly extant substructures. 
Does NOT yet handle file reading using GROUPS! ( " Maybe next' 
time II , sung to the tune of " 1111 never fall In love again," ) • 

Chonged by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21 :32:02 from I,.OGIC 
modified AFFIRMUSER calls. Stili need to make more robust the' 
mechanism that reads In user-generated rules when the user types 
" Instead " to a question during the K-B processj the routine 
accepting the rule does NOT allow " == " , just "= " , which Is 
Inconsist!M"t. Requires some playing ... 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21:32:57 from LOGIC 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER. 

----'--- ---_._-- -
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addRuleOirection 

AFFIRMHelp 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-SO 21 :33:07 from LOGIC 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-SO 21 :33:12 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 1 
modified call to Unexpected. modified method of displaying known 
commands; now uses PRINT command function directly, so output Is 
exactly that obtained from" print known commands" • 

AffirmPRINTBELLS Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-SO 21 :35:3S from NEW 

AfflrmSave 

ask ToContinue 

askToOwn 

askWhereToGo 

CaliEditor 

New routine that encapsulates the INTERLISP PRINTBELLS routine, 
causing the control-G's to go to the terminal ONLY, and not to the' 
transcript. This hopefully saves us hassles on transcript cleaning 
before SCRIBING them. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-SO 21 :36:06 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 1 
modified to accept TWO 'parameters: an object class and an object. 
The routine no longer directly implements the SAVE c9mmand; it now 
Just saves an object in a file names according to rules established 
for the object's object-class. The two object classes It can handle 
presently are FILE and TYPE. File name conventions for type-files 
are defined, but not presently conformed to by this routine, since 
the Input mechanism Isn't smart enuf yet. ( See new routine " save 
" ) . . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-SO 21 :3S':07 from REQUEST 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-SO 21 :3S: 16 from ~EQUEST 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-SO 21 :38:22 from REQUEST. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-SO 21 :38:32 from REQUEST 
modified calls to AFFInMUSER. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21 :38:46 from 
(RBATES)FAST.;12 
modified calls to AFFInMUSER. 

: 
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CheckForType 

checkUser 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21 :38:55 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified calls to AF=FIRMUSER and Unexpected. Added call to 
ValidateFlleName, before printing message" type not .deflned; 

.. should It be given minimal spec? "since we shouldn't lead the user 
on If the file name Is usurped already. We now have a reasonable 
. facility for handling references to undefined types. The system will 
( 1 ) remember the reference, and add It to the " needs " Info, for 
later use If the current type Is ever loaded or re-read; and ( 2 ) 
either go off and hunt for the type spec, using II' needs " , or 
minimally specify the type, under user direction. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21:41:19 from REQUEST 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER. 

CiearTermlnal8uffer Changed by D~HOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21 :41 :23 from NEW 
New routine that encapsulates the function of clearing and 
restoring the terminal buffers after an error or command spelling 
correction failure. ( You'd think that clearing and then restoring 
wouldn't have much of an effect, but INTERlISP .has this pug that 
clears a string buffer, which If empty is turned Into NIL; then 
INTERlISP restores the string to NIL, which ain't the same thing as . 
the null string. This routine fixes the problem. ) 

declpherRuleMatchlnput 

DeelareType 

declDreVar 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21 :42:11 from FORMULAIO 
modified to parameterize the debug output. The global variable 

. controlling debug output Is " PatternDebug " , Initially NIL; It can be 
set to T by " e PatternDebug .. T " at the AFFIRM command level. 
The " prl'nt Ihs " mechanism stili doesn't do everything It should. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Feb-80 21 :42:54 from 
<AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 1 
modified to use known names data structure, and Valldat~FJleName 
routine·. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 16: 10:02 'from 
SPECIFICATION 
modified calls to AFFIHMUSER. 

definedEntryName? Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-$0 16:11 :47 from PROFILE 
modified to use knowr. names data structure. 

De'eteCommDnd ChangedJJy DTAOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 16: 12:06 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use known names data structure. Now returns a form 
suitable for Inclusion as a " P " command In the COMS list. Handles 
synonym deletion correctly ( but note that AddCommand doesn't! ) • 
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DetermineObJectClass 

EdltTheorem 

findDeflnltion 

Genericlnterface 

Changed by D,..HOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 16:12:58 from NEW 
New routine that determines the. object classes. for a name by 
searching all the known names lists .. If the number of object 
classes found Is exactly one, this object class Is simply returned; 
If no object classes are found, an AffirmError is generated; and If 
multiple object classes are found, then the user is asked which Is 
meant. At present, the known names structure is simply searched, 
with no apparent order. A pos~ible extension would be to give this 
routine one more parameter, which says II most likely a type name II 

, or something. Then the routine could avoid silly user interactions 
by using this context to prune the list of possibilities. . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 16:30:55 from TEDIT 
modified to NOT do Its own Input for annotations; that part of the 
code moved to ProcessCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 16:31:15 from REQUEST 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 16:32:17 from 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-35.; 1 
modified to call InterfaceError at the point where It would normally 
just perform an EVAL. ( the whole thing is bizarre; the way to 
handle errors Is to evaluate the offending interlisp· form, which 
causes the Interlisp error mechanism to call DWIMUSERFN, which 
we have ( quite cleverly ) set up to notice this situation, and 
Invoke. a II lower" AFFIRM exec~ ) This eff~ctively encapsulates 
just how we handle interface errors and messages about them. 

GetArgumentsFromList 

GetCommand 

getFileName 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 16:33:04 from AfFIRMEXEC 
modified to return NIL if handed a NIL parameter list ( used to 
return the list of fUgS, thus (NIL> rather than NrL would have been 
returned) . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 16:33:29 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use Clea.rTe~minaIBuffer. modified to be more careful 
about looking for impliCit E command references ( It used to find 
some even when the profile mode was OFF ) . 

Changed hy OTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :44:45 fromAFFIRMEXEC 
modifie~ ~b use makeFlleName. Not yet modified ( but· will be for 
AFFIRM- Version 37 ) to handle output files. Functional difference: 
upon non-recognition, the file name in the message II ... can't find 
file x II will be printed as a file name Instead of a list of atoms. 
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getFileNameFromDirectory -

getNewValue 

Changed byDTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :45:27 from FORMUlAIO 
'. modified to use new file name conventions. Currently used only for 
file output; It Isn't really yet suited for generating the file name to 
be used on output. Soon! Currently, this routine recognizes the 
file Types Compiled ( extension COM) , OldComplled '( extension 
xxCOM ) , Saved (extension xxllSP ) , OldSaved (extension 
empty), Source ( extension AXIOMS ) , and DatedSource '( 
extension xxAXIOMS ) , where In each case " xx 1. Isa version 
number, I.e., 36, referring to tlie version of AF.FIRM in which the file 
was created. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :46:38 from PROFilE 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER. Now uses new-routitulIs gnVQuestion 
and gnvKeyUst ( cf. these notes ) • 

getViewablcElements 

gnvKeyList 

gnvOuestion 

gripe 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :47:22 from FORMUlAIO 
modified to use the new data structures HlddeilNames, 
PredefinedNames, ReservedNames, as appropriate. Now the 
displayable elements of most object classes are computed by the 
set equation ( Known - Hidden) • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :47:58 from NEW 
New routine enCal)sulating the computation of the correct key list 
for a particular profile entry. No functional dlffe.rence seen by the 
user, just cleaner code! 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :48:19 from NEW 
New routine encapsulating the computation of the corr.ect question 
for a particular profile entry. No functional dlfference~een by the 
user, just cleaner code! 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :48:38 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER. Now calls DIRECTORYNAME r'ather 
thanUSERNAME. 

InitializeKnownNames 

InitializeLoad 

." .'." 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :48:58 from _UTILITY 
modified to Initialize the Hidden, Predefined, Reserved and Known 
names data structures. 

Ch8nged.~ by "DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :49:15 from 
SPECIFJ.CATION 
modified to use known names data structures. 

C) 

C) 
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InitializeUserProfile Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 21 :49:23 from PROFILE 

Interf aceError 

IsType 

IistTypeParts 

. loaded? 

. modified to write out a default user profile for the new user not 
-having any profile at all. This will then be used In subsequent 
AFFIRM sessions. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:01 :43 from NEW 
New routine that attempts to fix Interface errors, or at least 
provide more useful error messages about the exact cause of the 
error. This version simply falls through to the .. panic .. mode, 
EVALIng the offending form so DWIMUSERFN can Inv.oke a lower 
AFFIRM exec, and the user can then attempt to solve the problem 
him/her self. It will be extended In future versions; this Is just the 
skeleton right now. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80. 22:02:22 from 
SPECIFICATION 
modified to use the known names data structures. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:02:27 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified calls to AFFIRMMAPRINT. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:02:37 from FORMULAIO 
modified to use known names data structures. Also fixed bug that 
caused all definitions to be listed in non-grouped mode, regardless 
of the user's profile setting for DeflneGrouplng, which Is supposed 
to control such groupings. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:03:05 from FORMULAIO 
modified to use known names data structures. Also extended to 
minimally specify any type not found. Obviously If the user then 
decides to specify the type he or she can over-write the minimal 
spec. 

loadNeededTypes Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:04:15 from ·FORMULAIO 
modified to use the known names data structures. Also extended 
to minimally specify any type not found In the search process. 

_.0 

I 
.1 

I 
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ObJ~~tC'assOfParameters ) 

parse 

ParsingError 

Partition 

print 

printH~lper 

PrintPrompt 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:04:44 from NEW· 
New routine that does what It name Implies. Given an atom list just 
recently read from the Input stream, It checks wh~ther the first 
atom spelling-corrects to an object class namej If so, It calls 
GetArgumentsFromlist ( separately documented) on the rest of the 
atom list, and stores the resultant value In the global 
ParameterElements, and returns the ( corrected ) object class. If 
the first atom Is NOT an object class name ( and doesn't correct to 
one ) , then GetArgumentsFromList is called, and the first list 
element of the result Is handed to DetermineObjectClass, which will 
cycle through all the known object names, determining which class 
this thing could be. If a unique object class Is determined ( may 
Involve asking the user which is desired in a particular case) , It's 
returned; again, the global ParameterElements has the arguments 
to the· command. AfflrmError syntax errors are generated for 
non-resolution, not enuf atoms andlor parameters, etc. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:05:43 from FORMULAIO 
modified to use new routine ParslngError for error message output. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:05:48 from NEW 
New routine that outputs the syntax error message. Encapsulates 
a function called by lots of other routines ( or will be soon ). Uses 
the profile entry ErrorTokensOutput to decide how many tokens to 
print to the left of the .. error .. point ( the longest string matched 
so far ) . That profile entry Is default 15, but can be set to any 
number greater than 0.0 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:07:17 from SUFFICIENT 
modified calls to AF~IRMUSER. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:08: 1 9 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use known names data structures; modified calls to 
AFFIRMMAPRiNT. Simplified keys to alternatives of the case stmt ( 
SELECTQ ) , by complicating the print options spelling list with lots 
of synonyms. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:08:53 from FORMULAIO. 
see print; Identical comments. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:0.9:01 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified,Jo be' aware of UslngTed, for MIT -AFFIRM's sake. If the 
commalld file is the terminal, OR If we're Using Ted, and reading 
from the Ted interface command file, then provide a prompt. 

\ ). 
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ProcessCommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:09:26 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified the @ command to perform annotation Input, rather than 
have the @ command processor do it. Added the " batch " , " echo 
" t and " step " commands, although it's a little premature for the 
echo and step commands, since what you change won't affect 
anything until the file reading stuff appears ( next version?? ) • 
Modified the save command to accept an object class, followed by 
a sequence of elements of the object class, so you can save a 
bunch of things in one command. However, each element Is saved 
on a separate file, presently. 

readp 

redo 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:10:44 from PASCAL 
modified calis to AFFI~MMAPRINT. modified to call ~arslngError 
instead of outputting the error message Itself. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:11 :02 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use the known names data structures. Now takes the 
command file as its second parameter; used to reference It freely. 

Rlt!duccRcspcllingslnteractively 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:1-1 :45 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 1 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER, AFFIRMMAPRINT. 

rcportProfileOBError Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-8022: 11 :58 from PROFILE 
modified calls to Unexpected. 

save 

stlvcUserProfile? 

setGCmessage 

SetName 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:12:03 from NEW 
new routine that acts as command processor for the " save " 
command. Now takes an object class followed by a sequence of 
elements separated by commas. Can presently handle Files and 
Types. Other objects are Ignored. If the object class Is not 
specified, the first element Is used to determine the object class. 
Note that each element Is STill- saved on a_ separate -file; the - -
extension Is purely syntactic ease, rather than functionality. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:12:51 from PROFILE 
modified calls to AFFIRMUSER. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22: 14:01 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified calls to Unexpected. 

Changed::by DniOMPSON at 27-Feb-80 22:14:11 from TREE 
modifiep to use the known names data structures. 

--- -~---------

I 
I 
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Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-SO 22:14:23 from HELP 
heavily modified to be much smarter -about short forms as well as 
synonyms. If the user types In a piece of an Identifier ,If It can be 
extended to a unique name In the spelling list, It Is, QUIETLY. If the 
user types In a piece of an Identifier, followed by an escap'e, the 
name Is expanded ( If possible) automatically, again QUIETLY. If 
these techniques don't recognize the Identifier, then the normal 
spelling correction Is applied ( you remember, all that stuff about 
finding the minimally maximal set of close matches, etc? ) . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-SO 22:15:34 from VCGEN 
modified to use ParsingError routine. 

UserProflleEnquiry Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Feb-SO 22:15:48 from 
(DTHOMPSON)FIXS35. i34 

Removelfs 

Remove IfsFromlf 

modified calls to AFFIRMUSER to conform to the decisions regarding 
user interactions made as a result of the AFFIRM conference. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2S-Feb-SO 22:46:25 from CEVAL 
modified to remove ifs from the arguments to operators that aren't 
ifs. Also modified to use the profile entry UseORlnProps to decide 
whether to print the propositions using OR and EQV ( If possible ) , 
or to print things the" old" way. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2S-Feb-SO 22:48:57 from NEW 
new routine that is essentially the first half of the old function 
RemovelfsHelper. It performs case analysis on the test, then, and 
else t,>ranches of an If expression, trying to reduce the If to a 
combo of ands, ors, eqv, Imps, etc. If it can't slmpllfy the if exp, It 
calls RemovelfsCommonSubExps, which is essentially the second 
half of the old function RemovelfsHelper. 

RemovelfsCommonSubExps _ 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2S-Feb-SO 22:51 :59 from NEW 
new routine that's essentially the second half of the old function 
RemovelfsH~lper. This routine performs the AssoclativeAndMatchlng 
calls that tries to somehow simplify an If expression. This routine 
uses OR rather than NOT IMP. 

AS,~oclatlveAndMatch 

MakoEq,v 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2S-Feb-SO 22:52:28 from CEVAL 
fixed Slight bug that caused It to return T rather'than TRUE. 

Chang~dby DTHOMPSON at 2S-Feb-SO 22:52:38 from NEW 
New routine that makes an equivalence operation out of Its two 
args. Like all the MakeOP routines, this' one forces right 
associativity on output. 

_'~. __ 0'_- __ _ 
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MakeOr 

ReadRestOfLlne 

getElements 

getFileName 

• 

Changed byDTHOMPSON at 28-Feb-80 22:53:03 from NEW 
New routine that makes an OR operation out of its two arguments ... 
x OR Y II normally substitutes for " NOT x IMP Y ... The one case 
where OR Is NOT used Is when y Is of the form 1\ a IMP z II • Then 
MakeOr creates" NOT x and a IMP z II , using the tautology" x OR 
( a IMP z ) II = II ( ( NOT x ) and a ) IMP z " • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Feb-80 23: 18:56 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to output the prompt-at-ieft-end-of-line characters, .. -> 
II , only to the terminal, since they look bad on the trans'crlpt. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Feb-80'23:19:15 from NEW 
New routine that returns the elements of one of the known names 
data structures. The first parameter Is an object class; the second 
parameter Is which data structure to get the field from ( Hidden, 
Predefined. Reserved, Known ) . Default for second parameter NIL 
Is KnownNames. ' 

Changed by DTHOMPSoN at 2-i'I(1ar-80 22:45:02 from 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-35.j6 
Modified to allow OUTPUT option! Now quite general. Calling 
sequence Is (getFileName flrstTry defaultFileName dontAskUser 10 

dontTeIiUser). where firstTry is tried before anything else; If It 
succeeds (lNFILEP or OUTFILEP as is appropriate), the reSUltant file 
name Is returned. If it falls. then If dontAskUser Is non-NIL, then 
defllultFlleName Is INFILEP'd or OUTFILEP'd. If It succeeds, the 
resultant file name Is returned, else NIL Is returned. If dontAskUser 
Is NIL. then a long GET-JFN callis made. with the default file name 
provided. If the user provides a file name suitable, for Input or 
output as Is appropriate, then that name Is returnedj if the user 
types (esc), the default name Is used. , It works like, a charm! If 
the user types (esc) when there's no default name (as Is the case 
on Input for the read, load, readp commands), the system Just 
beeps and awaits a real file name. 

10 is either INPUT, OUTPUT, NIL (= INPUT), or T (= OUTPUT). 
dontTellUser Is either NIL or T, and if NIL will print out a message 
when firstTry fails to be a valid file name, before trying the user 
Interaction. 
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gctFiloNameFromDlrectory 

savcUserProflle? 

. GtjfnHelp 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 2-Mar-80 22:47:12 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.;6 
modified to reflect calling sequence change to getFlleName: 
getFlleNameFromDirectory now takes an extra argument, 10, one of 
INPUT, OUTPUT, NIL (= INPUT), or T (= OUTPUT). 

This makes this routine suitable for generating file names for output 
as well as Input. This routine knows the file naming conventl.ons of 
the system. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2-Mar-80 22:47:45 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 10 
modified to use getFlleName to obtain output file name for new 
version of user profile file • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2-Mar-80 22:47:56 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 10 
fixed small bug that caused It to think It couldn't get· a block for a. 
long get-jfn call. 

getFileNameFromDirectory 

AfflrmSave 

let 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2-Mar·SO 23:22:29 from 
(DTHOMPSON)FNIO.;6 
Modified (yet again!) to handle files as well as types. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at. 2-Mar·SO 23:23:05 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.;10 
Modified to use getFlleNameFromDirectory rather than use wired-In 
knowledge of file naming conventions. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 3-Mar-SO 17:11 :01 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 10 
Checks that each variable Is given at most one value .. Usedto 
accept 1=1 and 1=1 and 1=21 Slightly different messages 

: 

._--_. __ ._- --
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AUirmComplle 

makeFlleName 

MinimalTypeSpec 

SpccialValueOK? 

Proccs.fommand 

renumber 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3~Mar-80 18:27:44 from NEW 
New routine that oversees the compilation of a file. It takes two 
parameters, an object class and a list of elements. Each element 
must be in the object class. The file for each element Is written· 
out, if necessary, and then compiled, using the profile entry 
CompileOptlon to decide what compiler options to give the LISP 
compiler (current choices: For STF). 

The routine currently deals with Types and Flies. At· this point, 
Types are written out with extension COM, until the needs 
mechanism can handl(! the Input of files with extensions containing 
version numbers. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Mar-80 18:28:53 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to U-CASE the file name (it should have been doing this all 
along). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Mar-80 18:29:02 from 
SPECIFICATION 
modified to not explicitly declare a variable and provide the 
relexive equality axiomj the TYPE command does this now. 

Changed by DTHOMPSoN at 3-Mar-SO 1S:29:17 from P~OFILE 
fixed bug that caused it to always return Tj should return the OK 
value, or NIL. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Mar-SO 1S:29:34 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-35.j 10 
modified to process parameters to compile, breaking the atom list. 
Into an object and a sequence of elements. 

modified call to renumber to supply ALL the parameters provided, 
not just the first atom. 

Modified type command to declare a variable (name controlled by . 
profile entry DummyVarName) of the newly defined type, and then 
to provide the reflexive equality axiom, using the variable. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Mar-80 1S:30:23 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to take a negative number, as an offset from the highest 
allowable histry event number. Thus, If 1000 is the .max, . 
"renumber -lj " will SElt the number to 1000. The way to think of It 
Is the nuraber ()f events till ro-II-over (the number 1) Is reached . 

.;:: 

Thus -1 means .lIone event 'till 1". 
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RemovelfsFromlf Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-Mar-80 16:32:57 from 
<AFFIR~)CPATCH-35.i11 

modified to use two boolean tautologies: 
\ 

.J 

(1) If 91 then (If 92 then X else V) else V == If (61 and B2) then X 
else Vi and 

(2) If B1 then X else (If B2 then X else V) == If (B1 or B2) then X 
else V. 

ChooseChalnlngsAndNarrowings 

PexecLists 

node Expression 

• 

GetCommand 

DWIMUSERFN 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Mar-80 23:38:17 from LOGIC 
Fixed a problem with choose. For a while choose didn't do the 
funny substitution that searh did, so on recuslve calls to choose, It 
was quite possible to get different substitutions. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 5-Mar-80 16:45: ~ 6 from SPEC1FICATION 
New argument, evenAtoms, forces all expressions to be run thru 
Interface. Useful for nllary fns. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 5-Mar-80 16:45:25 from AFFIRMEXEC 
When reading In a node, If It is being christened, then we Insist . 
that the thing-beinu-named be given, not by name, but by 
expression (and thus be put thru the interface mechanism). (') 

This fixes the bug where theorems which were made of a nllary 
definition couldn't be entered (except with explicit null arg lists), 
since they were mistaken for node names. We now exclude 
"convenient" renaming, as In "apply newname, oldnam·e;", which 
nobody used anyway. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Mar-80 22:29:17 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.i11 
Modified to use the profile entry CommandLineBuffering to decide· 
whether to defeat line buffering. 

The default is to now wait for carriage return to process a 
command. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Mar-80 22:29:40 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.i11 
Modified to fix small bugs in return values; The system will now 
quietly fo~ce t~e user to either declare the necessary variable or 
Interface;'or elfort. The user can attempt as many OK commands as 
Is wished, but the system's attention never wavers. 
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augment 

ErrorHeadlng 

ExpandDefs . 

getPrettyNorm 

IistOneRule 

Pretty Print 

redo 

Removelfs 

RemovelfsQ 

replaceCommand 

replaceCommand 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-Mar-80 16:40:31 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to call Removelfs with second parameter Tt thus ensuring 
the returned "pretty version" Is In terms of NOT and IMP rather 
than OR. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-Mar-80 16:40:46 from SUFFICIENT 
modified to call Removelfs t rather than RemovelfsQ. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-Mar-80 16:40:51 from TEDIT 
modified to call Removelfs t rather than RemovelfsQ. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-Mar-80 16:40:59 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to call Removelfs t rather than RemovelfsQ. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-Mar-80 16:41 :04 from FORMULAIO 
modified to call Removelfs t rather than RemovelfsQ. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at. 1 0-Mar-80 16:41 :09 froOl FORMULAIO 
modified to call Removelfs t rather than RemovelfsQ. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-Mar-80 16:41: 13 from 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-35.j11 
modified to output (to the transcript only) the fixed command 
IIne(s) about to. be performed t after return from the editor. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-Mer-80 16:41 :31 from 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-35.j11 
modified to handle Qexpresslons. Also modified to take a second· 
parametert needlmpForm t which if T will cause the user profile· 
UseOrlnProps to be oVer-ridden for this call; the result will be 'n 
terms of NOT and IMP rather than OR. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-Mar-80 16:41 :55 from LOGIC 
Deleted. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-Mar-80 16:41 :58 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to call Removelfs with second parameter Tt thus ensuring 
It gets the NOT liMP form rather than the OR form. 

Changed • by. ERICKSON at 10-Mar-80 16:48:41 from 
-.- #' 

<DTHOMP'SO~>RRFIX.i6 

Bugfix;:checks that the current proposition is a Qexpresslon. 
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Type File , Changed by RBATES at 10-Mar-80 21 :53:34 from UTILITY 
Fixed TypeFile so that It can print a file that Is already open and 
restore the file to Its previous atate after the function is done. 

AffirmlnltAfterMakesys 

Removelfs 

A ff irmCompile 

complete 

AffirmBreok 

Changed by RBATES at 10-Mar-60 22:32:16 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 11 
Fixed a problem on tops-20 with backspacing switching from 
tops-20 to tenex after hitting a control-d when break access Is 
off. The fix was to call the function ENTEREVALQT Instead of 
eVal'lngthe forms on RESET FORMS. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at '12-Mar-80 22:20:03 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 12 
fixed silly bug. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 12-Mar-80 22:20:08 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.;12 
removed all the save-the-buffers nonsense, now the complier gets 
its compile options using lISPXUNREAD, the same way as Interllsp 
does it. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-Mar-80 16:00:29 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Bugfixes: 1. New format RuleList 2. tE used to give wrong result. 
Changes: new form of Removelfs, better treatment for conclusions 
of the form not(&), uses EQVOP instead of EQOP for rules. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-Mar-80 16: 16 :41 from UTILITY 
Comments. We assume that someplace else disables tB, tH If 
appropriate. 

. . -'. 
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AssumedAndDenied Changed by RBATES at 13-Mar-80 21 :50:00 from NEW 

IfThcnElse 

IfThenElse1 

fc!llscBranch 

trucBranch 

AffirmSysoutinit 

cases 

This little chart sumeriazes what knowledge about Integers that 
was added. If we have a statement (If p then trueBranch else 
falseBranch), we first assume p and go down the true branch with 
following Information. 

p assumed denied 
I<J I<j,t<=j . J<=i, J<i, i=j 
I<=J I<=J J<i 
I=J i=j,I<=J,J<=1 t <j, J<I 

Then we assume P Is false and go down the false branch: 

P 
1 <J 
I<=J 
I=J 

assumed 
J<=i 
J<i, J<=I 

denied 
I <j 
I=J, I<=J, i<J 
I=j 

The function AssumedAndDenled creates both charts at once. It 
passes back the charts as one record (assumedTrue denledTrue 
assumedFalse deniedFalse). assumedTrue Is the Items you may. 
assume on the True branch (I.e. return True), deniedTrue Is the 
Items you may assume to be false, etc. 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Mar-80 21 :50:05 from CEVAL 
Modify to use the new function AssumedAndDenied . 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Mar-80 21:50:12 from CEVAL 
Modify to use the new function AssumedAndDenied. Also checks If 
the predicate p has been changed to true or false If reeval Is true. 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Mar-80 21 :50:38 from 'CEVAL 
Modify to use AssumedAndDenled. 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Mar-80 21 :50:50 from CEVAL 
Modify to use AssumedAndDenled. 

Changed by RB/\TES at· 13-Mar-80 21 :51 :32 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-35.; 12 

from 

If BreakAccess Is off thecontrol-b and control-h will act as· any 
other character. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 20-Mar-80 22:13:53 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Ever sinCi~ the~changes to Assumed/Denied, the "cases" command, 
when ~pplled to a pure predicate (eg, not embedded In' an 
IfThenElse), gave a .result which wouldn't normalize properly. (The 
top-level operator, when migrated down, was not wrapped In an 
IfThenElse.) Now calls TopLevelif first. 

I 

, I 

I 
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C~anges to version 34 

These functions have changed: 

AfflrmBreak 

P~ttcrnSubs 

.... _ Changed by ERICKSON at 24-Nov-79 17:46:31 from UTllITV 
Checks for 'GO besides 'TRACE for permissible access when 
BreakAccess=Off. This fixes Ii bug In Tracing 

Changed by ERICKSON at 9-0ec-79 23:42:44 from REWRITERULE 
Comments 

CompileRulelntoLisp Changed by ERICKSON at 9·00c-79 23:43:15 from REWRITERULE 
Comments, cosmetic 

Qexpresslon Changed by ERICKSON at 9-00c-79 23:43:30 from LOGIC 
Now EVALs each freevar Instead of doing EVALV. When Qex was on 
RHS of a rule, freeval's might be of the form ( CADR formalargument 
) ; In this case, EVALV did the wrong thing. This change slows 
AFFIRM down by about 1.5%; we could speed this with a speclal_ 
fast macro which does EVALV for IItatoms, and EVAL for all else. 

unfinishedAncestors Changed by ERICKSON at 9-0ec-79 23:45:48 from TREE 
Fixed to seek siblings; this should eliminate the need for two 
next's 

CheckForQexpresslon 

cases 

addRuleOirection 

addRuleCannot 

let 

CleanupRequest 

Changed by ERICKSON at g·Oec-79 23:46:04 from LOGIC 
Uses AfflrmError 

Changed by ERICKSON at 9-00c-79 23:46:11 
THEOREMPRCVER 
CheckForQexpresslon 

Changed by ERICKSON at 9-0ec-7923:46:31 from LOGIC 

from 

The user response Accept has been changed. to Instead, to - . 
conform with the manual 

Changed by ERICKSON at 9-0eo-79 23:46:42 from LOGIC 
user response Is Illstoacl, not Accept 

Changed by OTHOMPSON. aft 10-08C-79 21 :44:17 from 
THEOREMPROVEB 
Modifi£~d to fix printout ermr that printed OJ Nlltl In the middle of 
mltput line. ( m(nnr fix, 110 fUl1ctioonl!ty change) 

Chang0d b)' RBATES tit 10-Dec-79 21 :50:41 from REQUEST 
Now stores the comments for a partlcultllY version from the oldest 
comment to tha n®wo:st comment, 

) 
-- ./ 
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WhatChanged 

prlntChanged 

printChanged1 

CaliEditor 

------~---

Changed byRBATES at 10-0ec-79 21 :51 :00 from REQUEST 
Added a new parameter called Scribe. If Scribe Is true then 

. WhatChanged produces a file that can be run threw SCRIBE~ An 
user still might have to edit this file by hand to ,remove - extra 
carriage returns. 

Changed by RBATES at 10-0ec-79 21 :51 :38 from REQUEST 
extended to place Scribe command on the output file, See 
WhatChanged. 

Changed by RBATES at 10-0ec-79 21 :51 :59 from REQUEST 
Extended to place Scribe commands on the output file. See 
WhatChanged. 

Changed by RBATES at 11-0ec-79 22:10:52 from NEW 
This function Is un generalize call to any text editor . If the 
function knows anything about- the editor it will try, to do some of 
the work for you. Currently it knows about XED and SOS . Given 
that the user wants XED this function can call XED , given a 
particular file, and have XED load the file, without the user having 
to do anything. When the user Is finished with XED , he just does a 
Exit command and sY:ltem will do what every is approba,te with the 
new file . If user does an Quit command the function returns 
ABORTED . This calling sequence is just like the one Hermes does. 
The calling sequence fot SOS Is simular except the user will have 
to remember to strip line numbers Is he is suppose to create a new 
file or do a quit If hE! not suppose to create a file ( such as the 
review command) . If the function does not know anything about 
the particular editor the user want , the function tells the user 
what file to edit. This function takes 4 parameters I Input Output 

. Editor and Question. Input Is either String, list or Lltatom • If Input ' 
Is either an String or an list then a temp file is created and String 
or list Is written on it . If Input Is an lItAtom then this should be a 
file. Output Is either FILE, LIST or STRING, which Is what to 'return 
to the caller . Editor Is the editor to call SUBSYS wlth~ if not 
supplied It uses profile entry TextEdltorfor the editor. If the the 
Editor Is not XED , then Question is used by ASkUser to see If the 
user wants to return the update object. Th,ere Is default question 
If one Is not supplied . This function is being used by the review 
command , the fix command and CleanupFunctlon . 

.. .. .... 
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CaliSubsys Changed' by RBATES at 11-0ec-79 22: 16:52 from NEW 
This Is 8 function that Is more gerneralize call sequence than 
SUBSYS. It has the options of ,loading up the AC's on an Inferior 
fork , starting the program at any entry point . This function will 
also put the parameter File, JFN is ac1 • This Is the basic work 
horse for CallEditor and gripe. 

ChooseChalningsAndNarrowings 

Close Dribble 

FtpFile 

MakcCaseTest 

Changed by RBATES at 11-0ec-79 22:18:42 from lOGIC 
Fixed a problem with choose that cause an Infinite loop In this 
function. 

Changed by RBATES at 11-0ec-79 22:19:00 from UTILITY 
This function now calls CallEditor, to choose which editor the user 
wants to look at the transcript with, during the review command. 

. ., . . . 

Changed by RBATES at 11-0ec-79 22:19:26 from UTILITY 
This function now has 2 more parameters Compute and 
HomeMachine. If Compute Is true then the function returns which 
files have to be Ftp'ed without actual moveing them. HomeMachine 
Is the the machine that Ftp'lng Is coming from, If NIL it uses the 
variable HOMEMACHINE, which Is currently set to ISIC. 

Changed by RBATES at 11-00c-79 22:20:30 from VCGEN 
Fixed a problem with VCGEN created N'ary OR's when the system 
can only handle binary OR's. 

TryChainlngsAndNarrowings 

UpdatcAffirm 

UscrEdlt 

getComment 

Changed by RBATES at 11-09C-79 22:20:51 from LOGIC 
Finally fixed Search command so It won't loop. The problem was In 
an recursive call. 

Changed by RBATES at 11-0ec-79 22:21:10 from UTILITY 
Did some general cleanup of the function. it now has two more 
parameters Compute and HomeMachlne, which are passed to 
FtpFlle. 

Changed by RBATES at 11-0ec-79 22:21 :35 from NEW 
This function Is the Interface between the fix command and 
CallEditor. It create the temp file for CaliEditor and prettyprlnt a list 
on to it. It returns a new list. For the time being It Is also being 
used by the request package, but this call will be removed. 

. . 
Change_i"by RBATES at 11-0ec-79 22:22:23 from REQUEST 
Calls UserEdit thus CallEditor to gather comments about what has 
changed. The reading back still does not kept carriage return's, but ,,~,\ 
this will be fixed. 
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gripe 

Genld 

Changed by RBATE S at 11-0ec-79 22:22:49 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Now calls CallSubsys to do the special call of Sndmsg. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 11-0ec-79 22:43:02 from REWRITERUlE 
Commented 

CompileRu/elntpLisp Changed by ERICKSON at 11-0ec~ 79 22:43: 18 from 
(ERICKSON>RULES.j2 
Broken UP. so It now calls computeLispCode 

computeLispCode Changed by ERICKSON ,at 11-0ec-79 22:43:33 from NEW 

Completer 

Genlndex 

checklfOwn 

WhoOwns 

. ReleaseFi/e 

AddToFile 

I 
AffirmMakesys 

ChooseASymbol 

Constants 

CreatePatchFile 

Dcc/areType 

Called by CompileRulelntoliSPi computes the pattern test and 
result 

Changed by ERICKSON at 11-0ec-79 22:43:56 from LOGIC 
" Affirmed" Is printed on the same line as the dots 

Changed by RBATES at 12-0ec-79 21 :42:55 from UTILITY 
Fix a minor proble"l that caused Genlndex to print" font " 
Information on the output file. 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:05:08 from REQUEST 
U-CASE the User name. 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:05:33 from REQUES.t 
U-CASE the parameter User . 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:05:50 from REQUEST 
U-CASE the parameter User. 

Changed by RBATE'S at 13-0ec-79 16:23:55 from UTILITY 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK- -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:24:16 from UTILITY 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK- -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:24:22 from LOGIC 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK- -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:24:26 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK· -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:24:29 from REQUEST 
Changedj-"PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK· -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:24:31 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK- -- ] 

• 
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ExtendName 

Functions 

GenNewSymbols 

Implementation 

Insertlnterfaces 

Macro 

MakcBaseName 

MakcExtenslon 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:32 from UTILITY 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:34 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:36 from VCGEN 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] Changed ( PACK ( LIST 
-- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:38 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:40 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:42 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:45 from VCGEN 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:47 from UTILITY 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

MakelnitialValueSymbols 
Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:49 from VCGEN . 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] . 

MilkelnterfaceRule Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:50 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

NewSymbolFrom Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:52 from lOGIC 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKJIt -- ] 

NotThisSymbol Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:53 from lOGIC 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

Notelnterfaces Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:55 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( P~CKJIt -- ] 

RemoteTypeOf Changed by RBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:57 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 

"'", -". 

-.; 

Schema Change_d byRBATES at 13-Dec-79 16:24:58 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACKIII -- ] 
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Translate1 

declareVar 

keep 

FtpFile . 

Define 

Intcrf accDefined 

addRuleCannot 

addRulcDirection 

Transform 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:25:00 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK- -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:25:01 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed { PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK· -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:25:03 from THEOREMPROVER 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK- -- ] 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 16:25:16 from 

(RBATES)CPAT34.;35 
Changed ( PACK ( LIST -- ) ) to ( PACK- -- ] 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-0ec-79 16:30:53 from 
SPEC IFICATION 
Only generates an Interface for the definition If NO Interface exists 
in any type. If generated, notifies the user. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-0ec-79 16:31 :55 from NEW 
Indicates whether Any interface is known for the operator 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-0ec-79 16:47:07 from 
(ERICKSON)COMPLETER.;3 
Oops! 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-0ec-79 16:47':12 from 
(ERICKSON)COMPLETER.;3 
Oops! 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-0ec-79 16:47:22 from TREE 
Fixed the glitchy message for assumed nodes 

LoadUserlnitializationFile 

pexec 

Using 

ShortenAIlAtoms 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-0ec-79 16:47:39 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Load is done under an ERSETQ so the file can ERROR! if it doesn't 
want to be loaded 

Changed by RBATES at 13-0ec-79 21 :51 :21 from SPECIFICATION 

Changed ( APPLY·· ( LIST -- ] to { APPLY- -- .-.] • 

Changed by RBATES at 1 3-0ec-79 21 :51 :39 from SPECIFICATION. 
Changod ( APPLY -- ( LIST a_ ] to ( APPLY- -- -- ] . 

Changed:: by: ERICKSON at 13-0ec-79 23:04:03 from 
SPECIFJCATiON 
Defunct; replaced by extended functionality of Shorten 
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Shorten 

DeelareFun 

MakeFunetlon 

CheekDefs 

ChooseASymbol 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-0ec-79 23:25:27 from UTILITY 
.. Now will accept either a list or an atom 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-0ec-79 23:25:41 from 
SPECIFICATION 
The template expression, ex, may now contain expressions. Their 
types are used to determine the types of the arguments, and 
appropriate variable symbols are chosen. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-Dec-79 23:26:39 from REWRITERULE 
Comments· 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:58 from TEOIT 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSO.C. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:58 from (RBATES)PACK.; 
2 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

ChooseChainlngsAndNarrowings 

• CompleteDeps 

CompleteSubs 

'Completer 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:,58 from 
(RBATES)CPAT34.j35 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:58 from LOGIC 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB,.", FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0eo-79 22:52:58 from LOGIC 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOCto FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0eo-79 22:52:58 from 
(ERICKSON)COMPLETER.j3 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOCto FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

ConcurrentAssignmentSubst 
Changed by RBATES at 14-09C-79 22:52:58 from VCGEN 
Changed -MEMS' , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC:' 

/----! \ 
) 

c) 
-' 

/~ 

\. ) 
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CreateExpansions Changed by RBATES at 14-09C-79 22:52:58 from TEOIT 

CreatePatchFile 

DO\NARY\OP 

iOWIMUSERFN 

Dacl£lreVariables 

Oaf oultUserProfile 

OeletableP 

• 

Ook 

ExpandVisibleOefs 1 

GetAnnotation 

GetChainTo 

Changed MEMB t LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-09C-79 22:52:59 from (RBATES)PACK.; 
2 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ac-79 22:52:59 from XEVAL 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-09C-79 22:52:59 from UTILITY 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-09C-79 22:52:59 from LOGIC 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-09C-79 22:52:59 from PROFILE 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-09C-79 22:52:59 from TEOIT 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB t FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from SUFFICIENT 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB t FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from TEOIT. 
ChangedMEMB • LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 

FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from TREE 
Changed MEMB t LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB t FLENGTH' and 

FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from TREE 
Changed b1EM~ , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB t FLENGTH and 

FASSOC -:-
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'nstance 

IsType 

Changed by RBATES at 14-08C-7922:52:59 from LOGIC 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to. FMEMB I FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB I FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

LeftHandSidesCheck 

. Matcher 

NPrimes 

Nest 

NotThisSymbol 

Changed by RBATES at 14';'Oec-79 22:52:59 from SUFFICIENT 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC' . 

" Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from REWRITERULE 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from LOGIC 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from SUFFICIENT 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from (RBATES)PACK.; 
2 

, Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB I FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

OccursUsingBindlnQsChanged by RBATES at 14-09C-79 22:52:59 from LOGIC 

Qreduction 

. RemoteTypeOf 

RemoveLeaf 

Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , fLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-09C-79 22:52:59 from LOGI~ 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB' I FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 f.rom (RBATES)PACK.; 
2 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed~y RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from TREE 
ChongEfd MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB ,FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

C) 

-
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SafeExtensionAxioms 

SigmaEnd· 

Try 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Dec-79 22:52:59 from SUFFICIENT 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOCto FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Dec-79 22:52:59 from INFIXPRINT 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC toFMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Chanued by RBATES at 14-Dec-79 22:52:59 from TREE 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

fryC h alnlngsAndNarrowings 

TypeOf 

Unlfy1 

.. 
UpdateFunction 

Using 

VerifyRequest 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from 
(RBATES)CPAT34.;35 
Changed MEMB. I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Dec-79 22:52:59 from SPECIFICATION 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB I FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Dec-79 22:52:59 from LOGIC 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC • 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Dec-79 22:52:59 from REQUEST 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-08C-79 22:52:59 from 
(RBATES)CPAT34.;39 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Dec-79 22:52:59 from REQUEST 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

assocAllProgramUnits 
Changed by RBATES at 14-Dec-79 22:52:59 from PARSERHELPER 
Changed _!-1EM~ LEI~GTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC :-' 
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declareVar 

finds 

genves 

let 

nextUsers 

Changed by RBATES at 14-08C-79 22:52:59 from (RBATES)PACK.; 
2 

'. Changed MEMB , LENGTH and' ASSOC to FMEMB ,FLENGTH and 
.... FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATE'S at 14-09C-79 22:52:59 from LOGIC 
. '. Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB • FLENGTH and 

FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from PASCAL' 
Changed MEMB , LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB • FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:52:59 from 
(OTHOMPSON>LETFIX.; 1 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH 'and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:53:00 from TREE 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FlENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

reduce Statement Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:53:00 from PARSERHELPER 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB I FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

sense 

split 

storage 

transcript 

VerifyRequest 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:53:00 from TEDIT 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:53:00 from THEOREMPROVER 
, Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB , FlENGTH' and, 

FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:53:00 from UTILITY 
Changed MEMB I LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB I FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

.... Changed by RBATES at 14-0ec-79 22:53:00 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Changed MEMB i LENGTH and ASSOC to FMEMB I FLENGTH and 
FASSOC. 

Changed by RBATES at 16-0ec-79 21 :50:44 from 
• • 

(AFFIRM1CPATCH-34.; 1 
On errol's, not prints the file name. 

---------~-----------

C) 

-' 
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getEntry 

GenNewSymbols 

RenllmeAtoms 

Changed by RBATES at 16-0ec-79 23:31:08 from REQUEST 
now returns a list only when given a list.· 

Changed by ERICKSON at 18-0ec-79 22:59:41 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.; 1 
Changed RenameAtoms to Shorten. 

from 

Changed by ERICKSON at 18-0ec-79 23:03:22 from 
SPECIFICATION 
Comment 

AddCommandToHistory 

AddDeclarations 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:02:09 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to only save the command If the command file Is the 
terminal;· also modified to make semicolon the Bole II parameter" to 
the command. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:03:09 from 
SPECIFICATION 
modified to save the parameters only If the command file Is the 
terminal; also fixed a bug that caused the system to save E and 
Implicit E commands ( AFFIRM shouldn't do that, LISP should) . 

AddP~rllmetersToHlstory 

AffjrmBacktrace 

AffirmMakesys 

AppendChar 

CloseAnnotatlon 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:03:49 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to save the new declarations In the order received, rather 
than reverse order. Now listings of declarations will be In order of 
declaration. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:04: 17 from UTILITY 
modified to change the routine being searched for on the stack 
from II ProcessAFFIRMCommand II to " ProcessCommand " • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:04:33 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.; 1 
modified to add initialization of known names, daclaration of BASIS 
type, some MINFS stuff, and to remove SYSOUT making. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:04:50 from NEW 
new function that appends a character to an atom, if the atom 
doesn't already end in the char. Useful for pluralizing, etc. Used In 
that primitive capacity. 

, , 
~. 

Change:d by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:05: 19 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to NOT worry about the command file' ( preparing for 
echoing I single stepping stuff ) , and to use OPRINTOUT rather 
that PRINTOUT. 
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FltsOnline ' Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-7g 16:05:46 from NEW 
. new routine that determines whether an expression can fit In a a 

specified length. Useful for guesstimating before calling the pretty 
printer. If you want mor.e control over paragraphing, etc. Used In 
the type listing routines. 

declpherRulC!Matclllnput 
Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-7g 16:06:21 from NEW 
new routine used In the " print parts " pattern match routines. This 
routine takes the collected Input and beats It Into shape: by 
splitting it into the three parts PARTS TYPES and LHS ( these can 
be typed In any order ) . 

DeterminelnltialRespellings 

Dtvs 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-7g 16:13:36 from HELP 
fixed a bug that sometimes caused the routine to return an atom 
rather than a list, contrary to Its specs. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16: 13:56 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to call thE! routines that do parameter Input, thus 
separating parameters from processing. Also re-organized 

• top-level NLSETQ stu1 f to localize the undo-Ing to the processing of 
commands. The history list should now always get t~e command and 
Its parameters. 

GetArgumentsFromLlst 

GctCommand 

gctOoclarations 

getFileName 

Cha",ged by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-7g 16:20: 17 from NEW 
new routine that gathers atoms between commas on an Input line 
thus breaking a sequence of atoms Into a sequence of parameters, 
each a sequence of atoms. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-7g 16:20:59 from NEW 
New routine taking the place . of ReadCommandParameters. 
Oversees the Input of the parameters to a particular command. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-7g 16:21 :23 from NEW 
new routine that used to be Integeral to the declarations lister. 
Now the functions of obtaining the raw list of decls from the type 
data structure and listing the decls prettily are totally separate. 
This routine gets the raw decls. It returns an assoc list ( (type 
decls ) ( type decls ) ... ) 

Changedj)y OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:22: 11 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modifie~ to replace references to getFileName1 with makeFlleName, 
and to print out a message If the first file tried didn't open, Just 
before calling tile Interactive file name obtalner, TTYINFllE. 

() 

(~ 
, ) 
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getFileNameFromDirectory 

getlnflxOps 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:22:45 from NEW , 
new routine that localizes the file naming conventions assumed In 
the needs package. This routine returns wither NIL or the file name 
of a file In a specified directory, containing a specified type of 
object. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:23: 18 from NEW 
new routine that returns the Infix ops of a specified type. 

getlnterfaces Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:23:30 from NEW 
new routine that returns the Interface declarations, of a specified 
type. 

getOneRuleMatch Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:23:41 from NEW 
new routine that actually performs the match process of all rules I" 
a specified set of types. This routine is one of those that will have 
to be beefed up to handle more complex patterns. 

GctParameters Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:24:05 from NEW 

gctRewritcRules 

getRuleMatches 

new routine that replaces ReadCommandParameters. Does the 
same thing. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:24:32 from NEW 
new routine that local/zes the obtaining of a set of rules ( used so 
for only by the type listing routines) • 

Changed by'DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:25:24 from NEW-
new routine that oversees the pattern matChing' ofa sequence of 
patterns, used by the print parts routines. 

getViewableElements , 

Infix 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:25:46 from· NEW 
new routine that acts as a seive between the system and the 
user. It basically returns one of the lists In a field of KnownNam~s. 
for pretty printing by the print known routines, but it removes any 
elements we don't want the user to see. 

Changed byDTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:26:20 from 
SPECIFICATION 
modified to use the new data structure on the property list of the 
type name . 

InltializeKnownNames 
. . -. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:26:39 from NEW' 
new routine that Initializes the known names data structure. 
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InltiDHzeLoad 

initNecus 

. listDec/arations 

IistinfixOps 

lis tlnterf aces 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:27:03 from 
SPECIFICATION 

· modified to worry about the compatibility of old saved flies with the 
new handling of Infix operators. 

· Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:27:49 from NEW 
· new routine that Is only on the COMS of saved type flies, and 
Initializes the Infix operators. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:28:36 from NEW 
new routine that Is only on the COMS of saved type flies, and 
Initializes the needs Information ( and loads the needs) • 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:28:43 from FORMULAIO 
modified to print the declarations across the page Instead of down 
the page. 

Changed by OTfiOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:29:31 from FORMULAIO 
modified to use the new data structure for Infix ops. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:29:37 from FORMULAIO 
modified to print the Interfaces across the page Instead of down 
the page. . (-) 

''--- -,/ 

IistNceds 

IistRewriteRules 

IistRuleMatches 

Loaded? 

10adNcededFile$ 

Changed by OTHOMPSONat 19-0ec-79 16:29:50 from FORMULAIO 
new routine that pretty prints the needs info. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19";Oec-79 16:30:04 from FORMULAIO 
modified to call getRewriteRules. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:30:10 from NEW 
new routine that lists any rule matches found In the print parts 
routines. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:30:25 from NEW 
new routine that determines if a file or type Is· already 
loaded/defined, and thus needs no further processing ( to avoid 
loops In the needs package) . 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:30:40 from NEW 
does just that. 

loadNeededTypes Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:30:43 from NEW 
does jus,," that; "1urther documentation of the alg forthcoml.ng. 

-------

:- '\ 
\ .' ,-_./ . 
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makcExpFromPattern 

makeFifeName 

makcPatterns 

UleedRcport 

needs 

nodcExpression 

OpcnAnnotation 

Plural 

print 

printCommand? 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:30:51 from NEW 
new routine that computes the original expression from the pattern, 
for output purposes. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:31 :02 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to do what getFileName1 did before: If the file name is an 
atom, INFILEP. if it is a list, attempt to PACKFILENAME, and If 
successful, INFILEP. If PACKFILENAME doesn't work, try PACK, and 
INFILEP. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:31:27 from NEW 
new routine that consturcts search patterns out of expressions, 
for the print parts routines. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:31 :41 from NEW 
neww routine that reports to the user what needs just did with ·a 
file or type. First draft only; I'm not sure what user wants to see 
here. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:31 :55 from FORMULAIO 
new routine that processes the needs command. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:32:07 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modi·fled to correctly handle the case when it is called with NIL 
parameter ( syntax error In Input line) . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:32:24 from NEW 
new routine that functions similarly to CloseAnnotatlon, and puts 
out the CMD environment commands when we're annotating. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:32:36 from NEW 
new routine that pluralizes test strings based on the number of 
elements In a list. The programmer can provide the text either 
already singular or already pluralj the routine matches the Jist and 
the text ... The known names are" ... 1 ele list gets translated to .. 
The known name is ... 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:33:28 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to add new features to print: parts, kn()wn, IH, 
BadEquatlons. 

Changed.,by DTtiOMPSON at 19-Dec-79 16:33:39 from TREE 
modifie~ to call printName correctly, once printName was changed. 
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\PrintArgs ' ... 

PrlntEnd 

printHc/per 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:33:48 from NEW 
.. new routine that paragraph-prints a sequence of expressions, with 
a separator ( T gets you comma) and a terminator. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:34:00 from NEW 
new routine that end the command-parameters Input mode by 
ensuring the output Is pOSitioned at the beginning of a new line. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:34: 16 from FORMULAIO 
modified to Implement the new print features: parts, known, IH, 
BadEquations. 

printName Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:34:29 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to actually perform the output to the transcript, rather 
than build the text and return It. 

PrintPrompt Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:34:38 .from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to print " ! " If we're annotating,since the annotation 
commands will now only go to the transcript .. 

ProccssCommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:35:01 from NEW 
takes the place of ProcessAFFIRMCommand.Minor changes, to 
delete" ? " and add" help II , etc. 

ProcessCommandAbort 
Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:35: 10 from NEW 
new routine that is called only by Otvs, and Isolates the old pa~t of 
Otvs that processed the control-E and ERROR! returns to Dtvs from 
command processing. 

ReadCommandFile Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:35:31 from NEW 

Rc odRestOfLine 

new routine that will be further beefed' up to handle the 
single-stepping I/O. coming soon. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:35:4,7.from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to remove the re-positioning of output line to beginning, 
since that's now PrintEnd's job. 

ReadSpeclalCommandParameters 
Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:35:59 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to handle impliCit e parameter Input. 

RcstoreTerminalEnvironment 
Changed;)'y OrnOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:36: 15 fromAFFIRMEXEC 
modified to remove the copying of the read table, since It probably 

Isn't needed and Is quite expensive. <J 
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redo 

RemoveChar 

SetupFi/e 

VerblnString 

OeclnreType 

Genericlnterf ac:e 

InltOtvs 

Insertlnterf aces 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:36:27 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified greatly to be much smarter and cleaner about fixing and 
redo-Ing of commands. LISP commands can now be redone ( 
correctly ) , redo. undo, arid fix commands cannot be redone, fix 
command dumps you In the text editor selected by your profile. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:37:00 from NEW 
a new routine that removes the final character of an atom ( 
efficiently ) , if the character Is a specified one. Useful for 
singularizing most nouns. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0e6-79 16:37: 19 from 
SPECIFICATION 

modified to change where Infix ops are kept ( now on the property 
list) , and to add the needs Info ( also on the property list) • 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-0ec-79 16:37:34 from NEW 
new routine that finds the verb in a text string for Plural. It 
currently searches for" Is " , " s are" , .. are" , In that order. 

Changed by RBATES at 2-Jan-80 23:21:47 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.j4 

The new way of doing Generic Interfaces require a smail mod to 
this function. 

Changed by RBATES at 2-Jan-80 23:22:06 from NEW 
This function is doing all the work require to handle Generic 
Interfaces. It will note if the system can not determine between 
two Interfaces and generate an Askuser call so the user can tell 
the system Which one was right. This function uses the compiler 
macro NoSpreadApplyft which fast way to call an specify function 
When inside an lambda. nospread function ( since it does use any 
conses if the number of arguments are less than an constant) . 

Changed by RBATES .at 2-Jan-80 23:24: 11 from UTILITY 
Inserted some calls to Noteinterfaces that are needed to make the 
new way of doing generic interfaces work. 

Changed by RBATES at 2-Jan-80 23:24:27 from 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.j4 
Instead of doing packing to determine the name of the generic 
interface .that. applies, this function now inserts an call to 
GenericlA-ferface. This saves space and time since atoms and 
space are not consumed in creating Generic Interface names. 

. . 
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.;Note!nterf aces Changed by RBATES at 2-Jan-80 23:25:15 from 
. (AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 

•. Instead of storing the names of specify Interfaces on the generic 
Interface function property list, the new method stores the name 

.... on the shorten name property Jist. We don't. call Notelnterface any 
more. 

ChoosoChairlingsAndNarrowings 
Changed by RBATES at . 2-Jan-80 23:26:09 frorn 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 
Cleaned up the code and fixed some bugs. This function 'should 
finally work. This function calls let, to do all the work after It has' 
figure out the proper subsltltutlon to make. 

TryChainlngsAndNarrowlngs 

choose 

let 

AddDeciaratlons 

Add Needs 

CheckForType 

Changed by RBATES at 2-Jan-80 23:26:45' from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 
Cleaned up the code and fixed some bugs. This function should 
finally work. This function calls let, to do all the work after It has 
figure out the proper subsltltutlon to make. 

Changed by RBATES at 2-Jan-80 23:26:54 from THEOREMPROVER 
Pushed off some of the work choose did to the function let. 

Changed by RBATES at 2-Jan-80 23:27:07 from 
. (AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 

This function now returns the Transformation that was done to' the 
proof structure. This Is so that search and choose can annotate 
that they were called. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:23:40 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34. i4 
modified to call AddNeeds, so that all added declarations get 
represented In the Implicit needs. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:23:57 from NEW 
A new routine that simply stores a sequence of elements In thge 
appropriate part of the needs data structure. The routine is 'called 
with an object; a typename, and a list of elements . 

• ·Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-BO 16:24:27 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to ask the user If AFFIRM should go off hunting for 
undeflne~.:types, or dummy then! to the minimal specification. 

= 

(J 
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decipherRuleMatchlnput 

declareVar 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:24:46 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 
modified to use a debug switch -- for my convenience. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:25:20 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 
modified to call CheckForType telling it to ensure the type Is 
specified if it Is currently undefined. 

getFileNameFromDirectory 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:27:34 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 

getViewableElements 

Loaded? 

loadNeededFiles 

loadNeededTypes 

MlnlmalTypeSpec 

needs 

PopTypeStack 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:27:46 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 
modified to avoid synonyms In spelling lists in AFFIRMObjects. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:27:57 from· 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.j4 
mot modified. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:28:59 from 

<AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.j4 
not modified. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:29:04 . from 

(AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.j4 
not modified. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:29:06 from NEW 
new routine that defines the minimal type specification for Its 
parameter. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:29: 12 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 
modified to use AddNeeds. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:29: 17 from NEW 
new routine that implements the end command, and Is used by the 
needs processing. 

. . 
PrettyPrlntCommand Changedoy DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:29:24 from NEW 

new routine that pretty prints one command to a file . 
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redo 

UserEdit 

Setupfi/e 

CreatePatchFlle 

DeclareType 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:29:33 from 
<AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 
modified to pretty print the command when redoing It. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Jan-80 16:29:44 from 
<AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 
modified to use prettyprintcommand rather than Internal code. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Jan-80 16:08:10 from 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.j4 
Removed anything that had to do with Generic Interfaces since 
generic Interfaces have been re-done. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Jan-80 16:08:35 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j5 
Fix a problem with the call to CleanupFunction. There Is stili a 
problem with this call. the way that I compute what functions to 
release is wrong. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Jan-80 21 :54:24· from 
<RBATES)GINTERFACE.j22 

. modified to set Infix and Needs property list values to NIL upon 
creation of a new type. ( also resets them to NIL upon redefinition (-,) 
of the type ) . Note that this still doesn't solve the loaded type \,-j 

redefinition problem . 

. GetAFFIRMCommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Jan-80 21 :57:1 0 from AFFIRMEXEC 
DElETED. Replaced by GetCommand ( basically jus~ renamed) . 

getFileNume 1 Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Jan-80 21 :57:24 fromAFFIRMEXEC 
DELETED. Subsumed by getFileName, makeFileName. 

ReodCommandParameters 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Jan-80 21 :57:30 from AFFIRMEXEC 
DElETED. Replaced by GetParameters ( basically just renamed) . 

ProcessAFFIRMCommand 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Jan-80 21 :57:39 from AFFIRMEXEC 
DELETED. Replaced by Process Command ( basically just renamed ) .: 

MissingECommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at7-Jan-80 21 :57:45 from AFFIRMEXEC 
DElETED. Subsumed by Process Command. 

needReport Chllnged:.~' by -, DTHOMPSON at 7-Jan-80 22:01: 10 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j5 
modified to not output anything when the message. Is II type 
already loaded. " 
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CheckLoad 

OeclareType 

Setup File 

AffirmError 

CnllSubsys 

dec/arcMacro 

AddRule 

ApplyRules 

Axiom 

C.allEDITF 

Changed by RBATES at 8-Jan-80 21 :49:07 from UTILITY 
CheckLoad now calls DeclareType to make sure any side effects of 
previous loaded types are undone. CheckLoad has a extra 
argument of the typename. If the. arugment is not supplied the 
function tries to compute it. 

Changed by RBATES at 8-Jan-80 21 :49:55 from 
(DTHOMPSON)FIXUP.;17 
DeclareType has a new argument DontRedeclareComs, which If 
True then DeclareType wonlt set the COMS ,of the typename to NIl. 
This is used by CheckLoad when reading in DataTypes stored as· 
InterLisp files. 

Changed by RBATES at 8-Jan-80 21 :50:54 from (RBATES)PATCH.; 
2 
The call that SetupFiie creates to CheckLoad passes the typename 
along. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 9-Jan-80 22:52:39 from UTILITY 
Changed the messages to be less verbose. Now says" Recoverable 
" , II User" , or " Affirm internal II error; Internal errors say·" Affirm 
may be in an unsound state II • 

Changed by RBATES at 9-Jan-80 22:54:20 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.;6 
Fixed a problem with GETBLK so it won't break CaliSubsys If 
GETBLK can not find a free page and does an error. 

Changed by RBATES at 9-Jan-80 23:52:55 from SPECIFICATION 
removed extra calls to reduce Expression. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:35:30 from LOGIC 
New format of RuloList. ComplleRulelntoLisp now handles properties 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:35:46 from REWRITERULE 
New format RuleList 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:35:55 from NEW 
Used to be called Rule. Handles axioms and lemmas. Takes a legal 
rule, checked by ruleSeqParse 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:36:07 from UTiLITY. 
ComplainsJf EDlTF gives an error .... 
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CompilcRulclntoLlsp Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:36: 17 from 

ConvcrtOldType 

DcclnrcFun 

Define 

Extension 

Genld 

GetLHSide 

InitinlizeLoad 

. (ERICKSON)RULES.;3 
New format of Ihs properties. CRIL now sets them up. New 
parameter: dontlnteract. Unless true, CRIL will create the 
OccursLHSides properties, used for Interactions. dontlnteract Is set 
for Interfaces, defns 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:39:32 from NEW 
Makes old data types compatible with the new format for Ihs 
properties. Takes a type name. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:39:41 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j 1 
Was computing the EqualOp, but saving It on the Interface. Now 
properly saved on property of the operator. Also new erg to 
CompileRulelntolisp 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:39:49 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.; 1 
new org to CompileRulelntoLisp 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:39:55 from UTiliTY 
New argument to ask for the last extension only 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:40:29 from 
<ERICKSON)RULES.j3 
New format of property 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:40:36 from NEW 
New function: given a function name and Id, returns the left-hand 
side 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:40:43 from 
<AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j4 
Calls ConvertOldType for flies with the old Ihs properties ( as 
detormined by AFFIRMVERSION ) 

NoteLeftHandSides Changed by ERICKSON at 1 O-Jan-80 16:40:59 from REWRITERULE 
New format Ihs props 

Operators Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:41 :07 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Now retu[l)s no;duplicates -.. 

,-r--
( ) 
'''--- ~ 
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Proc essCommand Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:41: 16 from 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.j4 

RemoveRule 

Report 

Rule 

Rules 

New args to ruleSeqParse. Also removed reduceExpresslon calls 
per Ray's change 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:41 :26 from REWRITERULE 
New Ihs, Rulelist forma ts 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:41 :38 from REWRITERULE 
New property formats. Comments. Faster check for Ignore, fixes 
bug where operator in Ignore was unchecked 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:41 :42 from LOGIC 
New function occupying an old name ( old fn is now Axiom ) . Given 
a Ihs, returns the rule. Computes the proper EqualOp, except 
interfaces just uso EQOP. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:41 :53 from REWRITERULE 
New format Ihs props 

RulesThatMightlnteract 

Schema 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:41 :58 from REWRITERULE 
Uses the new LHS formats to reduce the number of candidates. In 
the SetSequence example, reduced to 30%. Has comments 
describing the new format 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:42: 12 from 
(RBATES)PACK.j2 
Provides Interface only if none are known for the short name In any 
type 

SecondaryOperatorsChanged by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:42:20 from NEW 
Computes all operntors different from the primary one 

SctupFile Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:42:25 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j6 
Only saves certaill properties for axioms and interfaces. Has hook 
to omit equality operator for certain builtin types 

SimplifyRule Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:42:32 from REWRITERULE 
New format RuleList 

TypcOfExpression Changed~y ER!CKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:42:37 from NEW 
Uses inferface mechanism to compute the type of a short 
expression 
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lapRulc 

computeLispeode 

discard 

employ 

opcrators1 

pcxcc 

ru/cScqParsc 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:42:48 from REWRITERULE 
New property formats. Id may be omitted or T. Checks for missing, 
etc 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:42:52 from 
(AFFiRM)CPATCH-34.; 1 
Checks for too many arguments In rule 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:43:02 from SPECIFICATION 
Gives error ifZapRule doesn't hit 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:43: 15 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
New arg to ZapRule. Prop Is now an axiom instead of a rule 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-80 16:43:21 from NEW 
Secondary to Operators 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Jan-BO 16:43:26 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j 1 
New arg: notNiL. Will AffirmError on Interface error, rather than 
return NIL. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 1 O-Jan-8016:43:31 from UTILITY 
Now does the checking that rules have EQOP, calls Axiom,Schema, 
or Define with a valid equation. No longer passed the function to 
call, It decides based on rule kind. 

reduccExpression Changed by RBATES 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.;7 

at 10-Jan-80 23:12:29 from 

AddNceds 

SpellihgSynonym 

Extended reduceExpression to handle ruleSeq, variableDecl and 
functionDecl. With this change Affirm should only call 
reduceExpression threw the function parse. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jan-80 . 23: 15:04 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.; 7 
modified to fix bug -- it used to expect a list of elements as Its 
second parameter; now it ensures It Is a list. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jan-80 23:15:33 from NEW 
new routine that checks to see if Item ( its first parameter ) Is 
contained in itemList ( Its second parameter ) , either as an atom ( 
MEMB ) o!;as a ,:Synonym. Returns the Item or synonym spelling. 
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···AFFIRMSpcllingCorrect 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jan-80 23:15:57 from HELP 
modified to handle synonyms properly, by calling SpellingSynonym, 
and by being prepared for synonyms occurring In spelling lists when 
It Is creating ASKUSER key lists from spelling lists. 

ReduccRespellingslnteractlvely 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jan-80 23: 16: 16 from HELP 
modified to handie synonyms correctly. 

ReduceRespcllingsNonlnteractively 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jan-80 23:16:26 fron:'l HELP 
modified to handle synonyms correctly. 

getViewableElements 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jan-80 23: 16:33 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.j7 
modified to handle synonyms in spelling lists, so that the. spelling 
list can also be viewed by the user. 

ProcessCommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jan-80 23: 16:53 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j 7 

CreatePatchFile 

R'emoveRule 

Completer 

modified to simplify the keys of the SELECTQ, removing synonym 
spellings, keeping only the basic key. Thus, " axioms" is translated 
to .. axiom " by the spelling corrector via synonyms, and 
ProcessCommand only expects .. axiom ... Also modified to cause 
Interface declarations to add the type of the declared Interfaces 
to the implicit needs data base, and to cause the type to be 
searched for by the needs mechanism If the typ~ isn't defined. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Jan-80 16:18:00 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j 7 
Fixed a bug that made this function put duplicate ·entries on the 
patch file. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 14-Jan-80 16:57:46 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j7 . 
Returns kind of the old rule. ( Calls it an axiom if on RuleList ) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 14-Jan-80 16:58: 14 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j 7 
Bugfix: when simplifying a rule on Unchecked, used to call the new 
rule an 8.)('\om. Now computes type of the old rule. Also, changed to 
use RuleTypes. 

I 

" j 
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ZapRulc " . Changed by ERICKSON at 14-Jan-80 16:58:21 from' 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH~34. j 7 

Sets the:new globalZapKind tethe type of the deleted rule 

C:ompilcRule.lntoLISp, Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Jan-80 23:39:28 froln 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-34.j 11 

',Stores the PrilllarylHSides property In chronological order 

RUlesThatr,1ightlnteract 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15~Jan~8b 23:40: 14 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-34.j11 
Uses the profile entry KBAxlomOrder' to decide in what order to 
interact the existing axioms with a rule that's just been pulled off 
Unchecked. The default is the old method, Inverse ( the most 
'recent axioms first ) . 

. . ... -
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Changes to version 33 

These files hove changed: 

SUFFICIENT . Changed by BAKER 
(AFFIRM)SUFFICIENT.j10 

at 11-Nov-79 23:52:23 from 

The sufficient completeness checker has been modified so that a 
function may be specified via a define or a schema command rather 
than In the axioms. The function sufficient? has been deleted as It 
Is no longer needed because of changes that David Thompson has 
made. 

Thoso functions have changed: 

CheckLoad 

AscendBy 

rc.sume 

Transform 

Try 

ClearNames 

SetName 

ClcarProof 

AddRule 

Changed by ERICKSON at 30-0ct-79 16:00:06 from UTILITY 
Changed the messages for files created under a different Affirm· 
version or Sysout. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 31-0ct-79 16:00:49 from TREE 
Fixed a bug where it rose 1 less than specified .. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 31-0ct-79 16:01 :03 from TREE 
Fixed double printing. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 31-0ct-79 16:01: 10 from TREE. 
Different messages for circularitYj keeps record of known. arc 
labels 

Changed by ERICKSON at 31-00t-79 16:01 :29 from TREE 
When an orphan node Is tried, it Is made a theorem ( and a 
message printed) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 31-0ct-79 16:02:34 from TREE 
KnownNames:Nodes 

Changed by ERICKSON at 31-0ct-79 16:02:44 from T~EE 
maintains KnownNames:Nodes 

Changed by ERICKSON at 31-0ct-79 16:03:01 from TREE 
clears KnownNames:Arcs 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 31-0ct-79 23:14:02 from 
(DTHOMPSON)LOGFIX30.j9 , , 
modified • to cleanup user Interaction In AKUSER calis, and to 
prettY-lip the output formats. Also the Internal code organization 
was modified for source code readability by bubbling Inte~nal 

PROGs up to the top and removing some expression-oriented code 
In favor of statement-oriented code. 
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RcmoveRule 

transcript 

FfeeVars 

decla,reVar 

gp.nvcs 

Gugment 

S,uppose 

use 
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Changed by DTHOMPSON at 31-0ct-79 23:14:32 from 
(DTHOMPSON)LOGFIX30.j9 
modified to clean up the output formats, and to call AffirmError 
rather than ERROR!. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 31-0ct-79 23: 14:41 from 
(DTHOMPSON)LOGFIX30.j9 
modified to clean up the output formats a bit. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 1-Nov-79 21 :47:46 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to NOT do its own input, and to pretty up a few messages. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 1-Nov-79 22:26:19 from LOGIC 
Comment 

Changed by RBATES at 1-Nov-79 23:11 :26 from SPECIFICATION 
Duplicate declarations are now being Ingnored. If the user is trying 
to redeclare a variable, the system prints a message and the user. 
is asked if he really means to redeclare the variable. If, the user 
answers yes, the system goes ahead and does it. The biggest 

, problem, with answering yes. appears that printing out the type 
doesn't work correctly. since you have 2 instances of a variable 

(\ 
, / 

each with a different type. C') 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 1-Nov-79 23:45:16 from PASCAL 
modified to NOT do its own Input. It now expects a list of unltnames 
( or misspellings thereof) • with commas already. extracted out. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 1-Nov-79 2.3:46:09 froin 
THEOREMPROVER· 
modified to NOT do its own input. It now expects an expression 
that's already been parsed and type-checked. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 1-Nov-79 23:48:22 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to NOT do Its own input. It now expects an expression 
that's already been parsed and type-checked. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 1-Nov-79 23:49:49 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to NOT do its own input. It now expects a first parameter 
that's an expresslonSeq that's already been type-checked, and 
named, it~ece5sary. The second parameter Is as always: T=thls Is 
an apply command, NIL=this Is a use command . 

. ; c""::· .• '.;:: ,,: ~;".:, ~--,-,;..:.._:J.' ,"_", , . ...:- _~-,:,. __ ' ___ ' _' __ -". --
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AddRulo Changed· by ERICKSON at 4-Nov,:,79 22:56:25 from 
(OTHOMPSON)lOGFIX30.i9 
Modified to cali addRuleDlrectlon. Uses. EQVOP Instead of EQOPfor 
Treat. Some changes in Its logic; see addRuleDirectlon. Notifies 
user If a RuleReadln simplifies to TRUE. 

eddRuleOlrectionChanged by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 22:56:59 from NEW 

addRuleCannot 

gcnvcs 

plT'intAnnotation? 

printProofNode 

C'eanupRequest 

f 
TTYINFILE 

trcanscript 

.. Auxiliary to AddRule, determines the proper treatment for a rule, 
possibly asking user. If a rule Is Impermissible, gives the user a 
reason. logic change: If rule direction Is mandated by variable 
sets, stili checks for left unifications I to prevent looping. Now asks 
the. proper question if var sets forbid a rule. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 22:57:59 from NEW 
auxiliary to addRuleDirectlonj handles user Interaction In all cases 

. where a rule is forbidden. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 . 22:58:42 from 
(OTHOMPSON)EARl YClEAN. i 1 
VC children of program " unitname " are now automatically given 
names, such as " unitname#1 ", " unitname#2 " , ~tc. 'The 
computes lemma Is only printed and named if It isn't TRUE. 

> Messages changed accordingly. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:00:08 from TREE 
change args. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:00:24 from TREE 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:19:53 from REQUEST 
Now calis requestCommentToFlleto " compress " comments. The 
output file Is In the variable REQUESTCOMMENTS; 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:20:13 from UTILITY 
Now uses the new compiler macro Dprintout, so that the. dribble file 
now con to Ins the name of the file returned by TTYINFILE: Only 
prompt of the message will also be on the dribble file. 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79· 23:21 :01 from 
(DTHOMPSON)FIXEDCMDS.j 12 
The transcript you'li get when starting In Affirm will go to the LOGIN 
directory. 

MiJkcninaryLevels Changed-by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:21:1 9 from INFIXPRIN"r 
Fixed 8 problem with printing Interface error messages caused by 
extra NIL 

\ 

I 
I 
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INFIX\PRINT3 Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:21 :30 fr.om INFIXPRINT 
Does not call DeCunonicalize anymore. 

CompactPropStorage 

CallEDITF 

AffirmNews 

UpdntcAfflrm 

scckChainTo 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:21 :35 from NEW 
The function that compacts PropStorage using the varhible 
EqConsFlg. The flag Indicates after adding the new propositions to 
PropStorage, that EqCons should be called on the last EqConsFlg 
worth of propoistions. 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov·79 23:22:07 from UTILITY 
Now does error checking to make sure that the function about to 
be edited meets some minimal requirements. ( 1 ) the function 
contains \ and (2 ) the function Is either EXPR or CEXPR. This 
change prevents users from editing IfThenElse and other hand 
coded functions in Affirm. 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:22:38 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Made more robust in case ~t can open the file for write. If It can't 
open the file for write • It tries for read, if that fails It returns 
aborted. 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:22:59 from UTILITY 
Made the function more robust In case of error dealing with not
being able to open a file for write. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:23: 12 from TREE 
Bugfix 

RcndUserProfileFile Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:23:12 from AFFIRMEXEC 

GetChainTo 

Try 

IVInkeLevels 

LtRcplace 

Made the function more robust In case of error dealing. with not 
. being able to open a file for write. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:23:24 from TREE 
Bugfix 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:23.:33 
<ERICKSON>KNOWN.j 7 
Bug fix for random node under current theorem 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:23:22 from INFIXPRINT 

from 

Now handles system operators that have more than 2 parameters. 
This happ~nds 9n interface errors. 

Change-d by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:23:46 from INFIXPRINT 
Uses the XEVAL n£lmes Instead of the 1/0 names since this Is being 
called during normallization and not printing. 
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. TTYOUTFIL~ 

MokcCurrent 

SigmoEnd .... 

printPropn 

DINXEVAL 

INFIX\PRINT 

DccodeName 

TranslateTo# . 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-7Q 23:23:57 from UTILITY 
Uses the new complier macro Dprlntout • 

.•. Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-7Q 23:24:06 from TREE 
When the cursor lands on a node, any annotation is printed • 

. .. Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-7Q 23:24:04 from INFIXPRINT 
Uses the 1/0 operators Instead of the XEVAl ones. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:24:14 from TREE 
· Prints the annotation, If any 

· Changed byRBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:24:10 from UTILlTV 
This function now calls OeCanonlcallze, which means that during 
normalization the DeCanonlcalize Is happing and not during printing 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:24i28 from INFIXPRINT 
· Does not call OeCanonicalize anymor~. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:24:30 from TREE 
Spelling corrects names 

Changed.by RBATES at 4-Nov";79 23:24:32 from FORMULAIO 
Calls the new function CompactPropStorage. . 

UpdateStDtus Changed by ERICKSON at4-Nov-79 23:24:39 from TREE 
Lists remaining lemmas upon which a theorem depends 

F.tpFile Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:24:41 from UTILITY 
. Fixed some problems dealing with errors when trying t9 FTP. 

unUpdateFunction Changed by ~BATES at 4-Nov-79 23:24:52 from REQUEST 
Does some error che(:king to make sure that the function jsok to 
unUpdate. . 

AffirmBreak Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:25:35 from NEW 
Error handler: sits on BREAKRESETFORMS and either permits break 
or suppresses, calling AfflrmBacktrace 

'. 
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Oprintoutl\1ocro - Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:25:02 from NEW 

AffirmBacktrace 

INFIX\PRINT4 

UpdateAffirm 

A1firmError 

Arc 

.GctChild 

Toplevellf 

use 

augment 

This function does implements the complier macro Dprinout. The 
-, macro Dprintollt does the same thing as a printout expect there Is .. 
. no DRIBBLE file, What was the DRIBBLE file is the primary output 

...flle, and of course everything gets restored. So ( printout T .F3.3 I 
) will just print on the terminal, while ( printout NIL .F3.3 I ) will just 

. print on the dribble file without showing up on the' terminal. This· 
function Is very handy for sneeking things to the dribble file. It 
does actual close the DRIBBLE file, so there Is no problem about 
iosing access to the file. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-7923:25:57 from NEW 
Prints a diagnostic backtrace. Skips over uninteresting caller, stops 
at ProcessAffirmCommand. Limits trace to depth 15 ( unless 
Interlisp error, when limit is 5 ) 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:26:17 from INFIXPRINT 
Does not call DeCanonicalize anymore. 

Changed by RBATES at 4-Nov-79 23:26:43' 
(RBATES)CPAT32.j28 

from 

Uses the variable FilesToUpdale to update files that are not on 
FULLSVSTEMFILES. This varlablu contains files like PGU, DATABASE, 
etc. 

Changed by ERiCKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:30:20 from UTILlTV 
"I:T Gives category-specific messages, unless quletflg=T or no 

parms supplied. Calls AffirmBacktrace for Internal errors. 

Changed by ERICKSON ~t 4-Nov-79 23:53:31 from TREE 
Spelling correction on arc names 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Nov-79 23:53:44 from TREE 
Spelling correct arc names 

Changed by ERICKSON at 5-Nov-79 16: 10:34 from NEW 
Given an expression, ensures that it has an IFOP on top' ( possibly 
under a QOP ) . Fixes the normalization bug where simple theorems 
did not check Assumed/Denied. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 5-Nov-79 16:11 :09 from 
(DTHOMPSON)EARLVCLEAN.;1 
CallsTop!.'~vell! on the lemma 

-
ChangctJ by ERICKSON at 5-Nov-79 16:11:20 from 
(DTHOMPSON)-EARL VC LEAN.; 1 
Calls TopLevellf on resultant conclusions. 

----------

;'~) 
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suppose Changed by ERICKSON atS,:"Nov-79 16:17:43 from 
(DTHOMPSON)EARLYCLEAN.; 1 
Calls TopLevelif on current propn 

AddComml1ndToHistory 

CloseAnnotation 

Changod by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:16:40 from NEW 
new function that stores a command and Its uninterpreted ( not 
check~d, just a list of atoms) parameters on the history list. there 
are basically three categorizations: ( 1 ) lisp commands, e, 
ImplicitE: command = e, parameters are whatever ( NOTE: see note 
In ProcessAFFIRMCommand ) ( 2 ) commands which do; their own 
input: ProcessAFFIRMCommand puts the command on the. list by 
calling this routine with NIL for the parameters. The Individual 
routine Is responsible for putting its parameters on the history list 
by calling this routine AGAIN. ( 3 ) normal everyday commands. the 
command, the parameters, AND the command terminator I;' are put 
on the history list. ( if the routine of category2 r.eads to semicolon, 
then it must append semi on the end of its param list when It calls 
this routine. ) 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:18:15 from AFFIRMEXEC 
. modified to delete the second parameter. Now just takes one 
parameter, the commund file. ( The number of diverse places this 
routine was called has been cut down drastically. ) 

Ocf inedAFFIRMCommand 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:18:31 from NEW 
new routine that returns T if Its parameter is an AFFIRM command, 
which itdetermines by looking for the property " AFFIRMCommand " 
on the property list of the atom. 

ReadCommandParameters 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:18:53 from NEW 
new routine that reads in the parameters for most all commands. It 
divides commands Into 3 categories: ( 1 ) normal -- read to. 
semicolon. ( 2 ) own-read --the command function does Its own 
Input. ( 3 ) special -- the command function doesn't do its own, but· 
a simple read to semi won't suffice. Call 
ReadSpecialCommnndParameters to do it. 
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ReadSpeclaiCommandParameters 
;" - .. -"" "',' ".. ,." -

ReadRestOfLlne 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18: 19:28 from NEW 
new routine that reads In the parameters for a small number of 
commands that require special processing. For example, the 1\ ; 1\ 

--- command doesn't read any at all. The 1\ "command needs to worry 
about putting out a sElcond 1\ 1\ If we're annotating, BEFORE we skip 

-- to semicolon. ETC. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:19:52 fromAFFIRMEXEC 
, modified to prompt the user at each carriage return while reading 
atoms to semicolon from the terminal. Reading from files _ Is as 
before. 

ProcessAFFIRMCommand 

Af-firmSave 

i=»rintOccls 

RI:'MIExpreS5lon 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:20:09 from AFFIRMEXEC 
greatly modlf.led! new way of reading patarns, adding command and 

_ params to history list, and greatly expanded the command name 
_ -- SELECTQ to contain EVERY AFFIRM comriulnd. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:20:44 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. Now 8'xpects a file name an~ a 1\ 

method 1\ • either slow, fast, or NIL, which causes It to use the 
profile entry save method. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5~Nov';;:79 18:21 :01 from 
SPECIFICATION 
I don't remember! maybe wasn't modified. ( duh .. ) 

Chanoed by- DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:21 :11 from FORMULAIO 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. Whoops! It's rather late at nlte ... 
let's try again: modified to NOT recurse. 

ReadExpresslonLlst Changed by DT.HOMPSON at 5-NoV-79 18:22:41 from FORMULAIO 
renamed the parameters and added a global comment. 

declareVar Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:22i5() from-
(RBATES)CPAT32.;26 
modified to NOT do Its own input. parameters are now Id, type, 
internalCall. id is a list of short-form identifiers, type Is the type 
name the Ids are to be declared, and internalCali Is NIL if this call 
originated from the user typing the declare command, and is T If 
this call originated from the vc generator~ 

-" 

--'-'--------- ~ -~- --
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node Expression 

[parse 

rcplaceCommand 

ruleSeqParse 

printHelpcr 

Dtvs 

letError 

ReadRcst 

annotCltc 

Clpply 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-7918:23:21 from NEW 
modofied to NOT do Its own Input. Now an already parsed 
expression sequence. Still returns the last expression, and stili 
Interprets the first expression as a name to associate with the 
node structure the second is built into. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:23:43 from FORMULAIO 
cleaned up a bit and renamed Its parameters, added a comment. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:23:56 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. Now expects an expression 
sequence already type-checked. NOTE: stili uses Replacetist as 
global to routines ApplAIIEqHyps, ApplyEqHyp. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:24:37 from UTILITY 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. Now expects a rule sequence, 
and does the reduce expression stuff, and then APPLYs Rule or 
Define or Schema to the result. 

modified to call declareVar correctly, given the new parameter 
setup for declareVar. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:25:26 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to call CloseAnnotation correctly, given that the latter's 
calling sequence just changed. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:25:50 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
DELETED. Subsumed by let, AffirmError. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:25:56 from AFFIRMEXEC 
DELETED. Subsumed by ReadCommandParameters, 
AddCommandToHistory. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:26:58 from TREE 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. Actually, DELETEO.Subsumed into 
Proc9ssAFfIRMf:ommand. 

Ch£lnge1f by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:27:16 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
DELETED. Subsumed into ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 
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clear' 

copy 

dcclareFun 

·fix 

infix 

normalize 

iJrhlt 1 

put 

quit 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:27:24 from 
'THEOREMPROVER . 

. ,DELETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

" Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:27:30 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
DELETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFRMCommand. 

'Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:27:36 from AFFIRMEXEC 
DelETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18·:2'7:42 from 
SPECIFICATION 
DELETED. Subsumed into ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:27:47 from 
SPECIFICATION 
DELETED. Subsumed by ProcssAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:27:58 from AFFIRMEXEC .. 
DELETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18·:28:03" from 
SPECIFICATION 
DELETED. Subsumed by. ProcessAFFIRMComrnand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:'28:07 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
DELETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:28: 16 from AFFI.RMEXEC 
DELETED. Subsumed by ProcassAFFIRMCommand. 

Ch~nged by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:28:22 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
DELETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCOmmand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:28:27 from UTILITY 
DELETED. Subsmed by ProcssAFFIRMCommand. 

rcadNodeExpression Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:28:31 from TREE 
DELETED. Subsumed by nodeExpression, ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

rule Changed~y DTHOMPSON at" 5-Nov-79 18:28:42 from LOGIC 
DELETED. subsumed b ProcessAFFIRMCommlllld, rule Seq parse. 
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. schema 

show 

suHicient? 

try 

turn 

type 

types 

undo 

AffirmRATOMS 

LlstRules 

, Affirmload 

Changed by;' DTHOMPSON at5-Nov-']9· 18:28:48' from 
,SPECIFICATION '." ! 

DElETED. SUbsumed byProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

'Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov~79 18:28:53 from 
SPECIFICATION 
DElETED. limbo commnd. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:28:57 from SUFFICIENT 
DElETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Chanoed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:29:04 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
DELETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:29:09 from AFFIRMEX:EC 
DElETED. no longer a command. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:29:13 from PARSER 
DElETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed 'by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79" 18:29:18 from 
SPECIFICATION 
DELETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:29:22 from AFFIRMEXEC 
DELETED. Subsumed by ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:29:48 rro~AFFIRMEXEC 
DELETED. No~ngerneeded., 

Changed ,by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:29:51 from 
SPECIFICATION 
DELETED. Subsumed by ListTypeParts. ' 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:30:07 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use AffirmError, not print Its own error msg. 

LoadUserlnitializationFile 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:30:19 from NEW 
new routine that loads a file at sys startup, If the file e~lsts. The 
file name Is obtained from the user profiel entry 
userlnitializationFileName. 

AffirmlnitAfterMakesys = 

: = : 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:30:33 from UTILITY 
modified to call LoadUserlnitializationFile as Its last act before 
starting AFFIRM. 

• 
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Mi~singECC:)l11mand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:31 :01 from AFFIRMEXEC 
not really modified. 

MissingEC~rnlTiand7 Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:31 :05 from AFFIRMEXEC 

adopt 

affirmed? , 

arc 

cases, 

chOOSe 

complete' 

discn.rd 

down 

employ 

modified to ensure the command file is the terminal. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at5-Nov" 79 18:31: 15 from AFFIRMEXEC 
, , .. ,modified to not do its own Input, and to be more robust, and to give 

"better msgs when the event can't be found or there's nothing to 
redo. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 ,18:31 :44 from 
SPECIFICATION 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. Now expects a type name. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-7918:32:06 from LOGIC 
modified to NOT do its own Input. Now takes no params. " ' 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:32:12 from TREE 
modified to NOT do its own Input. Now expects 8n arc label. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:32:41 from' 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. now takes no params. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:32:47 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to NOT do its own Input. now expects a list of Integers gt 
0.0 ' 

Changed by' DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:33:09 from 
, THEOREMPROVER 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. now expects just a retrycom 
param, NIL from ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:33:23 from 
SPECIFICATION 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. Now expects a rule Ihs' ( an 
expression ) . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:33:40 from TREE 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. Now expects either NIL or the 
label of the child. . . 
Changcrd by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:33:56 from 
THEOREMPROVER 

"modified to NOT do Iws own Input. now expects an expression. 
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enter 

Ox(!C 

forget 

gripe 

invoke 

let 

monitor 

name 

needs 

next 

Changed by DTHOMPSON 5-Nov-79 18:34:03. from 
..... THEOREMPROVER. 

modified· to NOr do I.ts own Input. now expects a list. of group 
names. 

· Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:34: 15 from UTILITY 
· modified to NOT do Its own Input. now takes no params • 

... Changed by DTHOMPSONat 5-Nov-79 18:34:21 from UTILITY 
modified to NOT do Its own input. now takes no params. 

~~ . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:34:27 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to NOT do its own Input. now expects a subject, a ·8trlng 

· of less than 36 characters. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at S-Nov-79· 18:34:42 from 
THEOREMPROVER 

modified to NOT do Its own Input. now expects a list of refs t 
definitions. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:34:59 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. now expects a group name, 
followed by a list of group names or prop names or prop numbers. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:35:12 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. .nowexpects a list of 
substitutions ( equations ) , and a flag that says r If this Is a. put, 
NIL if this Is a let. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:35:36 from NEW 
a dummy routine until I get It finished. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at5-Nov-79 18:3S:43 from TREE 
modified to NT do its own Input. now expects a name foUowed by a 
thing to name ( bot' expressions) . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:36:01 from FORMULAIO 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. stili a dummy ·routine! expects a 
list of type names. 

Changed b.y D1JiOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:36:10 from TREE 
modifiedlo NOT do Its own Input. now takes no params. 

--
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Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:36:18 from AFFIRMEXEC 
>;>rnodlfled to handle spelling correction on key Words In the 

" ..... "",.NON-Interactive mode, and now calls prh"ltHelper rather than prlrit1. 
',.~,outPlit formats were modified. does NOT do its own Input. Expectsa 

""':list of atoms It tries to Interpret by keyword. 
, ,,;, 

?~Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:36:44 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to NO do Its own input. Noe expects a list of atoms It will 
attempt to form Into transactions. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:36:58 from'PASCAL ' 
: modified to NOT do its own filename input. now expects a file name. 
",' Still reads the file, howeveri 

renumber: •• ' : ',Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:37:10 from AFFIRMEXEC 
?modifled to NOT do its own Input. now expects an Integer between 
"1 and 1 000; NIL == 1; 

resLime 

scarch 

set 

split 

th'oorem 

up 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-Nov~79 18:37:20 from 
"': <ERICKSON>KNOWN.;7 

modified to NOT do its own input. noW takes no params. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:37:26 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified to NOT do its own input. now takes no params. 

Changed by OTHOMPSONat 5-Nov-79 18:37:32 from 
SPECIFICATION 
modified to NOT do its own Input. now expects a var and 'an expo 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18,:37:40 from 
· THEOREMPROVER 
· modified to NOT do its on Input. now takes no paramsOO " 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:37 :48 f,rom UTILITY 
· modified to use user'roflle rather than directly modifly history size, 

and no longer dowr Its own input. Now expects a state, one of ( 
normal, tight, severe) • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:38:07 from TREE 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. expects a node ( expression ) • 

':Any naming has alrady been filtered off and performed. 
. . 

. c:hang~dDY DTHOMPSON at 5-Nov-79 18:38:26 from TREE 
modifleatoNOTdo Its own Input. expects an integer ( I think) . 

"1-\ 
r I 

/ 

(j 
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Proc e ssAFFIRMComm an d 

discard 

Changed by EFlICKSON 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.j4 
Modified" discard" syntax 

at 5-Nov-79 

Changed by· ERICKSON at 5-Nov-79 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.j4 

22:58:57 from 

22:59:06 from 

New syntax: " 'discard'LHS (Iefthandside> '; ". Will tolerate old 
syntax 

.AddCommandToHistory 

Define 

Dhls 

RcadRcstOfLine 

Rule 

Schema 

arc 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:20:10 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.j4 

modified to delete the third parameter, and to use HISTORYSAVE 
rather than modifying LlSPXHIST directly. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-7916:20:52 from 
SPECIFICATION 

modified to use AffirmError rather than ERROR! and to produce more 
Informative error messages. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:21:10 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.j4 

modified to not call HistorySave, that's dOlle later. Modified to not 
check AnnotationOpen, that's CloseAnnotation's job. modified to 
move printBeiis inside printout" ( ... commmand aborted. ) " 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:23:06 from 
<AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.j4 

modified to ensure the output line position is at left margin after 
command parameters have been read. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:23:19 from LOGIC 
modified to use AffirmError rather than ERROR!, and to produce more 
informative error messages. 

Chonged by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:23:30 from 
SPECIFICATION 

modified to use AffirmError rather than ERROE!, and to produce more 
informative error messages. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:23:37 from 
<AFFIRM~PATCH-32.j4 

modifie~ to remove some more parameter checking, which was 
moved to ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 
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c;boo~c 

retry 

PexecLists 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:23:50 from 
" (AFFIRM)CPATCH-32.j4 
modified to remove some more parameter checking, which was 
moved toProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:23:57 ·from TREE 
modified to NOT do Its own Input. Now takes no params. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:24:04 from. 
SPECIFICATION 
modified to use AffirmError rather than ERROR1. 

ProcessAFFIRMCommand 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:24:09 from 
<ERICKSON)PATCH.j4 
modified to do some more Input checking for some command 
functions,and the command entries in the SELECTQ were ("finally! ) 
sorted by command name. 

ReadUscrProfileFile Chanued by ERICKSON at 6-Nov-79 16:34:31 from 

IistRewriteRules 

l.mboCommand . 

PrintPrompt 

transcript 

<AFFIRM)CPATCH-32.j4 
bugfix: misspelling 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:39:36 from FORMULAIO 
modified to output '.' rule lemma " for" lemma" . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 16:3"9:42 from NEW· 
. new routne to cover our rears. When anybody "runs the Impl, 
program, . precondition, etc., commands, they get a long-winded 
message saying we didn't realize anybody w.as using the 
commands, but if they send a message to me ( dht ) they'll get the 
command back ... 

Changed byDTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 17:09:09 from AFFIRMEXEC . 
modified to re-add the studff that prints out a message when the 
transcript file Is not open. This got mysteriously delet~d, somehow. 

Changod by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 17:20:06 from 
<RBATES>CPAT32.j29 
modified to clean up error message a bit, and to lise profile entry 
TranscrlptFileName Instead of atom AFFIRMTRANSCRlPT for body 

" name. ( Default value for" this profile entry Is AFFIRMTRANSCRIPT ) • 

"-' ~'- -: , .. ---' '-~ 

() 
" / 

(' \_) 
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() Proc essAFF/RMCominand 

Define 

Schema 

TypcFi/e.· 

OTVS 

Changed by DTHOMPSON' at 6-Nov:;'79 22:09:32 from 
· (ER/CKSON)PATCH.j5 

modified to remove bug from section reading parameters for the 
rule command. 

· Changed by' DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 22:09:50 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-32;j5 

. modified to fix bug 10 cell to expression ~rinter. 

'Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Nov-79 22:09:58 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-32.j5 

modified to fix bug in calling expression printer. 

· Changed by DTHOMPSONat 6~Nov-79 22:10:05 from UTILITY 
<modiliedto remove parameter to AffirmError. 

Changed by DTHOMPSONat·6-Nov·Q9 22:1'0:12 fromAFFIRMEXEC . 
modified to remove parameter to AffirmError. 

IfThenElse\BUILTIN\lnterface 

emp/o.y 

PrintPrompt 

Changed by MUSSER at 6-Nov-79 22:52:30 from BUILTIN 
.......... When an expression .. If p then q else r .. is Input 'where q and r of 

type Ooolean, this interface checking function now translates this 
to ( IfThenElse p ( IfThenElse q TRUE FALSE ) ( IfThenElse r TRUE 

..... FALSE) ) rather than just ( IfThenElse p q r ) . This change makes 
thlr:tgs consistent with the changEls made. to IfThenElse when the .. 
new equality. .. treatment was Introduced. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 6-Nov-79 23:47:43 from 
(AFF/RM)CPATCH-32.j6 
Message change for unproven case 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-Nov-79 23:31 :28 from 
. (AFFIRM)CPATCH-32.j6 

Correct the event number to compensate for the fact that 
HISTORYSAVE is done after prompting 

AddCommandToHistory 

.Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Nov-79 23:35.:16 from 
· .. ·(AFFIRM)CPATCH-32.j6 

modified to just store the command namej the parameters are not 
'. yet known whe}lthis routine is called. 

o _ • .. 

: 
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~ddParame~ersToHlstory 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Nov-79 23:35:53 from NEW 

.... lew routine that adds a command's parameters to the history . 
... event already set aside for the command. 

< Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Nov-79 23:37:20 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.j6 
modified to call AddCommandToHistory as soon as the command 
word has been recognized by GetAFFIRMCommand. 

ProcessAFFIRMCommand 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Nov-79 23:37:37 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-32.j6 
modified to call AddParameters to History rather than 

.. AddCommandToHistory ( just a name change, no functionality) . 

Cleanup Function . . Changed by RBATES at 7-Nov-79 23:41 :34 from REQUEST 
. This is a new version that fixes a problem with mulitple places that 
. the patch file came from. 

CreatcPutchFile Changed by RBATES at 8-Nov-79 16:01 :51 from REQUEST 
•...... Fixed a problem with function that are already on the Master Patch 
. file. (') 

askWhcrcToGo 

Transform 

CircularChildP 
~,J . .. 

Changed by RBATES at 8-Nov-79 16:02:19·from NEW 
.. A new function that given a list of files uses ASKUSER to return the 
file which the USElr want the patch file from. Only useful Is there 
are many patchs files and the Request Package can't figure out 
which is the right patl~h file. . 

Changed by ERICKSON at 8-Nov-79 17:48:0g from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-32.;7 
Circularity message 

Changed by ERICKSON at 8-Nov-79 17:48:20 from TREE 
Comments; faster circularity test 

CircularTransformP Changed by ERICKSON at 8-Nov-79 17:48:29 from TREE 
Fixed test for circular lemma use 

Normc:iliz.., Changod by· ERICKSON at 8-Nov-79 17:54:0g . from· 
THEOREMPROVER 

... Different_'!1ess~ge to suggest 1\ cases 1\ 

RemoveGhlldre",1 .. Changod by ERICKSON at 9-Nov-79 16:34:44 from TREE· 
.. Undoability 

'. ' 
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Next 

use 

ClearNames 

printHelper 

parenthesize· 

Changed by ERIC.KSONat9-Nov,:,~9 .16:37:02 ,from TREE 
Notices If tile current theorem Is as~umed · - ..' . . 

Changed by ERICKSON at· 9-Nov-79 16:41 :08 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.j7 . 
Cute message for unnamed lemmas 

• Changed by ERICKSON at ·9-Nov-79 16:55: 16 from 
· (AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.;7 

Uses KnownNames:Nodes to find names to clear. ,Bugfix. 

Changed· by ERICKSON at 11-Nov-79 2·3:39:41 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.j10· 
Fixed ·key for 'variables to match caller 

Changed by RBATES at 12-Nov-79 16:09:53 from FOR~ULAIO 
fixed a problem that happen when parenthesize Is calfed with· 
something that isn't a LIST. 

printAnnotatlon? Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Nov-79 16:37:36· from 

Annotate 

. . 

. (AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.j 13 
Uses Printpara for prettier output 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Nov-79 16:37:56 from TRE.E 
Changed args: Noionger Insists that target transformation· be . 
descendant from any node In particular 

Cho(l5p.ChMinin!)sAndNClrrowings 

IEditTheorem 

lEnhrinceHp 

Chang~d by ERICKSON at 15-Nov-79 16:38:06 from. LOGIC 
Annotates, showing the command really used 

Changed by ERICKSON ~t 15-Nov-79 16:·3-8:14 from TED.IT 
Allows the tlser to summarize what she did; comment· ca." be In the· 
command ·/ine, or asked for after finished. Also, changed logic for 
STOP 

Changed·by ERICKSON at 15-Nov-79 16:38:33 from UTILITY 
Uses Dprintout so escape characters go to terminal· only 

ProccssAFFIRMCommand 

TransformToTrue 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Nov-79 16:38:41 from 
(AFFIRM>CPATCH-32.; 13 
Changed galls tor Annotate, EditTheorem 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Nov-79 16:38:46 from TREE 
changed args to Annotate 
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IT,:f".:yCh ainingsAndNarrowlngs _ 

gC!fiYCS 

rctry· 

sct 

AHirmSORT 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Nov-79 16:38:53 from lOGIC: 
: Annota tes to record the command really used 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15 .. Noy-79 16:38:58 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-32.j 13 
changed ergs to Annotate 

Chonged by ERICKSON at 15-Nov-79 16:39:02 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-32.j13 
Normalizes 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Nov-79 16:39:05 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-:32.j 13 
Undoable 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 19-Nov-79 16:17:35 from NEW 
new outine that takes the place of INTERlISP':.s SORT. If called ~ith 
list, or list arid second parameter T, simply calls IN~ERlISP's SORT 
routine, renamed to InterLispSort. If the second parameter is 

·UP·PER, sorts the list ignoring uppercase distinctions. 

C) 

,.\ 
, j 
\"'j. 
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Changes to version 31 

1h0.50 filos have changed: . 

TREE Changed by ERICKSON at 26-0ct-79 00:52:48 from 
<ERICKSON>TREE.j88 
Replaces file Proofstructure.Changes the organization of the proof 
tree, designating certain propositions as" theorems". 

Tlws0. functions have changed: 

PrintNews 

UpdoteAffirm 

gripe 

Dtvs 

Changed by RBATES at 23-0ct-79 00:40:30 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Fixed a typo in a string. 

Changed by RBATES at 23-0ct-79 00:40:43 from UTILITY 
Fixed a bug that prevented the function from working. 

Changed by RBATES at 23-0ct-79 00:40:50 from AFFIRMEXEC . 
Made all the ASKUSER calls require confirmation. Also fixed a 
problem with EVALV not quoting Its argument.· 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-0ct-79 23:45:51 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to printout message " ( ... <command> aborte.d ) II after 
control-E or other error. 

GetAFFIRMCommand Chonged by DTHOMPSON at 24-0ct-79 23:46: 14 from AFFI.RMEXEC 
modified to turn line buffering back on for all command's 
parameters, UNLESS the user profile entryCommandLineBufferlng Is 
ON AND the commllnd Is In the UnBufferedCommandslist. This way, 
normal users won't get hassled by no backup for certain commands 
parameters. Note that the line buffering is STILL OFF FOR COMMAND 
NAMES. So a semicolon Immediately after a comma.rid name· needs 
no carriage return. the E command will still fire immediately. 

Unexpected Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-0ct-79 23:46:56 from UTILITY. 
cleaned up a bit to use FiliOut and read easier; All internal, 
shouldn't be noticed by any callers or users. 

EstablishlnterLispEnvironment 

Changed byDTHOMPSON at 24-0ct-79 23:47:09 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to set line delete message to normal lisp default: II· ##<cr> 
It , after the message has possible been reset by the line buffering 
stuff. -: : . 
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(~'" ,!JP;d£.'lcLincDclcteMcssage_) 
. Changed by.DTHOMPSON at 24-0ct-79 23:47:30 from NEW 

FiHOut 

IDR.EMAS..~QC 

ADOTOLIST' 

EndinCol().n<\ 

EndsColon 

EnhanccHp 

EqCon.s 

EqCons1 

Get Express/on 

the routine which actually resets the line delete message. Called 
." with one parameter. one of {command; parameters, lisp}. and sets 
::Iinedelete message accordingly. Presently. command and lisp ate 
.' treated the same: nClrmal LISP line delete message; " ##(cr> n • 

· the parameters line delete message Is " ( II I cr, " -> 1\ • This Way; 
,users will see that they haven't deleted the COMMAND NAME whEin 
. they have gotten by It. 

, Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-0ct~79 23:50:29 from NEW 
new routine which takes two lists and one fill erement. 1t teturn .the 
first list, possible extended eith the fill element to be' the same 

.' length as the second list. The second list can opt!onally be,a 'FIX" 
· iength, conz 

Changed by ERICKSON at 24-0ct-79 23:58:21 from NEW 
.... ,Removes all members of list which begin with specified 'key; A'low 

level utility; destructive, undoable; 

.'., Changed byERI~KSON at 24-0ct-79 23:59:02 from NEW 
like II push II , but may be undone out of order. Arguments are 
evalutated, as in ISET. 

Changed by ERICKSQN at 24-0ct-79 23:5'9': 18 from' NEW 
Used to uncio ADOTOL/ST ' 

Changed by ERICKSON at 24-0ct-7923:59:22 from NEW 
Predicate: does this atom end in n : " 1 

C,hanged by ERiCKSON at 24-0ct:"79 23':59:31 from NEW ' 
If given a literal atom, ensures that It ends In " : " ,. using PACK" 

. Changed by ERICKSON at 24-0ct-79 23:59:41 from:NEW 
•. Sends the terminal an escape, sequence to t~igger display 

enhancement· fea tures. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 24-0ct-79 23:5~:56 from NEW 
· Ray's .' simple routine to maximize sharing within an expression 

. ,.argument. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:00:09 from NEW 

Changcd=hY ERiCKSON at 25-0ct-79 ·00:00: 1 0 from NEW 
Returns a proposition, given a prop #. 

----- - - -------

C) 
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GctProp# Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:00:26 from NEW 

Given an expression, returns the. prop#. Creates a node If it didn't 
. already exi.st. 

MakeQexpresslons Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:00:~8 from NEW. 

Normalize 

POS 

Pcxcclists 

Given a list of expressions, makes sure each one is a Qexpression 
or TRUE. 

Changed by ERICKSON at. 25-0ct-79 00:00:56 from NEW 
Normalizes an expression, prints It out, checks for case an:alysis. 
Used to be called CevalHelper. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:01: 15 from NEW 
Utility: Returns thE! location of an element In a list .. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:01 :22 from NEW 
Used to translate input from the parser. If. given an expression, 
calls pexec. If given an atom ( such as a node name) , returns .it. 
Does an Error! if pexec gets a syntax error, and can be asked to 
guarantee a non-NIL result. 

SchcmaCascNames Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:02:07 from NEW 

,_) Given an Induction schema, computes names for the cases. 

Tr<ln~latcToll 

UNr,1KLlST 

UscNumbcrs 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:02:42 from NEW 
Manages PropStorage, converts expressions to prop#s. 

Changed by· ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:02:59 from NEW 
Inverse of MKLlST: converts <atom> to atom. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:03: 1 0 from NEW 
Given 8 list, converts expressions to numbers. ( Used by Transform. 
who is given transformations with expressions as children. ) 

ZapSkolcmFunctions Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:03:30 from NEW 

normalize 

print 1 

printProofHeader 

printWhat? 

Smashes the definitions of all Skolem functions, In case their arlty 
changes. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:03:41 from NEW 
New command: normalizes and prints the current proposition; 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:04:21 from NEW 

Auxiliary f?r " p'rint " : does the work. 
:: 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:04:30 from NEW 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:04:43 from NEW 
Computes the target nodes for print. 
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... try 

theorem' , 

up 

suppose 

try' 

split' 

EdttTheorem 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:05:07 from NEW 
,New command: starts you o"er at the current theorem. 

.. ·Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:05: 16 from NEW 
New commnad: enters a theorem Into the proof forest. Optional 
name. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:15:03 from NEW 
New command: Mo"es tursor up one node In the current tree, but 
not past current theorem. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79· 00;17:20 from· 
THEOREMPROVER 
New proofstructure 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-()ct-79 00:17:47 from' 
THEOREMPROVER 
For new proofstructure. May be any node, optionally assigning 
name. 

Changed by . ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 OQ:18:09 frQm 
THEOREMPROVER 

.... prOofstructure. 

Changed by ERICKSON at. 25-0ct-79 00:18: 14 from TEOIT 
proofstructure 

TryCh alningsAndNarrowlngs 
.' Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00: 18: 17 from LOGIC 

For new proofstructure; uses a local variable Instead of Af'terNorm .. ' 

replaceCommand Changed. by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:19:03 from 
THEOREMPROVER 

.AddRule 

comp,ete 

keep 

Proofstructure 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:19:14 from LOGIC, 
Proofslructure: Calls MakeTheorem Instead of AddPredlc,ate· 

Changed by ERICKSON at 26-0ct-79 00:20:21 from 
. THEOREMPROVER . 
Proofstructure; uses a local v.rlab"'!! 

'Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00':20:3,1 from 
THEOREMPROVSl 

r/) 
. / 

Proofstructure. Remembers the name and status; anows commas. 
Distinction between groups and node names lamess.y, pendlnga(,) 
list of known groups/nodes. . ,-,_ 
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clear 

getPrettyNorm 

a",gment 

aupersearch 

PrlntBoth 

genvcs 

assume 

search 

. Changed . by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:21 :05 from 
··THEOREMPROVER 

, Proofs tructure" 

Changed by ERICKSON at 2!);:;'pc~-79,. OO:~t:1 0 from 
THEOREMPROVER .... 

· Proofstru~t~re: CurrentPropn Instead of AfterNorm 

. Changed by ERICKSON at25~Oct~79 00:21 :20 from 
THEOREMPROVER . 
Proofstructure. Children are main: and thesis: 

· Chang~d' by ERICKSON . at25~Oct-'19 .. 00:21 :29 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
ProofstrlJcture. REMOVED FROM SERVICE 

Change,d by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 .00:21 :40 'from 
PROOF STRUCTURE 
Proofslructure 

..... Changed bYiERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00':21 :47 from PASCAL 
Proofstructure. Places the VCs, as theorems, under a root named 

····after·the program unit. 

· Changed by ERICKSON at ·2S:'Oct':·79 00:22:25 from 
'THEOREMPROVER 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct~79 00:26:23 from. '. 
THEOREMPROVER 
Proofstructure:. new syntax.P.roofstructure: dlffer~nt test for". 
success. 

ChooseChalnlngsAndNarrowings 
. Changed by ERICKSON at 25-'Oct-79 0():27:02 from LOGIC. 

enter 

InltDtvs 

Proofstructure: uses local varlnstead of AfterNorm . . . .. . . . - . . , . . 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:27:11' from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Proofstructure: Restores name, makes Ite." a theorem, marks It " 
assumed " If It was proven or assumed when It· was . kept ( 

'. otherwise " untried " ) • 

Changed-t)y ERlCKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:27:37 from UTILITY 
Initializes Proofstructure cursor. 

I 

I 
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Changed by ERICKSON at 2~-9ct-79 00:27:44 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
New semantics for cQmmand: Retrieve thE! ~, last c:ursor " memory 
for th~ the()ref'!. 

~htinged byf;RICK~QN at 25-0ct-79 PO:28:01 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Proofstructure 

~hanged by ERICKSON at ?9~Oct-79 00:28:07 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Proofstructura: new options 

SpUtlntoSubgo~ls CJ'!anged by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:28: 12 from 
THEORE~PROVER 

CheckAndSplit 

choo~~ 

el'l'lplo,Y 

let 

use 

Reversf:lcf "rdar of fragments, so True comes before False 

CJ'!tinged by ERICKSON at 25~Oct~79 QO:28:?5 from lOGIC 
Proofstr4ctura: Uses a parametE!r Instef'id of AfterNorm 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct .. 79 00:28:37 from 
PROOFSTRUCTURE 
Proofstructure: Returns the children, Im~tead of calling 
A(jdPredlcfite (j 

Cll~nged by ERICI<.SON at ?q-Qc;:t~7g 00:45:53 from 
(ERICKSON)ATREE.j61 
Proofstructure. Checks for no effect. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 QO:46:03.· from 
(ERI,GKSON)ATREE.j61 
Proofstructure. ()Ifferent chec~ for success. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25 .. 0c.t-:-79 00:46:27 from· 
<ERICK~ON)ATREE~61 

Proofstructure. labels the children with case names. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0ct-79 00:46:32 from 
(ERICKSON)ATREE.j61 
Proofstructu.re . 

. Changed by ERICKSON at 25-0.ct-79 00:46:4.0 from 
(ERICKSON)ATREE;j6.1 
Proofstructure. Makes th.e lemma be a theorem. Checks for a 
lemma. which re'duces to True. 
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Infix 

InltHlenirchy 

PrlntPrompt 

Ch8nged by DTHOMPSON at 25-0ct-7Q 00:50:07 from 
SPECIFICA TlON 

modified to set binding·· strengh of user-defined binary Infix ops to 
2. ratherthan 1.0 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-0ct-7QOO:50:21 from INFIXPRINT 
modified to set binding strength of prefix ops NOT and MINUS to 1 
rather than 2.0 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 25-0ct-7Q 00:50:33 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to set global variable CurrentEventNumber each time 
through the Dtvs loop. 

; 

: 
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Changes to version 30 

These functions have changed: 

Makelevela 

DeclareType 

MakeConstant 

Edit 

laType 

adopt 

dec'areVar 

types 

CheckForType 

Checkloadr , 

InltDtvs 

Inltlallzeload 

Changed by OlHOMPSON at 23-Sep-79 23:24:18 from INFIXPRINT 
Ray changed this function to work properly In the case that the 
expr of a Qexpresslon Is an atom. NoW," print varlables·i will 
function correctly. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Sep-79 23:29:58 from 
SPECIFICATION 
made uhdoable, adds name to KnownTypes 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Sep-79 23:30:48 
SPECIFtCATION 
Made undoable. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Sep-79' 23:30:52 
SPECIFICATION 
calisCheckForType 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Sep;,;79 23:30:59 
SPECIFICATION 
uses KnownTypes 

,Changed by ERICKSoN at 23;,;581'-79 23:31:04 
SPECIFICATION 
call CheckForType 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Sep;,;79 23:3t:09 
SPEC IFICATION 
calls CheckForTypeon varlable'stYpe. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Sep;,;ig 2'a:3'1 :14 from NEW 
new command: prints KnownTypes. (, for fUe Specn ) 

from 

from 

from 

from 

from' 

Changed, by ERICKSON at 23-S9P'" 79 23:31 :25 from AFFIRMEXEC 
spelling correct using KnownTypes. 

Changed by ERICKSON>at 23-Sep-i9 23:31 :32 from UTILITY 
For old 'Affirm flies, adds- typename to KnownTypes. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 23-Sep"79 23:31:39 from UTILITY, 
OTVS noto.nger:.a declared type. 

Changetf by ERICKSON at 23-Sep-79' 23:31:49 from NEW 
New function to " notice II a typej sits at the end of flleCOMS; 
adds to KnownTypes. ( utilizes NOSETSAVEVARS ) 

/ 

,--'\ ' 

, ) 
\. / 
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SetupFlle Changed by . ERICKSON at·· '23-Sep-79 23:32:09 from 
SPECIFICATION· 

. COMS Include InltlalizeLoad. 

AfflrmMakesys .. Changed by TAYLOR at 24-Sep-79 00:43:15 from UTILITY 
Correction In the naming of the sysout affirm file. 

Somelfy Changed by MU~SER at 24~Sep-7921 :45:01 from NEW 
Arguments are ( vllst p~edlcat~ ) . For each variable In vllstthat 
occurs In predicate, an existential quantifier Is added to predicate. 

SETUPCALLVCGEN Changed by MUSSER at.24-Sep..,79 21 :45:41 from VCGEN 
Modified to. existentially quantify non-varparam~ters to 
procedures Or functions when they appear In the postcondition, 
when generating result lemmas. 

SETUPCALLVCGEN Changed by MUSSER at 24-Sep-79 23:19:00 from 
<MUSSER)PREPOSTFIX;i 1 
Another change to make priming of pre and post condition variables 
work. Permits pre-condition to refer to· Initial values of either var or 
non-var variables, with either primed or unprlmed variable symbols ( . 
equivalently). . .. .. . 

AfflrmMakesys Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Sep-79 00:41 :21 from 
<TAYLOR)OGTFIX.; 1 

flstR~wrlteRulea 

AfflrmError 

typelfy 

modified to name theSY$OUT file II SAFFIRM.<ve~slon no) .. , so 
that a user·· attempting· to use the SYSciuf version before It Is 
tested and·then renamed won't get the newly gennedverslon. Also 
modified the herald to output the v~rslon number ... 

. Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Sep-79 23:37:12 from FORMULAIO 
modified to use the global variable II RewrlteRule~p .. Instead of the 
constant" == " as the operator between Ihsand rhs of listed rules .. 
RewrlteRuleOp·'s currently set to 'I -= " , but may be reset. It 
should probably be a user profile entry to ensure Its value Is one of 
the ones allowable on Input ( II == Ii ," <=> II , " < ~ ).11 ,.. ::"). 

Changed by ERICKSON at 28-Sep-79 00:20: i 6 from UT·ILlTY 
Added a third error category, II mild" , which prints the message 
and then returns to caller ( Instead of doing ERROR! o.r ERROR.) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 28-Sep-79 00:24:21 from 
SPECIFIC/fTION' 
Cleane(.f up to call pexec. 
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decl.reVar 

CheckForType 

declare Fun 

Changed . by ERICKS,ON at ~8-S~p-,"Q 00:30:12 from 
(ERICKSON) TYPE.; 17 
changed behavior for Interna.1 calls from VCGen -- only complains, 
.about conflicting decls. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 28-Sep';' 79 00:30:48 from 
(ERICKSON) TYPE.; 17 
Third arg defines action If type nQt defined -- . error, nothing, or 
declare It. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 28-Sep-r9 00:31 :06 from 
SPECIFICATION 
use C,heckForType on returned type. 

sufficient? Changed by ERICKSON at 28 .. Sep-79 00:31: 16 from· SUFFICIENT 
Use CheckForType. 

setupDeclaratlons Changed by ERICKSON at 2.8-Sep-79 QO:31:19 from' PASCAL 
Cleaned uP to call declareVar, CheckFo'"Typ'e: 

APE 

DeclereType 

, . 
.etGCmessage 

AfflrmGCGAG 

SuperSpell 

LlstRules 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at1-0ct-79 00:44:22 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to make 'fields' a specvar so this rouytlne works Inside a 
block def.Termporary until I rewrite the rQutlne to do much more 
constrtaintchecklMg on profile entry defs. 

Changed bY ERICKSON at 2·""Oct .. 79 17:16:42 from 
(ERICKSON)TYPE.; 17 

. Checks for 'Ulegal type names: Currently: Insists type name and 
flleCOMS be unbound,typename does not contain \ ,or 0, Is not 
. 'Inferf·ace'·· 

Changed· by DTHOMPSON at 3-0ct-19 22: 1-0:48 f·rom AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to fix a bug In what this routiner;eturns. Now accurately 
returns Its previous value, turned Into TorNIL 

Changed byOTHOMPSON at 3-0.ct ... 7922:1.4:05 from AFFIRMEXEC' 
Now ·accuratelyrceturns itsprevlousvalue"turned Into T or NIL. 

Changed. by OTHOMPSON.at 3-0ct-19,?2:15:43fromAFFIRMEXEC 
fixed a bug that caused the r,outilleto not return its default when 
all else failed. Now It does. 

Changed. by .OTHOMP.SON at 3 .. 0ct-79 22~t7:15 from 
SPECIFlaTION' 
Thlsrolltlne shouJdbe deleted.Nobodyc,alls It anymore. It was 

n 

replaced by the new listing ·stuff~ '(') 
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l,,-) getProflleCondltlons Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-0ct-79 22:22:22 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to be a little smarter In Its decisions 8S to whether or not 
the condition represent a valid condition. The condition expression 
can now be any CliSP expression. 

getProfllePosslbleValues 

Infix 

renamelnflxOp 

renamePreflxOp 

• 
MapTolnternal 

'nflx 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-0ct-79 22:22:57 from AFFIRMEXEC 
fixed a bug that caused an atom to be returned, when a list Is 
always the expected result. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 00:28:21 from 
(OTHOMPSON) INFIXFIX.;6 
modified to map special-symbol operators Into their Internal AFFIRM 
names, as described In " MapTolnternal i, below. Also changed to 
not add these Internal names to 'lIST\OF\SYSTEM\OPS, because 
they should already be there. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79· 00:28:55 from 
(OTHOMPSON)INFIXFIX.;6 
modified to ask " MapTolnternal " to do the mapping of 
special-character operators Into their Internal names, rather than 
embedding the Info In the code, as before. Now " renamelnflxOp " 
Is consistent with other users of the mapping fns. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-7Q 00:2~:23 from 
(OTHOMPSON>INFIXFIX.;6 
modified to use .. MapTolnternal ." to do Its mapping of 
special-character names Into Intern at ones. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at. 4-0ct-79 00:29:36 from 
<DTHOMPSON)INFIXFIX.;6 
new routine that maps 8peclal~character operators Into their 
Internal names: ( :z Equal ) ( + PLUS )( - either DIFFERENCE or 
MINUS) ( ( l T ) ( ) GT )( It TIMES) ( I QUOTIENT) ( & AND) ( ..., 
NOT) (I NOT) ( _:z NE ) ( (II LE ) ( )11 GE ). .. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 00:30:22 from 
(DTHOMPSON) INFIXFIX.;6 
routine should be deleted. It only did Input for Infix; now 
ProcessAFFIRMCommand does It, and calls Infix directly. 

'. 
" 
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Skim 

IIstlnflxOps 

getFlleName 

getFileName1 

flrstElement 

AfflrmLoad 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 00:34: 12 from NEW 
new routine that Just does a ( PAck ( [)REMOVE char ( UNPACK 
atomName ) ) ) , I.e., skims a certain chir from the atol11 name. If 
char=NIL or char=T, Blank Is used for. char. Currently used In 
IIstlnflxOps, to pretty up the name of the ·Inflx function. ( Artifact 
of way the op naine Is stored In TTVCHARSET: Itls surrounded by 
blanks In Its Internal name. ) 

Changed by DtHOMPSON at 4-0ct-ig 60:35:08. from FORMULAIO 
modified to call Skim to pretty up the names of the Infix functions, 
Just before printing them. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 00:39:55 from AFFIRMEXEC 
rewritten to provide better control over Input of 1.lle names. takes 
three parameters, aU optional: flrs.tFlfe, IlistFlle, anddontAskUser. 
First attempts to open flrstFlle for Input, as descrl~ed below In II 

getFlleName 1 " ; If this succeeds, the file handle Is returned. If not, 
then If dontAskUser Is true, Vie go on to try IsstFlle, as' we did 
flrstFlle, returning either Nil or the file handle. All of this was done 
quietly:' no output of any sort. If dohtAskUser Is NIL,' Its default, 
then TTVINFILE Is called: this routine performs. an 'EXEC GT JFN, and 
Is the file name Input protocol we an know and love. If TTVINFILE 
returns a ffle handlej g'etFlleName' retufns Iti If rTVINFILE returns 
'ASORTED~ getFneName: proc'esss"s fa'stFlie,· as above~ 

Changed bY'OTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 00:41 :22 from NEW 
this new routine Is a helper routine' for getFlleName, and actually 
does t"'e testing of the filename. It takes one parameter, which 
represents a filename. It can be' an atol11, or a list, or NIL. Anything 
else causes getFileName1 'to return NIL. NIL ·Is sent ~ack as NIl. 
atom Is INFllEP'd, and the result Is returned' ( NIL or file handle ) • a 
list Is either PACKed" or PACKFILENAMEd, depending .on whether Its 
first element ( and I mean flrstnol1':'lIst element, and not a simple 
CAR ) Is a member p'f FILENAMEFIELDS·, the LISP global spelling list 
for PACKFIlENAME. All this means that· getFlleN~me Is pretty 
flexible on f"~ names;" and should db the right thing In'most cases. ( 

"Except tliat so far If only does INPui recognition! ) 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 4-00t-79 00:42:33 from NEW 
new routine that find the first non-list elel1lent of Its parameter. 

Changed by OTHOMPSONat 4-00t-79 00:42:42 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modlfledJouse- getFileName to get Its parameter, and AfflrmError to 
report the error when the filename Is not available. 
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DTVS 

r.adp 

TypeFlle 

prlntName 

AFFIRMMAPRINT 

copy 

prlntName 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 00:42:53 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use getFlleName and AfflrmError to get thecommand file 
name and report no file name; also modified to ensure the file about 
to be opened for Input Is closed. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 00:43: 14 from PASCAL 
modified tousegetFlleName and AfflrmError, as described. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 00:43:26 from UTILITY 
modified to use getFlleName and AfflrmError. Also modified to ensure 
the file It Is typing gets closed In case of error or user typing .a 
control E. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 17:01 :30 from AFFiRMEXEC 
modified to fix a bug In the printout of the annotating mode exec 
prompt. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 22:18:49 from UTILITY 
modified to clean up the code a IIttte bit, and to make It more 
flexible. stili has four parameters, header, list, lastSep, and tall: If 
header Is non-Nil, jump to next line" and then print header; If 
header Is T, just jump to next line; If header Is not T and not NIL, 
follow header by blank; print list, separating all but the last element 
with " , II ; the last element Is preceded by " , and' " If there are 
three or more elements, and just" and" If there are two elements; 
the case of no elements, one element, and non-list are handled 
correctly; third parameter,lastSep, If non-NIL Is used Inplace of II 

and " ( for example,a common alternative Is I~ or .. j ; If. tall ·Is 
non-Nil, It Is printed WITHOUT any separation from the' last element 
of the list. If Tallk Is T, " • " Is printed. lastly, jump. to next line". It 

-~ rather than ( printout Nil T ) , which forces a new line, we use ( 
printout Nil ;TABO 0 ) • 

Changed byOTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 22:59:11 from AFFIRMEXEC 
This routine 'should be deleted; Its Input duncltons have been 
moved to ProcessAFFIRMCommand. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 4-0ct-79' '23:00:40 from 
(OTHOMPSON)PR2FIX.; 1 
modified to use the Unexpected routlne,whlch centralizes 
Unexpected category handling In SElECTQs. 

reportProflleOBErrorChanged.,by OT-HOMPSON at 4-0ct-79 23:05:07 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modlfle.d to use Unexpected routine • 

. -
".' . 
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Changed' by ,DTHOMPSON"at"4:':Oct":79'23:09:07 from PARSER 
"thlsroutlne;ln:';$'PECiFjCAiIONF.hoU'(f:tte"~deleted{'Ita"lnpotfiJilctlons 
'have'been'mo~ecftdp'rocessAFFIRMCdlrill'land. ' 

Changed'"by'DTAOMPSON;'at,5"OctJ7g:::6oiiJ3':07; fi'om:NEW 
Anewroutlnethat;processes errora:thafjate of the '(lIiEbtp'ected' 

"variety, 'yet' are not "jsevere ,eno'ughito'halt. The routine mainly 
'keeps' track'of;what unexpected thlngs''''ave occui'redf'eachtlme'a 
:'new, unexpected' thltig~'occurs, th'eouser Is' told ; abouflt.Sutisequerit 
'times' the,error:slgnored."!The current thln'ga 'unexpectcfdia')(pee:ts 
to'keep ,trackofare:un'declatedpi'oflle ; entry 'names,unexpected 
:afflrm object categories (e.g., type, grcnJp,b,terface, variable, 'etc. 
,) 'nvarlous routines that currently 'han'dle only a subset of theftill 
'renge of:posslble'cafegorles(tn,known "help "topiCs" rte~, "currently 
';ell ;;toplcs"a,e unknown') ,·unltnbwn'lUe ':tYpes ' ('~sourde,~ •• ved) , 
" unknown~prlnt 'objects (-classlfylrig'otitput Items" for 'deciding how' to 
'font 'them 'durhig annotating ).:Etc.'There's·alsD"an .. unexpected 
'category'"csfegbry'tt1at,une'x'pect'ed'expects,'ln 'case 
,unexpectedgets'cilletl "'filth 18cat'egory It'doesn't')akpe'ct. ( 
';comp8rethlsl.8tstat'emenrto~RtfsseU's '-paradox ... ) Unexpected Is 
called with three 'p'Bralneters: category, function name,and 
:paranniiters.Allahould'l:)e'~su'p'pne'd:';ndrie'are'optlori'at 

ChangedbyDTHOMPSON ;'at5.iOct':i'9 00: 1 '5:43 "froiniAF'FfAMEXEC 
'flxed'e bug In the "tll11lhg'mech'anlsm 'that 'was Introduced by the 
neW8xec 'structurej'.varlable,was riot rebound for recursive ca'Is 
"to 'the exec. 'Also'e'xtended::the 'timer 'output to 'provide the 
command nanie the timing 'Is ,for. This 'fsa precursor of the next 
version, which' will Include. full ,'lnonltol"lngcapablllty, 'as we had fo~ 
thebakeoff. : 

GetAFFIRMCommand Changed by 'OTHOMPStiN'ilt5O;;Octo;. 7900: 1'6:33 from AFFIRMEXEC' , 
modified ta extend C()friri1'l1hd "reco~fnltlon '1:0 Implicit iE'cdmmandsj 
also,upan • spelling etrortheuser(li!cldesto defautt to 'note', the 
Input buffers are saved, ana only irestoreCl"lfthey are not NIL This 
Is only If corrent command 'file '1$ terminal. It attempts to curea 
bug In INTERLlSPthiltcaLisestl1ebtiffe'rs tope packed with "NIL " 
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Proc.ssAFFIRMCommand 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5~Oct-79 00:17:39 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified as follows: new command, 1, which currently only displays 
the available command names,. but which will be extended to 
provide more exec help. added copy command processing to 
SElECTO. modified note command processing to turn off garbage 
collection messages during notes. added type command processing 
to SElECTO. 

SklpOverComments Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:18:21 from NEW 
new routine that Is used by GetAFFIRMCommand, In moving to 
command word. This routine checks to see If the first character In 
the Input stream Is a I{I, the start of a pascal comment~ If so, It 
calls the comment reader, sklpPascalComment, and repeats Its 
activities, thus skipping over all comments. 

SklpToRealChars Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:19:01 from NEW 
new routine used by GetAFFIRMCommand, skips over blanks, 
carriage returns, and tab characters. Halts at first non-blank 
character. 

MlsslngECommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-0ct':79 00:19:20 from AFFIRMEXEC 

MlsslngECommand? Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:19:35 from AFFIRMEXEC 

StartMonltorCycle Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00: 19:43 from NEW 
This new routine Is currently just the renamed UpdateTlmer routine, 
but will be extended to process the beginning of a monitor cycle. 

EndMonltorCycle Changed byDTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:20:00 from NEW 
A New routine that currently processes the timer Info~ but will be 
extended to process the monitor lrifo. 

AFFIRMHelp Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:20:17 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to call unexpected. when. the topic It Is to report on Is . 
unrecognized. Extended to provide some Info for the topic" exec" 
, namely a message. saying " we Ire not there yet " , a pointer to 
the reference manual, and the current list of command names. 

mnltlallzeCommandLoop 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:20:46 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to delete a teference to an old timing variable which Isn1t 
global all)'lllore, and also to ensure the terminal environment Is 
reset. , Thlus control-D with break access off ( or. calls to 
AfflrmExec ) will reset terminal environment to ensure It1s ok. ( 
should fix the qontrol-D from askuser calls bug that leaves you In 
no-echo mode. ) 
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LowerlnterUsp 

UpdateTlmer 

, •• dp 

PARSE 

"roflle 

•• veUserProflle? 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:21 :28 from AFFIRMEXEC 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:22:42 from AFFIRMEXEC 
This functions should be deleted: It's been usurped by' 
StartMonltorCycle. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:29:39 from 
(OTHOMPSON)FILES.;6 
modified to surround the call to PARSE ( which opens, reads,. and 
closes the pascal source file ) with a RESETlST /REsetsAvE, to 
ensure the file gets closed even If there's an error, or the user 
types control-E during Input. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 00:30:05 from PASCAL 
modified to NOT do a CLOSEAlL after reading Its fUe, but Inateadto 
dQ a CLOSEF on the file. control a 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 17:22:51 from AfFIRMEXEC 
modified to call Close Annotation after the parameters are read, 80 
as to ensure the close quote In annotation .mode. 

Changed byOTHOMPSON' at 5-0ct-79 17:23:17from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use TTYOUTFILE to get the file name to save the file on. 
typing control-E causes the routine to use the default user profile. 
So we now have output file recognition USing operating system 
conventions, except escape doesn't work yet: we're doing a short 
GT JFN reather than a long one that accepts defaults. You now have 
to hit controJ-E to get the default., 

•.• rProflteEnqulry Changed: by OTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 17:23:54 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use getFlleName to read In a file name when the user 
wants to read In a profile file. Also'. modified to. combine the' 
questions at the beginning of the session: you now get. asked " Do 

. you want to Modify, See·, or Read your profile? ,. Modify and See 
are as before; Read prompts for a file name. The file name Input 
uses operating system conventions, so control~F and 'escape work. 
To read In your default profile, hit control-E, and the mechanism will 
attempt to read· your' default. 

D.efau'tUserProflle Changed by OTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 17:24:55fromAFFIRMEXEC 
modified to reset ProflleAlreadyloaded' to· Nil, so that after Invoking 
OefaultUserProflle, the: profile mechanism thinks everything Just got 
started; Useful,1f your SYSOUT Is to:be used by a variety of people, 
and yo\,l want their profiles to be; loaded when they start up the 
sysout; Just Invoke DefaultUserProflle and It re-establlshes all the 
defaults and confuses· the mechanism Into thinking Itls Just 
beglnn.lng; 

C) 

C) 

/, 
I ) "'-/ 
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,etFlleName 

PrlntPrompt 

Annotating 

CroseAnnotatlon 

CreatePatchFlle 

FtpFlle 

PrlntNews 

UpdateAfflrm 

UserProflle 

;,'.:". 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 5-0ct-79 17:25:40 from 
(DTHOMPSON)FILES.;6 
re-modlfled to NOT open the file -- It Just returns the complete file 
name. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Oct-79 22:26:16 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to print an asterisk If there's no dribble file open, as an 
explicit of this fact to the user. Also modified to set a flag saying 
that we opened the SCRIBE command environment, If we're In 
annotation mode. 

Changed by DTHOMPSONat 7-0ct-79 22:28:43 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to Initialize the flag that says we have an open SCRIBE 
environment called " AFFIRM command ... 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-0ct-79 22:29:01 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to reset the flag that says we're, In "the ~CRIBE 
environment .. AFFIRM command ... 

Changed by RBATES at ' 9-0ct-79 18:48:37 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 
complete Rewrite of this function to fix some problems. 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79 18:49.:00 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30~;17 

Fix some problems with the JSYS calls. 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct~ 79 18:49:09 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 
Flies of the form NEWS.O are treated as global news while flies of 
the form NEWS.# where # Is a number are written out with the note 
News specify to version II of Affirm. 

Changed by RBATES 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 
Fixed some bugs. 

at 9-0ct-79 18:50:15 from 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79 18:50:22 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.; 17 
Added a comment that there Is a complier macro for this function. 

UserProflleMacro Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79 18:50:31 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 
This function Irriplement& the complier macro for UserProflle. 

I 
.! 
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W".tChanged 

"ndDeflnltion 

gripe 

pr ... tChanged 

,..rlntChanged 1 

,e·adR.leaseFlle 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79 18:50:38 from 
(RBATES>CPAT30~;17 

The profile database for previous versions of Affirm Is now using a 
file to store comments already preformmated. Had to change this 
function to Implement this change 

Changed by RBATES· at 9-0ct.79· 18:51:08 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 . 
Fix a problem with the call to EDITlOADFNS? ( which changed In 
132) • 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79 18:51 :27 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 
Added a flag AskFromFlle which Is Inltlalv NIL. If on the user will be 
asked If has flte In which the comments for Cleanup Request Is 
stored. It seems that no one was using the feature of reading In 
from a file the comments. 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79. 18:51 :55 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 
Fixed a problem with transcripts being sent as m~1I causelng the 
Dribble file going away. . 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79 18:52:10 from. 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 
Can now read the new Request Database of previous versions of 
affirm comments ( see WhatChanged ) • 

Changed by ,RBATES at 9-0ct-79' 18:52:25 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 
See prlntChanged 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79 '18:52:32 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.;17 
Does a r.eadflle Instead of loop until< eof error~ 

requ.estCommentToFlle 

t:"anscrlpt 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79 18:52:44 from 
(RBATES)CPAT30.; 17 
The function that write to a file the Request comments • 

Changed by RBATES at 9-0ct-79 18:52:49 from. 
(RBATES~PAT~O.i 17 
Put an _errorset around the code so It won't blow up If there Is no 
room on the system. AlsoD;Thompson sets a new variable. 

f\ 
, -.~) 

() 
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Genlndex 

fOe fete Command 

lI'enumber 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 9-0ct-79 22:24:26 from UTILITY 
modified to produce a listing of the functions contained on a set of 
files, where both the flole and the relative position of the function . 
on the file Is provided. First arg Is output file; second Is list of flies. 
Second arg • NIL defaults toSYSTEMFILES. Performs lots of 
LOADFROMS, takes about 25 pages. and doesn't leave thtJ system 
In a good state from which to continue proving, etc. New wrinkle at 
end: any duplicate functions . are Iisted.aiong with the flies 
containing them. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-0ct-79 17: 11 :23 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to not perform an ASKUSER If the provided command Isn't a 
defined· command. It now Just says that. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-0ct-79 17:11 :34 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to simplify the error. message. and to default the event 
number to 1 If the provided parameter Is NIL . 

IProcessAFFIRMCommand 
Changed by DtHOMPSON at 10-0ct-79 17: 11 :49 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-30.; 1 
modified to fix a bug 111 the parameter pickup of the renumber 
command. 

. . ... 
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G'hanges to veralon 29 

These functions have changed: 

Equal 

MakeAlist 

Changed by ERICKSON at 2'-Sep-79 17:14:37 from CEVAL 
Should be removed from the system, alnce Equal\lnterface now 
goes directly to the Equal\datatype form. 

Changed by ERICKSON' at 6'-Sep-19 18:04:16 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
no change. 

NE\Boolean\lnterf ace 

true Branch 

falseBranch 

IfThenElse 

IfThenElse 1 

IfThenElseO 

Aff'I'rmError 

Equ alityFromlf 

CheckLoad 

Changed by ERICKSON at 6-Sep-79 18:04:28 from BOOLEAN 
Only converts Boolean args to NE\Boolean; leaves the rest for 
,NE\BUIL TIN\lnterface to handle. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 6-Sep-79 18:05: 19 from NEW 
embodies the EVAL-under-RESETVARS done by the IfThenElse 
package. We may wish to make this a macro. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 6-Sep-79 18:05:33 from NEW 
see trueBranch 

Changed by ERICKSON at 6-Sep-79 18:05:50 from CEVAL 
Calls trueBranch,falseBranch Instead of doing the RESETV,ARS Itself. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 6-Sep-79 18:06:00 from CEVAL 
, Because IfThenElse does the RESETVARS before OOPs and IFOPs 

are pulled out of the :test, not everything got normalized. For the , 
time being, we provide for reevaluation of :ThenPart and :ElsePart 
In the event that this extraction occured. IfThenEIse1 takes a 
second argument Which, If T, Informs It that IfThenElseO extracted 
a QOP. In this case, or If p:Operator=IFOP, we reevaluate here. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 6-Sep-79 18:07:36 from CEVAL 
If we extract a QOP, call IfThenElse1 ( & T ) . 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-Sep-7917:08:38 from NEW 
no change 

Changed by TAYLOR at 13-Sep-79 17:07:39 from LOGIC 
Fixes. problem with the handling of AND by equality and removes a 
STACK OVtRFLGW bug .. 

:: 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-Sep-79 17:38:51 from UTILITY 
Cleaned up the messages, added one for the new equality 

n 

f\ 
\_) 
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CloseDrlbble 

r •• dp 

typecheck 

genvcs 

AFFIRMMAPRINT 

Convert 

turn 

Changed by ERICKSON at 13-Sep-79 17:39:01 from UTILITY 
Fixed the problem where a carriage-return was missing, causing 
XED to overwrite the name of the transcript. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 14-Sep-79 20:57:20 from PASCAL 
modified .output format to scrunch output and to make It English. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 14-Sep-79 20:57:36 from PASCAL 
modified output format of " type checking "message to scrunch It. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 14-Sep-79 20:57:47 from PASCAL 
modified output format to scrunch IIstll1g. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 16-Sep-79 22:33:46 from UTILITY 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 16-Sep-79 22:52:05 from FORMULAIO 
This function wasn't modofled. It's currently In two fUes. It should 
be removed from FORMULAIO, and made an entry In the BLOCK spec 
In INFIXPRINT. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-79 00:15:03 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to print a message requesting the user use the profile 
command Instead of the turn command. The turn command will be 
retired completely shortly. 

rtlportProflleDBErrorChanged by DTHOMPSON at 17-Sep-79 OO:45~38 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to save the undefined entry names on a new variable. This 
change coalesces the places where unexpected names are kept . 
There Is now just one variable, 'Unexpected', which Is a record 
structure of record type 'Unexpectedllsts', which keeps track of 
the unexpected things we've seen. ( only one message gets 
printed, rather than a whole range of messages. ) There are 
currently three categories of unexpected Items: undefined profile 
entry names ( hence the change to this function ); unexpected 
cateforles of. AFFIRM objects In the 'needs' package; and 
unexpected categories of output object In the 'prlntName' routine. 
( If this was all greek, never mind! It's all Internal structure, no 
user-seeable mods [ I hope ... ] ) 

AfflrmlnltAfterMakesys 
Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:30:21 from UTILITY 
Function has a new parameter FromSysout which it uses to tell to If 
It Is beln~:calle~ from a sysout or makesys version of affirm. 
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.fflrmMake.y. 

AfftrmNew. 

CreatePatchFlle . 

Changed by RBATES: at t8-Sep-79 00:.3.1':4.3;. from, UTILItY 
Now calls AfflrmlnltAfterMakesys Instead of AfflrmExec. This win 
cure a· problem of Initializing; Afflrmr slnc.e, Makesys version and. the 
sysout version· will due about the same Inltlalzlng. 

Changed' by RBATES at 1'8-Sep-19: 00:32:1:4 from· NEW 
This function will look for' It " news date, " on the given file and print 
the news since that da,te~ It will write a, news. date, a,t the end of 
the file. A news date Is a number after the STOP at the end of the 
file. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-19 00:32:49 from REQUEST 
This Is rewrite of this function· that hopefully will cure some 
problems of earlier verslons~ 

De'aultU.erProflle Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-19 00:33:04 from AFFIRMEXEC 

FtpFlle 

Now sets the rootProflleName~ This variable Is the name of the 
master profile file. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-19 00:33:25 from NEW 
This function will FTPone. file to the current machine. It uses 
ForceFtp to check to see If the function has to check wheter ~r 
not the file Is already on the given machine. 

InltlalizeUserProflle Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-19 00:34:01 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modify to print the " NEWS " when starting up AFFIRM. 

MakeLevels 

• 
PrlntFormula . 

PrlntNews 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-19 00:34:31 from INFIXPRINT 
Remove the check .not to print the glv~n list If the find list Is NIL 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-19 00:35:00 from INFIXPRINT 
The given list will not be printed as 'orall. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-19 00:35:19 from NEW 
This function print the news since the given date. It looks In 
<affirm) and name NEWS If directory and Name are not given. 

ReadO.erPro'UeFUe Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-19 00:35:52 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modify to call Affirm News If RootProflle~T. This callis at the beat 
possible moment since the news date Is Just 6 characters away. 

TypeFlle Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-19 00:36:41 from UTILITY 
Now prints the .full file name. 

':.'.. , 

-
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IUpdateAffl,m 

IUpdateFunctlon 

, . 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:36:54 from NEW 
This fUnction will try to FTP current flies from ISIC to current host If 
the has to update the file. This function depends on· versions 
numbers matching on both machines. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:37:41 from REQUEST 
Now calls flndDeflnltlon with only .. one parameter and not with 
AfflrmFlle. 

W"teUse,ProflleFlle Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:38:01 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Now writes the news date at the end of the file. 

checkUser 

complete 

copy 

define 

flndOeflnltlon 

• 

Gripe 

rule 

ruleSeqPar.e 

.chema 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:38:10 from REQUEST 
Now upper cases the user name. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:38:24 from THEOREMPROVER 
Fixed a problem. with checking for the Equal operator. 

Changed by RBATES at·18-Sep-79 00:38:35 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Moved a little of this function to TypeFlle. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:38:44 from SPECIFICATION 
now calisruleSeqParse 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:38:49 from REQUEST 
Now calls ED1TlOADFNS? to decide where a function Is and to load 
It. This will cure a problem with the Request package not noticing a 
users definition of a function since It was complied. 

Changed byRBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:39:18 from AFFIRMEXEC 
gripe now will send along the dribble file as seperate message If 
the user wants. This feature should be used only In needed as the 
dribble flies are quite big. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:40:43 from lOGIC 
Now calls ruleSeqParse . 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:41 :26 from NEW 
This function calls parse with the new production ruleSeq. rule Seq 
Is list of " rule II sepeated by II , II • Where ·rule Is expression 
optionally followed by one of ' ( <-> <-> :: -= ) and another 
expression. This solves the priority problem wlth= used to stand for 
two dlff'!.~:8nt tJ1lngs. Since the second expression Is optional this 
gives u.s upward compamtlably. 

Changed byRBATES at 18-Sep-79 00:42:46 from SPECIFICATION 
now calls ruieSeqParsa. 
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Affl,",l..oad 

Drvs 
,.< .. -"' 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:45:34 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified as part of the new exec; now performs a call to the 
Initialization routine, and then calls the Dtva exec. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:45:52 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to take as Its parameters the filename to load and the 
method ( fast or slow 1 with which to load the file. method=NIL 
Implies use user profile value ( LoadMethod ) • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON. at 18-Sep-79 18:46: 19 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified as part of the new exec; most of Its functionality deleted. 
NQw simply sets the global variable Annotating to T or NIL. 

Changed· by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:46:43 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified as part of the new exec, to call Dtvs with a filename. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:47:06 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified greatly as part of the new exec. mostly broken Into other 
routines, which the new Dtvs now Invokes In· the right order. New 
addition Is retorlng terminal environment when user types control-E. 
to guard against echo/line buff ring being turned off. 

~.t.b.llshlnt~rLlspEnvlronm.nt 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 16:46:09 from NEW 
new routine that sets system parameters when 'lisp' command Is 
given. Currently, BreakAcc9ss, lineLength, HlstorySllce, and 
GeMessage/Pages are set according to user wishes, and reset 
back to the AFFIRM-set values when 'OK'lstyped. 

Ci .• t.AFFIRMCommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 16-Sep-79 16:48:56 from NEW 
new functlon;encapsulates that part of old 'Dtvs' that Input the 
command name, skipping pascal comments, and spelling correcting 
the command name. New wrinkle to command recognition Is 
checking for Implicit 'E' command ( but aee· below to 
'Mis singE Command' ) • 

. 1.~I~I.JI~.C.ommandL~p 
Changed by DTt:tOMPS.ON at. 16-Sep~ 79 16:49:3.1 from NEW 
new routine, called by AffirmExec, that Initializes some AFFIRM 
variables just before 'DNs' Is called. Currently, this Is CurrentType, 
CurrentTermlnalEnvlronment, LowerExec. 

Changedjy DTHOMPSON at 16-Sep.-79 18:49:55 from NEW 
new r09tlne that encapsulates that part of 'Dtvs.' dealing' with the 
'lJsp~ c,ommand. This function surrounds the call to the USEREXEC 
with calls to routines that establish an Interllsp environment. and 
restore the affirm environment. 

'-

-- . 
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Mls.'ngECommand Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:50:28 from NEW 
New routine that Is meant to perfrm the processing necessary to 
Interpret a liSP-exec command. The current version Is a dummy 
place-holder for the real routine which ain't, debugged yet. 

MI •• 'ngECommand? Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:51:05,from NEW 

Prl,ntPrompt 

new routine which makes some simple checks to see If the 
command word ( which ain't legal) Is a LISP directive, for which the 
user forgot to type E.current checks are: member of set { (,[); ( 
EVALVword ) _I: NOBIND; ( word has a function def and first arg .,.1: 
'file: word Is on lISPXMACROS. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:51:58 from NI;W 
new routine that encapsulates that part of Dtvs which printed the 
prompt. New wrinkle adds clean handling of annotating m,ode. 

Proc ••• AFFIRMCommand 

R.adR.stOtLin. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-7918:52:18 from NEW 
new routine which corresponds to' the SELECTQ of old 'Dtvs'. 
Wrinkles Include renaming '; to CommandTermlnator ( because I 
never could stand magic constants ) ; renaming file to commandFlle; 
renaming PASCAl\READ\TABlE to PascalReadTable ( for no ,good 
reason, necessarily, except It looks prettier) ; replacing calls to 
RATOMS-to-seml, when the resulting list was NOT used, by calls to 
ReadRestOfllne; adding commands ImpllcltE, needs,' renumber; 
modifying print part of SElECTQ to perform the Input for print 
routine; adding schemas ( with an .! ) ; modifying load part of 
SLECTQ to perform the Input before calling AfflrmLoad. . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:53:50 from NEW 
new routine whlh simply skips to CommandTermlnator. 

R •• tor.AFFIRMEnvlronment 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:54:03 from NEW 
new routine which restores the affirm parameters, reset by 
'Establish Interllsp environment' when the 'lisp' command was 
Invoked. 

Restor.T.rmlnaIEnvlronment 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:54: 15 from NEW 
new routine which resets terminal characteristics as ;emembered 
by the 'Save terminal envblronment' routine. , , .' 
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. "v!r,r",lnaIEnvlronment 

renumber 

OWIMUSERFN 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:54:33 from NEW 
new routine which .aves the terminal environment ( once, hopefully 
) , for restoral upon dtvs reclevlung a control-E. CUrrently, the 
parameters saved are line buffering ( T or Nil ) ; echo mode( T or 
Nil) • echo controls for control characters tA thru tZ ( but not esc, 
etc, 'cuz I'm not sure how ) ; delete controls for lINEDElETE 
1 STCHDEl NTHCHDEl POSTCHDEl EMPTYCHDEl ; delete control for 
echo ( ECHO or NOECHO ) . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:55:37 from NEW 
new routine which encapsulates the old 'Dtvs' handling of the 
timer. mod keeps timer current, but doesn't calculafe time used 
.Ince last check point nor print anything unless Timer flag Is on. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:56: 10 from NEW 
new routine meant to be Initial kernel of a database. This routine 
defines a new AFFIRM command which allows the user to explicitly 
state the types ( and later, the other objects ) upon which a 
particular type depends. The Implementation basically attempts to 
run off and load the type defs for those types listed In the needs 
list that are not yet loaded. ( Routine dummied out fro the currnt 
version 'cuz Its companion routine, IIstNeeds, wasn't debugged ) • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:57:06 from NEW 
new routine that defines a new command. renumber x; where x Is 
an .Integer greater than 0 and less than 1000, resets the event 

. number so t~at the NEXT event number will be x. Very handy on 
annotated trnascrlpts, when you want to cover up a mistake; you 
can delete a section of the transcript later, and stili have' 
consecutive event numbers. WARNING: be careful of UNDOing using 
ABSOLUTE event numbers, after renumbering. use only relative ( 
I.e., Instead of undo 54; try tplng undo -3; ) 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 1.8:57:57 from UTILITY 
modified as part of the new exec, to call Dtvs with Input file T ( • 
terminal ) • also addect ( PRINTBEllS ) ( DOBE ) to sections calling 
Dtvs, and moved ClEARBUF up to after DOBE, before printout of 
long " Please declare ... h message. Now, typing ahead onc you 
here the bells, and start getting the message, Is allowed. It ~asn't 
before. 

Changed1i'y DTlioMPSON at 18-Se'p-79 18:58:29 'from NEW 
new rootlne that when It works will output In pretty listing the 
types required to be loaded before the current type can be used ( 
I.e., listed, or etc. ) • 

o 

CJ· 
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lIatOneRule 

"stRewrlt.Rul.s 

IIstTypeParts 

parenthesize 

prlntName 

print 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:58:50 from FORMULAIO 
modified to put out parens around rhs of rules upon output, If 
necessary. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:59:05 from FORMULAIO 
modified to use " == " symbol between Ihs and rhs· of all rules, 
rather than " • " • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 18:59.:14 from FORMULAIO 
modified to call IIstNeeds as approlprlate. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-5ep-79 18:59:24 from NEW 
new routine that decides whether the rhs of rules need to be 
parenthesized. It turns out that this Is now not necessary, since 
the parser was finally modified to' accept as equation, rather than 
an expression, where the equation Is exp " .= "exp. But I'm 
parennlng the rhs anyhow. Decision Is: If main op of rhs Is one of {= 
or and Imp}, then parenthesize; else. don't. The routine Is smart 
.nuf to handle Qexpresslons correctly.c 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-5ep-79 19:00:23 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to add new print categories " TypeUstlng " , " 
ExecPrompt " to those .prlntout forms that depend on annotation 
mode flag. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Sep-79 19:00:45 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified rather much. param Is now a list rather than a file name; 
print does NOT do any Input. SELECTQ Is now greatly changed to 
clean It up, and conslstentlze output, while srunchlng It some. 

= 
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Ch":ano •• to version 28 

These files have changed: 

UYittTY Changed by ERICKSON at 31-Aug-79 18:21 :02 from 
(AFFIRM)UTILlTY.;20 
Reorganized the flleCOMS to provide a little more structure. There 
are stili things In here tha.t should be elsewhere. and functions ( 
like InltDtvs ) that might be merged In with the other actions. 
Currently has 15 categories. plus limbo. 

These functions have changed: 

APltlyAIIEqHyps 

SetupFlle 

Completer 

CrltlcalPalr. 

. Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:17:47 from LOGIC 
Corrected a bug which caused some equality hypotheses to, be 
Ignored In REPLACE-'s. 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:18:30 from S,PECIFICATION 
Extended to Include the Equal\typeName function on the file for 
typeName. 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:19:36 from LOGIC 
Changed to recognize Equal ops created 'for new types. Also 
provides the correct Equal op when generating a new equation. 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:21 :.15 from LOGIC 
Now produces an equation Instead of Just the ( LHS RHS ) pair. ( 
Because It's easier to figure out the corre,ct Equal op here than 
outside. ) 

RulesThatMlghtlnteract 

AddRule 

DeclareFun 

. EQV\Bool.an 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:22:14 from .REWRITERULE 
Changed to construct each equation with the right Equal OPe 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79.00:23:08 from LOGIC 
Changed to recognize Individual Equal ops .. 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:23:59 from SPECIFICATION 
Extended to put the Equal op of the. range of the function on the 
property list of the function name ( under EqualOp property ) for 
use by RulesThatMlghtlnteract In constructing equations. 

Changed h.y MU,SSER at 30-Aug-79 00:24:55 from SPECIFICATION 
-~ ~ 

Extend~d to Include creation of the Equality function for the type. 

Changed by MUSSER at30-Aug-79 00:27:44 from BOOLEAN 
Modified as part of new approach to Equality. 

n 
'- j 

-" 
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AND\Boolean 

IMP\Boolean 

OR\Boolean 

IfThenElse 

IfThenElse2 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:28:11 from BOOLEAN 
Modified as part of new approach to Equality. 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:28:35 from BOOLEAN 
Modified as part of new approach to Equality. 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:28:55 from BOOLEAN 
Modified as part of new approach to Equality. 

Changed by MUSSER at 30-Aug-79 00:30:00 from CEVAL 
Modified as part of new approach to Equality, and extended to 
permit conditional equations. 

Changed by MUSSER at 30 .. Aug-79 17:06:11 from 

<MUSSER)NEWEQUAL.; 16 

M.kelnltlalValueSymbols 
Changed by ~USSER at 31 .. Aug-79 17:27:09 fro.m VCGEN 

.et~pDeclaratlona Changed by MUSSER at 31-Aug-79 17:27 :36 from PASCAL 

baseNameSubst 

CleanupFunctlon 

CloseDrlbble 

AfflrmMakesya 

AfflrmError 

Changed by MUSSER at 31-Aug .. 79 17:27:37 from UTlLlTY 

Changed by ERICKSON at 31-Aug-79 17:28:14 from REQUEST 
Changed to get the file name from the FILEDATES property. ·Instead 
of doing INFILEP on the root file name. This makes a difference 
when the patch file Is In someone else's directory ( for example, 
when releasing somebody else's patches ) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 31-Aug-79 18:23:46 from UTILITY 
Prints message to terminal. not primary output. Thus may go Into an 
exec. etc, without problems If In the middle of a complle~ 

Changed by TAYLOR at 1-Sep-79· 00:32:18 from 
<TAYLOR)SYSOUTFIX.; 1 
A sysout version of AFFIRM will be created . with .each new release 
allowing the user to choose whichever Is more suitable. The file will 
be named SAFFIRM.SAV;currentAfflrmVerslonNumber. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 1-Sep-79 00:34:23 from NEW· 
Provides a centralized location for error messages. Takes one or a 
list of things to print. and then does ERROR!. Second parameter may 
be 'Intern!!l. 81pnalllng a problem In Affirm -- currently this causes 
an ERROR so break can occur. 
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ell,nO'e. to ver.lon 27 

these' fUnctions have changed: 

WhOOwn.FUe Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Aug-79, 17:2'7:52 from REQUEST 
RESETlST; see 10ckFile 

WhoOwnsFunctlon Changed by ERICKSON at. 27-Aug-7Q 17:28:00 from REQUEST 
RESETlST;seefockFlle 

rillipEnt",yFlle Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Aug-79 17:28:08 from REQUEST 
RESETlST;seelockFlle 

, . 

... apEntryFunctlon Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Aug-79 17:28:12 from REQUEST 

e,mplo.y 

ostComment 

RESETlST; see 10ckFile ' 

Changed by ERICKSON at 28-Aug-79 00:44:01 from 
(ERICKSON)REQUEST.;2 
If a user hits cC)ntf"ol-e at the wrong time when the request 
package Is In operation (even If It's only doing a WHEREIS) , the 
request file will be left open In a read/write stat.e, rendering It 
unavailable to. other users. To catch the most common points for 
this to happen, callers. to 10ckFUe may use a RESETlST; If 10ckFlle's 
second argument Is set, It does a RESETSAVE, causing the file to 
be automatically closed upon any exit (normal or error) from the 
enclosing RESETlST. (Thus the caller need not later call 
unlockFlle.) 

Changed b)' ERICKSON at 28-Aug-79 .00:44:47 from 
(ERICKSON)EMPlOY.;2 
Was calling DREMOVE on elements of AfterNorm's find list, so It 
wasn't properly undoable.Now IDR,EMOVE. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 28-Allg-79 00:46:37 from REQUEST . 
Dave Thompson changed RATOMS for the sake of annotated 
transcripts. However, getComment was using ratomsRetto, which, 
assumed that It could return to RATOMS with a sSTOP (to be 
euphemistic) onend-of-flle; this was no longer the case. (As a 
result, any funclton-changed comments which were to be read from 
a file Instead were made empty.) To fix this, the call to RATOMS 
was changed to READFllE. 

Changed tly DTttOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:37:48 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to take an optional second parameter, dontPrlnt, In order 
to turn "Of' the output message when the file AFFIRM Is reading from 
Is to be hidden from the user, as In the case of a REDO command. 

-

() 
-
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AfflrmRATOMS 

PrlntProofs 

IlstlnflxOp. 

lI.tOneRule 

IIstDeclaratlons 

parse 

CloseAnnotatlon 

readp 

IIstlnterf aces 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:38:54 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to call CLoseAnnotatlon, rather than check directly for the 
case that welre annotating, that we are reading II command's 
parameters, etc. ( This routine gets MOVO to RATOMS, thus 
redefining the latter routine. The purpose Is to allow the output of a 
close-quote In the case that we are In. annotation mode and have 
already output the SCRIBE . commal:'ds· to open a command line 
environment ) 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:40:04 from 
PROOF STRUCTURE 
modified output format slightly. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:40:12 from NEW 
new routine /Which Is Invoked by the routine listlnterfaces, to 
output the appropriate INFIX command for any Interfaces Just listed 
by IIstlNterfaces that happen to be nlflx ·operators. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:40:37 from NEW 
new routine, lists one rule ( axiom, definitions, lemma, schema, etc ) 
, with appropriate header, tall. Called by roulne IIstRewrlteRules, 
which· supplies the necessary head and tall strings according to 
user profile settings. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28~Aug-79 22:41 :11 from NEW 
new routine that lists the declarations of a data type. called by· 
IIstTypeParts, which Is the main routine of the new type listing 
stuff • 

. Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:41 :30 from FORMUlAIO 
modified to call CloseAnnotation after finishing Input. This allows 
the output of a close-quote after command parameters have been· 
parsed when we happen to be In annotalon mode. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:41 :54 ~rom NEW 
new routine which centralizes the hassles of determining whether 
or not we output a c.lose quote. The mechanism Is as follows: If we 
are in annotation mode, AND we just read a semicolon, AND we were 
reading from the terminal, THEN output a close quote, which 
hopefully will match the open· quote output as part of the command 
line prompt. 

Changed~y DTtfOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:42:27 from PASCAL 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:42:44 from NEW 
new routine which outputs the Interfaces of a data type, grouped 
as Indicated by the user profile entry InterfaceGrouplng. 
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print Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug~79 22:43:13 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to replace the old data type listing section with a new 
one, that calls CheckForType, to perform spelling correction on 
type names; and then turns off GC massagas, and calls the routine 
IIstTypaParts to actually list tha data typa. GC messages are then 
raset to what thay were bafora. . 

WrlteUserProflleFlle Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:43:44 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified for the umpteenth time to fix a bug In my understanding of 
LISP loops. It should· work now. User will hopefully stop getting 
ridiculous error messages about NIL not having an appropriate 

PrtntBoth1 

. p,lntProof 

"atTypeP.rta 

. profile entry. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:44: 13 from 
PROOF STRUCTURE 
modified output format. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug~ 79 22:44: 19 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to call DTVS with second parameter T, which causesDTVS 
to NOT print the name of the file being read from: This effectively 
hides the Implementaatlon of the redo command, which shouldn't be 
viewable to the normal user. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:44:43 from 
PROOFSTRUCTURE 
modified output format . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:44:46 from NEW 
new routine, the main routine of the new data type listing stuff. 
Takes two parameters, the type name, and a list of parts to be 
listed. It first corrects the list of parts by using .a spelling list; If 
the parts list Is NIL then the complete parts list TypeParts Is used ( 
TypeParts used to be called lIstlngKlnds ) • Thus callers can get 
any order of parts they want ( almost! ) by providing a non-NIL 
second parameter. This routine does NOT print the header line" 
type <typeName);" , nor does It print the tan II end {<ty·peName>}; 
n. • This Is to make It more dlflcult to re-read the output of the 
.IIstlng In the case tha.t order of parts differs from that more-or-Iess 
required by AFFIRM ( te., declarations before Interfaces; Interfaces 
before axIoms ) • The print command DOES output the headrer and 
tall, assuming that the user wouldn't be asking for It If he or she 
dIdn't want It. 
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IIl1tRewrlteRule. 

quit 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:46:49 from NEW 
new routine which lists the rules of a type-- axioms, lemmas, defns" 
or schemas. Each call to this routine takes three parameters, the 
typename, the actual part ( axioms, leminas, etc ) to be listed this 
time, and a flag that says whether or not to group the output. This 
third flag Is set according to the user prof tie when IIstRewrlteRules 
Is called from IIstTypeParts, but may be set In other manner when 
this routine Is called from elsewhere. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 28-Aug-79 22:47:39 from UTILITY 
modified output format. 

WrlteU.erProflleFlle Changed by DTHOMPSON at 29-Aug-79 00:01 :38 from 

rodoFllePo.nter. 

plr'ntName 

<DTHOMPSON)UPFIX 1.; 1 
modified yet agaln'to get a loop to collect what It's supposed to! 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 29-Aug-79 00:04: 19 f.rom REQUEST 
modified to remove the requirement that you be Ray Bates to 
create a new version of AFFIRM. Now, the only requirement Is that 
you be a GOOD GUY ( I.e., one of the PV group members ) • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 29-Aug-79 00:27:36 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use a different SCRIBE environment In system-printed 
commands than Is used In user-typed commands. To avoid an 
obscure SCRIBE habit. 
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C'ange. to veralon 25 

Thesa fllas hava changed: 

INFJXPRINT Changed by RBATES at 7-Aug-79 17:09: 10 from 
(RBATES) INFIXPRINT .;6 
Does 2 things different. Uses the new set of operators called II!> 
operators which are the shorten names of the xeval operators. Also 
has a new Internal from for the second pass. Instead of( 1 ATOM ) 
the .new form Is Just ATOM. This change saves CONSES as the 
expense of speed. 

These functions have changed: 

copy 

CheckForTyp. 

Aff'rmGCGAG 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2-Jul-79 22:53:31 from NEW 
A new comand that essentially does what TCOPY does. but to only 
one file at a time. copy (file name); Is the syntax. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 6-Jul-79 00:29:36 from·NEW 
A new routine that performs spelling correction on type names. 
Takes three parameters. the first. TypeName. mandatory. and the 
second and third. DontTellUser and DontAbort. optional. TypeName 
can be T. In which case CurrentType ( If It Is non-NIL) Is returned. 
The second parameter Is used by the spelling corrector to decide 
whether to print thee old =) new ) message. The third parameter. 
DontAbort. causes CheckForType to simply return NIL when the 
TypeName Isn't a known type, rather than perform1ng an ERROR!. 
the default. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 9-Jul-79 00: 15:38 from NEW· 
This orutlne Is the new GCGAG for AFFIRM. It maps old calls to 
GCGAG with' parameter non-NIL Into calls to the new routines.· 
setGCmessage and setGCpages, which are part of the user profile 
stuff. calls to the old routine GCGAG with parameter' NIL stili get 
passed on through. The old routine has been renamed to 
InterllspGCGAG. These changes allow the new routines to be 
onvoked where they should be. without major mods to all parts· of 
AFFIRM to catch and change the GCGAG calls. GCGAG's definition 
Is forst moved to InterllspGCGAG; then this routine ( AfflrmGCGAG ) 
la moved to GCGAG. 

-.. .. ... 
~ 
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lI.tGCm •••• g. 

•• tGCpages 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 9-Jul-79 00:22:48 from AFFIRMEXEC 
this routine takes no parameters. It updates the Interllsp Internal 
variables ( via GCMESS ) to display the " collecting II message, 
according to what the User Profile says to do. 
'GarbageColiectlonMessage • None says ( GCGAG NIL) ; • Normal 
says ( GCGAG 'pages ) , where 'pages Is another profile entry; 
and z Compact says call GCMESS with various strings to reduce 
the size of the message. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 9-Jul-79 00:23:53 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Thls routine takes no parameters. It uses the user profile to reset 
the InterLisp Internal variable ( via GCME$S 5.) that tracks the 
number of pages below which the system prints out a little more 
Info during garbage collections. 

UakelnltlalValueSymbols 

ba.eName 
'f 

MakeBaseName 

U.erProflleEnqulry 

profile 

APE 

.. ... 

Changed by MUSSER at 10-Jul-79 22:38:23 from VCGEN 
Fixed a bug that occurred when used for Initial value symbols for 
sub goal assertions. 

Changed by MUSSER at 10-Jul-79 22:49:28 from VCGEN 
Fixed to work with changes Introduced by type c;:hecklng of 
programs. 

Changed by MUSSER at 10-Jul-79 22:49:59 from VCGEN 
Fixed to work with changes Introduced by type checklni;a of 
programs. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jul-79 00:23:06 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified the Inter·actlon with the user a little: If ·you respond 'See' 

., 
to the question (s ) ... " do you want to modify or 8ee... II ,then > 

8ystein, after displaying the Information, RE-ASKS you· If you NOW 
want t.o modify any of the entries Just displayed. 0 Wile suggested 
this. The order of groups was also m.odlfled, so that the 'ungrouped 
entry' group Is displayed last. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jul-79 00:23:58 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified very slightly to .smooth out printing process, and also to 
use Its own read table ( rather than· PASCAL \READ\ TABLE ) : The 
latter change allows escapes In profile names, and makes question 
mark a break character, effectively disallowing them In profile 
entry nam!!s. _ .-
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jul-79 00:24:34 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to work when block complied. Previous version used an 
Internal EVAl which referred to variable names which were gone 
under the block compile • 

. ! 
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•• 'fcfa·feVlllue . 

I 

gefNlfwValue 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jul-79 00:24:55 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified te» make Its error messages readable. Previous version's 
error messages did NOT print profile entry name of the entry In 
.rror. This made error messages Incredibly cryptic: II 3477 II Now It 
prints the entry name also. control z . 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 13-Jul-79 00:25:28 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to make all the ASKUSER calls require confirmation, via 
blank, carriage return, or escape. Blank and carriage return stm 
Indicate old value when typed as the first character to an 
. Interaction. 

typelf.yStatement Changed by MUSSER at 18-Juf-79 00:02:45 from PASCAL 
Corrected to perform type checking of the Index Identifier of for 
loops and of the THUS assertion of repeat loops. Warning: the 
verification condition generator stili doesn't do anything with the 
THUS assertion of REPEAT loops. 

CevalHelper Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-J"-79 23:06:37 from CEVAL 
Modofled to use the AutoCase' flag If case analysis can be 
performed. 

~.ses Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jul-79 23:30:50 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
modified so the AutoCases flag could use the cases command. 

ReadUserProflleFlle Changed by DTHOMPSON at 22-Jul-79 23:04:07 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to remember the getJfn file pointer returned by the 
INFllEP, so the OPENFllE won't have to recompute It. Totally 
Internal efficiency change, user shouldn't see any change 
whatsoever. 

,edoFllePolnter. Changed by RBATES at 23-Jul-79 22:35:04 from REQUEST 
redoFllePolnters checks to see If the user Is on PVMAINTAINERS. If 
not Issues an error. 

UpdateCommandNames780724 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-Jul-79 00:43:53 from NEW 
This function Is a dummy to update the CommandNames IIst,at 
system build time. It should not be Included In the system flies, but 
Instead should be executed ONCE, and then the resultant value of 
CommandNames becomes the correct one to save for the new 
system. ~ ~ ..... 

C) 
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deflnedEntryName? Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Jul-19 23:03:15 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to use an extended spelling correction routine. The effect 
Is that SHORT FORMS for profile entry names are now allowed. For 
example, typing " TLW " for n TermlnalUneWldth " Is ok. The 
system expands TLW Into the correct name. In addition, the user 
can add escapes, n $ n , to stand for an arbItrary number of 
characters In a name, as for example" Term$Une$W$ II for II 

TermlnalUneWldth " • Casing Is stili totally Ignored. 

SuperSpeli Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Jul-19 23:06:43 from NEW 

appendEscape 

This Is the extended spelling correction routine. It Is called with 7 
parameters, the first 50f which are, exactly what the more basic 
spelling correction routine ( " AFFIRMSpelllngCorrect " ) Is called 
with. The last two are denoted prefix and suffix, respectively. The 
basic algorithm first calls the basic spelling correction routine to 
attempt to respell the misspelling, where the misspelling Is the 
concatenation of prefix, the first parameter ( which Is the 
misspelling In the basic rspelllng corrector ) , and the suffix. If that 
succeeds, then the respeillng Is returned, exactly as In the basic 
spelling corrector. If It falls, then, one by one, three different 
modifications are made to the misspelling kernel ( I.e., just the first 
parameter; the prefix and suffix are not modified ) . Each modified 
kernel Is then handed to the basic spelling corrector, with the 
prefix and suffix concatenated around It, and the normal algorithm 
Is tried. If any of these succeed, the resulting respelling Is 
r.eturned. If none succeed, then as a last resort to get the darn 
thing respelled, If the 4rth parameter, corresponding to-the " 
dontAskUser " parameter of the baSic spelling correctorrou'tlne, Is 

. • . I 

NIL ( I.e., DO ask user ) , the basic spelling corrector Is caned 
. . I 1 

again, this time with user Interaction enabled, and the user will ~e . 
asked to respell the misspelled word. Otherwise, the routine 
returns the value of the 3rd parameter, corresponding to the basic 
spelling corrector's 3rd parameter, Ii' DefauitValue " • The three 
modifications are: ( 1) add escape to end of kernel; ( 2 ) In,sert 
escapes before each capital letter of kernel ( so 'caps of -- s.hort 
forms ARE Important; this part Is up for, lots of re-evaluatlon! ) i and 
( 3 ) add escape to end of the result of ( 2 ) • comments as to the 
desirability I worth of this extended scheme are hereby solicited. 
Should there be ( yet another! ) profile entry that says ALWAYS 
use extended, or NEVER? 

Changed:,t)y DTHOMPSON at 26-Jul-19 23:10:40 from NEW 
used by extended spelling corrector. Adds escape to end of Its 
parameter. 
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In.ertEacape. 

Dtvi 

"equestFunctlon 

flndOeflnltlon 

gripe 

AffirmLoad 

AfflrmSave 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-Jul-79 23:10:59 from NEW 
used by the extened spelling corrector. Insert escapes Into Its 
parameter, using the capitalization of the atom's oharaoters as 
follows: ( 1 ) FIRST charaoter: If the first character Is LOWER, 
prefix It with an escape. ( 2) REMAINING characters: for .ach 
character, If It Is UPPER, prefix It with escape. Thl~ algorithm works 
well for profile entries, which are typically conjOined words, the 
first letter of each word being capital. It may not be too swift for 
variable names, which are not so easily described, but the obvious 
method, simply putting an escape everywhere, was considered 
quite expensive In terms of the time spent In FIXSPEll,. the basic 
routine at the bottom of an spelling correction ( well, actually, 
CHOOl!). 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jul-79 23:09:13 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified Dtvs so that echo Is' restored each time threw the loop 
and now caUs two new functions Afflrmload and AfflrmSave which 
load and save Interllsp flies for Affirm. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jul-79 23:09:49 from 
(AFFIRM)CPATCH-24.; 1 
Fixed a problem with the RequestFunctlon not thinking It has a 
function since the function was Inside a block. This problem only 
occured when RequestFunctlon was called from the editor. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jul-79 23:10:28 from REQUEST 
Change message asking If the definition Is correct or ·not. 

Changed, by RBATES at 29-Jul-79 23:10:40 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Gripe now. asks If you want to sndmsg or abort the message after 
you compose the message. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jul-79 23:13:10 from NEW 
This function now Is caUed when the user exectues a load 
command. Takes as a optional parameter slow or fast. If the 
parameter Is not supplied then uses the user profile entry 
LoadMethod. Fast means that the load Is NOT undoable while slow 
means that It Is. 

Changed by RBATES at 29-Jul-79 23:13:48 from NEW 
This function does the save command for Dtvs. Takes as an 
optional parameter slow or fast. If the parameter Is not' supplied 
then uSE!t-_ the-, user profile entry Save Method. Slow means to 
CLiSPIF:! -the file while fast means don't bother to pretty print the 
file. 

I. 
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AfflrmExec 

btva 

Invoke 

exec 

forget 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 31-Jul-79 23:46:11 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to provide for Initialization of the " lowerExec n flag. See 
comments to Dtvs. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 31-Jul-79 23:46:31 from 
(RBATES)CPAT25.;10 
Modified as follows: ( 1 ) a " lowerExec " flag, Initialized by 
AfflrmExec, and Incremented at the top of the Dtvs function, 
provides more explicit user notification that he .or she Is In a lower 
exec. In addition, the value Is used to monitor " ok " , " stop " , and 
" abort " commands. ( 2 ) the " abort " command will riot pop out of 
the top-level Dtvs. ( 3 ) the " end ". command will not pop out of 
the top-level type being edltted ( currently named " Basis " ) • 
Instead, It prints a " you can't do that I " message. ( 4 ) the " lisp " 
command checks the user profile entry " lIspAccess " before It 
drops you Into LISP. Currently, the "e "command does NOT. check 
the entry, presumably because the two commands are really of a 
different kind; " lisp " Is much more pervasive than is " e" , which 
Is commonly used for date display, history display, etc. ( 5 ) the" 
ok " command will not pop out of the top-level Dtvs. ( 6 ) the " 
stop" command will not pop out of the top-level Dtvs. Perhaps this 
shouldn't be the case: what about the file? But ... ??? 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 31-Jul-79 23:54:02 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
fixed a slight bug which caused the proof structure to record the 
list of definitions provided by the user, rather than the possibly 
smaller subset of definitions that are validated to actually. appear 
In the current proposition. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 31-Jul-rg 23:54:33 from UTILITY 
modified to get more pleasing output when no forks exist to create 
an EXEC. Prevlously,the lisp system got to output some horrible 
message. Now we do It ( but It's prettier and more Informative! ). 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 31-Jul-79 23:55: 11 from UTILITY 
modified to take the normal command function parameters " ·flle " 
and " stop n , so that " forget; " now works a~ a command. 
However, It can also be called from code, with no parameters, and 
Is smart enough to not attempt to read to semlcolon~ 

AfflrmlnltAfterMakesys . ~ 

ChangedDY DTHOMPSON at 31-Jul-79 23:55:39 from UTILITY 
modlfle(l to check the profile entry " BreakAccessll before It drops 
you Into LISP when you hit control-D. It also prints a message 
telling you that that's what you Just did. 



, ~FF1RMMAPRINT 

A'FIRMUSER 

r.adp 

AfflrmLoad 

DTVS, 

UpdateFunctlon 

U •• rProffl. 

, Pag81.36 

ChangedbyDTHOMP'SON',at 3'1-Jul"'79~;23:56:0'4~ fromUTILlTV 
modified to put header ( ,Its, first parameter ), and list ( Ita aecond ) 
on the, sarrie line, separated by a .pace, whereas" previously the 
header was on a aepara,te, line. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON>at 3:t-Jul",79' 23:56:25 from UTILITY 
modltredto output Ita' optional terminating carriage" retum( Ita last [ 
ninth? 1 parameter, ) fa: the;' current primary' output- file, Instead of 
the termlnal~ 

Changed by RBATES at '-Aug-79' 00:3\.1:29 from PASCAL 
If'readp Is supplied with, no; file name or a' bad file name will prompt 
the' user for a file name with nVINFILE. Uaes AFFIRMMAPRINT 
Instead of MAPRINT, also. 

Changed by RBATES "at 1-Aug-r9' 00:31-:56 from 
<RSA\TES)CPAT25~;10 '; 
If supplied with no file or a' bad' file name win prompt the user for a 
fll'8 name until control-e Is typed· or' given a flle~ 

Changed: by RBATES at t-Aug,..,79 00:3:2:11 from' AFFIRMEXEC ' 
Prlilt a message about Which, file It Is: reading from. Also, prompts the 
user when read Is given, no, file: OF' the file name Is not found. 

Changed by RBATES at 1-Aug-19 23,:11 :16 from REQUEST 
Made a message a little clearer. 

Changed by DTHOMPSONat3-Aug-79 00:15:34 from~FFIRMEXEC 
modofoed to use Off ValUes rather than YesValues ( or OnValues ) • 
This subtle change makes calls to userproflle with third parameter 
T ( I.e., make It Boolean ) return NIL If the value Is NIL, or Is one of 
{NOr Off, False}, and return T If'the value la' ANYTHING ELSE. Thus 
flags which have a possible value set· of the normal onloff set ( 
which Is {Yes, No, On, Off, True, False} ) , PLUS a few more values, 
can be checked for 'positive' value (, I.e., not off) with the third 
parameter t. Before, the routine returned NIL for 'positive' values 
that were not equivalent to ·On'. In other words, It now does what 
you'd expect • 

. . 
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) 
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profile Changed by DTHOMPSON -at 3-Aug-79 00:19:05 from 
(DTHOMPSON)UPFIX.;11 
Internal modification that sppeds up the works a bit: calls 
UserProfllePut. rather than UserProflleSet. The latter Is a publicized 
entry point, and does all the validation of the entry, value, etc. The 
former Is not publicized ( nor Is It an entry point ) , and It does 
NONE of the checking, under the assumption that It has all already 
been performed. the profile routine does that checking. The user 
should not notice any differences. 

WrlteUserProflieFUe Changed by DTHOMPSON at 3-Aug-79 00:24:59 from AFFIRMEXEC 
fixed a bug that Rod pointed out: profile flies saving only changed 
entries were also saving all entries which had string valuew, 
because the check that determined If the value had changed used 
an EQ test, rather than an EQUAL test. Now uses the EQUAL test. 

WrlteUserProflleFlle Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Aug-79 00:49:43 from 
(DTHOMPSO~)UPFIX5.; 1 
modified to print the user profile In a little more readable manner, ] 
by using the upper/lower case versions of the entry names, and by 
sorting the entries. Also modified to always write a file, even If It's 
empty, In order to avoid a subtle error that would cause the user 
that accepts all the defaults to not have a user profile file written 
at all. Unfortunately, the next time that user logs onto AFFIRM, the 
system will think he or she Is brand. new, rather than Just 
complacent. 

'nltlalizeUserProflle Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Aug-79 00:50:36 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to call the relnltlallzer at startup of a freeze (SYSOUT ) 
file. 

ne'nltlalizeUserProflle 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Aug-79 00:50:47 from NEW 
a new function that re-establlshes those profile entries that the 
system may have reset because ofa sysout starting up. Basically, 
.at sysout startup, this routine looks through the user profile entry 
definitions, and 'for each entry that has a side effect ( the " 
AssoclatedVarlables " field of the database entry ) , sets the 
current value to the current value, thus causing the side effect to ' 
occur. If there Is no current value, the default value Is used. This 
causes the sysout startup to use the profile value for line length, 
rather than thelnterllsp system's, for example. , ... -
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",'rg'II.A_IO~I.t.dV.rl.blel . 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Aug-79 00:51 :48 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified, to conform to published doc: the casing of the default 
value, " NoAlsoclatedVarlables " • II now Immaterial: .ny. casing will 
do. 

,.tPrQ'lIeCondftlon. Ch.nged by DTHOMPSON at 7-Aug-79 00:52:07 from AFFIRMEXEC 
. modified to conform with published doc: the casing of the 'default 

value, • NoCondltlons " • 18 now Immat •. rlal; any casing will do. 

p ... ·formA •• ocl.t."Upd.t •• 

next 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Aug-79 00:52:21 from AFFIRMEXEC 
optimized .. Should have no external effect on users or Implementors 
using the function. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 7-Aug-79 17:01 :27 from UTILITY 
modified, to. add advice to BREAK 1 to use the user profile entry 
Bre.kAcces~ to dec.lde If the user should actually get Into a break. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 7-Aug-79 11:02:14. from 
THEOREMPROVER 
m.odlfled to Improve smoothness of the output of the ilst of NEXT 
proposition numbers, by calling AFIRMMAPRINT, which pretty prints a r~\ 

list In English. Also NEXT now prints" ( none! ) .. when there are no \_j 
pending propositions, rather than not printing anything at all, as 
was Its wont. 

AUlrmlnltAft.rM.k.sys 
Changed by RBATES at. 7-Aug-79 17:04:12 from 
(DTHOMPSON)PR3.;2 
Now maps threw RESETFORMS and. EVAL's each one. 

ChanQ~dbyRBATES al7-Aug-1'917:04:25from·NEW 
Was called createPatchFlle. Calls the editor at e'nd 10 edit the 
coms of the master patch flle~ 

Changed· by RBATES. at 7-Aug-19 1'7:0.4:48 from NEW 
Used to be called verlfyRequest; 

Changed byRBATES at 7-Aug-7917:04:54 from NEW 
used to b.e call checkPoint. The flies It c.reates are of the form 
backname.-. 

Changed-~'· by,·· RBATESat l-Aug~ 79 17:05:22 from 
(RBATES),CPAT25'i 10 
now calls CheckPoint Instead of checkPoint and VerlfyRequest r-' 
InsteadofverlfyRequest. "'.) 

_.' 
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Infix 

Infix 

renamePreflxOp 

renamelnflxOp 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Aug-79 17:08:21 from SPECIFICATION 
Uses the shorten name Instead of the full name. This change goes 
along with the new Infix print. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Aug-79 17:08:44 from SPECIFICAtiON 
uses the shorten names Instead of the full names. Goes along with 
the new Infix print. 

Changed by RBATES at 7-Aug-79 17:10:15 from PARSERHELPER 
Uses the new 10 operators Instead of the xeval operators. 

Changed by RBATES at 7 -Aug-79 17: 10:24 from PARSERHELPER 
Uses the new 10 operators Instead of the Xeval operators . 

. .. 

------------- --
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Change. to veralon 24 

These functions have changed: 

l.nltDtva 

InltXevalDtv. 

RequestFunctlon 

Changed by RBATES at 2-Jul-79 00:20:30 from (RBATES)CPAT24.; 
1 
Added a call to DafaultUserProflle. 

Changed by RBATES at 2-Jul-79 00:20:44 from (RBATES)CPAT24.; 
1 
moved the call of DefauitUserProflle to InltDtvs. 

Changed by RBATES at 2-Jul-79 00:20:56 from (RBATES)CPAT24.; 
1 
During system building uUpdateFunctlon won't get called any more. 

--. 

(j 

--

C) 
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Changes to verllon 23 

These functions have changed: 

DtvI 

genvcs 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-79 22:58:24 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Otvs was modified to allow pascal. comments { •.• } In command 
position. This allows comments at the beginning of Input lines, and 
Immediately after semicolons ( which Is really the beginning of the 
NEXT Input line ) • c 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-79 22:59:08 from PASCAL 
modified to swap the printout of the " <number><status> I. 

message and the pretty-print of the propOSition, 80 as to conform 
with other parts of the system. Also, added spelling correction to 
the program unit names. It's a little more flexible!. 

aklpPascalComment Changed by OTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-79 22:59:58 from NEW 
This routine .does the skipping until right curly bracket, do skip over 
Pascal comments. It assumes the left curly bracket has already 
been seen. It uses the Input file provided as Its parameter, and 
uses READC's, thus not needing a read table. 

ReduceRespelllngslnteractlvely 

RemoveRule 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 25-Jun-79 23:04:12 from AFFIRMEXEC 
modified to add the missing left paren In the message saying that 
the system automatically respelled a misspelled word. 

, Changed by OTHOMPSON at 26-Jun-79 00:51 :53 'from 
REWRITERUlE 
Modified to give pretty printer more of the line width to work with 
In printing the rule being discarded. This Is being changed In 
conjunction with the printout format changes· to Completer and 
AddRule, to fix the ASKUSER calls and generally spruce up output a 
( tiny) bit. 

InltlalizeAfflrmReadTable 

EdltTheorem 

Changed by OTHOMpSON at 26-Jun-79 23:18:32 from NEW 
a new function to Initialize the pascal read table. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 27-Jun-79 17:18:19 from TEO IT 
minor: calls getPrettyNorm so won't recompute ( RemovelfsQ 
AfterNorm ) If It already exists. 

II 
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AddConUnand 

DeleteCommand 

C'eanupFunctlon 

Cenlndex 

Requ •• tFunctlon 

UpdateFunctlon 

WhatChanged 

ct.anupRequest 

, , 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 27-Jun-79 22:26:32 from NEW· 
This routine performs the necessary variable updates to 
Incorporate a new command Into the spelling correction "command 
list, etc. The routine checks . for an associated function with 
parameters FILE and STOP. It reports Its findings ( yes, there Is 
one; no there Isn't) to the caller. NOTE: the routine does NOT 
perform any PERMANENT command addition; each time you start up 
a new AFFIRM, youtH have to rerun AddCommand, until your new 
command Is added to the system during a system build. CALLING 
SEQUENCE: ( from AFFIRM EXEC: e AddCommand ( <list of command 
names) ) there Is no current need for the routine to worry about 
parametere to the command, but It will when centralized Input 
happens. If the list of command names Is Nil, AddCommand prompts 
the user for a list. Any casing will do, AddCOmmand lowers It before 
processing. 

Changed by DTIiOMPSON at 27-Jun-79 22:29:56 from NEW 
This routine deletes a ( list of ) command ( s ) provided to It as Its 
parameter. Any casing win do, It lower cases It before processing. 
It's robust enuf to handle the case that the command Is NOT a 
command. callingaequence: e DeleteCommand ( <list of command 
names) ) 

Changed by RBATES at 28-Jun-79 22:36:03 from REQUEST" 
removed a variable bounded but never used. " 

Changed by RBATES at 28-Jun-79 22:36:38 "from UTILITY 
Fixed a problem with functions that belong on two flies. This can 
happen since by copying a function to another file It Is a easy way 
to to place Intoa block. 

Changed by RBATES at 28-Jun-7922:37:43 from REQUEST 
Modified the call to UpdateFunctlon so It passes along what affirm 
file the function belongs to. " 

Changed by RBATES at 28-Jun-79 22:37:54 from REQUEST. 
Added a new optional parameter AfflrmFlle which Is the" affirm file to 
which the function belongs to. Also have added a call to the new 
function flndOeflnltlon. 

Changed byRBATES at 28-Jun-79 22:38:25 from REQUEST 
removed a variable bounded but never used. 

, , .. 
Chang~d by RBATES at 28-Jun-79 22:38:34 from REQUEST 
fixed a problem In modifying the file PrevlousVerslon. 

C) 
"-

C) 
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flndD.flnltlon 

getComment 

ApplyAIIEqHyps 

ApplyEqHyp 

GetConJunct 

Changed by RBATES at 28-Jun-79 22:38:46 from NEW 
This function worries about If the system has the right definition for 
the function. If the system has no definition for a function, It will 
automatlcly load the function using the variable FULLSYSFILES. If 
the system has the possibly of having the right definition In core 
then an ASKUSER can Is done to determine whThls function worries 
about If the system has the right definition for a particular function. 
If the system has no definition for a function, then It will 
automatlcly load the function using the variable FULLSYSTEMFILES. 
If system has the possibly of having the right definition In core 
then an ASKUSER can Is done to determine wheter or not to 
redefine. 

Changed by RBATES at 28-Jun-79 22:40:22 from REQUEST 
removed a variable bounded but never used. 

Changed by MUSSER at 28-Jun-79 23:44:16 from NEW 
New function used In new Implementation of REPLACE command. 
See comment In the code. 

Changed by MUSSER at 28-Jun-79 23:45:51 from NEW 
New function used In new Implementation of REPLACE command . 
See comment In the code. 

Changed by MUSSER at 28-Jun-79 23:46:22 from NEW 
Ne function. Arguments are ( x I ) , where ·x Is. a predicate 

.. . expression, lis a positive Integer. Result Is the I-th conjunct In x, 
where the conJuncts are numbered from left to right In print order. 
If there are fewer than I conjuncts, result Is NIL. 

'sEq Changed by MUSSER at 28-Jun-79 23:47:33 from NEW 
New function, part of transition to new treatment of equality. 
Argument Is op, an atom. Returns T If op Is an equality operator, NIL 
otherwise. 

AeadExpresslonList Changed by MUSSER at 28-Jun-79 23:48:43 from NEW 
New function. Arguments are ( file atop ) • Readsa non-empty 
aequence of expressions from file, terminated by the symbol stop. 
Performs error exit If syntax or Interface error occurs. 
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r.placeC;o~m.nd Changed by MUSSER at 28-Jun-79 23:49:36 from THEOREMPROVER 
New Implementation of theorem prover command REPLACE. Corrects 
problem of substitutions being blocked by hypotheses that are 
Implications. Extends the command to permit an optional 'lIst of 
expressions as arguments. These arguments form the ReplaceUst 
used to control exactly which substitutions get made. If the 
Replacellst Is empty, all equality hypotheses are used to make RHS 
for LHS substitutions ( as before) • If It Is not empty, and LHS=RHS 
Is a hypothesis to an Implication, then If LHS occurs In Replacellst, 
the substitution RHS for LHS Is made; otherwise, If RHS occurs In 
Replacellst the substitution LHS for RHS Is made; otherwise, 
neither substitution Is made. 

DefaultU.erProflle Changed by DTHOMPSON at 29-Jun-79 00:50:11 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to not take a parameter, which It wasn't using anyhow. 
The parameter was UserName, so that we could do Individual things 
during the Initialization of the profile values to their defaults. But 
this routine Is now being called during system build, and Just what 
user will start up the system Is klnda hard to tell at that pOint ... 

InltlallzeU.erProflle Changed by DTHOMPSON at 29-Jun-79 00:51 :52 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Modified to no longer call DefaultUserProflle, 'cuz by the time 
InltlalizeUserProflle Is called, the Defaults will already have been 
provided. 

InltXevalDtv. Changed by DTHOMPSON at 29-Jun-79 00:52:13 from UTILITY 
Modlffed to call DefaultUserProflle, In order tolnlthillze the system 
defaults at system build time. 

C) 

C) 
--

C) 
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Changes to v.rslon 22 

These functions have changed: 

Choo.eASymbol 

NewSymbolFrom 

Genlndex 

MAKE SYSTEM 

NoteFlles 

TypeFlle 

cases 

cleanupRequest 

gripe 

suppose 

supersearch 

search 

Changed by ERICKSON at 14-Jun-79 17: 15:34 from LOGIC 
Now checks whether It Is given NIL as a variable. This used to give 
us ( RPLACA NIL & ) ; now It's caught lind gives an error. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 14-Jun-79 17:16:27 from LOGIC 
Checks for NIL variable; see ChooseASymbol 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Jun-79 23:27:59 from UTILITY 
Fixed Genlndex to work with either Hash Wherels system or a 
normal system. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Jun-79 23:28:14 from UTILITY 
Move some of the Hash Wherels stuff to NoteFlles. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Jun-79 23:28:34 from ,REQUEST 
Has stuff for the Hash Wherels system, that was In MAKESYS. 

Changed by RBATES at 14";Jun-79 23:28:46 from NEW 
An old function that was not Included In the last big change. It Just 
caples a file to the tty: • 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Jun-79 23:29:08 from THEOREMPROVER 
Just added a call to CheckForSuccess. This makes s~re that the 
T.P. knows what cases did. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Jun-79 23:29:44 from NEW 
Th.ls Is the first release of a function that cleanup the Request 
package after a system Is built. It stili nead some work. 

Changed by RBATES at 14-Jun-79 23:30:01 'from AFFIRMEXEC 
Fixes a problem with gripe, that made the call to NotlfyMaUer not 
work. This problem was a direct result ,of the new way 
USERNUMBER Is done. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Jun-79 17:45:07 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
uses CheckForQexpresslon. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Jun-79 17 :45: 15 from 
THEORE,.,pROV&R 
uses In:stance? 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Jun-79 17 :45: 1 9 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
uses Instance? 

, 
a 
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f.t 

complete 

choose 

Changed by ERICKSON 
THEOREMPROVER 
uses CheckForQexpresslon. 

Changed by ERICKSON 
THEOREMPROVER 

at 

at 

15-Jun-79 17:45:22 from 

15-Jun-79 17:45:44 from 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Jun-79 17:46:09 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
rtCheckForQexpresslon added. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Jun-79 17:46:14 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Fixed the bug In .. augment FALSE; .. by bypassing Instance when 
we have an atom ( otherwise instance and InstanceQ do a ( create 
-- using -- ) which grabs garbage. 

CheckForOexpre •• lon 

In.tance? 

Comple.ter 

AfflrmSysoutlnlt 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Jun-79 17:46:42 from NEW 
Causes an error unless Its argument Is • QexpresSion. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 15-Jun-~9 17:46:46 from NEW 
If given something other than a Qexpresslon, returns It; otherwise 
calls Instance. Useful where you aren't sure of 80meone's 
structure. 

Changed by MUSSER at 18-Jun-79 00:44: 18 from lOGIC 
Changed to print trace Information about the checking of rules for 
unique termination and generation of new rules. Prints II· min" when 
checking the m-th rule among a total of n rules to. be checked. 
Prints " I .. whenever. a pair of rules are found to have. a critical 
pair. Prints ..... when a pair of rules are found that have operators 
In common. 

Changed by MUSSER at 18-Jun-79 00:47:43 from NEW 
New function that will be· used In new treatment of equality 
operations. ( Called by Completer. l Argument, X, Is assumed to be 
of the form ( IfThenElse p q r ) • Returns the equation ( p eqv( If ( q 
eqv· not r ) the q else p ) ) ( where RHS Is simplified: note that 1ft 
q eqv not r ) simplifies to TRUE then result Is ( p eqv q ); 
otherwise the result Is a conditional equation ) • 

Changed_byDTijOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:04:46 from UTILITY 
Modlfle~ -to Invoke the User Profile Initialization routine, which 
knows whether or not this Is the first time, or Is from a freeze. 

(-) 
'--,--' 
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profile 

UserProflle 

UserProflieSet 

InltlalizeUserProflle 

APE 

APG 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:05:46 from NEW 
This routine Is the command routine for the User Profile, mechanism. 
If Its parameter list Is NIL, It Invokes the profile dialogue. If Its 
parameter list Is non-NIL, It Is Interpreted as a series of profile 
entry names, separated by commas. Each entry name can optionally 
be followed with a new value, or by a question mark, signifying that 
the current value Is to be output. For more Information, see the 
handout provided at the PV meeting of 790619.0 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:07:20 from NEW 
, This Is the query handler that should be called In the code. It takes 
two parameters, the entry name whose current value 18 to be 
retrieved, and a boolean flag which tells whether or not to map the 
retrieved value Into boolean or not. Flag m T means' maps Into 
Boolean, otherwise Just return current value as Is. If the entry has 
no value currently. NIL Is returned. Most flags are of the onloff 
variety. so the flag Is useful. Please see the handout on the profile 
mechanism. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:08:55 from NEW 
This Is the value modification routine to be called from code. It 
takes three parameters. the entry name ( In any casing ) , the new 
value. and aan error flag. The value Is validated as a legal value for 
the entry name, and If so, Is stored. If the value Is NOT legal. the 
third parameter tells whether or not to tell the user. FlagcT=DONT 
tell the useri NIL means tell. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17;09:36 from NEW 
This Is the Initialization routine. which Initializes the profile to 
default values. and then reads In the profile file ( 8 ) • It knows 
about first time vs syaout 'startup after freeze" and acts 
accordingly. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:09:57 from NEW 
This routine Adds Profile Entries to the database, prompting the 
user for fields. A response of .. ] .. ( right square bracket) causes 
the normal default to be filled In. The routine also asks you for the 
name of the 'group' or 'family' this profile entry should be added to. 
type ? to get a list of current names. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:10:33 from NEW 
This routl,!e Ad,ds Profile Groups to the database. It prompts the 
user for field contents. The name Is an atomj the display name Is a 
STRING~ and MUST be In double quotes. The routine asks where the 
new group should be positioned In the current sequence of groups; 
type? to obtain your current choices. 
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OKtoUseCOMS? 

"etFlieNeme 

makeFlleName 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:11 :03 from NEW 
This routine Is a PLACEHOLDER for a set of file-handling . routines 
which worry about re-uslng COMS, Initializing COMS, etc. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17: 11 :22 from NEW 
This routine performs the. minimal fun·ction of reading an atom whish 
Is supposedly a filename. It Is a PLACEHOLDER for a function badly 
needed, which will be written soon. Please see comments to II 

OKtoUserCOMS? II • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17: 11 :54 from NEW 
This routine actyually worries about creating a file name from an 
atom name, Inserting control-v's as needed for TOPS-.20~ 

o 

markFlleNameA.U •• d 

• etGCme •• age 

•• tGCps"e. 

L •• tRu'e. 

,n.tXeveIDtv. 

"erlfyReque.t 

Completer 

·Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:12:14 from NEW 
Please see comments to routine" OKtoUseCOMS? i, • 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:12:20 from NEW . 
This routine resets the format of the garbage collection message 
using the profile. try It and see! 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17: 12:31 from NEW 
This routine resets the garbage collection page variable below 
which the." ... pages left .. message Is output. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 18-Jun-79 17:13:13 from 
SPECIFICATION 
Modified to follow the 65 rule, whereby If the LEFT 'slde of a rule 
takes up more than 65 of the line, the RIGHT side Is placed on the 
next line. Otherwise, the RIGHT aide Is atarted on the same line. 
The 65 figure Is the default value of a user profile entry, so the 
user can re.set It to any percentage whole. number ( between 0 and 
100) • 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Jun-79 22:22:21 from UTll.ITY 
Added ( XS.et eQVOP EQV\Boolean.) to the function. This will cause 
EQV to be lowercase and Infix when printed. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Jun-79 22:22:50 from REQUEST 
Fix a problem with counting NEW flies In the reference counters. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Jun-79 22:23:10 from <MUSSER)JUNK.; -' . 
3 -

(J 

Changed the FreeVars call to be Frees calls, which fixed a problem. 0 
Question: Should all the FreeVars calls be changed to Frees calls? 
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deleteEntryFunctlon Changed by RBATES at 18-Jun-79 22:23:47 from REQUEST 
Changed the deleteEntry call to putEntry, a minor change. 

redoFllePolntera 

AequeatFunctlon 

deleteEntryFlle 

checkPoint 

EqvFromlf 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Jun-79 22:24:06 from REQUEST 
Call new function checkPoint. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Jun-79 22:24:16 from REQUEST 
If RequestFunctlon Is given NIL then the function It Is Interested In 
will be set to LASTWORD ( that Is the wayEDITF works ) • If It Is 
beenlng called from EDITF and the function does not a definition, 
the RequestFunctlon call will print a message and return • The user 
Is supposed to decide If he wants to own the function to atop the 
EDITF and restart with the right name. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Jun-79 22:25:30 from REQUEST 
changed the call from deleteEntry to putEntry. deleteEntry Is no 
longer needed. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Jun-79 22:26:25 from NEW 
New function that does a checkpoint for the request package. It 
works by doing a COPYHASHFILE. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Jun-79 22:26:42 from 
(MUSSER)NEWEQUAL.;3 
Used by Completer 
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Changea to veralon 21 

Theae functlona have changed: 

AfflrmMakeava 

CleanupFunctlon 

MAKEavaTEM 

afflrmWherela 

forget 

exec 

quit 

Changed by ABATES at 12-Jun-79 22:45:30 'rom 
(ABATES)SYSTEMPATCH.; 10 
The system now uaes a HASH wherela schema ( Section 24 pag_ 
34 ) • AfflrmMakeaya storea the WHEAEIS.HASH file Into the file 
WHEAEIS-".HASH where II la the version of affirm ythat the 
MAKESYS Is for. 

Changed by ABATES at 12-Jun-7g 22:46:32 trom 
(ABATES)SYSTEMPATCH.; 10 
Now uses the extended version of WHEREIS. 

Changed by RBATES at 12-Jun-79 22:48:40 'rom 
(RBATES)SYSTEMPATCH.; 10 
Now. has arguments List. Questlon1. and Questlon2. If list-Nil then 
we are doing a SYSlOAD of the file. on the variable 
PV\SYSTEM\FILES. Also If we are doing a SYSlOAD we will pLit 
enough Information on the prop lIat so that the EDITOR and 
PRETTYPRINTER can find out where a function Is and not ask the. 
user. This function stores the hash wherela on the file TEMP.HASH 
which gets copied by AfflrmMake.ys. Questlon1 and Queslton2 can 
by Nil. YES or NO. If Nil then user Is asked the Queatlon. If YES or 
NO then the user I. not asked the queatlon and the approlate thing 
Is done. 

Changed by RBATES at 12-Jun-79· 22:48:25 'rom 
(RBATES)SYSTEMPATCH.;10 
Use. the extended WHEREIS now. 

Changed by RBATES at 12-Jun-79 22:48:~4 'rom 
(RBATES)SYSTEMPATCH.; 10 
New function that does the .ame thing a. the lISPXCOMMAND 
forget. 

Changed by RBATES at 12-Jun-79 23:26:14 from UTILITY 
Made sure that the output went to the tty: and not the primary 
output file. 

Changed by RBATES at 12-Jun-79 23:26:25 from UTILITY 
Made SUt~ that the output went to the tty: and not the primary 
output file. 

() 

o 
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Chang.a to veralon 20 

lhese functions have changed: 

CiI.lnln .. a 

••• 
Ch.lnlnga1 

Define 

A.adR.st 

lI.arch 

Changed by MUSSER at 24-Apr-7Q 22:09:31 from UNIFICATION 
Modified to eliminate duplicates In tha Hat of .u~.tltutlons 
computed. 

Changed by MUSSER at 24-Apr-79 ~2:12:28 from NEW. 
Thla Is the old Chalnlngs function. . 

Changed by MUSSER at 25-Apr-7Q 17:53:81 from DTVS 
Modified so that the right handslda of the definition '- EVALed 
before the definition Is stored. This causas all and aoma quantifier. 
to be replaced by the given/find list form, which In turn gets rid of 
a problem of not properly renaming bound varlabla., •• g •. define f .( 
x ) • aome y ( p ( x,y ) ) would produca f ( y ) • somey ( P ( y.y ) ) 
• but now will p;oduce the correct rasult, f ( y ) • aome y' ( p ( y,y' 
) ( or, actually, f ( y ) • find y' ( y ) free y : P ( y,y' ) • 

Changed by MUSSER at 25-Apr-7Q 21 :18:42 from DTV$ 
Modified so that It returns the list of tokens ( atoms ) between the 
command name and the closing. semicolon. 

Changed by MUSSER at 25-Apr-79 21 :20:38 from THEOREMPROVER 
Modified to output the SUbstitutions being oonstructed ( to the 
terminal ) for possible selection by tha user In a aubsequent 
CHOOSE command. Also a new format .. wad to give a cla.r.r 
picture of the search space. 

TryChalnlnglAndNarrowlngl 
. Changed by MUSSER at 25-Apr-7Q 21 :23:47 from UNIFICATION 

Changed to Implement the changes to the SEARCH command output 
format. Also II more efflclant Iince duplicate substltutlona are no 
longer produced. 

Chool.ChalnlnglAndNarrowlngl 
Changed by MUSSER at 25-Apr-7Q 21 :53:16 from NEW 
. New function used by CHOOSE command to mraconstruct and make 
specified substitution • 

, , .. 

I 

·.1 
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ollaoa. Changed by MUSSER at 26-Apr-7a 22:20:36 from NEW 
This· Is a new function Implementing I new command, CHOOSE 
<aubstltutlonSpeclfler); where <aub.tltutlonSpeclfl.r) 'a a 
aequence of positive Integers .eparated by blankl or comma., 
Indicating one of the substitutions Ilst.d by the SEARCH oommand. 
The .ubstltutlon Is made In the CurrentSubgoa' and the reaultlng 
formula Is printed and becomes the new CurrentSubgoal. The 
.ubstltutlon Is recorded In the Proof Structure al t~gh It had been 
made by a PUT command. This command Is undo'atile. 

raplac.Command Changed by MUSSER at 26-Apr-79 22:17:30 from OTVS 

comp •• t. 

,0 •••• 

.u.ailt 

.pllt 

Modified so that the REPLACE command recordla recorded In the 
ProofStructure. 

Changed by MUSSER at 26-Apr-1D 22:18z28 from 
REWRITERUlECOMPlETION 
The " predicate " entered the ProofStructure to record the us. of 
the COMPLETE command Is " --- It rather than TRUE. The uae of 
TRUE made It possible for .ome commands to be Incorrectly 
recorded In the Proof Structure. 

Changed by MUSSER at 28-Apr-7D 22:19:36 from OTVS 
The " predicate " entered In the Proof Structure to record the use 
of the CASES command Is now " ____ " rather than TRUE. 8ee 
comment on change to " complete n • 

Changed by ERICKSON at 3-May-79 17:00:28 from NEW 
The augment command Is roughly similar to use and suppole. If the 
current result Is H Imp C, and you say " augment A II .• two sub goals 
are produced: ( H and A ) Imp C, and H Imp A. A may contain locally 
quantified variables. Any which are free must' be, 'givan' In the 
current r.sult, for soundness reasons. ( Note that ,this Is cloaer to It 
luppose " than II use " • ) This la Intended to facilitate the 
Introduction of facts which follow from the hypotheses. 

Changed by ERICKSON at a-May-7a , 7z02:'Oa froen 
THEOREMPROVER 
Split takes a lilt of lubgoall. If thl!ty are not already quantlfl,ad, It 
now uses the quantification In AftarNorm • 

• plltlntoSubgoal' Changed by ERICKSON at a-May-7a 17:02:2g from 
THEOREMPROVER 
One may:itow :llmply say ( SplltlntoSubgoals qex ) to get the 
fragments; the ule of ( SplltlntoSubgoals qax:axpr qex ) Is now 

n 
<"--,,< 

(J 
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'apllt Changed by ERICKSON at a-May-7S~ 17.:03:10 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Uses the new form. of Split and SplltlntoSubgoaia. ~ 

aUppose Changed by ERICKSON at a-M.y-7Q 1710a:18 "from 
THEOREMPROVER 
New forms of Split and SplltlntoSubgoals. 

employ Changed by ERICKSON at a-May-7S1 17:03:28 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
New form of Split. 

CheckForProposltlonStatus 

Z.pAule 

Bnstancea 

CevalHelper 

veclalm 

AootOf 

Roots 

Changed by MUSSER at 4-May-7Q 00:44:00 from THEOREMPROVER 
Added " basis • •• one of the .tatu. nam •• acceptad .i baing • 
proposition. Thu. a USE of an entry m.rked aa .• b.al •••• umptlon 
now works. 

Changed by MUSSER at 6-May-79 22:58:15 from DTVS 
Fixes a bug In the DISCARD command that cau.ed too much to ba 
discarded. Same bug caused IHto print as. NIL In ;achemas 
.ometlmes. . 

Changed by ERICKSON at 7-May-7S1 17:06:52 from NEW 
A sma" piece of code which commonly appe.ra where In.tance la 
used. Returns a Qexpresslon. properly Inst.ne.'d. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 8-May-79 17:21 :21 from CEVAL 
If case" analyals can be applied, only print. a message; do.. not 
ASKUS~R. . . 

Changed by ERICKSON at 10-M.y .. 7Q 171aQ:02 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Fixed so GetPredlcate won't get confused, keep proper format' of 

. TheoremList. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 11-May-79 00:28:34 from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Changed the algorithm to speed large casas. ( Factor of 1 OO! ) 

Changed by ERICKSON at 11-May-79 00:28:50· from 
THEOREMPROVER 
Changed t9 ap,!ad large cases • .... 

.. ~ 

I 
I 
I 
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SubPtoofNumber.' Changed by ERICKSON at 11-May-7Q 00:29:02 from 

Dtv. 

AFFIRMMAPRINT 

AFFIRMUSER 

THEOREMPROVER 
Now does a REMOVEDUPLICATES on Ita r •• ult, for ap.ed 11'1 
SubProofNumbers. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-May-7Q 22:28:18 from 
AFFIRMEXEC 
Dtvs now calls a prototype of an AFFIRM apelling corrector. Thus 
this version of Dtvs will perform spelling correction on command 
words, Interacting with the user as's necessary. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-May-79 22:33:01 from NEW 
AfFIRMMAPRINT Is a 'speclallzed version of MAPRINT that flrat prints 
some optional heading message on one line, and then prints the nat 
of Items separated by commas, with the' LAST Item preceded by ... 
and" • ( And even that's. optional: an optional parameter allows 
whatever you want. ) Thus the list 'a b c x', .Iong with the h •• der 
'did you mean one of the following?', would be printed ata did you 
mean one of the following? CI, b, c, or x ( providing 'or' .a the 
optional last separator. AFFIRMMAPRINT Is uaed by the apemng 
corrector Interactions. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 24-May-1Q 22:35:04 from NEW 
AFFIRMUSER Is a specialized version of ASKUSER that, aD f.r,. 
Simply performs a carriage return after the ASKUSER Interaction. 

AFFIRMSpelllngCorrect 
Changed by DTHOMPSONat 24-May-19 22:35:24 from NEW 
The spelling correction routine. It·. determines a list of poeslble 
respelllngs that match within some percentage ( currently 80), a.nd 
asks the user to Indicate which If any of ~hese choices ./he really 
meant. ( User Interaction/notification I. controlled via paramete' •• ) 
The user can answer " / " , meaning none. of the choices, In whIch 
case the spelling corrector asks again, this time with the whole nst 
of choices. The user can then re-type the misspelled word ( under 
ASKUSER control -- 'bad' character. .re echoed with b.lls, and 
escape fills out unique portions of words;no confirmation ,
necessary ) • or again reject an choices, The spelling Dorrector 
returns the respelling, If It Was found, or NIL. Tha calling routine Is 
expected to worry about the NIL ea.8. 

AFFIRMSpellingHeiper 1 
Changedi:iy DTHOMPSON at 24-May-7Q 22:31:21 from NEW 
A sub-function of the spelling corrector that attempt. to find. list 
of 'close' matches. Assumes no Interaction with the usar. 

C) 
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AFFIRMSpellingHelper2 
Changed by OTHOMPSON at 24-May-79 22:37:53 from NEW 
Same as AFFIRMSeplllngHelper2, but .ssumes Int.ractlon With the 
user Is OK ( actually, both Helper1 and Helper2 have evol"eddurlng 
debug/play Into the same toutlne, but Ju.t In c....... thay". 
currently treated as If they did different things. ) 

AFFIRMSp.lllngHelp.r3 

Dtv. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 24-May-79 22:38:43 from NEW' 
A sub-funtlon of the spelling corrector. Handles case where the 
percentage match faUed, and the whole list of posslbilltle. Is to be 
presented to the user. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 24-May-79 23:()5:1 a . from 
(OTHOMPSON)CMOSPELL.;2 
Modified the command name 8pelling correctorca" to u.e NOTEa. 
the default wh~n the u.er raJecta a"; possibilities. Thi. way tha 
'.~Ip to ;' Is done. 

AFFIRMSpellingCorrect 
Changed by OTHOMPSON at 24-May-79 23:05:41 from 
(OTHOMPSON)OTUTILITIES.;20 
Modified the askuser calls to NOT be remembered on tha history . 
list. repeating the Interaction with a misspelled word causes the 
Interaction to be performed all over again. ( ,. thl. raa8~nabla"'''' ) 

AFFIRMSpellingHelper3 

P,'ntDec'. 

dec •• reVar 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 24-May-79 23:06:08 from 
(OTHOMPSON)OTUTILtTIES.;20 
Modified the askuser calls to not be remembered on the history list. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 24-May-79 23:08:16 trom 
SPECIFICATION 
Minor changes to the printing format to pretty uP. output. 

Changed by OTHOMPSON at 24-May-79·. 23:08:36 from 
SPECIFICATION 
along with minor changes to output format to make It. prattler, 
changes to remove duplications from the decl Id list were made. 
Also, If any supposedly new var . Ids are duplicates, If the user 
answers NO to the question 'redeclare?'. the remaining var., that 
were really new, are declared ( tha prevloua varalon didn't declara 
ANY of the'vara·1f the user answered NO ) • 
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'edo Changed by DTHOMPSON at 26-May-7100:08:47 from 
AFFIRMEXEC 
changed name of AFFIRMFIXFILE to II .-AFFIRMFIXFILE .... Ie • to avoid 
completion conflicts with other file name. In the us.r'. dlreotory. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 2S .. May .. 71 OO:50:S4from 
(ERICKSON)RECLAIM.;4 
The semantics have been reversed. You now aupply • nst of the 
numbers of roots you wish deleted. They, and any de.cendant. not 
used elsewhere, are smashed ( NOT undoably ) • Stili .sks the u.er 
for approval. 

AFFIRMSpelllngCorrect 
Changed by DTHOMPSON .t al-M.y-rQ 22:21 :3r from 
(DTHOMPSON)DTUTILITIES.;21 
••• has been rew;ltten to smooth out output and to .peed up the 
spelling correction process. It's stili an EXPERIMENTAL thing: pt •••• 
( constructively ) critique It I 

DetermlnelnltlalRe.pelllngs 

o 

Changed by DTHOMPSON.t 2g-May-7g 22:23:12 from NEW 
computes for the spelling corrector an Initial list of ralltlvely olo.e 
matches to the misspelled Item. 0 

ReducaRespelllngsNonlnteractlvely 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 29-May-7Q 22:23:31 from NEW 
the current algorithm for determining • respelling of • ml.spelled 
word when we can't ask the user Is to .ee If the Ilat of Initial 
guesses returned by DetermlnelnltlalRespelllngs ~as EXACTLY ONE 
Item In It. If so, that Item Is the respelling. otherwise, we f.lI. 

ReduceRe.pelllng.'nteractlvely . 

AFFIRMMAPRINT 

AFFIRMUSER 

Changed by DTHOMPSON at 29-May-71 22:24:20 from NEW . 
This routine determines a respelling by .sklng the user. providing 
an ASKUSER keyllst of a list of guesses th.t match the ml.SPened 
Item rather closely. The user Is free to .ccept or reJeot the.e 
choices, In which case she/he Is.sked to retype the· mls.pened 
word. 

Changed by DTHOMPSON .t aQ-M.y-rQ 28:50:03 from 
(DTHOMPSON)DTUTILITIES.;20 
modified to reduce number of extra unneeded blank Un·es of output. 
by using .ute 'Reposition' functlon~ 

Changed by DTHOMPSON .t 2Q-May-rQ 23:51 :aQ from 
(DTHOMPSON)DTUTILITIES.;20 
modified to use the 'Reposition' fun elton. 
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Repolltlon Changed by DTHOMPSON at 2g-May-7g 23151158 from NEW 
This Is one of those trivial printing functlona that Just Jumpa to a 
new line If we're not already there. It CHECkS to .ee. rather than 
Just Jumplng( look before you Jump, my mother alway. used to .ay ... 
) It can be used as a normal function, or Ina Ide a printout form: II ( 

printout NIL ( Reposition ) etc ) " • 

AFFIRMSpellingCorrect 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at ~0-May-19 Q0120:08 from 
(DTHOMPSON)SPELLER.;2 
••• I can't keep my hands off It! Modified to bind INTERLISP variable 
NOSPELLFLG, so that AFFIRM gets _pelling correction eVen though 
the LISP system underneath may not. Fixed printout format of 
comments In the code; and Imoothed out output to Uler, u.lng 
'Reposition'. . 

DetermlnelnltlalRelpellinga 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 10-May-7a 00:21 :04 from 
(DTHOMPSON)SPELLER.;2 . 
fixed comments to pretty print nicely ( JUlt a code change, u •• r 
won't se. a thing different ) • 

ReduceReapellingaNonlnteractlvaly 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at SO-May-7a 00:21:18 from 
(DTHOMPSON)SPELLER.;2 

. fixed comments to prettyprlnt nicely; smoothed out output by u.lng 
'Reposition' • 

"educeReapellingalnteractlvely 
Changed by DTHOMPSON at 30-~ay-19 00:21:34 from 
(DTHOMPSON)SPELLER.;2 
lee comments for 'ReduceRespelllngsNonlnt~ractlvely·. 

gripe Changed by RBATES at 3-Jun-79 23:43:42 from AfFIRMEXEC 
If given a null subject gripe will now prompt the user· for the 
s,,!bJe.ct • 

• etupDeclaratlona Changed by RBATES at 3-Jun-79 23:44:02 from PASCAL 
Fixed a problem In declaring variables Pascal Inst.ad of 
ProcedureCali. 

Inatance Changed by MUSSER at 4-Jun-79 22:37:21 from lOGIC 
Recoded~ to make It more efficient. Speeds up PUT, lET, and 
SEARCI:f commands. 

• 
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Occur.A.Operatorln Changed by MUSSER at 4-Jun-7Q 22:3Q:47 from NEW 

atoraga 

AddToFlle 

New function. Argumants are ( atm exp ) • Where atm ,. a Ut.ral 
atom and exp I. an axprellion. Retume T If atm occur. •• an 
operator .ymbol In axp. NIL otharwlsa. U •• d In naw v.r.lon of 
Instance. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 4-Jun-7Q 23:27:05 from N£W 
The " .torage " command 'I Intended to halp smooth LIS"'s 
behavior when space gets tight. Its argument ,. one of {normal 
tight severe} ( normal Is the default ) • It la Intended that "normal 
.. be uled where space Is not at a ·pramlum ( and Ges ahould ba 
minimized ) • .. tight .. where one expectl to hit bottom .t some 
point In the selslon, and " aevare " when approaching that limit. 
LISP's GC has, for each data type, a target 'evel ( MINFS l . If • 
GC of the type occurl, and 'a.s than MINF8 free oel,. ata 
available, more pages will be allocated. This command adjust. 
these targets. The command also changel the LISP history alice ( 
to 2.5, or 30, respectively ). Only the alice part Is automatically 
undoable. The MINFS targets are stored In the variable Mlnfslava's, 
which has the format ( ... ( type-name aavara-Iave' tlght-Ie"al 
normaHevel ) ••• ) • 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 00:48:43 from UTILITY 
Modify AddToFlle so that It checka to maka aur. that lIat ,. not 
NOBINO. 

AfflrmlnltAfterMake.y. 

AfflrmMake.y. 

CleanupFunctlon' 

Dtv. 

Genlndax 

InltXevalDtv. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 00:53:55 from UTllIry 
Killed the file package Information about tha ADVICE toEVALQT. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-7Q 00:54:0Q from UTILITY 
Flxad the herald In the MAKESYS. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 00:54:18 from REQUEST 
Added a naw Internal parameter, usad during making ,a maatar patch 
file. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 00:54:38 from AFFIRMEXEC 
Killed additions to the .pelllng lists while Inside of DtvI. Turn baok 
on while In a USEREXEC. ' 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-7Q 17:00:15 from NEW 
Function ~hat makes up the Index for tha Affirm .ource. book. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-7Q 17:00:2Q from UTILITY 
, Now hal parameter uled to .at the MINfS for certain Interllap 
tyP.'· 

n '- / 
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RequeatFunctlon 

UpdateFunct'on 

.akToOwn 

createPatchFlle 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:00:45 from REQUEST 
Now has a Internal parameter used during ayatem building. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:00:58 from REQUEST 
Warns the user If It can not find a patch fila or It can only find tha 
top version of a patch file. Will now call ASKUSER If there Ie a 
choice between the top version and a lower version. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:01 :28 from REQUEST 
Fixed a typo In the ASKUSER call. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:01 :82 from NEW 
The function that makes the master patch file. 

grantAcc ••• Functlon 

10ckFile 

putEntry 

putEntryFlle 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:01 :89 from REQUEST 
Uses a new Internal parameter to decide to call checkuaer. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:02:21 from REQUEST 
Has better error handling when OPENHASHFllE falls. 

Changed by ABATES at 5-Jun-7g 17:02:85 from NEW 
putEntry Is a Internal function to the Aequest package. 

Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:02:48 from NEW 
putEntryFlle Is an Internal function to the Request package. 

putEntryFunctlon Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:02:59 from NEW 
putEntryFunctlon Is an Internal function to the Request package. 

redoFllePolntera Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:08:08 from NEW 
The function that updates tha requeat package .fter • .yate'" 
build. 

ay.temBulld Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:08:15 from NEW 
Turns on and off the system building key. The system building kay 
tells the request package when It Is ok to do a request. 

ayatemCheck Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:08:35 from NEW 
The function that decides If a system build Is In progress or not. 

unUpdateFunctlon Changed by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:04:08 from NEW 
removes the update state for a function. 

'II; 
"", .. " 

verlfyRequeat Change.d by RBATES at 5-Jun-79 17:04:22 from NEW 
Verlfys the request package Is In a ok state. Returns T OR NIL. 

--~-- ~ -~~- -
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Change. to ver.'on ,. 

Th.s. functions have changed: 

InltlalizeDataFlle. Changed by ABATES at 25-Mar-70 23:12:14 from NEW 

.etupFlle 

aetupXed 

g"pe 

CheckLoad 

Notelnterface' 

Notelntertace. 

Occur.ln 

Reque.tFunct'on 

" 

This function Initialize. 'all the data. flies that the requa.t package 
ulal. 

Changad by ABATES at 25-Mlr-70 23:38:00 from DTVS 
SetupFlle now print a message If you redefine a type. 

Changed by ABATES at 25-Mar-70 23:41 :01 from DTVS 
Fixed a bug, which caused tha review command not to reu.a or kill 
the fork for xed. SetupXad now does a kfork after every call. 

, 
Changed by ABATES at 27-Mar-7D 21 :50:.55 from INITDTVS 
Fixed a bug that caused part of the fila II [ --unsent-mall-- ] 
.pvreportalslc· II' to be sent and deletad whll. gripe .tlll n.eded the 
file. . 

Changed by ERICKSON at 28-Mar-79 21 :35:35 from DTVS 
Data-type files may be loaded Into a SYSOUT without m •••• g.; 
only Affirm version matters. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 29-Mar-7D 16:35:42 from DTVS 
The ... II command now r.ads from dtvsflle Inst.ad of the t.rmlnal. 

Changed by ABATES at 29-Mar-70 23:54:13 from DTVS 
Now rebinds HOMEMACHINE to NIL.o th.t the AEQUEST p.okage I. 
off. 

Changed by RBATES at . IO-Mar-fa 23:64184 . from 
PAtTERNCOMPILER 
Notelnterfaee Is now call at both makeflle time and loading time. If 
Notelnterface can not find a expr for Its .rgument It will put one on 
the property list. This flx.s a bug with mak.flle printing • m •••• g. 
about It can not print • d.fn. 

Changed by ABATES at 30-Mar-7D 16:00:53 from 
PATTERNCOMPILER 
Notelnterfaces now has a axtra Igrumant for Notelnt.rf.ce. 

Changed by ABATES at 30-Mar-7S1 16:01:10 from NEWVCGEN 
Occursln will not be block complied by Its.lf to .peed thing' up • 

• 
Changed by ABATES at 30-Mar-79 16:01:21 from REQUEST 
A.questFunctlon chacks HOMEMACHINE to .ee If the REQUEST 
package .hould ba anablad or not. 

.: ~ 

. "(') 
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aetupFlle 

,,'p. 

INFIX\PRINT 

INFIX\PRINT3 

INFIX\PRINT4 

Changed by ABATES at SO-Mar-70 18:01:40 from 
(ABATES)PATCH.;1 
Now calls Notelnterface at makeflle time. 

Changed by ABATES at 10-Mar-7S1 18:01 :62 from 
(RBATES)PATCH.;3 
puts the AFFIRMVERSION In the subject field. 

Changed by RBATES at 30-Mar-7SJ16:02:0e from INFIX\PRINT ' 
binds lISPHIST ao that print don't eat up .pace. 

Changed by RBATES at 30-Mar-79 16:02:16 from INFIX\PRINT 
binds lISPXHIST to NIL. 

Changed by RBATES at 10-Mar-79 18:02:23 from INFIX\PRINT 
binds lISPXHIST to NIL. To fix a problem that cauaed Inflxprlnt to 
eat up apace. 

", 
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. Chang •• to varalon 1 e 

The.e function. hava changed: 

grip. 

aatBlockE 

atrlngPack 

AfflrmExac 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Mar-79 22:43:39 from INITDTVS 
Fixed a problem on TOPS-20 with the function not copying the 
u.er. gripe to the tran.crlpt. AI.o fixed grip •• 0 that It didn't naad 
to u.e (AFFIRM)INTERLlSP-GRIPES-AFFIRM.SAV anymore. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Mar-79 22:44:30 from NEW 
.etBlockE I. a new function that gripe u •••• It depo.lts a number In 
StartBlockE plu. a Off.et. 

Changed by RBATES at 18-Mar"79 22:45:08 from NEW 
.trlngPack I. a new function ue.d by gripe. It tak.s a atrlng and 
atore. It In the fr •• pag. StartBlockE plua an Offset. 

Changed by RBATES at 22-Mar-79 18:00:18 from NEW 
This function I. the right way to get from lisp to the Affirm topleval. 
Checks to make sure that CurrentType la ok, If not calls ( Edit 
'Basis) • 

AfflrmlnltAfterMakeays 

Af~lrmMakeaya 

AffirmSyaoutlnlt 

axac 

quit 

Changed by RBATES at 22-Mar-79 16:00:52 from NEW 
The first function called after MAKESYS. 

Changed by RBATES at 22-Mar-79 16:01 :14 from NEW 
The function that sets up the MAKESYS. Sets AFflRMMAKESVSFILE 
( the file which the makesys I, done to ) • AFFIRMVERSION the 
version number of AFFIRMMAKESYSFllE· and advises EVAlQT to call 
AfflrmtnltAfterMakesys. If given a file name, won't res at 
AFFIRMMAKESYSFllE or AFFIRMVERSION~ 

Changed by RBATES at 22-Mar-79 18:02:48 from iNITDTVS 
This Is function called when every il sysout or makeay. atarta up. 
Set. GOODGUY and AFFIRMSYSOUTFllE. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 22-Mar-7918:34:19 from NEW 
This Implements the Affirm command. Drop. user Into a lowar EXEC; 
advice on· SUBSYS causes transcript. to be aaved and continued. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 22-Mar-79 18:34:40 from NEW 
Issues a lOGOUT ] • returning u.er to higher exec. Advlc. on 
LOGOUT tSves .nd r •• tores transcripts. Affirm command •. 

o· 

o 
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firanscrlpt 

SetupFlle 

Changed by ERICKSON at 22-Mar-79 18:35:08 from NEW 
Saves aome of the theorem-prover .tate on a file who.e narite the 
uler provides. When the file II loaded, calla CheckLoad. U ••• 
globally: PROOFVARS SYSTEMSTATECOMS. Sav.a: proof .tructur. , 
proposltlonl, and currencYi .wltchel. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 22-Mar-79 18:36:34 from DTVS 
changed 10 DRIBBLE flies are opened Append. 

Changed by ERICKSON at 22-Mar-79 18:3S:Sr from NEW 
Warns the user If a loaded file was created undera different 
version of Affirm or a different SYSOUT than the one Into which It I. 
being entered. Hooks exist .to do further checking ( such aa 
current-type when loading a proof ) , but are not ·aiaed. 

Changed.by ERICKSON at 22-Mar-79 16:37,39 from DTVS 
Upon loading a type, CheckLoad la called 

--. 
I 
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IDAEMASSOC 
ver.lon 31 81 

ActualExprAt 
v .... ion 104 14 

AddArc 
ver.ion 104 20 

AddConwnand 
ver.ion 100 34 
ver.ion 23 141 

AddConwnandToHi.tory 
ver.ion 109 2, 8 
ver.ion 100 34 
ver.lon 34 81 
ver.ion 33 83,11,13 

AddDeclarationa 
ver.lon 34 81,. 

AddFact 
version 104 15 
ver.ion 103 21 

AddlntegerFact. 
. version 104 15 

ver.ion 103 21 
AddNeeds 

version .100 34 
version 3. ., 7. 

AddPararneiersToHistory 
version 109 2,4 
version 100 34 
ver.ion 34 81 
ve"ion 33 13 

AddAule 
ver.ion 104 12 
version 100 34 
version 34 71 
version 33. 77,78 
version 31 100 
ve"ion 28 12. 

AddAuieCamot 
version 104 11 
version 100 34 
version 34 50, 55 
ver.lon 33 7i 

AddAuleDirection 
version 104 18 
version 100 34 
ver.ion 34 50, 55 
version 33 7i 

AddToFile 
ver.lon 104 11 
ver.ion 34 53 
ver.ion 20 168 

ADDTOLIST 
ver.ion 31 81 

Adopt 
v .... ion 33 18 
Vet.ion 30 104 

Affirml ADDPAOP 
ver.lon 100 31 

AffirmB.lclttrace 
v .... ion 34 81 
veralon 33 12 

.. 
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AfflrmBre." 
version 104 14 
version 100 q 
version 34 eo 
veraion 33 • 1 

AffinnCompile 
version 104 11. 17 
. veraion 100 44. q 

Affirmed? 
veraion 33 II 

AffirmError 
version 109 " e 
versiOn 34 71 
version 33 12 
veraion 30 105 
veraion 29 118 
veraion 28 '25 

, AffinnExec 
version 109 2 
veralon 29 1 " 
veralon 25 134 
veraion 11 '12 

AffimiGCOAO' 
version 30 10e 
version 25 130 

AFFIAMHelp 
verlion 100 24.35 
version 30 1 1 1 

AffirmlnitA'lerM.kesya 
veraion 109 8 
veraion 100 28, q 
version 33 17 
version 29 117 
version 25 135, ,. 
version 20 151 
version 15 182 

AffirmLo.d 
veraion 33 
veraion 30 
version 29 
version 25 

17 
101 
120 
1ac,1. 

A"irmM.kesya 
version 10g 2 
version 100 28 
version 34 53,81 
version 30 105. 
veraion 29 117 
verSion 28 125 
version 25 138 
veraion 21 1SO 
veraion 20 151 
veraion 15 182 

AFFIAMMAPAINT 
version 100 32 
veraion 30 10g 
version 29 117 
version 25 135 
veraion 20 154 •• ee. 

AffirmNewa 
veraiOn 109 1 
veraion 33 10 
veraion 29 ttl 

AfflrmPAINTBELLS 
vet.lon'OO aa 

o 
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(~) AffirmRATOMS 
ver.ion 33 .7 
verelon 27 128 

AffirmS.ve 
Version 109 7 
version 100 24,36," 
version 33 84 
Yersion 25 134 

AffirmSORT 
version 33 98 

AFFIRMSpellingCorrect 
version 100 23 
version 34 74 
ver.ion 20 154, 155, 158, 157 

AFFIRMSpeilingHelper1 
version 20 154 

AFFIRMSpeilingHelper2 
version 20 154 

AFFIRMSpeIlingHelper3 
version 20 155 

AffirmSysoutlnit 
version 100 28,49 
version 22 148 
version 15 182 

AFFIRMUSER 
version 100 23,32 
version 25 138 
version 20 154,158 

AFFIRMWHEREIS 

,J version 100 28' 
version 21 160 

AIlSafe 
version 100 25 

ALL \Boole.n 

i 
ver.ion 103 22 

AND\Boole.n 
version 28 124 

Amot.te 
ver.ion 33 15,95 

Annotating 
version 30 113 
version 29 120 

APE 
version 30 108 
version 25 131 
version 22 147 

APO 
version 100 25 
version 22 147 

AppendChar 
version 34 81 

AppendE,c.pe 
version 25 133 

Apply 
version 33 15 

ApplyAIIEqHyps 
vereion 28 124 • .. 
version 23 143 

ApplyEqHyp = 

") 
version 23 143 

ApplyRules 
yer.ion 34 71 

"--- Arc 
vet.lon 33 I2,U,91 
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AtcendBy 
yer.lon 100 25 
yer.lon 33 ,., 

AlklfNlw 
yer.i~.1 100 35 

AIkToContinue 
ver.ion 100 35 

AIkToOWn 
Yerlion 100 35 
yer.ion 20 158 

AIkWhereToOo 
Yerlion 100 35 
Y .... ion 33 tM 

A .. ocAIlProgr.mUnit. 
verlion 34 H 

A .. oei.tivIAndM.tch 
verlion 100 .2 

A.sume ' 
ver.ion 33 15 
yer.lon 31 101 

AasumedAndDenied 
verlion 100 a 

Augment 
vlrsion 100 .IS 
vlrlion 33 7'.12 
vlrlion 31 101 
yeraion 22 148 
verlion 20 152 

Auto2Abort 
version 108 

AutoApplic.ble 
vlrsion 108 

AutoComm.nd 
vlrlion 10g 

AutoMe,cNnism 
yer.ion 108 

AutoNotVlt 
ver,i,on 108 • 

AutoPerfonn? 

7 

7 

7 

a 

ver.ion 108 • 
.. 10m 

ver.lon 104 15 
veriion 34 71 

lalfFile 
ver.ion 100 28 

laaeN.me 
veraion 25 131 

laleN.metist 
verlion 2. 125 

latch, 
verlion 100 32 

,INXEVAl 
verlion 33 ., 

CaIiEDITF 
ver,ion 34 71 
ver.ion 33 eo 
ver.ion 11S 1eo 

CaIiEditor 
verlion 104 ,. 
Ylraion 100 25; 35 
ver.lon 34 51 

CatitilY· 
ver.ion 104 ,. 
yer.lon a "." 

-' 
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(,j CI.e. 
"- ver.ion 100 .a 

version 34 50 
ver.ion 33 18 
ver.ion 31 102 
ver.ion 25 132 
ver.ion 22 145 
version 20 152 

C.vIIHelper 
ver.ion 25 132 
version 20 153 

Q\linings 
version 20 161 

Q\linings1 
ver.ion 20 161 

OteckAndSplit 
ver.ion 31 102 

OteckDefa 
version 34 68 

~ForPropo.itionStatua 
ver.ion 20 153 

~ckForQexpre .. ion 
ver.ion 34 50 
ver.ion 22 148 

~ckForType 

version 100 35 
veraion 34 88 
ver.ion 30 104, 108 
ver.ion 25 130 

<J 
~cklfOWn 

ver.ion 34 53 
~ckLold 

ver.ion 34 70 
veraion 33 71 
ver.ion 30 ·104 
ver.ion 29 118 
ver.ion 18 160 
ver.ion 16 183 

QteckPoint 
ver.ion 25 131 
ver.ion 22 14Sl 

CheckU.er 
version 100 38 
ver.ion 29 11Sl 

ChOose 
version 34 88 
ver.ion 33 l8,a1 
version 31 102 
version 22 146 
version 20 151 

ChooseASymbol 
ver.ion 34 53,68 
ver.ion 22 145 

ChooseO\ainingsAndNlrrowinga 
ver.ion 100 48 
ver.ion 34 52,68,88 
version 33 a5 
version 31 101 
ver.ion 20 151 

ClrevllrOlildP 

,~) ver.ion 33 1M 
Clrcullr&b.1 -- ver.ion 100 25 
ClrculwTranaformP 



version 104 11 
version 33 84 

CI •• nupFunction 
ver,ion 33 84 
ver,ion 28 125 
ver,ion 23 142 
ver'ion 21 150 
v."ion 20 158 

CI •• nupR.quest 
ver,ion 10g 2 
version 34 50 
v."ion 33 78 
version 23 142 
ver,ion 22 145 

Cle.r 
version 33 18 
ver,ion 31 100 

CI •• r.N.mes 
version 33 77, H 

Cle.rProo' 
v.,sion 33 77 

Cle.rT.rmi".IBuf'., 
ver,ion '00 38 

Clo.eAndOpenDribbie 
v.,sion ,og '1 
version 104 14 

Clo.eAMot.tion 
ver,ion 10g 1 
version 34 81 
v.,sion33 83 
v.rsion 30 113 
v.,sion 27 12'1 

Cios.Dribbi. 
v.rsion 104 14 
v.,sion 34 52 
ver,ion 29 118 
version 28 125 

CompaetPropStor.ge 
version 33 80 

~il.Aul.lntoLiap 
ver,ion 104 13 
v.rsion 103 22 
version 100 2'1 
ver.ion 34 50, 53~ 71, '18 

Complete 
version 100 48 
version 33 88 
ver,ion 31 100 
version 29 119 
version 22 148 
version 20 152 

~I.t.o.ps 
version 34 68 

~I.ter 
version 104 17 
ver'ion 34 53, 58, 75 
ver .ion 33 77 • 
v.,sion 28 124 
v.,sion 22 148, 148; 

~Iete~. 
ver,ion 34 68 

eon.M.lnduetionE .... ion 
v."ion 104 13 

c:or.uteLiapCode 

. .. " 
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"".Ion 100 28 
"".Ion 34 63, 74 

ConcurrentA •• ignmentMit 
VIr.ion 34 II 

ConIt.nt. 
"".ion 34 13 

Convert 
"".ion 104 15 
"er.ion 29 1 17 

Conv ... tOldType 
"er.ion 34 72 

Copy 
"er.ion 33 18 
"".ion 30 109 
"er.ion 29 1 19 
"er.ion 25 130 

eorreetOneFileo.te 
ver.ion 100 27 

ere.teEicpan.iona 
"tr.ion 34 18 

CreatePatchFile 
v .... ion 34 13, 17, 70, 75 
ver.ion 33 94 
" .... ion 30 113 
ver.ion 29 118 
" .... ion 25 138 
v".ion 20 15S1 

Critie.IP.ir. 
"".ion 2. 124 

Debug 
ver.ion 100 27 

DecipherAuleMatchl.,t 
ver.ion 100 38 
ver.ion 34 12, ea 

DeelareFun 
ver.ion 109 2 
v .... ion 100 23,25.27,29 

e ver.ion 34 18, 72 
.'. v".ion 33 18 

version 30 108 
v.r.ion 21 124 

Deetar.Macro 
v .... ion 34 71 

DeclereType 
v.r.ion 104 20 
"er.ion 100 24, 38 
"".ion 34 13,87,70,71 
v."ion 30 104, 108 
v .... ion 28 124 

DeclareVar 
v".ion 10g 3 
v ... sion 104 19 
v".ion 100 38 
v".ion 34 56, 59, eg 
ver.ion 33 7., 14 
v".ion 30 104, 106 
"er.ion 20 165 

Deet.reVari.bt •• 
ver.ion 34 57 

DecodeName 
"".ion 33 11 

Def.uItU."Profne 
v .... ion34 57 
ver.lon 30 112 

: 
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v .... ionZG 11. (~ 
ver.ion 23 '" '---_I 

Define. .2.-'" 
v ... ilon 104 18 
•• IOn 103 22 
_,Ion 34 5&.72 
v .... ian 33 18.",13 
ver.ion 29 1 " 
v •• ion 20 151 

oefinedAFFIAMCommind 
versian 33 83 

DefinedEntryNaIM1 
version 100 3e 
. " .... ion 25 '32 

DeletableP 
" .... ion 34 57 

DeleteComrriand 
v ... iian 100 38 
_.ion 30 115 
ver,lon 23 '42 

DeleteEntryFile 
v .... ion 22 ,., 

.o.'eteEntryFunction 
" .... ionU 10 

De.eerid 
v .... ion ,og 5 

Determineinitia'''.spellings 
ver.ion 3. 82 
ver.ion 20 1M. 1&7 

DetermineObjeetCla •• 
·ver.ian '00 38 () Di.elrd 
v .... ion 100 3 .,.:::.r 
ver.ion 34 74 
v .... ion 33 11.11 

• Di.elrdlnterflee 
v .... ion109 3 
ver.ion 104 " Di,cardVlrilble 
ver.ion '04 " . DOt .. vet.ion 100 i5 . 
ver'lon 34 17 

DOli" 
v .... iOn 100 25 

Down 
ver.ion33 18 

DO\NAAV\OP 
version 34' 57 

DprintoutMacro 
ver.ion '04 ,. 
vet.ion 33 I' 

DROPFAOMLIST 
v .... ion 3' II 

DTVS 
v ... iion 109 2.', I 
v •• ion 34 82 . 
ver.ion 33 IS. ", 13, ta-
v .... ion 3' '7 
v .... ion30 1oa. "0 • 
ver.lon 29 120 () v •• IOrt27 128 
vef.ion25 '34,1.,138 \_- / 

ver.lon 23 ,., 

--------
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f,,~ ytr,lon 20 154, 155, 151 
Ytr,ion 18 1eo 

"--
DWIMUSEAFN 

ytr,lon 100 28,30,. 
ytr,lon 34 67 
ytr,lon 28 122 

Edit 
ytr'ion 30 104 

Edit Theorem 
ytr,ion 104 

" ver,ion 100 37 
ytr,ion 33 85 
vtr,ion 31 100 
ytr,ion 23 141 

Elementsln 
version 104 17 

EmbeddedQuantifier 
ver.ion 104 18 

E~loy 
ytr.ion 104 13 
ver.ion 34 74 
yer.ion 33 88.83 
yer.ion 31 102 
yer.ion 27 128 
ver.ion 20 153 

EndinColon 
version 31 88 

EndMonitorCycle 
. version 30 111 

EndsColon 

~~) version 31 81 
EnhanceHp 

version 33 85 
ver.ion 31 SI8 

Enter 
ver.ion 100 30 
ver.ion 33 88 
ver,ion 31 101 

EqConi 
ver.ion 31 88 

EqCons1 
Yer,lon 31 • E.,a' 
ver,ion 28. 118 

E.,alityFromlf 
version 20 118 

EqvFromlf 
ver.ion 22 1C8, "8 

EQV\Boole.n 
version 28 124 

ErrorHe.ding 
ver.ion 100 47 

ErrorinFile 
ver.ion 108 a 

E,t.blishlnterLiapEnvironment 
ver.ion 31 87 
ver.ion 29 120 • 

Ev.IFormWithOutDribbie . ' 
ver.ion 109 4 " 

Ev.IFormWithOutDribbleM.cro 

\~ ytr.ion 104 ,. 
EVllulteAuie 

ver.lon 104 12, " 
Exec 

, , 

.. _-----



ver.lon 101 7 
ver.ion 100 21 
ver.lon 33 19 
ver.ion 25 135 
ver.iOf' 21 150 
ver.ion 15 182 

Ex".ndo.f. 
Yet.ion 100 1,7 

Ex,.ndVi.ibleo.,.1 
ver.ion 31, 57 

ExtendNlme 
ver.ion 34 53 

ExtensiOn 
version 31, 72 

Extrlctin.teld 
ver.ion 100 28 

F.'.eBrlnch 
version 103 21 
ver.ion 100 1,9 
ver.lon 29 1 18 

FIllOut 
ver.ion 31 18 

'IndO.finition 
ver.ion 101 3 
version 100 37 

. ver.ion 30 114 
ver.ion 29 119 
version 25 131, 
ver.lon 23 1U 

FIndEqv. 
ver.iOn 101 5 

FindiH. 
ver.lon 104 18 

Finds 
yer.ion 31, eo 

FlndSubexpre .. iona 
ver.ion 101 1 

FIr.tElement 
ver.ion 30 101' 

FltsOnLine 
ver.ion 104 17 
v .... ion 31, 81 

Fix 
ver.ion 33 II 

FII,Arco.acent 
veraion 100 25 

Forget 
. . ver.ion 33 19 

ver.ion 25 135 
ver.ion 21 150 

Fre.Vlr. 
ver.ion 33 71 

'.File 
ver.iOn 101 7 
ver.ion 31, 52.55 
ver.ion 33 11 
version 30113 • 
ver.ion 29 111 

FWM:tiona 
ver.ion.34 &I, 

Genericlnterflce 
ver.lon 101 2 
ver.lon 100 21,.37 
ver.lon 31, 87 

-----,. 
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\J Olnld 
v .... ion 34 63,72 

Olnlnde/( 
Vet'.ion 34 63 
v .... lon 30 114 
v .... ion 23 142 
v .... ion 22 146 
vtr.lon 20 1sa 

OtnNewSymbol. 
vtr.ion 104 111 
v •• ion 100 26 
v .... ion 34 64,81 

OMlVC. 
ver.ion 34 80 
ver.ion 33 7',71,sae 
ver.ion 31 101 
ver.ion 29 117 
v .... ion 23 141 

OttAFFIRMCommand 
ver.ion 34 70 
ver.ion 31 117 
v .... ion 30 110 
ver.ion 2Q 120 

OetAnnotation 
ver.ion 34 67 

OttArgumentsFromLI.t 
ver.ion 100 37 
ver.ion 34 82 

OttChainTo 

\ ') ver.ion 34 &7 
'--.-r ver.ion 33 10 

'--' OttChild 
version 100 26 
ver.ion 33 12 

OetCorrmand 
v .... ion-,00 37,. 
ver.ion 34 82 

OetConment 
ver.ion 100 28 
ver.ion 34 . 52 
v .... ion 30 114 
v .... ion27 128 
version 23 143 

OetConJ~t 

ver.ion 100 2& 
ver.ion 23 143 

OetDeclarations 
version 34 82 

OetEI,ment. 
ver.ion 100 13 

OetEntry 
ver.ion 34 80 
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